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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

History is evidence to the advent and passing away of many trade and craft 

tradition. Most of the region abounds in a wealth of craft and skilled artisans who have 

fashioned exquisite products and passed on the trade from generation to generations. 

The popularity of these craft lie in their creative instinct and attractive colour scheme 

coupled with designs and traditional motif. Yet, there comes a time when lack of 

patronage, scarcity of material and simple loss of interest bring about the closure of 

workshops and those who were dependent upon it have to seek livelihood elsewhere. 

Before the introduction of machinery, every article of the domestic use was 

produced by hand and thus the nomenclature 'Handicraft'. It was usually used to 

denote the activity of traditional craft, and if an artisan did his job perfectly he would 

easily acquire a patron who normally used to keep him in continuous employment. 

Gradually artisan became the keystone of the developing economy. He organize guild, 

which absorbs his son in his trade, for there is a strong tradition of continuity by 

inheritance in the history of craftsmanship. Particular technique passes down in 

families from one generation to another and even the apprenticeship was quasi-parental 

relationship. The craftsmen increase grad~y in individuality, security, scope and 

importance until the invention of machinery which revolutionized the industrial sector. 

With the emergence of industrialization there has been a lot of change in the 

traditional craftsmanship, a worker who produces an article by hand is still a handicraft 

artisan in spite of his labour being facilitate by an electric motor or by machine spin 

yarns or by standard dyes made in big chemical plants. It cannot be denied that the 

technique of the craft may change with the invention of new tools. Its prevalence may 

decrease as the industry becomes mechanised, the status of the craftsman may change 

as he becomes a part of larger industrial polity. Despite these apparently inimical 

developments, crafts remain an essential method of production in many lines of 

manufacturing. Besides, the study of traditional craft is an essential key to the 

understanding of the people's culture. It cannot be denied that in man's struggle for 

existence, artifacts and resources are his greatest asset. 

In India, the crafts have an importance of their own. They express the great 

tradition and cultural heritage of our country. As long as the masses of India retain their 

taste for superb workmanship, as long as they continue to be delighted by the beautiful 

artifacts, so long will crafts of India survive and even flourish. Even in the face of 
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challenges of the modem times, and in spite of various factors, which led to the decay 

of this sector, the traditional crafts show a remarkable utility. They have survived even 

the dark ages of Indian handicraft, the British regime of torture to artisans in order to 

ascertain the marketing of machine made goods in India. Their skill and the 

productivity of the traditional industry were at par with the modem manufacturing 

industries of the west. 

The Report of industrial commission 1918, Govt. of India, remarks that the skill 

of the Indian artisans in the production of delicate woven fabrics, in mixing of colour, 

in working on metal and stone and in all the manner of art and craft has from early 

times enjoyed a world wide celebrity. 

Prof. Weber is of the opinion that at a time when West Europe, the birth place 

of modem industrial system was inhabited by un-civilized tribes, India was famous for 

the wealth of her rural based highly artistic skilled craftsmen. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Some of the reasons for the survival of the crafts are: 

Artisans are by nature home loving and conservative. Besides illiteracy, poverty 

and lack of alternative means of employment have forced them to stick to their age

old ancestral profession. 

Artisans feel more independent and at ease while working amidst his family 

surrounding. 

The rigid caste system stood in the way of changing their ancestral work 

irrespective of the fact that some of these crafts ceased to be remunerative. 

The proximity of market and intimate knowledge of the consumers need gave an 

advantage to some of the traditional crafts over the factory products. 

The able and efficient artisans have always introduced new varieties of article in 

accordance with the changed time and taste of people. 

A section of people generally like to have goods of high artistic value produced by 

the traditional artisans. They are prepared to pay higher prices for highly artistic 

goods rather than to purchase cheap machine made goods. 

The joint family system and congenial home atmosphere provided facilities for the 

continuance of the crafts. 

Indian agricultural workers needed supplementary occupation, which is provided by 

the household craft culture which absorb their idle time and augment their low 

earning. 
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• Swadeshi movement during pre-independence period provided a much stimulus to 

the rural based traditional crafts. 

1.1 ISSUE 

The process of economic growth involves a significant change in the economic 

activities in hill region bringing about a change in the structure of the economy. In most 

of the backward hill areas zeal for the rapid economic development and modernization 

has exhibited itself in the creation of comparatively developed pocket amidst vast 

under-developed rural and poverty stricken hill areas. With the advent of machine age 

and development of transport network, most of the rural areas are exposed to modem 

means of development, which led to a gradual decay of the symbiotic functional system 

of the rural society. This has in turn ruined the economy of the traditional crafts, 

shattered the economic integration of the communities, and brought a complete 

holocaust to the cultural distinctness. Excessive dependence on the land forces, the 

agricultural sector to dispel a part of its working population, secondary and tertiary 

sector employment opportunities if any are restricted. All other formal sectors are 

incapable of absorbing the overspill, after meeting their internal demands. In this 

conflicting situation, the decay of a particular sector of employment possesses a serious 

problem and obviously, the rational solution seems to be in developing the viable 

traditional skill based crafts. In a nutshell, these hill areas are characterized by 

underemployment and intermittent employment. This situation necessitates:-

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Creation of job opportunities in mass scale in the rural as well as urban areas . 

Development of work places which are cheap so that infrastructure cost should not 

be unattainable. 

Adoption of production technology, which are relatively simple, so that demand for 

high skills of labour are minimized 

Promotion of less sophisticated organisational forms related to supply, finance and 

marketing. 

And production mainly for conservation of local resources and mainly if not wholly 

for local consumption. 

These requirements can be met in some hill areas if planning for the 

development of promising traditional handicraft is done with an effort to develop and 

apply improved traditional skill based intermediate technology. These handicrafts, in 
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their present structure are conducive to decentralisation, compatible with the laws of 

ecology and gentle in its' use of resources. Besides, in such a society, artisans and 

traditional crafts play a vital role in the process of socio-economic development. It is 

thus, these handicrafts have an important place in the economy of Darjeeling hill areas. 

The importance of this sector arises from various advantages that they possesses 

which is evident from the following facts: 

From employment point of view the tapping of surplus manpower and 

considerable reduction in under-employment and unemployment are possible by the 

development of handicraft industries (cottage and household industries). According to 

Indian Fiscal Commission of 1949-50, the cottage and household industries not only 

provide a source of occupation but also constitute elements in the way of life that is 

associated with a predominantly rural economy. 

The importance of this sector also lies in the fact that it provides large scale 

employment with immediate effect and brings about a more equitable distribution of 

income and thereby helps in combating the twin problems of poverty and 

unemployment. In a region infested with chronic mass poverty, unemployment and 

underdevelopment, low agricultural productivity, production at subsistence level, 

absence of large-scale application of scientific and technological advancement, the 

scope for optimum utilization of traditional industry assumes great importance. 

The National Commission on Agriculture has observed that despite best effort 

to create additional employment in tertiary sector a large backlog of unemployment in 

the rural areas will remain. The development of rural industries and decentralization of 

manufacturing units in rural sector are necessary to remove this backlog. Due to some 

inherent limitation in the growth of organized industrial sector in rural areas and 

migration of huge manpower to urban areas, where employment opportunities are 

limited, the importance of unorganized sector is significant. 

It has been pointed out that the employment generating capacity in household 

and cottage industries is eight times greater than large industries. The cost per person 

employed with appropriate technology in rural industries is Rs1500/- to Rs 2000 /

while it is Rs 25,000 to Rs. 1.5 lakhs in major cases. In the region like Darjeeling hill 

areas, that has a predominantly rural economy, large scale thrust on the development of 

village industries will help to achieve maximum utilisation of resources. Without the 

proper guidance and continuous improvement in technique, the handicraft industries 
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based on local resource and skill might otherwise remain unutilised. Some problems 

that unplanned urbanisation tends to create will be avoided by the establishment of 

various handicraft centre catering to the interest of local artisans in urban and rural 

areas. 

The development of handicraft and allied industries would be possible to check 

regional imbalance in general and reduce the inequality in income if the opportunities 

are provided in this sectors. True to this expectation that these industries with proper 

safeguard will result in a large and more widely distributed sharing of production 

functions, therefore, it will lead to equitable distribution of the produce of industry. 

These sectors are important even in a rapid programme of industrializations as a means 

of bridging more swiftly the gap between the subsistence sector and advanced sector, 

and enable a higher level of income and economic growth. 

The handicraft sector plays an important role in dispersal and decentralization 

of industrial units as they can be established with relative ease. It has a special claim for 

consideration as it encourages local investment through which the decentralisation of 

industrial production can be achieved. The dispersed characters of these industries 

facilitate the utilisation of scattered resources of backward areas. 

The location pattern of the traditional handicraft has primarily been guided by 

the utilization of raw materials and resources available in the rural areas and for 

catering to the basic need of the people residing therein. Resources in region are varied 

and ample stress on production of mass consumption goods and optimal utilisation of 

local raw material constitute the backbone for the development of this sector. Besides, 

the craftsmen with his craft are also adaptable largely to the changing condition and 

habit of the people. There is no scope for industrial strife in this sector of industry as 

owner himself with family members are the industrial worker. Again better skill is 

usually the sole criterion, which leads to better production in these industries. Further, 

while development of large industries creates a heavy strain on our limited foreign 

exchange resources, these industries do not require higher outlays of foreign exchange. 

This sector as compared to the larger industry has the advantage of low cost of 

distribution because of their location in close proximity to the market. 

All the above considerations form a strong base for the urgency to develop the 

handicraft in the study areas. Since time immemorial, Darjeeling hill areas are known 

for its rich cultural heritage. It is amazmg to find that innumerable objects of 
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magnificent beauty are produced from a simple material, which is interwoven with the 

social life of the communities and reflects the degree of adaptation with the natural 

environment of the place were he lives. The region has a rich and distinct heritage of 

craft culture. Traditional handicraft items such as Thanka painting, Kalimpong arts 

such as scroll painting, wall hanger embroidery, patch work art, carpet weaving, Yatha, 

Kalimpong bags, Bamboo craft, Woodcraft, Silver craft, Black smithy, Copper craft, 

etc are the important as that help in sustaining the people. There are highly skilled 

craftsmen who can catch up with the changing trend of modem time provided they get 

training in the modem methodology and appropriate inputs are made available to them. 

The producer and their community people consume quite a few of the products 

of these crafts. The kind and type of production of some items are therefore largely 

determined by the pattern and intensity of people's wants rather than by the demand for 

the market at large. Market, fluctuation thus in some cases do not affect the economy of 

this sector. Thus, there exist a gap between market condition and products. Besides, 

they have established equilibrium between themselves and their product as well as the 

technological advancement made by others. The purpose of some of the non-artisan 

producer is to meet their requirement and not the market demands and this should not 

be taken as lack of entrepreneurship. 

Now some questions regarding development of traditional handicrafts can be 

raised: 

• Can such a sector be revived, in the light of its contribution to the rural economy in 

general? 

• Can all enterprises ensure a comfortable living to artisans, when he depends only on 

such an activity? 

• Can such an activity adapt to new innovations in technology, which are suitable to 

formal sector units? 

• Can the artisan be motivated to acquire the levels of skill generated among the 

employees of formal sectors? 

The economic potentiality of this decentralised and unorganised sector is not yet 

fully established. Moreover, the worker in informal sector gets the privilege of working 

usually creatively with his own pace with traditional tools. This means a huge 

extension of working hours. They are always agreeably productively engaged. The 
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system of production mobilises the priceless resources, which are possesses by human 

beings. 

Applicability of the concept of developing these industries are not universal. 

There are some handicrafts, which no more exist, and some will die its natural death. 

But some handicraft like Thanka painting, Kalimpong arts (scroll painting, needle work 

and other), Weaving, Bamboo craft, Wood carving, Kalimpong bags, Copper-brass 

craft, Black smithy and Silver craft have survived and show ample signs of further 

development. 

For the development of appropriate technology in connection with micro and 

tiny industries oflndia Prof. D.R.Gadgil refers that one approach could be to start with 

the existing traditional techniques of the industries and to utilizes the knowledge of 

advanced technique to transform them suitably. The transformation implies retaining 

some elements of existing equipment, skill and procedure. Thus, the idea of revival of 

this sector does not imply simply to a going back in history for the development of 

products and methods now outdated. It means a genuine forward movement into new 

territories where products and traditional skill and technology are used appropriately 

for the development of the areas. 

Various questions raised in foregoing paragraphs call for an in-depth study of 

the economy of this sector, the problems of operation of the enterprise and generation 

of skill of the workers so as to find out the methods and techniques of the development 

of this sector. These generalisations will lead to a set of insight into broader pattern of 

growth and change. This however will need a formulation of suitable strategies for the 

perspective craft and hence framing suitable set of policy for the steady growth of the 

economy. Thus in conformity with the new national policy of revitalisation of the 

economy in general, due emphasis should be given to the development of handicraft 

which occupy an important place in the sphere of rural and urban industrilisation. 

1.2 HYPOTHESIS 

The present work will try to assert the truth of the following proposition which 

if found to be true can be regarded as true statements. 

• In general traditional handicrafts present in Darjeeling hill areas have potentialities 

for survival and have bright prospects of development. 
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• 

• 

However not all the traditional handicrafts of this region have equal potentiality for 

the survival hence in course of time some may die its natural death. 

In specific some of the traditional handicrafts with the aid of proper policies could 

be the prime focus for the generation of employment of various ethnic/ religious 

groups, and some cases it could be the vehicle for the development of the specific 

micro areas where the handicraft in question is concentrated. 

1.3 OBJECTIVE 

Keeping in view, the need for revitalisation of the traditional handicraft sector 

for giving impetus to the rural and urban economy in general, and to boost the growth 

of this sector for industrialisation in particular, the prima objective of this study will be 

to evaluate the potentials and prospects of development of some of the existing hill 

handicraft of Eastern Himalayas located in the hill areas of Darjeeling district, in the 

state of West Bengal. Thus, the present study intends to furnish the problems and 

prospects of selected handicraft at a greater length. 

Attempt will be made to formulate the constructive guidelines for the 

eradication of the inherent problems of this sector to attain viable development in 

sectoral as well as spatial aspect so that it ensures a maximum utilisation of the 

potentials of the sector. While formulating, the strategies for regeneration of this 

decaying sector proper emphasis has been given for the identification of the problems 

of the sector like low income of the artisans, low level of investment, irregular 

employment, monopoly of middlemen and trader in marketing system, absolute low 

level of technological attainment and skill formation, difficulties in procurement of raw 

materials and in meeting consumer's preference. Lastly, suitable policy measures will 

be framed for the development of design oriented innovative works in the related crafts. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Thus, present thesis will have the following objective in focus: 

To make an inventory of the major traditional handicrafts and examine the extent of 

involvement of different communities practicing them. 

To study the existing pattern of procurement of raw materials, marketing of finished 

products and financing the investment need of the sector. 

To study the process of production and examine the level and type of technique 

involved there in. 

To analyse the general characteristics and economic efficiency of major handicrafts . 
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• To formulate a functional model for an empirical investigation of the mechanism of 

income generation and productivity growth in major handicrafts in particular and 

total crafts sectors in general. 

• To derive a set of policy measures to achieve the social and economic goals of 

developing the traditional handicraft sector. 

1.4 METHODOLOGY 

The present work has been done through the following methodology: 

• To begin with, an attempt has been made to conceptulise the classification of the 

Small industry in general and traditional handicraft in particular and emphases the 

role of handicraft in Indian economy. Besides, a review of the work on handicraft 

done by various authors has been attempted with a view to understand the 

importance of this neglected sector in the economy. This has established the 

importance of handicraft sector in the economy and further established that the 

development of handicrafts is crucial in the view of channeling the growing 

potentials. An attempt has also been made to highlight the various schemes of the 

government for the development of the handicraft sector. 

• Then efforts have been made to make an inventory into the selected ten crafts 

which encompasses examination of the major aspects like location, community 

involved, article produce, raw materials used, seasonality in production, tools and 

accessories, marketing of finished product etc, to understand the importance of the 

operations related to the crafts in the way of living of the artisans and to ascertain 

the level of development as well as the degree of acceptance towards modernization 

of the sector. It has also been felt necessary to study the distribution, economic 

pursuits, living condition, literacy and education, social adaptation to innovations 

etc, of the concern craftsmen. 

• 

• 

• 

Then, attempt has been made to present an overview on the technique of production 

applied in the different handicrafts. 

This has been followed by an analysis of the economic characteristics of the 

selected traditional handicrafts to identify the problems of growth and understand 

the ways for removing the inhibitive factors of development. 

Following the analysis of the economic characteristics vanous constrain are 

recognized while developing the handicraft sectors. 
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•· 

• Inferences from the above analysis has led to build a model for income generation 

and productivity growth in the various craft sectors for directing the path of growth 

and setting guidelines for a brighter future of the artisans activities. The model has 

been applied to and tested empirically for total handicrafts sector in general as well 

as for each traditional handicrafts in particular, to find out the peculiarity and 

specialty of each handicraft. This has further explained the relationship between 

various determinates of productivity growth and hence identifying the contributions 

of factors responsible for the growth of the handicrafts in question. The important 

factors and their contribution, thus found out are actually indicative of the policy 

variables for policy formulation. 

• Finally a set of policies has been put forward for action programmes for 

development of different handicrafts in question based on the value of optimal 

policy variables so that social and economic goals related to the said sector is 

achieved. 

1.5 STUDY AREA 

The Darjeeling hill areas of West Bengal have been chosen as the study area for 

this research work (Fig 1.1). From literature survey, it has been revealed that the region 

lying in the northern mountainous region of West Bengal in the lap of Himalayas has a 

distinct position. The region is abode to large number of the communities of different 

ethnic groups spread over eight constituent blocks and they are known to be 

traditionally famous for large number of artisans' activities. The products of these 

activities are sold in the market far beyond the jurisdiction of the district of origin and 

the enterprises are established for these traditional handicrafts. The selection of this 

area was also considered from the point of view of accessibility of hill villages from the 

place of institution where this research has been conducted. 

Out of several existing traditional handicraft activities present in the Darjeeling 

hill areas, ten traditional handicrafts are commonly known from consumers' and 

producers' point of view. Dependence of artisans' communities for their livelihood on 

these handicrafts is more important as it sustain comparatively a larger number of 

craftsmen in the study area. 

Block level information and knowledge of the functionaries of the hill 

development and welfare departments have indicated that these handicrafts namely : 
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Thanka painting, Kalimpong arts (scroll painting, needle work and other), weaving, 

bamboo craft, Kalimpong bags, bamboo craft, wood craft, copper-brass craft, black 

smithy and silver craft are known to be functioning principally in different blocks of 

hill areas of Darjeeling district. 

Traditional handicraft of Darjeeling hill areas has been taken for the study 

because it is a neglected sector. Dwindling nature of the handicraft in general and the 

need for revitalising the industry at the root and for giving an overview for providing an 

objective for planning to reduce pressure on the other employment sector, has deemed 

it necessary to concentrate at the sector. Besides, the contemporary culture of the 

people in the study area has deep root in the traditional past and some of the traditional 

handicrafts are an inseparable part of the life. 

1.6 SURVEY TECHNIQUE 

The Handicraft units are operating at household industry level. They are neither 

registered with District Industry Centre nor with any other Govt. organization owing to 

their specific nature of operation and category of production. No mentionable 

secondary source information on the handicrafts stating number of units, employment, 

output and income, investment in fixed capital and in working capital etc. were 

available for the analysis. However a few research articles dealing with this subject on 

the study area have depended largely on limited sample surveys conducted in few 

villages only. Magazine and research journals representing the crafts of the study area 

also do not conform to the objective of the study as it entails only the literary and 

aesthetic generalisations. Such account could not be taken in the study for the 

generalisations and application of decision-making techniques. 

Hence, the study has been the outcome of a long drawn and rigorous field 

survey. The Random sampling without replacement have been adopted for the present 

investigation. To tackle the problems several kinds of data were collected from primary 

sources. Each of the data obtained through primary survey have been processed for 

analyzing the socio-economic condition of the artisans and examining the functioning 

of the craft sectors. In the view of this, altogether three different types of the primary 

survey were conducted. First of these, is the survey of the artisan handicrafts which is 

designed to collect the data on general and economic performance of the handicraft to 

have a clear understanding of the problems of the artisans, Secondly, survey attempts to 
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trace the technique of production of the article in the different sectors of the household 

Thirdly survey was done to collect the information on socio-economic condition of the 

artisans' household. Besides, associated officials and knowledgeable persons have also 

. been consulted regarding the different crafts. 

The secondary data used for the present study are obtained ·from the following 

sources: 

• Census of India, West Bengal and District Census Handbook. 

• District Gazetteer 

• Statistical Abstract and Bureau of statistics of Govt. of West Bengal 

• Economic Review of Govt. of India. 

• Various Published books, Journals, Articles etc. 

1.7 SAMPLE COVERAGE 

The research work designed has demanded study of the process of production, 

analysis of the units and the household of the artisans to full fill the objective stated 

earlier. Thus, it has been felt necessary to conduct sample survey for sets of 

illformation related to technique of production, artisans' household industry and the . 

socio- eco condition of the household. For compatibility and convenience the data on 

the above three items of information have been collected from the same premise. 

Initially, it was attempted to conduct sample survey in selected 100 Villages from eight 

blocks already identified as study area. It was decided to cover about 300 units having 

10 different craft units owned by the entrepreneurs. The villages were selected with the 

help of official of District Industries centre, Official of Manjusha, craft dealers, 

member of panchayet samity and knowledgeable persons. The basic ideas of 

identifying villages were principally the specialization in the craft activity and variation 

in practicing ethnic groups. After selecting the villages, the identification of households 

practicing particular craft by the particular community was done with the assistance of 

the Village level workers and knowledgeable local persons. Taking it as the population, 

sample households were drawn by simple random sampling method without 

replacement (SRSWOR) for interviewing through·structural questionnaires. Thus actual 

sample size comes down to 253 household units from 63 villages for interviews 

representing ten handicrafts practiced by different communities. In the process, some of 

the crafts such as drift wood artifact, bone craft, handmade paper, Lepcha weaving, 
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hand knitting and other such items have been eliminated due to their sporadic nature. 

Even several question included in the Performa could not be accepted for analysis 

because of their doubtful reliability. The sampling schemes of the various handicrafts 

are given below. 

1.7.1 Sampling Scheme for Thanka Painting 

Samples have been drawn from four blocks in the Darjeeling hill areas which 

have Thanka painting to a significant extent. 20 sample units have been drawn based on 

proportional size of distribution. The Thanka craftsman are almost homogenous in 

character, therefore sampling is done with Simple Random Sampling Method without 

Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help of random table 

(Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Number of units surveyed from 

different villages is shown in Table 1.1 and Fig 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7 and 1.8. 

Table 1.1 No. of village surveyed for Thanka Painting 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 

Darjeeling Pulbazar 
Alubari 1 
Darjeeling Town 4 
Jorehatta 1 

Sukhiapokhri Jorebung1ow Rangbul 1 
SukhiQ_okhria 1 

Kurseong 
Kurseong Town 1 
Mungpoo Cinchona Plantation 1 
Kalimpof!& Town 6 

Kalimpong-I Tashiding Forest 2 
Bhalukhop Khasmahal 1 

Kalimpong-II Algarah Bazar 1 

Total units surveyed for Thanka Painting 20 

Source: Field Survey 

1.7.2 Sampling Scheme for Kalimpong Arts 

Only two blocks in the study area have Kalimpong Arts to a considerable extent. 21 

sample units have drawn from two blocks based on proportional size of distribution. 

The Kalimpong Arts craftsman are almost homogenous in character, therefore sampling 

is done with Simple Random Sampling Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The 

sampling has been done with the help of random table (Random Sampling Number 
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arranged by Tippett). Distribution of sample in Kalimpong Arts is given in Table 1.2 

and Fig 1.7 and 1.8. 

T bl 1 2 N f ·n a e 0.0 VI age surveye or tmponl d fl Kal" A rts 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 
Kalimpong Town II 

Kalimpong-I Dr. Grahms Homes 2 

Sinday Bong Khasmahal 3 
Dungra Khasmahal 2 

Bong~ Khasmahal 3 
Kalimpong -II Algarah Bazar I 

Total units surveyed for Kalimpong Arts 2I 

Source: Field Survey 

1.7.3 Sampling Scheme for Carpet Weaving 

Carpet Weaving is noteworthy only in three blocks of Darjeeling hill areas. 

Thus, eight sample units have been taken based on proportional size of distribution. 

The Carpet Weaver are almost homogenous in character, sampling is done with Simple 

Random Sampling Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been 

done with the help of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). 

Distribution of sample Carpet weaving units is given in Table 1.3 and Fig 1.2, 1.3, 1.5 

and 1.7. 

Table 1.3 No. of village surveyed for Carpet Weaving 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 
Daijeeling Town I 

Daljeeling Pulbazar 
Pandam Tea Garden 1 

Jorebunglow Sukhiapokhri H.C. Road 1 

Kurseong Kurseong Town I 

Kalimpong Town 2 

Kalimpong-I Dungra Khasmahal I 

Kalimpong Khasmahal 1 

Total units surveyed for Carpet Weaving 8 

Source: Field Survey 

1.7.4 Sampling Scheme for Yatha Weaving 

Based on proportional size of distribution only one block in the study area have 

the sizable proportion of Y atha weaver and 14 sample units have been drawn from 
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Kalimpong-1 block for the analysis. Sampling is done with Simple Random Sampling 

Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help 

of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Distribution of 

sample Yatha Weaving is given in Table 1.4 and Fig. 1.7. 

Table 1.4 No. of village surveyed for Yatha Weaving 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area No. ofunits 
surveyed 

Kalimpong Town 4 

Kalimpong-1 Bhalukhop Khasmahal 7 
Kalimpong Khasmahal 2 
Bong Khas Mahal 1 

Total units surveyed for Yatha Weaving 14 
Source: Fteld Survey 

1.7.5 Sampling Scheme for Kalimpong Bag 

Kalimpong Bags is considerable craft of Darjeeling-Pulbazar and Kalimpong-I 

block. 25 sample units have been taken from the block based on proportional size of 

distribution. Kalimpong Bags craftsman are almost homogenous in character, therefore 

sampling is done with Simple Random Sampling Method without Replacement 

(SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help of random table (Random 

Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Number of units surveyed from different 

village is shown in table 1.5 and Fig. 1.2, 1.3 and 1.7. 

Table 1.5 No. of village surveyed for Kalimpong Bags 

C.D.Biock Village I Urban Area No. ofunits 
surveyed 

Darjeeling Pulbazar Datjeeling Town 3 

Jorebunglow Sukhiapokhri H.C. Road 1 

Kalimpong Town 10 
Kalimpong- I Bhalukhop Khasmahal 5 

Bong Khasmahal 6 
Total units surveyed for Kalimpong Bags 25 

Source: Field Survey 

1. 7.6 Sampling Scheme for Bamboo Craft 

Bamboo craft is popular and common craft in all the blocks of the study area 

due to its utilitarian value. Thus, 53 sample units have been drawn from eight block 

based on proportional size of distribution. The Bamboo craft craftsman are almost 

homogenous in character, therefore sampling is done with Simple Random Sampling 
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Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help 

of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Distribution of 

sample Bamboo craft units is given in Table 1.6 and Fig, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8 

and 1.9. 

Table 1.6 No. of village surveyed for Bamboo craft 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 
Pandam Tea Garden 1 
Lamagoan 2 

Darjeeling Pulbazar 
Jhepi 1 
Kaijalia 1 
Som Tea Garden 1 
Goke 1 
Dhajia Khasmahal 1 

Jorebunglow Sukhiapokhari Nagari farm Tea Garden 1 
Tarjam Tea Garden 1 
Lopchu Khasmahal 1 
Peshok Tea Garden 3 

Rangli Rangliot 
Takdah 2 
Mungwa Khasmahal 1 
Takdah Tea Garden 1 
Tista Valley Tea Garden 1 
Ambotia Tea Garden 1 
Chataipani Tea Garden 1 
Selpu Khas Mahal 1 
Mahanadi Tea Garden 1 

Kurseong Toryak Khas Mahal 1 

Upper Mamring Khasmahal 1 
Mungpoo Cinchona Plantation 2 
Sittong Khasmahal 1 
Singbuli Tea Garden 1 
Sourenibusti 1 

Mirik Putung Tea Garden 1 
Panigata 1 
Bara Chaenga 1 
Echay.Khasmahal 2 
Sindaybong Khasmahal 4 

Kalimpong-1 Dungra Khasmahal 4 
Bhalukhop Khasmahal 1 
Bong Khasmahal 2 

Kalimpong-11 
Payong Khasmahal 4 
Mansong Cinchona Plantation 1 
Ambeok Tea Garden 1 

Gorubathan Paten Godak Khasmahal 1 

Total units surveyed for Bamboo craft 53 
Source: Field Survey 
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1.7.7 Sampling Scheme for Wood Craft 

Wood Craft is important to the study area as it is widely spread traditional 

handicraft of the region. Based on proportional size of distribution 30 sample units 

have been taken from six blocks for the study. The craftsman in Wood Craft are almost 

homogenous in character, therefore sampling is done with Simple Random Sampling 

Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help 

of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Distribution of 

sample Wood Craft units is given in Table 1.7 and Fig. 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8 and 1.9. 

Table 1.7 No. of village surveyed for Wood Craft 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. of units 

surveyed 
Darjeeling Town 9 

Darjeeling Pulbazar 
Lebong_ & Mineral spring T.G. I 
Arya Tea Estate I 

Goke l 
Sukhiapokhari 3 

J orebunglow Sukh iapokhari 
H.C. Road 1 
Kurseong Town I 

Kurseong Mungpoo Cinchona Plantation 1 
Pankhabari I 

Kalimpong-1 
Kalimpong Town 5 
Dr. Grahms Homes 2 

Kalimpong-ll 
Pedong Bazar 1 
Dalapchan Khas Mahal l 

Gorubathan Sarnsing Khas Mahal 2 
Total units surveved for Wood Craft 30 

Source: F1eld Survey 

1.7.8 Sampling Scheme for Copper & Brass Craft 

Three blocks in the Darjeeling hill areas have Copper & Brass Craft to a 

significant extent. Thus, 16 sample units have been surveyed from the block based on 

proportional size of distribution. As the craftsmen in Copper & Brass Craft are almost 

homogenous in character, sampling is therefore done with Simple Random Sampling 

Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with the help 

of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Nwnber of units 

surveyed from different village for Copper & Brass Craft units is given in Table 1.8 

and Fig. 1.2. 1.3 and 1.7. 
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Table 1.8 No. of village surveyed for Copper & Brass Craft 

C.D.Biock Village I Urban Area 
No. of units 

surveyed 

Darjeeling Town 7 

Darjeeling Pulbazar Lebong & Mineral spring 1 
Tea Garden 

Bijanbari I 

Jorebunglow Sukhiapokhri H.C. Road I 

Kalimpong-1 
Kalimpong Town l 
Dungra Khas Mahal 5 

Total units surveyed for Copper & Brass Craft 16 

Source: Field Survey 

1.7.9 Sampling Scheme for Black Smithy 

The occurrence of Black smithy in all the eight blocks is testimony of its 

importance to a large extent. Thus, 32 sample units have been taken from these blocks 

Table 1.9 No. of village surveyed for Black smithy 

C.D.Biock Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 
Darjeeling Town 4 
Patliabas Forest 1 

Darjeeling Pulbazar Lebong & Mineral spring T.G. 2 
Jorebunglow 1 

Bijanbari I 

Jorebunglow 
Darjeeling (M) 3 
Rungbull 2 

Sukhiapokhri 
H.C. Road I 

Rangli Rangliot Takdah J 

Kurseong 
Kurseong Town I 
GiddaPahar 1 
Mirik Town I 

Miirik Sauranibasti 1 

Panigata I 

Kalimpong-1 
Kalimpong Town 4 
Dungra Khasmahal l 
Mansong Cinchona Plantation I 

Kalimpong-11 Pudung Khasrnahal 1 
Alagarah Bazar l 
Gorubathan Khas Mahal I 

Gorubathan Sarnsing Khasrnahal I 
Paten Godak Khasrnahal l 

Total units surveyed for Black smithy 32 
Source: Fteld Survey 
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based on proportional s1ze of distribution. Due to homogeneity in character of 

craftsmen and the craft sampling in Black smithy is done with Simple Random 

Sampling Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The sampling has been done with 

the help of random table (Random Sampling Number arranged by Tippett). Allocation 

of sample for Black smithy is presented in Table 1.9 and Fig 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 

1.8 and 1.9. 

1. 7.10 Sampling Scheme for Silver Craft 

Only three blocks have Silver Craft to a significant extent. Thus, 34 sample 

units have been drawn from the block based on proportional size of distribution. The 

Silver Craft craftsman are almost homogenous in character, therefore sampling is done 

with Simple Random Sampling Method without Replacement (SRSWOR). The 

sampling has been done with the help of random table (Random Sampling Number 

arranged by Tippett). Unit wise survey of silver craft from different village is given in 

Table 1.10 and Fig 1.3 and 1.7. 

Table 1.10 No. ofvillage surveyed for Silver Craft 

C.D.Block Village I Urban Area 
No. ofunits 

surveyed 

Jorebunglow Dllljeelin_g_ (M)_ 1 
H.C. Road 1 

Sukhiapokhri 
Jorehatta 2 
Echay Khasmahal 1 

Kalimpong-I 
Dungra Khasmahal 4 

Kalimpong Town 25 
Total units surveyed for Silver Craft 34 

Source: Fteld Survey 

1.8 LIMITATION 

The study suffers from the limitation of the much generalization of the theme. 

Though the general issues of development of crafts may be a subject worthy of 

investigation, the desegregation of the variable and attributes in terms of micro regions 

and location, ethnic variation, socio-political institution, degree of assimilation and 

awareness would give clearly different results which may call for separate 

recommendation and prescription for further development of the craft. 
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Much of the information collected corresponds only to single recent year and no 

data over time for temporal comparison could be obtained either from the crafts units or 

from the individuals. Even census data on ethnic groups, their occupation, and level of 

educational attainment etc, for recent year is not available. Besides, the data available 

over census years are not always comparable. 

The craft units do not maintain any formalised accounts due to extremely low 

levels of operation. Further, the questionnaires pursued during the field survey included 

several perspective questions on the aspects like income, expenditure, investment etc, 

where some probability of exaggeration and concealment cannot be denied. 

Much of the information obtained through primary survey suffers from the 

sense of subjectivity and many of the socio-cultural attributes cannot be expressed in 

the quantitative terms. In fact, they are qualitative statements only. These limitations 

have rendered restriction on the application of sophisticated analytical technique and 

use of traditionally proven econometric and other models. 

Lastly, the study suffers from the limitation that neither there is an attempt to 

provide detail treatment on craft specific and artisan specific, financial and 

technological prescription for the improvement of the performances. 

1.9 OUTLINE OF THE WORK 

The study has depended largely on the primary survey and the data collected 

have been analysed and relevant conclusions are derived. The study's basis, 

background and findings are presented under the eight chapters. 

Chapter one is the introductory chapter. It introduces the problems and states 

the hypothesis, objectives, methodology and sampling schemes for the survey of related 

handicrafts of the study area. 

In chapter two attempts have been made on the definitional aspect of the 

handicraft. It explains the role of handicraft in the economy and occurrence of different 

handicrafts. Further a review of the works done on the handicraft has been attempted. 

Lastly an attempt has also been made to establish the relevance of the ongoing scheme 

for development of the handicrafts in the study area. 

The third chapter presents a comprehensive picture of handicraft in the study 

area. It explains sectoral and sectional distribution aspect of handicraft. It represents 
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the ethnicity, educational attainment of the artisans, besides in this chapter the focus is 

on the major raw material used by the artisans, major articles produced and seasonal 

variation in the production and the tools used by the artisans discussed. The 'chapter 

ends with the various market mechanism followed by the artisans in the study area. 

Chapter four presents an ideograph on the contemporary technique and process 

of production of the major handicraft of the study area. 

The fifth chapter deals with an in-depth analysis of the basic economic 

characteristics of the selected craft which pinpoints the inhibitive factors of their 

development. This includes the study of the factors like employment size, organisation 

of labour, age of workers, raw materials, cost of output, capital, income etc. Variations 

in the factors are normally studied from relevant classification. However, their average 

condition and variability are studied by examining mean, Standard error of mean and 

co-efficient of variation. Besides, some of the indicators representing specific nature of 

functioning of the various handicrafts have also been used in understanding the 

performance of the industry. The study is the result if the analysis of data collected 

through primary survey. 

Analysis done in the previous section has been instrumental in revealing the 

problems and identifying the factors inhibiting the growth of various handicrafts which 

has been presented in Chapter six. These problems are related to production, marketing 

and labour for the development of traditional handicraft of the hill areas of Darjeeling 

District. A detailed insight into the problems of the industry in question demand 

formulation of policies, which has been discussed in the following chapter . 

In chapter seven an attempt has been made to conceptulise the process of 

production and income generation and output growth. It tries to identify the factors 

regulating the above mentioned process and hence find out interrelationship among the 

responsible variables in annual term for each of the handicrafts. To determine the 

specific role of policy variable principle variables for different handicraft structural 

equation explaining relevant policy variables are obtained from regression analysis 

using least squares method and Cobb Douglas production analysis. The analysis done 

in this chapter is also based on data collected through primary survey. 

In the light of the finding derived in earlier chapter a set of policy for the 

development of traditional handicraft of the Darjeeling Hill Areas in the District of 
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Darjeeling have been put forward, which will ensure effective, comprehensive and 

balance development of the said economic activity. 

The Study ends with a conclusion highlighting the urgencies of development of 

the handicraft in balanced and coordinated manner for sustainable development of this 

activity in Darjeeling hill area. It also indicates future research areas for maintaining 

cultural identity in connection with artisan handicraft promotion in the greater interest 

of the local community. Besides it would also be beneficial for the region in particular 

and global community in general. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

Handicrafts are mostly defined as item made by hand, often with the use of 

simple tools, and are generally artistic a traditional in nature. They are also object of 

utility and objects of decoration. The key aspects of handicrafts are the indigenous 

creation of ordinary people. They have traditions which remain unchanged or 

unaffected over generations. As our ancestors learned to deal with the world by 

imitating family and community members as they went about solving daily problems. 

The skill and knowledge needed to perform every day task were generally handed from 

master to apprentice, parent to child, elder to youth, person to person, from one 

generation to next. These traditional skills, understandings and time honored resources 

that insure the success of individual and community are now called traditional 

handicraft. Despite modernisation of industries, mass education and the onslaught of 

the computer the traditional handicraft continue to exist and perpetuate in our world 

today. The Indian handicrafts are known all over the world for their rich varieties, 

grace, elegance and skill. Excavations conducted in different part of India prove that 

India in various period of history had memorable handicrafts. Varieties of handicrafts 

are produced over time in all parts of country including Darjeeling hill areas. Thus 

handicrafts of given time and space reflect and preserve in them the result of centuries 

of patient experiments of man under varying conditions. Like art, craft treasures also 

reflect the taste of human society and give collective mind of community. Beside the 

process of productions of art also has been adored with freshness, simplicity and artistic 

recreation. Undoubtedly it is due to this, that very recently handicrafts have begun to 

enjoy popularity throughout the world. But over time, there was divorce of industry 

from art and this was a cause of universal affliction for the decline of handicrafts. In 

modem times when art was shifted from industry, handicrafts were forced to slide 

down. This separation marks the beginning of the fall of handicraft and the beginning 

of the rise of mechanized industries. Everywhere the first victim of the new social 

system is the craftsman. The competition with machine made goods was beyond his 

powers and this competition has spelt disaster, as the industries satisfy economic wants 

which form the greater part of the human wants mainly from utility point of view. 

Moreover handicrafts not only satisfy the economic wants alone but also the aesthetic 

yearning of human heart. 
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Handicraft industry is an important part of the economy of India. These 

industries sometime grouped under general heading of village and small industries 

(VSI) cover varieties of activities. So it is useful to understand and identify the 

handicraft industry. Moreover, these sectors of industry face many problems most of 

which are associated with smallness of their operation. The measures to promote them 

in general are faced with numerous difficulties due to different variety of crafts while 

such variety doesn't exist in the development of large industries. For all these reasons 

the various aspect of handicraft industries are dealt with separately in this chapter. 

2.1 CLASSIFICATION AND DEFINITION OF HANDICRAFT 

Before attempting to discuss about handicrafts, it is rather necessary prelude to 

identify industries "Industrial units are generally classified between small-scale, 

medium and large-scale units considering their size, capital resources and numbers of 

labourers engage upon. There are difference between small Scale and cottage industries 

on two different issues: 

(a) Small scale industries are mostly located in urban centres as separate units, 

but cottage industries are normally associated with agriculture and provide subsidiary 

employment in rural areas; and 

(b) Small Scale industries produce goods with mechanical equipment, partially 

or fully; but cottage industries involve activities mostly by hand and are performed 

primarily with the help ofhousehold workers. 

In 1950 Fiscal commission laid down the basis for the distinction between the small 

scale and cottage industries: A cottage industries is thus one which is carried wholly or 

primarily with the help of members of family either as a whole time or part time 

occupation. A small scale industry on the other hand is one which is operated mainly with 

the hired labour usually 10 to 50 hands. 

While taking up the subject, it is useful to identify small industries. These 

industries, sometimes grouped under the general heading of cottage and small-scale 

industries or Village and Small Industries (VSI), cover a wide variety of activities. This 

sector is split into eight sub-sectors, namely, Khadi and Village industry, Handlooms, 

Sericulture, Handicraft, Coir, Small-Scale industries, and power looms. Of these, the 
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first six sub-sectors constitute traditional industries and last two, the modem small

scale industries. Discussing, about the traditional industries, a distinction between the 

traditional industry and modem industry is necessary. Modem industries produce a 

wide range of goods from comparatively simple items to sophisticated products, while, 

traditional industries is highly labour-intensive. Modem industries units (small scale) 

make use of highly sophisticated machine and equipment, for instance during 1979-80, 

traditional industrial sector accounted for only13% of the total output but their share in 

total employment was 56%. In that year, total output of traditional small industries 

came to be Rs-4420Cr. And this output was produced with employment of 133 lakhs 

worker as against this share, the share of modem small scale industries was 74% in 

1979-80 of the total output but their share in employment was only 33%. One of the 

special characteristics of the traditional industries is that they cannot provide full- time 

employment to large worker, but instead can only provide subsidiary or part-time 

employment to large number of agricultural labour and artisans. Among the traditional 

industries, handicrafts possesses the highest labour productivity, besides the handicrafts 

makes a significant contribution to earn foreign exchange for the country, under these 

circumstance active encouragement to handicraft is a must. 

The classification of the industries is a relative concept and often overlaps one 

another. An industry can be classified into more than two or more categories. Every 

classification highlights only one aspect of the industries, for e.g. origin of its raw 

materials, the number of labour employed, the location, the ownership or the nature of 

finished products etc. Thus, Tata Iron Steel Industries can be classified as mineral 

based industry, a basic or key industry, a large-scale industry, labour intensive private 

sector industry and heavy industry. 

One of the major problems of this sector is that there is no such mutually 

exclusive definition. Various definitions have been followed for the development of the 

traditional industries. The term has been used synonymously in various instances and 

these terminologies have escaped succinct and unambiguous definition. Further 

following the various reports and planning commission guidelines, the traditional 

industries have been categorized in broader sense and this term has been used 

interchangeably to denote the traditional industries. 
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According to dictionary, meamng the word "Tradition" means customs, 

convention, ritual, practices, habit, belief, folklore etc, and the word, "Craft" means 

skill, dexterity, ability, technique, expertise art, trade etc. 

In India, craft has always been associated with art and that is why example of 

craft is usually considered a specimen of folk-art or people art. In addition, this is 

equally true that in Indian crafts, traditional characteristics are very much predominant. 

Artisans inherit his technical skills from previous generation and this process of 

transmission of heredity skill is very important factor in the history of Indian 

craftsmanship over thousands of years. This multitude of processes was perhaps 

evolved into perfection. 

The National Planning commission observed as back as in the year 1955 that no 

authority in the country had attempted any satisfactory definition of traditional 

industries so far. The Planning Commission maintains that there is no accepted line of 

distinction between cottage industries, household industries, handicraft industries and 

small scale industries. 

Moreover, according to Fiscal Commission 1949-50, the traditional industries 

are mostly cottage, household or village industries and may be divided into the 

following classes; they may be either industries or craft: 

• Khadi and village industries. 

• Handlooms. 

• Handicraft. 

• Other rural industries. 

Accordingly it defines these industries as one which carried on wholly or 

primarily with the help of the member of family either as a whole-time or Part-time 

occupation. The traditional industries that use hand tools and implements would 

definitely come under the category of Village industry, Cottage industry and Handicraft 

industry. The characteristic features of these industries are as follows: 

• Cottage Industries: Cottage industries are small Scale industries but distinguish 

from the other small-scale industries based on location. Cottage industries are 
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located in village (they are usually located in the house of producer and hence the 

name "Cottage industries") while modem small-scale industries mentioned above 

are mostly located towns and cities. Cottage industries in wider perspective include 

the village industries and handicraft industries since both are located in the 

household. 

• Village industries: Village industries are traditional in nature, depend on the local 

raw material, and cater to the need of local population. Processing of pulses and 

cereals and manufacturing of gur and khandsari are the example of village 

industries. Some examples of village industries are handloom, shoe making, 

pottery, leather tanning etc. 

• Handicraft Industries: Handicraft industries include a large number of craft backed 

by centuries of experience and skill. These products are mainly produced for 

markets out side the village in large cities, within the village and for international 

market. Wood carving, Carpet making, Inlay and decorative furniture, metal ware, 

artistic and utilitarian item made of wood, bamboo, metal, natural fibre, dyes, 

bones, horns etc are the examples of various kind of handicrafts item. 

According to D. Fisher both handicraft and village (cottage) industries differ from 

more modem small scale industries in a number of important aspects. Handicraft for e.g. 

is often of an artistic nature and can be carried on in a variety of places and under a 

variety of condition. Village industries generally employ little fixed capital of modem 

nature and often provide part-time or seasonal work for predominantly agricultural 

inhabitants of 60 million in Indian villages. Household industries as we use the term 

include all type of manufacturing carried on in or near the house by family labour. The 

characteristic feature of different types of industries is presented in Table 2.1. 

Thus Industrial units under 'Small-scale and village industries' by virtue of 

fulfilling the above capital investment requirement are a 'hybrid' of various types 

ranging from the age-old household industries to modem mechanised small scale units. 

Therefore, the different definitions have emphasized different aspects while defining 

the industries. Location, the size of undertaking, use of power, magnitude of 

investment, employment, and freedom from wage slavery, nature of market and levels 

of technique are generally used criteria. However, no clear-cut universally accepted and 
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Table: 2.1 Classification & Criteria oflndustries from 1971-81 

-

Criteria Auxiliary Ancillary House Cottage Handicraft Medium Large 

Industry Industry Industry Industry Industry Industry Indus!!)' 

1. Type of labour 
I 

a. Hire Yes Yes No No/Yes No Yes Yes 
No 

i 

b. Self employed No Yes Yes Yes No No 
I 

2. No. of Labour Involve I 00 with no power More than 9 N.S N.S. N.S N.S. N.S 
arlO with 
Power( Since 1960) 

(Cl 3. Fixed Capital Investment Rs. 7.6 Lakhs Rs 25 lakhs No Limit No Limit No Limit Above 20 More than 25 
since 1975) 10-20 (since (small amount) (Small amount) (Small amount) Lakhs lakhs 
lakhs (Since 1980) 1980) (since 1980) (since 1980) 

4. Power Non-power Operated Both Both Non Non Non Power Power I 
I 

5. Factory Level Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes 

6. Industry Level Yes Yes No No No No Yes 
I 

7. Nature of Occupation 

a. Whole time Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

b. Part-time No No Yes Yes Yes No No 
- -·----

Source: i. Annual survey of industries 1966, Govt. of India, Central Statistical organization 

ii. Guidelines for S.S.I. Govt. of India, Ministry of Industrial Development, New Delhil978, 1980 



scientific definition is comprehensive enough to cover the Handicraft industries in 

particular. The criteria has become unimportant with the extension of electric power to 

this sector of industries, emphasis therefore should be on the other aspect. 

2.2 ROLE OF HANDICRAFTS IN THE ECONOMY 

Handicrafts is an expression of the creative spirit in material form and stands for 

human endeavor to infuse an element of grace, beauty and elegance to an otherwise 

drab and harsh human life. Handicraft artisans working in villages, towns and Semi

urban areas are the creators of innumerable varieties ofhandicrafts. 

In India, the handicrafts have an importance of their own. It is obvious that in 

the old days beauty and utility were never divorced as in the present age. Every article 

turned out was the creative expression of its maker, and brought him the exaltation of 

fulfillment. For century together, they have provided with the glow of local and 

national pride, and at the same time have ensured employment opportunities to 

innumerable persons. In spite of the bad days on which these industries fell under 

British rule and aftermath of machine age, the traditional industries got stronghold in 

India. The industries have been an important source of subsidiary income to Indian 

cultivator. A large number of artisans have always dependent on these industries a sub 

sector of small-scale traditional industries for their precarious livelihood. 

Today, at this juncture India has to shoulder the heavy responsibility of reviving 

those traditions which formerly gave her such pride place in the worlds of arts and 

craft. In spite of facing abject poverty, disgustingly low social status, and frustrating 

stage of craft economy despite the fact that several of these crafts possess rich export 

potential and have low capital requirement (Mookerjee, 1964 ). 

There is no denying the fact that craft is the historical parent of modem 

industry, and the craftsmen is the immediate predecessor to the modem industrial 

technologist. In the pre industrial era, crafts formed an integral part of the nation's 

economy. India is today heading towards vast industrial development. It is justifiable 

hoped that our craft will play a significant role in building up a stable national economy 

(Pal, 1972). 
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The second plans emphasize the role of small scale and village industries in the 

following grounds: (1) Generation of employment opportunities, (2) An equitable 

distribution of national income, (3) Mobilisation of capital, (4) Mobilisation of skills 

and (5) regional dispersal of industries· 

Summing-up, there are several important reasons why these industries are 

contributing a lot to the progress oflndian economy. They have also a great potentiality 

for the development of the economy. Thus, the importance of handicraft industries can 

discuss in following paragraphs: 

2.2.1 Handicraft and Large Employment 

Handicrafts industry (sub-sector of small scale and cottage industry) provide an 

ample scope for the employment on massive scale. Additionally because these can be 

set up in no time, these provide, so to say, immediate employment. This is of great 

significant for the country like India, which is a labour-surplus economy, and where 

labour-force is increasing at a very rapid rate. This attribute of this industry is due to 

the reason that these industries are highly labour-intensive industries. That is these 

industries use proportionately more labour in their production than other factor of 

production. From the point, these industries far outweigh large and small scale modern 

industries. They employ more labour per unit of capital for a given output compared to 

the large and modem small-scale industries. In other word, the industries have potential 

for large employment, as these require very low investment per job. Its present capacity 

to absorb labour is obvious from the fact that VSI (village and cottage industries) sector 

accounts for a very high percentage of total employment in the industrial sector of the 

country. Of the total employment in this sector, the handicraft sector, which is next to 

handloom sector (traditional industries- a sub-sector of village and small scale 

industries) in term of employment intensity, provide employment to 68 lakhs person 

(1999-2000) beside it also provide occupation to many traders, dealers and exporters 

(Table 2.2). The state-wise estimated population of handicraft artisans is presented in 

Table 2.3 as per the Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) -2004. 

According to the report of IBEF, today there are more than 6,500 handicraft 

exporters who are members of the Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts (EPCH) 
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sourcing their needs from nearly 1.2 million units employing roughly 4.1 million 

artisans (IBEF, 2005). 

It need further be stressed that like all other traditional industries, handicraft 

industries have certain peculiarities which make them especially appropriate for 

overcoming various type of employment faced by the people in rural, semi-urban and 

urban areas. With the little capital and other resource, mostly available locally these can 

be set-up everywhere in the country, even at the very door step of the artisans, for this 

reason the small farmer and agriculture worker can combine their work in agriculture 

work to rural and urban artisans, women and poor of the backward classes. Since the 

work in these industries can be switched off and on as and when necessary, seasonal 

employment can also be reduced substantially. In short, these industries provide 

employment, to the unemployed, underemployed, seasonally unemployed and to the 

skilled, semi-skilled and un-skilled workforce. 

Table 2.2 
Physical Performance Annual Plan 2001-2002 

(Employment in Lakhs Person) 

1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 
S.No Industrial Production 

Actual Anticipated Target 

Modem Industry 

1 Small Scale Industries 177.50 185.64 192.00 

2 Power loom Cloth 71.00 72.00 75.00 

Traditional Industries 

3 Khadi Cloth &Village 

Industries 59.23 62.73 66.00 

4 Coir Fibre 5.18 5.30 5.50 

5 Handloom Cloth 165.00 170.00 175.00 

6 Raw Silk 63.64 65.22 67.00 

7 Handicraft 68.00 70.00 72.00 

8 Wool Development 5.00 5.00 5.00 

Source Government oflndia, Planning Commission, Annual Plan2001 2002, New Delhi 

As refereed by Gunnar Myrdal, P.C.Mahalanobis had this to say on 

employment potential of small and cottage industries: "In the view of the meagerness 
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of the capital resources there is no possibility, in the short run, for creating much 

employment through the factory industries. Now consider the household and cottage 

industries. They require very little capital. About six or seven hundred rupees would get 

an artisan family started. With any given investment, employment possibilities would 

be ten or fifteen or even twenty times greater in comparison with corresponding 

factories industries" (Myrdal, 1965) 

2.2.2 Handicraft and India's Export 

At the dawn of independence, the basket of the country was mostly consisting 

of jute, tea and cotton textile, which jointly contribute more than 50% of the total 

export earning of the country .. Nevertheless, this export of primary product is always 

disadvantageous as the term of trade always goes against the exporter country in this 

respect due to inelastic demand in international markets. Accordingly share of jute, tea 

and cotton textile in the total export earning of the country gradually decline to 31 

percent in 1970-71 and then considerably to 9.75 percent in 1999-2000. But the share 

of machinery and engineering goods in India's total export increased gradually from a 

mere 2.1 percent in 1960-61 to 12.9 percent in 1970-71 and stood at 15.8 percent in 

2001-2002. Moreover the export of handicraft rose considerably from mere Rs.73 

crores in 1970-71 toRs 20,110 crores in 1996-97 which constitute about 16.9 of the 

total export earning in 1996-97 and occupied first place. Accordingly, according to 

planning commission, annual plan-2001-02 the actual export turnover in year 1999-

2000 was Rs. 8059.63 crores and target was Rs.10600.00 crores in 2001-2002. The 

Table-2.3 Estimated Population of Handicraft Artisans (In lakhs),Table-

2.4 shows the changes in composition of export in India, Table- 2.5 shows Physical 

Performance Annual Plan 2001-2002, and Table 2.6 shows the Statement of export data 

of Handicrafts Items. Thus, handicraft industries earn a handsome foreign exchange for 

India and are acknowledged all over the 

According to report of India Brand Equity Foundation 2004-2005 - Indian 

handicrafts, typically considered a cottage industry has outgrown its garb to evolve into 

revenue grosser. From US$ 1.2 million in 1999-2000 to US $1.9 billion in 2003, there 

has been a consistent annual growth of more than 15 per cent over a ten-year period, 

from a meager 3.6% to a respectable 10% share in world handicrafts exports. These 
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nine items that account for nearly 63 percent of export turnover include art metal ware, 

wood ware, hand-printed textiles, hand-knotted and embroidered textiles, leather goods, 

stoneware, carpets and floor coverings. 

Table 2.3 Estimated Population of Handicraft Artisans (In lakhs) 

STATE/ UNION TERRITORY NCAER's Estimates 

Andhra Pradesh 1.05 

Arunachal Pradesh 0.08 

Assam 1.01 

Bihar 1.53 

Goa 0.07 

Gujarat 3.32 

Haryana 1.42 

Himachal Pradesh 0.58 

Jammu & Kashmir 5.17 

Kamataka 2.88 

Kerala 0.10 

Madhya Pradesh including Chattisgarh 1.02 

Maharashtra 3.24 

Manipur 2.68 

Meghalaya 0.69 

Mizoram 0.05 

Nagaland 0.86 

Orissa 0.76 

Punjab including Chandigarh 0.61 

Rajasthan 3.61 

Sikkim 0.10 

Tamilnadu 0.87 

Tripura 1.75 

Uttar Pradesh including Uttaranchal 9.72 

West Bengal 3.91 

Andaman & Nicobar Islands 0.01 

Delhi 1.12 

Pondicherry 0.01 

Source: Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) -Government of India 2004 
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Table 2.4 Composition oflndia's Export (Rs Crores- Post Devaluation) 
-··---

COMMODITY 1960-61 1970-71 1980-81 1990-91 1994-95 1995-96 2001-02 

l. Agricultural and allied product of which 460 487 2057 6317 9457 21138 29312 

(a)Coffee 11 25 214 252 376 1503 1095 

(b)Tea and mate 195 148 426 1070 977 1171 1719 

(c)Tobacco 22 55 125 609 1545 2349 2263 

( d)Oil cakes 25 33 141 263 474 441 808 
~ 

(e)Cashew kernel 39 57 140 447 749 1237 1652 

(f) Raw Cotton 14 14 165 846 182 204 43 

(g) Rice -- 5 224 462 976 4568 3174 
' 

(h)Fish and Fish Preparation 8 31 217 960 1743 3381 5897 

(i) Fruits Vegetable & Pulse 10 12 80 213 366 802 1560 

2. Ores and Minerals of which 84 164 414 1497 1814 3061 4736 

(a) Mica 16 16 18 31 24 27 56 

(b)lron ore 27 17 303 049 1104 721 2034 
- ·- ·-

Continue ...... . 



Continue ....... Table 2.4 Composition oflndia's Export 

3. Manufactured goods of which 471 772 3747 23736 40835 80219 161161 
(a) Cotton Yam & fabrics 91 142 408 2100 3911 8619 14655 
(b )Ready made garments -- 29 550 4012 6931 12295 23877 
(c)Jute Manufactures etc 213 190 330 298 355 621 612 

I 

(d)Leather & Leather Manufactures 39 80 390 2600 3700 5790 9110 I 

(e) Handicraft 17 73 952 6167 10957 20501 4406 

~ 
(t) Gems and Jewellary 1.6 45 618 5247 8897 17644 34845 

(g) Chemical and allied 5 29 225 2544 3991 9849 22339 

(h) Machinery etc* 22 198 827 3877 7118 14578 33093 

4. Mineral fuel and lubricants 11 13 28 948 1520 1761 10411 

Others 12 100 466 55 62 174 3398 

Total 1040 1535 6711 32553 53668 106353 209018 
- -

*Includes transport equipment, engineering goods, metal product and iron & steel 

Source: Government oflndia, Economic Survey- 1971-72 and 2002-2003, India 2003 Pub Division 
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Table 2.5 Physical Performance Annual Plan 2001-2002 

(Export in Rs Crores) 

s. 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 
Industrial Production 

No Actual Anticipated Targ_et 

Modern Industry 

Small Scale Industries 53975.00 61175.00 65000.00 

Power loom Cloth 9915.00 10200.00 11000.00 

Traditional Industries 

Coir Fibre 303.05 313.00 320.00 

Handloom Cloth 1865.00 2000.00 2150.00 

Raw Silk 1501.78 1550.00 1650.00 

Handicraft 8059.63 9270.00 10600.00 

Source Government oflndia, Planning Commission, Annual Plan2001-2002, New Delhi 

Table: 2.6 Statement of Export Data of Handicrafts Items (in crores) 

Items 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 

Art metal ware 1784.68 1460.74 2114.84 2642.42 3364.98 

Wood ware 517.30 498.37 687.70 609.07 721.18 

Hand printed textiles scarves 909.89 756.78 856.57 1611.43 1848.76 

Embroidered crochet goods 3118.99 3005.17 3611.17 3286.05 4199.86 

Shawls as art ware 245.44 94.42 99.39 43.27 53.65 

Zari & zari goods 262.07 264.46 304.27 210.54 252.28 

Imitation jewellery 126.43 103.31 134.69 161.90 200.56 

Misc. handicrafts 1525.36 1526.08 2035.75 1900.46 2391.48 

Total 8490.16 7709.33 9844.38 10465.14 13032.70 

Source: Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts, Government oflndia, New Delhi 

However, it is a fact, that there is not yet a wide recognition of the economic 

potentialities of our craft. But on the basis of assessment of internal consumption and 

foreign export of the craft product it is apparent that our craft still have an important 
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place in rural and urban economy of the country. These assessments have been based 

on the production in craft centre and sales records of various agencies, and do not 

include the volume that goes under home consumption. 

Whatever makes the wheels of the economy turn merits serious attention and 

not condescending patronage, over-romanticized projection, or apologetic 'discount' 

support. While it is difficult to obtain accurate tabulated figures of domestic sales in 

handicrafts, export figures for the past decades paint a very optimistic picture, 

demonstrating how crafts have 'looked up' as a 'business' proposition. 

The figures given in the table are those of the Export Promotion Council for 

Handicrafts. These figures show an increase of 53% in five years in the combined 

exports of art metal ware, wood ware, hand printed textiles and scarves, embroidered 

and crocheted goods, shawls as art ware, zari and zari goods, imitation jewellery and 

other miscellaneous crafts. The council also tells us that in the year 2004-05, the USA 

was the largest importer with goods worth Rs. 3856.92 crores, the UK was second with 

Rs 1495.88 crores, and Germany was third with Rs. 1384.82 crores. Australia, Canada, 

France, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Saudi Arabia and other countries do not as yet 

reach the thousand crores mark. This does not include the exports in handmade textiles, 

including stitched garments and other fabric made-ups. The value of these exports 

which too is on a steady rise only indicates the untapped and existing potential within 

these wealthy countries. 

India is a country with over a Crore of handloom weavers and an equal, if not 

larger, number of crafts people engaged in diverse crafts from pottery to basket making, 

stone ware, glass ware, hand made paper products and multifarious other utility items 

made out of local, available materials. This is because of positive and negative 

compulsions in that these artisans know no other skill due to centuries of immobility 

arising out of rigid caste structures, and because of a lack of viable economic. 

Cultural demands of their communities or of their traditional customers keep 

them at bare subsistence level. Products thus continue to be made, and wherever they 

are in great demand artisan communities organize themselves in a variety of informal 

and semi-formal ways. It is important to remember that nearly all craft in India is 

community-based, tradition-driven, and purchased for cultural or utilitarian reasons by 
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a largely domestic market. In comparison, the findings of a socio-economic survey of 

crafts activity in England and Wales in 2002-03, commissioned by the Crafts Council 

of England, makes for extremely interesting reading. 

The following findings would thrill anyone with a committed belief in the 

potential of the crafts sector. For 2003, some 32,000 makers generate a turnover for 

England and Wales of £826 million, which is greater than the fishing division, the 

forestry and logging division, the manufacturing of motorcycles and bicycles or the 

manufacture of sports goods. The makers of these goods are mostly single unit 

producers without the benefit of common facilities, creating one-off products designed 

by them. The majorities are from textiles and ceramics with small numbers in basketry, 

fashion accessories, furniture, glass, wood, metal and jewellery, most of which would 

come under the miscellaneous category in India. 

2.2.3 Handicraft and Equitable Distribution of National Income 

One of the main arguments put forward in support of the handicraft industries 

(small and village industries) is that they ensure a more equitable distribution of 

national income and wealth. This is accomplished because of the following two 

considerations: 

(i) The ownership of the handicraft is more widespread than the ownership of 

modem small scale and large industries. 

(ii) The Handicraft possess a much larger employment potential as compared to the 

large industries consequently they enable a vast majority of the people to share 

the fruits of economic development (Table 2.8). In their absence, In their absence, 

the only option before these people would be to remain unemployed or seek less 

remunerative jobs. 

2.2.5 Social and Political Aspect of Handicraft Industry 

These industries are said to have certain social and political advantages. 'From 

the social point of view both the handicraft industries and the craft are essential for the 

satisfaction of human want. Industries satisfy economic wants mainly from utility point 

of view. Crafts satisfy not only the economic wants, but also the aesthetic longings of 
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Table 2.7 Physical Performance Annual Plan 2001-2002 (Production in Crore/ 
M.Sq/Tonnes) 

1999-
2000-2001 2001-2002 

Industrial Production Unit 2000 

Actual 
Anticipated Target 

Modern Industry 

Small Scale Industries Rs/Crore 572887.00 650332.00 730400.00 

Power loom Cloth M.Sq/Mts 23187.00 24330.00 26000.00 

Traditional Industries 

Khadi Cloth M.Sq/Mtrs 83.98 88.00 95.00 

Village Industries Rs/Crore 5613.40 6607.00 7896.00 

Coir Fibre OOO'Tonnes 356.00 380.00 395.00 

Handloom Cloth M.Sq/mts 7353.00 7725.00 8500.00 

Raw Silk Mt.Tonnes 15214.00 16740.00 17500.00 

Handicraft Rs/Crore 40295.00 46355.00 49000.00 
Source Government oflndia, Planning Commission, Annual Plan, 2001-2002, New Delh1 

the human heart. The role of the craft is, therefore, a social one and distinct from that of 

major industries. Moreover, industries cannot intrude into the proper realm of crafts. A 

carved silver ware with individual stamp is beyond the achievement of the best of 

factories (Pal, 1972). Beside, these industries have less or no exploitation and prevent 

concentration of wealth in a few hands. As, small firm characterizes this sector, the 

wages and profits in these firms are low and volume of capital owned by each employer 

is small. Small firms therefore cannot produce very rich persons. Nevertheless, two 

things are to be noted: - (i) Wages and salary payment to artisans are lower in 

traditional industries than modem or in the large industries. (ii) The saving and tax 

generated by traditional sector are generally less than in modem small scale and large 

industries. The traditional small industries are thus weak in creating capital, which a 

country requires. 

These industries are still important for the social welfare reason. People of 

small means can organize these industries. This in tum increases their level and quality 

of life. As such these can help in reducing poverty in the country. As such, these 

industries become instrument of social justice par excellence. Since these industries can 
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be set up anywhere with the local resources, these help in the reduction of regional 

disparities. 

It is argued that the small enterprises are helpful for democracy. The Karve 

Committee remarked that principle of self-employment is at least as important to a 

successful democracy as that of self government. It is suggested that the existence of 

large number of independent, self-employed persons is a guarantee of the maintenance 

of democratic institution, is an obstacle to the domination of trade unions and is a 

barrier to communism. This may be true but it completely ignores the economic 

consideration. If we decide to support small enterprise on this ground, the justification 

will be political and not economic. Further, it is apparent in handicraft units that the 

relation between employees and employers are harmonious, since the main form of 

labour in these industries is family labour and the question of dispute does not arise. 

2.2.6 Latent Resources and Handicraft 

Handicraft industries fall under small enterprise. The argument in favour of 

these industries is that these industries use and develop resources that are available 

locally and quite many of them would have otherwise remained unused. But for these 

industries, these would have gone to waste. These resources are, for example: family 

labour, artisan's skill, native entrepreneurship, and material inputs etc. Being thinly 

spread throughout the country, these resources cannot be used by large-scale industries 

that need them in big amount and at a few specific places. Further, quite a sizable part 

of these resources just cannot be utilized by large industries like family labour, 

proprietors' small own saving which would not go bank, home/ house of the workers 

which are sites of economic activities of lot many small and cottage industries etc. This 

is equally important for the handicraft industry, as it is one of the important sub sectors 

of the cottage and small industries. These industries also provide opportunities to the 

small entrepreneurs to learn, to take risk, to experiment, to innovate and compete with 

other. Beside even with the changing condition of economy, the system of mobilisation 

of skill and resource also undergoes a change yet, it is to be admitted that these 

industries are a good means of discovering and growing the latent resources of skill and 

other resources. These industries are truly "domestic industry" with almost hundred 

percent "domestic contents" (Agrawal, 2003). 
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2.2.7 Handicrafts and Prevention of Urban Congestion 

Urban areas develop mostly around large-scale industries, these often creates 

congestion and other problems like slum formation, deterioration of health and 

sanitation in urban areas. Nevertheless, small industries like handicraft do not create 

such concentration of labour. Thus, it can be carried on rural and urban areas easily and 

in a dispersed pattern. 

2.2.8 Traditional Industry Do Not Have Long Gestation Period 

In contrast with the large and modem small-scale industry, for handicraft 

industry there is no requirement of any gestation period for the establishment of the 

industry. As in the traditional industry, all the work and the activities are organized in 

the household itself with the support of the family members. 

2.2.9 Handicraft and Low Import Intensity 

Handicraft rely more on the local (domestic) raw material and indigenous tools. 

It is perceptible that there is no such bearing on the import of any such requirement. 

Thus the imports are not at all accounted for the handicraft industry. 

2.2.10 Handicraft and Thrust for Promotion of Rural Development 

The economy of the rural areas is mainly depending upon agriculture. The 

development of handicraft base industry in the village areas of the hill would increase 

the income of the rural people and reduce the pressure on the land. The rural people 

would have an alternative means of livelihood in the times of bad monsoon and crop 

failure. On the whole, it would result in the development of rural areas. 

2.2.11 Handicraft and Cultural Heritage 

Handicrafts not only contribute a lot to the sustained development of the 

countrys economy, but also form a prominent element in the cultural unity of the 

people. They flourish in rural life, but function as connecting link between the various 

constituents of the society. They are also an effective medium of cultural contacts 

between nations. These artistic objects carry the minds of the people to distant lands, 

and do a sort of propaganda for the rich heritage of our culture. Finally, "crafts 
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treasures give a panoramic view of the various aspects of life of the generations that 

lived through centuries- a glimpse into the cultural life of the people" (Abraham, 1964). 

Thus, help in the preservation and promotion of traditional culture and national 

heritage. 

It can be mention that the role-played by these industries is multiple and 

advantage of it is the upgrading of the lives of the people in general. The freedom of 

work, self reliance, self-confidence, enthusiasm to achieve, and all such traits of 

healthy nation can be built around the material activities performed in these industries. 

It also becomes possible to preserve the inherited skill of the artisans, which would 

otherwise languish and disappear. A great many people in the village and towns are 

saved from the mechanical, monotonous and robot like life associated with big 

industries. 

It is thus obvious that these industries are of great importance for the country. 

They provide immediate large-scale employment; they offer a method of ensuring a 

more equitable distribution of the national income and they facilitate an effective 

mobilisation of capital and skill which might otherwise remain unutilized. Some of the 

problems that unplanned urbanization tends to create will be avoided by the 

establishment of small centre of production all over the country. 

2.2.12 Handicraft and Tourism 

Tourism is looked at as a creative industry with a vast potential for 

improvement and growth. It flourishes best where it provides variety and ethnicity. 

Handicraft have always been given the 'piggy' status, presumed to be riding on the 

back of tourism by producing goods for the souvenir industry. However, Delhi Haat, 

the Surajkund Craft Mela and many other such experiences have shown that the reverse 

is the reality. Tourism earnings have come to rely more no more on the handicrafts

craftsman component. Domestic and international tourist does not miss a visit to Dilli 

Haat if they are in town, and provide sizable revenue to the Delhi Tourism 

Development Corporation from gate money alone. Tourism is today packaged around 

the artisans and his or her handmade, exotic, utilitarian or merely attractive crafts and 

handmade textiles, all of which create a cultural identity that is unique to that country 

or that area- the very thing tourists look for rather than synthetic or easily replicable 
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products. Whether it is the convent garden crafts market of high-end London or the 

cour de Salaya flower and handicraft market in the Mediterranean town of Nice, the 

eat's Tango Market in the corporate district of Melbourne, the night stall markets in 

Hangzbou, China or quincy Market in the heart of Bostan, they all use low cost 

movable stalls, sell handmade products made by local communities and draw large 

numbers of tourists who wants to shop for the local rather than global brand names 

which they can always access with boring familiarity whether they are in the malls of 

shanghai, Singapore or San Francisco. Clearly, the contribution of crafts to tourism 

revenue should not be minimised. 

2.3 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The Handicraft Industry, a traditional one, is the oldest industry in India. Few 

attempts have been made by the economists to study few aspects of this industry. 

Literature connected with the Handicrafts Industry can be broadly grouped in the 

following manner; 

a) Literature related with the marketing aspects of the Handicrafts products. 

b) Attempts related with the working ofthe co -operative society. 

c) Literature related with problems and prospectus of the Handicrafts industry. 

The study conducted by Pillai emphasised the uniqueness and quality of 

Handicrafts products, he suggested the formation of Handicrafts co -operative societies 

and their proper management for giving new vigor and prosperity to the industry 

(Pillai, 1965). 

The focus of attention given by Menon was on the quality decline of 

Handicrafts industry due to foreign rule. Menon also observed about the positive 

aspects of interaction of the craftsman with the different civilizations and opined that 

this interaction helped craftsmen to evolve exquisite designs and patterns of various 

handicrafts. Menon's methodological frame was mainly based on the secondary data of 

the pre-independence era (Menon, 1978). 

Myrdal's treatment was on the adverse effect of modem mechanised industries 

on cottage and Handicrafts Industries. He expressed the concern regarding the 

unhealthy competition between modem mechanised industries and Handicrafts 

industries. The study recommended for a strong organizational co-operative set up 
1 
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ensuring healthy competition. Myrdal argued for government protection to limit the 

competition by the modern industries over cottage industries (Myrdal, 1968). 

The working group argued about the urgent need for developing and protecting 

the handicrafts industry through a cooperative base which in turn is essential for the 

sustainability of the craftsmen in the country. 

Kamat stressed the need for eliminating the intermediary exploitation of the 

craftsmen and suggested a co-operative marketing system for the handicrafts products. 

His method of analysis was primarily based on the observation on the small handicrafts 

producers (Kamat, 1986). 

Ray analysed matters related to the exports or import of handicraft products. 

He emphasised on the strong participatory role in importing necessary inputs for 

handicrafts industry (Ray, 1986). 

Thaimoni has dealt with the defective sides of co-operative marketing 

(Thaimoni, 1987). 

Mane in his study, pointed out that the artisans are not properly organised in 

their various activities, which is revealed in the meagre membership in the artisans co

operative society. He also pointed out that these artisans are unaware of the need for 

mutual co-operation and understanding. He opined that the major problems of public 

and co-operative handicrafts marketing are lack of quality, lack of proper time schedule 

in receiving order, and more over production without taking into account the market 

potentiality of the products (Mane, 1987). 

Kutty highlighted that crafts is man's first technology, the technology of 

handicrafts caters to the everyday needs of people belonging to all classes for items 

which combined utility and beauty (Kutty, 1992). 

Sinha felt that almost every Indian Handicraft has a constant and boundless 

demand in foreign and home market. He also prescribes for the speedy identification of 

the real needs ofthe marketing society (Sinha, 1993) . 

Kebsshully through his work attempted to convince the negative influence of 

imports over Indian Handicrafts products. He acknowledged that the Handicrafts 1 

industry is capable of producing high profile goods with a low capital investment 1 

(Kebschully, 1994). 
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Ray in his study observes that although Handicrafts products are helpful in 

earning valuable foreign exchange, the artisans and craftsman are trapped in a state of 

poverty(Ray, 1986). 

Rao and Rao highlighted the view that co-operative societies are highly helpful 

in solving many of the problems faced by the artisans and craftsmen (Rao and Rao, 

1995). Sandria pointed out that the Handicrafts industry is on a difficult situation due 

to the lack of infrastructural facilities. And he adds that if it is adequately provided, the 

massive potential ofhandicrafts industry can be well utilized (Samdria, 1997). 

Khatai promulgated that entrepreneurial activity in the handicrafts industrial 

sector is still meagre to living out considerable movement towards progress and 

prosperity (Khatai, 1996). 

Reddy emphasised the developmental objective of Handicrafts industries to 

absorb surplus rural labour force in non-agricultural occupations to reduce regional 

disparities and promote rural employment (Reddy, 1998). 

Murthy in his study showed the importance of rural industrialisation especially 

Handicrafts industry in the sense that it provides subsidiary income, helps to distribute 

the workforce, raises the living standard of the weaker sections, increases the use of 

local source and promotes creative talent (Murthy, 1998). 

The study conducted by Jain regarding the progress of Handicrafts Industry 

during 1955-85 highlights that the incremental employment in the period was lower 

relative to increase in production and exports. He also pointed out that large scale 

mechanisation is a great threat to the development of the Handicrafts Industry Because 

of its steadily losing ground, in spite of all efforts to preserve them, he also stresses that 

the craftsmen are hard to work sweating away for the economy and it is the time for the 

policy maker to lift his little finger in their favour (Jain, 1986). 

Menon's study was mainly regarding the hereditary nature of Handicrafts 

Labour and he took note on the recent trends of the entry of various communities to this 

field (Menon, 1978). 

Gurpur's attempt was sociological. He propounded that handicraft ensure 
1 

brotherhood and co -operation in a society which also ensures social harmony. He 
1 

expressed that crafty wood works create many self-employment opportunities 
1 
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particularly for women. It has the advantage of less investment and indefinite 

possibilities for the Indian rural population (Gurpur, 1992). 

The different dimension of contract labour was the focus of study made by Rao 

(Rao, 1998). 

Iyer in his study mentioned that the cottage industries are mainly dominated by 

backward labour class, and raw material scarcity is the main problem faced by this 

industry (Iyer, 1999). 

Subrahmaniam noted that an increasing dominance of handicrafts is an out 

come of its orientation to exports and scattered domestic markets (Subramaniam, 

1994). 

Historical aspects of handicrafts, especially pottery, were the focus of attention 

given by Nayak and Manivannan Besides, they have also attempted to define handicraft 

in the context oflndia's cultural heritage (Nayak, and Manivarnan, 1998). 

Kathuria has undertaken a case study to examine the trends in the export of 

Indian handicrafts and opined that this industry is among the most efficient foreign 

exchange earners in our economy (Kathuria, 1986). 

Mane examined that only a small percentage of handicraft products are 

marketed through the public agencies, rest is handled by private traders. Mane 

highlighted the lack of attention give n by the governmental institutions in attending to 

the essential needs of artisans and craftsmen (Mane, 1987). 

Sreerangi critically evaluates the policy benefits, which accrue to the craftsmen 

and artisans. He found that all these measures are unsuccessful in controlling the 

exploitation of the artisans and the craftsmen (Sreerangi, 1989). 

Bell observed that though marketing channels are commonly regarded as a 

variable aspect for marketing of the manufactures, too often, channel relationship does 

not receive due attention, since they involve matters that are outside the production 

limits (Bell, 1964). 

Antony revealed that the status and the role of marketing channel members, the 

type of institutions and the number of stages determine the structure of marketing 

channels (Antony, 1986). 

Parashwar stresses about the importance of marketing channels for the smooth 

flow ofhandicraft goods (Paraswar, 1969). 
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Martin Zober (1964) explained that there is no such thing as the single channel 

of distribution that works best for any specific product, especially handicrafts ( Zober 

1964). 

The main theme of the study done by is about the growing world demand for 

decorative handicraft products (Dak, 1989). 

Maynard and Beckman conducted their study connected with groupmg 

products, packing, storage, transportation and also other needy input-output marketing 

services (Maynard and Beckman, 1952). 

Douglas emphasised the length of the channel as the function of the 

characteristic of the product of its demand and supply and of the cost structure of the 

marketing firms that integrate the demand and supply (Douglas, 1975). 

Gopalan opined marketing efficiency in marketing co-operatives can ensure the 

produce members to get reasonable price for his produce by reducing the price spread 

between the producer and the consumer (Gopaln, 1966). 

Sharma rightly remarked that improving the efficiency of marketing through co

operatives means leaving the cost per amount of moving products from the producer to 

the consumer and without hurting anyone involved in the process to the extent of 

forcing him out (Sharma, 1981 ). 

Saraf also remarked that private traders have played a dominant role in the field 

of Handicrafts marketing. (Saraf, 1982) 

Upadhyay has made an attempt to go into dimensions like designing, quality 

control and marketing of handicraft industries (Upadhyay, 1973 ). 

Harskovits has emphasised on the importance technology of the craft in 

understanding of the people's culture in his monumental work on Man and his works. It 

cannot be denied that in man's struggle for survival, resources and techniques are his 

greatest assets (Harskovits. 1952). 

Although much data have been churned out on traditional handicrafts industry, 

a few attempts have been made by the economists to study the socio-economic aspects 

of the handicrafts industry1 Therefore, policy makers and the planning authorities 

simply rely on the statistics collected for general purpose although they cannot carry 

information to indicate the economic dialectics, especially the artisans related affairs of 

the handicrafts industry. 
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2.4 TYPE AND OCCURRENCE OF DIFFERENT HANDICRAFTS IN 

INDIA 

Handicrafts are mostly defined as "Items made by hand, often with the use of 

simple tools, and are generally artistic and/or traditional in nature. They are also objects 

of utility and objects of decoration." The Indian handicrafts are known the world over 

for their rich variety, grace, elegance and skill. Excavations conducted in different parts 

of India prove that India in various periods had unmemorable handicrafts. The ruins 

and remains unearthed from Mohan-Jo-Daro prove the high skill of craftsmanship of 

the inhabitants of this region. Household utensils plain and painted pottery brought 

about by the rhythmic turning of the wheel, terracotta, weapons and implements, 

ornaments, were some of the artistic and valuable things found there. Varieties of 

handicrafts are produced over time in all parts of the country including tribal areas. 

Thus handicrafts of any given time and space reflect and preserve in them the results of 

centuries of patient experiments of man under varying circumstances. Like art craft 

treasures also reflect the taste of human society through the individual and give 

collective mind of the community. Crafts not only satisfy economic wants but also the 

aesthetic yearning of man. According to Export Promotion Council of Handicraft 

(EPCH), the share of Indian handicrafts is only 0.08% in the world market while China 

in just 5 years has cornered 56% of the export market. 

The traditional handicrafts industry belonged to an unorganised sector. A clear

cut demarcation of the handicrafts sector seems to be rather difficult task. The basic 

characteristics of the handicrafts are: 

i. The most important work should be done by hand. 

ii. The resultant product should have some artistic or aesthetic value. 

Handicrafts may be found either in the form of a cottage industry or in the form of 

small scale industry. A Handicrafts Industry is a cottage or a small scale industry the 

products of which is artistic in character and requires skill and craftsmanship in their 

manufacture (Khale, 1963). 

Flights of fancy, tempered with traditional fervors, plus a utilitarian view of 

aesthetic design - all these go into the making of the Handicrafts of India. From the 

Kohl-eyed doll to the ornate elephant, to the silver filigree and the flowers of paper 

Mache, the imaginative skill of the craftsmen is limitless. Those who love India and 
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recognise its artistic wealth have sought to protect the integrity of the crafts. Thus, even 

while new markets open up necessitating the combination of utilitarian trends with 

aesthetic values, the creative urge remains rooted in age-old traditions. Here, machines 

have not replaced loving, caring, human hands, although for a time it seemed extinction 

would be certain. But a tradition ofthousands of years cannot be lightly cast aside. 

Handicraft is rightly described as the craft of the people. In India it is not an 

industry as the word is commonly understood, for the produce is also a creation 

symbolising the inner desire and fulfillment of the community. The various pieces of 

handicrafts whether metal ware, pottery, mats or wood-work clearly indicate that while 

these are made to serve a positive need in the daily life of the people, they also act as a 

vehicle of self-expression for they reveal a conscious aesthetic approach. At the same 

time, they manifest in their structure the principles of 'Silpa Sastra', the ancient 

scientifically evolved formulae and regulations for manufacturing. Crafts in India grew 

on two demands: the comparatively plain objects of utility which served the needs of 

the common people mostly in or around the centres of production, and the more 

sophisticated products upon which much time and labour were spent and which catered 

to the aristocracy and mobility of the land or were exported as choice gifts and objects 

of art. 

Though complicated in the matter of production involving numerous processes, 

each craft is individualistic and local in appeal. For example, hand- printing in 

Rajasthan is quite different from printing in Andhra Pradesh. Crafts differ from region 

to region. They have their traditional ways of production, their own designs, colour and 

individual shapes and patterns. The tools that produce these Handicrafts cannot be 

measured through spectacular structures of noisy machines. But the crafts speak with 

silent and subtle beauty. Our beautiful, conceptually pure handicrafts have survival, and 

they thrive, not only in India but all over the world, where they are admired. 

The following paragraphs will say something about the crafts themselves- not 

all the thousand crafts that add the grace and grandeur of the old world to enliven 

modem homes but only about some of the more prominent ones. 
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2.4.1 Carpets and Namdhas 

The deep pile Indian hand- knotted carpets come in magnificent colours with 

designs oriental and exotic, uniquely modem. The sizes and prices are designed to cater 

to the needs of the modem markets all over the world. The Indian carpet is but a true 

expression of the workers' simple philosophy, his sensitive perception of nature and its 

changing moods convincingly translated into the craft. It is also a ramification of a set 

design composed of myths, legends, romances, vegetation all round; embossed designs, 

rangoli patterns, ancient mural designs, folk paintings from Bihar, Hasham Khani 

designs from Dacca, designs from Kirmab, Tabriz, Adribil and Bukharal etc. In 

addition, there is a whole range of Indian designs evolved in recent years. The colour 

schemes of the carpets are fantastic and workmanship, superb. Carpets as fine as 600 

knots or as coarsely handsome as 20 knots to every square inch, are woven. 

Important carpet producing centres in India are Mirzapur, Bhadohi, Gopiganj, 

Khamaria and Agra in Uttar Pradesh, Srinagar in Jammu and Kashmir, Amritsar in 

Punjab; Panipat in Haryana; Jaipur and Bikaner in Rajasthan; Gwalior in Madhya 

Pradesh, Eluru and Warangal in Andhra Pradesh, Chennai and Walajapet in Tamilnadu 

and Obra in Bihar. Eighty percent of the production is from centres in Uttar Pradesh 

and ten percent from Kashmir. The industry employs nearly two lakh persons. Eighty 

five percent of the total production is exported to countries like the U.K, U.S.A, 

Canada, Australia and the continent. Indian carpets are available in different sizes and 

varying lengths of pile, which may be as low as 115 of an inch as in Kashmir carpets or 

as high as 7/8 of an inch as in the Indo-Berber variety. 

The Namdah Handicrafts is allied to the carpet weaving industry of Kashmir. 

The namdah is a type of hand made felt which is finer, embroidered with cotton thread; 

they may be oblong round or oral in shape. 

2.4.2 Art Metals 

Metal work in India goes back to the third millennium B.C. The earliest bronze 

figures found at Mohan-Jo-Daro reveal a high degree of skill in this art nearly 5000 

years ago. A wide range of metal wares in both traditional and contemporary designs is 

made by devoted craftsmen using different techniques and styles. 
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Engraved brass ware with shapes and motifs inspired by the leaves, flowers, and 

landscapes of the country come mainly from Moradabad and Varanasi in Uttar Pradesh 

and Jaipur in Rajasthan. The popular items are Aftava or traditional vine jugs of the 

Omar Khayyam type, flower vases, table tops, trays, candle stands, dinner gongs, bells, 

carving sets, fruit dishes, plate stands, cigarette cases, ash-trays, beer mugs, calendars, 

Chandeliers, paper weights and other house hold and decorative items. 

The brass and bell metal images produced by the tribal people living in eastern 

and Central India, known as Dhokra work, have a character of their own. Their hollow

cast archetypal images mirror the primordial dynamism of pre- historic tradition. 

2.4.3 Wood Craft 

Wood carving is an important traditional industry of India. It is generally done 

on a limited number of species of wood, suitable for the purpose. Various forms on 

different type of wood, elaborate carving with extra ordinary precision and accuracy are 

the characteristic features of Indian wood work. Images and panels, architectural 

elements, furniture, utensils and different types of decorative pieces in wood are 

produced all over India. Free, bold and deeply under cut designs and motifs of Uttar 

Pradesh are best represented by the Saharanpur carvings. Low stools, mirror frames 

table tops and elegantly designed modem furniture are specialties of Punjab while rich, 

intricate and variegated designs in raised, engraved or undercut on seasonal walnut 

articles of Kashmir. The Kashmir carvers produce wall plaques, pedestal and table 

lamps, articles of hollow pattern, carved furniture and other items. Bel Khudao 

(carving which represents creepers) and Phul Khudao (carving which represents 

flowers or rosettes) designs on the utility articles of Madhya Pradesh and intricate 

designs of chests of drawers, tables and so far from Maharshtra are known for their 

freshness in traditional designs. Sankheda, the lacquered furniture from Gujarat, is 

fascinating and colourful. Three dimensional and relief icons, various types of panels, 

cups, saucers, forks etc. are specialties of Andhra Pradesh produced mainly in Bhongir 

and Udaigiri. Nirmal furniture are also the pride of Andhra Pradesh. Virudhunagar, 

Madhurai and Thanjavur wood carvers in Tamil Nadu produce decorative as well as 

utility articles in wood. 
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The art of wood carving as practiced by the hill tribes of Assam, Manipur, 

Tripura and Nagaland is entirely different in its nature from other regions. The 

symbolic representations of supernatural elements made in wood and bamboo are very 

interesting. Carved figures, furniture cabinets, jewellery boxes, chests, lamp -stands 

produced in West Bengal and Bihar are known for their simple yet beautiful designs. 

Delicate and ornamental objects are produced in sandalwood. Sandalwood carving has 

grown to a considerable extent in Mysore, Kerala, Madras, Rajasthan and West Bengal. 

The articles are invariably carved with designs of extremely involved and elaborate 

patterns, consisting of intricate interlacing of foliage and scrollwork. 

2.4.4 Toys and Dolls 

A roll call of the present day toys and dolls of India would present an endless 

variety in their style and creation to the extent of satisfying the curiosity of a child's 

mind. They cover all aspects of life such as those representing popular characters of 

Indian epics and folklores, people of different professions, realistic prototypes of birds 

and animals and the like. 

Unlike the toys of the West, Indian toys are rarely mechanical and are mostly 

representations of life; but they are so made as to stimulate the vibrant fancies of growing 

minds. With brilliant hues and beautiful dresses, they are made of lightwood and baked 

clay or cloth. The wooden toys of Banaras, the clay toys of Kondapalli, the cloth dolls of 

Poona and Bihar, the stuffed animal toys of Madhya Pradesh, the terracotta horse figures 

of West Bengal and clay and pith dolls of Krishna Nagar, the lacquered toys of Channa 

Patna in Mysore are a few among the wide range of wooden articles. 

2.4.5 Costume Jewellery 

Elegant simplicity, superb craftsmanship and rare value characterises Indian 

Jewellery. Kashmir brings rings, Chokers, bracelets and ear rings made of blackened 

silver and polished brass into which skilled craftsman meticulously set semi-precious 

stones. Also available are tiger stone, coral, turquoise, jade in stained pink, amber and 

green, reflecting the beauty of sunset, flowers and trees of the valley of Kashmir. For 

ivory carving, tusks are mainly imported from East Africa to be curved into earnings, 
1 

necklaces and bangles. The miniature designs in ivory are in a way adaptation from the 
1 
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intricate tracery carved by Persian Craftsman in marble for the courts of the Mughal 

Emperors. Rajasthan sends brightly coloured lace bangles light and delicate chased, the 

bangles in their rainbow hues bring a dash of colour other bangles have small beads and 

mirror embedded in the lace which sparkle with every turn of the wrist. India's coastal 

areas are known for a variety of silver articles; from Maharashtra, heavy pieces for 

those who fancy the spectacular; from Orissa, dainty filigree in leaf, star and flower 

patterns. Delhi prides in heavy silver bracelets, necklaces rings and lockets with 

delicately etched traditional patterns the paisley leaf, the lotus, the almond and the 

mango. Hyderabad is famous for its cuff- links, buttons and ear-rings of silver inlaid in 

oxidised black metal. 

2.4.6 Textiles 

Indian textiles of merit had greatly captured world market for well neigh two 

thousand years. The art of fine weaving, the varied processes of painting and dyeing 

and the art of hand and loom embroideries were perfected by the Indian people through 

ages. Brocades from Varanasi and Surat' Patola from Ahmedabad; lkkat from Orissa; 

Baluchar from West Bengal; Chanderi from Madhya Pradesh, Kornad from South India 

are specialties of Indian fabrics offering quaint and beautiful designs of various 

patterns. Colour and design are the distinguishing marks of Indian fabrics. The forms of 

Indian costume have undergone changes gradually and imperceptibly introducing an 

element of freshness all the time. The enhancement of the beauty of the fabrics through 

various processes such as weaving, dyeing, printing, embossing and embroidery is of 

considerable importance in Indian costumes, especially in the sari. All these beautiful 

handicrafts have been practiced in India for centuries, and evidence to this effect is also 

abundantly available. 

The tie and dye textiles of Jamnagar in Saurashtra, Kota and Jaipur in Rajasthan 

and Madurai in Tamilnadu are famous for their elegant designs and colours. Even at 

Madurai, it is the women of the Saurashtra community who are mainly responsible for 

the tie and dye part of production, which is a unique mode in textile decoration, and is 

one of our ancient arts. It has survived the ever-changing fashion and has retained its 

popularity. Both cotton and silk are used in the production of tie and dye textiles and it 

is not the fineness of the cloth, but the attractive and pleasing designs and the use of 
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appealing colour make them popular. The tie and dye fabrics are popularly known as 

Bandhni in Saurashtra, Choondri in Rajastan, and Choongdi in Madurai. Fine line or 

silk like chiffon, georgette, Cambric, long cloth, pure white mull with or without jari 

border are used for tie and dye. 

2.4. 7 Embroidery and Shawls 

Indian embroidery takes its inspiration from nature and the products of various 

regions reflect the colours of the flora and fauna of that area. Designs in Indian 

embroidery are formed on the basis of the feature and design of the fabric and the 

stitch. The dot and the alternate dot, the circle, the square, the triangle and the 

permutations and the combinations of these go to make up the design. Religious motifs 

such as gopurams, tulsi plant, temple door ways etc. are all equally popular. Every 

medium has been utilised. Embroidery on leather, velvet, net and silks is found all over 

the country and recently, even raffia articles have come to be embroidered. Specimens 

of Kashmir embroidery provide a riot of colour and excellent workmanship. The 

designs are balanced and depict the flora and fauna of the area. The chenar leaf, the 

grape, the cherry and the plum, the almond and the apple blossom, the lily the lotus and 

saffron flower, along with the parrot, canary are depicted in natural colours. The rumals 

of chamba are worked in simple stitch depicting the Krishnalila Ras, legends of rages 

and raginis and other religious objects. The outlines are in dark silk and whole work is 

done in ordinary running stitch, the gaps on both sides being filled in. Sind embroidery 

is influenced by Balulchistan and Punjab in stitch, design and colour, but it makes 

lavish use of mica pieces attached to the cloth with botton-hole stitches. Kutch uses 

mica pieces on a lavish scale but, unlike Sind which uses button whole stitches; this 

area employs chain stitch as the basic stitch. Chaikan embroidery is worked usually in 

while cotton on a white base of muslin. It is similar to the linen embroidery of the west. 

The centres of Chikan is the 'Jali' in which the net effect is produced to drawing out 

threads but by making holes in the fabric and tightening the ends to give the cloth the 

appearance of net. Kantha embroidery of West Bengal utilises waste material pieces of 

cloth are sewn on the base by simple running stitches which run in several directions to 

form motifs. 
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2.4.8 Zari 

The stitches are extremely fine and worked with dexterity and skill, the 

embroidery starting from the centre and proceeding to the outer edges in a circular 

fashion. South India produces excellent laces which are mostly made in missionary 

centres. They are used for table linens and also for making articles of personal wear, 

specially gloves. A vast variety of shawls is hand-crafted in India. These are mostly of 

wool though cotton and silk shawls are also produced. The famous pashmina shawls of 

Kashmir artisans made of the finest wood have a luxuriant silky texture. 

Indian shawls depend of ornamentation either on embroidery or on wearing of 

the design into the material. The Kashmir embroiderer takes great pride in 

embroidering shawls which have a pattern identical on both sides. The motifs used for 

embroidery or weaving in shawls follow Indian tradition the elephant, the mango, the 

lotus etc. narrow, stoles and men's scarves are also made in the same design as shawls. 

India has long been known for its golden thread, zari and its various products. 

The well known product of the Indian zari industry, besides the gold and silver thread, 

are the embroidery materials like stars and spangles zari embroidered saris, evening 

bags, purses, footwear, belt, zari textiles and the world famous brocades and saris. The 

brocades and saris ofVaranasi (Banaras) in Uttar Pradesh are renowned for using gold 

and silver wire as a special weft twisted along with the silk. To keep pace with the 

present -day demands the zari craftsmen have successfully made the transition from 

traditional techniques to modem ones, but retaining the emphasis on complete self 

reliance. The principal centres of zari manufacture in India are Surat and V aranasi. 

Agra, Lucknow, Bareilly and Delhi specialise zari embroidery, zardosi articles, laces, 

hand bags, belts, shoe uppers etc. The zari badge fabricated manually by skilled 

craftsmen from Bareilly and V aranasi is a popular item of export. Zari threads are used 

extensively in handloom and power loom, which are manufactured on a big scale all 

over India and especially in Paithan, Bhopal, Thiruchirappally, Bangalore and Chennai. 

2.4.9 Ivory 

Among the most intricate pain- taking crafts of the country is ivory-carving. 

Various centres in Delhi, Punjab, and Rajasthan, Kerala and Mysore and West Bengal

Specialise in particular types of articles, expressing regional characteristics and artistic 
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Powder boxes, inlaid jewellery boxes, models, figures of gods and of animals, cuff 

links, napkin rings, lamp -stands with lovely floral and animal motifs varieties of 

costume jewellery, ear rings, brooches, book marks and cocktail pins, exquisitely 

carved are some of the objects of utility and artistic beauty produced by the ivory 

craftsmen of India. 

2.4.10 Pottery 

Articles of pottery are in demand through out the country. The products are 

quite expressive inform and the shape wholesome and true to the material. Jaipur in 

Rajasthan has a reputation for pottery. The glazers are mainly blue and turquoise 

derived from cobalt and copper oxide and is popularly known as Delhi blue pottery. 

Khurja and Rampur have a similar style of pottery of a distinctive style having raised 

patterns by the use of thick 'slips' into slight relief. The old traditional shapes ofKhurja 

pottery were vital and beautifully proportioned. Other important centres of pottery in 

Northern India are Chunar, Azamgarh and Aligarh where a type of interesting black 

pottery is also made. Some of the ancient potteries of south India are globular or pear 

shaped ornamented with lines and patterns. South Indian terracotta has reached a very 

high level of development. Stylised and magnificently modeled terracotta animals are 

still seen in some villages in south India as also in Bengal and Maharashtra. The 

popular Bankura horse from Bengal is one of these. In V ellore, a notable type of 

pottery is made of porous white clay in which a wide variety of wares are produced and 

glazed mainly in pleasing shades of green and blue. 

2.4.11 Stone Craft 

Stone craft in India has been in existence for a very long time. From the time of 

the polished sand -stone Lion capital of Samath to the present time, the craft of stone 

has travelled a long distance. In its course, it flowered, transformed and gave 

expression to many styles known today as the Maurya, the Gandhara, the Gupta, the 

Chalukya, the Chola, the Vijayanagar, the Orissa, the Hoyasala, the Mughal, the Indo

Muslim art of the Deccan and the like. The rock cut caves of Ajanta, Ellora, and 

Volayagiri; the Chalukyan temple of Virupaksha of Paltudakal; the great temple of 
1 

Nayaks at Madurai, the Indo-Aryan temple of Bhubaneshwar, Puri and Konark, the sun 
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temple of Modhera, Gujarat or the Chandella temple of Khajuraho -these ageless 

edifices present an endless variety of equisite stone carvings. 

Today, the stone artisans draw much of their inspiration from these monuments 

and statues. The glamorous delight of the Taj Mahal in Agra is captured in the marble 

craft of India. Most of these statues in Orissa show similarity in form and details to the 

sculptures of Jaganath temple at Puri. The traditional motifs standing Deepalakshmis, 

Courting apsaras, blossomed lotuses are all adopted as decorative stands for table 

lamps, ash trays or stone flower vases. 

2.4.12 Basketry 

Basketry is primarily folk craft. Vast stretches of land in the hills and forests are 

inhabited by tribal people. Whether in the hilly tracts of Tripura or in the uncut jungles 

of Assam, Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa or in the dense uplands of Kerala, the inhabitants 

preserve their tradition of basketry to the present day. Bamboo, cane, grasses and reeds 

as well as the leaf of coconut and dali palm are being used by the people all over the 

country from time immemorial to produce items that suit their everyday purpose and 

satisfy their aesthetic urge. Mats and baskets, boxes and trays, toys and dolls, costume 

jewellery and wall hangings of the modem time are products of unbroken tradition 

carried from the basketry ofNeolithic cultures (Circa 5000 B.C). 

Men and women from different parts of the country weave fibres made out of 

grasses for different purposes. They are used for winnowing, carrying, storing, 

protecting farmers from the sun etc. For sheer cool comfort, pleasing colours and 

decorative quality, Indian mats stand on their own. In Assam and the mountainous 

region of the Himalayas, West Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, 

mats are produced in different shades and designs. In Orissa, baskets are woven with 

geometrical designs. The Sultan work of Malabar, Sikki work of Bihar, Willow work of 

Kashmir, Cane work of Assam and Bamboo work of West Bengal, Bihar and Orissa 

offer an endless choice of superb craftsmanship. 

2.4.13 Bone, Shell, and Horn Articles 

Bone articles are made mainly after ivory models to fashion table lamps, lamp 

stands, jewellery etc. in Agra, Delhi, and Lucknow. Curios are made out of various 
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types of chanks and shells, such as 'Conch Shells', 'trochurs', 'turbo', 'red milk'. 

Different colourful items like lampshades, ashtrays, paperweights, agarbathi stands, and 

jewellery are made from chanks and shells. Rameshwaram, Kanyakumari, Nagarcoil, 

Kizhakarai and Chennai in Tamil Nadu and Nadia, Murshidabad Bankura, Midnapore 

and 24 parganas in West Bengal, are major production centres. 

Utility articles made out ofhom cover a wide variety of items including combs; 

fascinating birds and animals in shining black constitute some of the most popular 

items much in demand for interior decoration. West Bengal, Orissa and Andhra 

Pradesh produce bulk of the hom articles in the country. 

2.4.14 Folk Paintings 

Colourful designs invariably tinged with mystic belief of the rural folk reveal 

the traditional aesthetic aspect of village India e.g. Madhubani paintings of Bihar. 

Epics, Puranas, Krishnaleela etc. are their main sources of inspiration; gods and 

goddesses are depicted in all possible forms and actions painted in varieties of 

technique and colour. 

2.4.15 Other Crafts 

India has a number of other simple and attractive crafts that are now finding 

their way increasingly to modem homes all over the world. Pitch craft is very popular 

in West Bengal, and Tamil Nadu West Bengal produces various types of decorative 

articles with delicate workmanship. Images, decorative ornaments of images, and other 

articles of ritualistic significance have been lately added with various types of toys and 

dolls. Pitch workers of Tamil Nadu mainly produce beautiful images of gods and 

goddesses and some toys. 

Leather craftsmen of Kashmir, Jaipur, and West Bengal produce a number of 

items including shoes, Morahs (Small stools), purses, bags etc. While Andhra Pradesh 

craftsmen create coloured leather puppets closely resembling the Indonesian Wayang 

shadow puppets. Papier mache table lamps, paper weights, toys etc. in lacquer from 1 

Bihar, Orissa and Uttar Pradesh; Musical instruments from Miraj, Tanjore, Madras, 1 

Delhi and Culcutta are some of the important crafts. 
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In the preceeding section we have illustrated different handicrafts forms in 

India. The compilation of the different handicraft forms was done by All India 

Handicraft Board. Thus, from these secondary sources it is clear that altogether there 

are eighteen different handicraft forms all over India. The concentration of handicraft 

labour is more in states like Jammu, Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal, Kerala, 

A.P. and Rajasthan. A detailed picture of state-wise concentration of Handicraft 

Centres in India is show in Table 2. 7. 

2.5 INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED FOR PROMOTION OF HANDICRAFTS 

IN INDIA 

In order to provide and protect the artisans' skills inherited govt. both at the 

centre and states have set up Handicrafts emporium at important cities and at district 

level. These artisans are also encouraged by various government institutions to 

participate in national and International exhibition to show their skills. Various 

institutions involved for promotion of handicraft are presented as follows. 

2.5.1 Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) 

The Office of the Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) is an attached 

office of Ministry of Textiles, Government of India. It is a central nodal office to work 

for Socio-economic upliftment of the artisans and Supplement the efforts of the State 

Governments for promotion and development of handicrafts within the country and 

abroad and It has 6 Regional Offices at New Delhi, Kolkata, Lucknow, Chennai, 

Mumbai and Guwahati, and 5 Regional Design & Technical Development Centres at 

New Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Banglore and Guwahati. There are 52 Handicrafts 

Marketing and Service Extension Centers In addition to above, there are Field 

Administrative Cells The various Institutions (like Indian Institute of Carpet 

Technology, Bhadohi (UP), National Center for Design Product Development 

(Society), New Delhi and Moradabad, Metal Handicrafts Service Center (Society), 

Moradabad) are also working for the Development of Handicrafts in association with 

this office. 
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Table 2.7 Handicraft Centres in India 
-· --··-

Handicraft form State Important Centres 

Carpet and Namdah Uttar Pradesh, Punjab Haryana, Jammu & Kashmir, Rajasthan, Gopiganj, Kamaria, Agra, Mirjapur, Badoli, Amritsar, Panipat, 
Andhra Pradesh,.Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu Srinagar Jaipur and Bikaner, Eluran, warangal Gwalior, Chenai 

and Walajapet 

Art Metal Rajasthan, AndhraPradesh U.P., Tamil Nadu,Kamataka Jaipur, Hyderabad, Moradabad, V aranasi, Bidar, Swamimalai, 
Madurai Madras Bangalore 

Wood craft Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka Kashmir West Bengal Bhongir, Udaigiri, Virudhu Nagar, Madurai,Jhanjavur 
-.J - Punjab, Kerala Rajasthan, North Eastern states., My sore 

Toys and Dolls Maharastra Bihar Madhya Pradesh West Bengal Kamataka Banaras, Kondapalli, Mysore 

Costume and Jewellery Kamataka Rajasthan Maharastra, Delhi, Utta r Pradesh, Gujarat, Varanasi Surat Ahmedabad Jamnagar, Kota, Jaipur, Choongdi, 
Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu Chondri, Madurai 

Embroidery and Shawls Kashmir, H.P., U.P., Bihar, West Bengal Srinagar, Chamba, Agra, Banaras, Gaya, Bishnupur 

Zari Kashmir Uttar pradesh, Delhi Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil V aranasi Surat, Paithan, Bhopal Thiruchirappally Chenai 
Nadu Kamataka Bangalore 

Ivory Delhi, Kerala, West Bengal, Kamataka, Punjab, Mysore 

Pottery Rajasthan, Delhi, Kerala, West Bem~al, Maharastra Tamil Nadu Jaipur, Khwja Rampur Chunar Azimgarh Aligarh Vellore 

Continue ......... . 
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Continue .......... Table 2.7 Handicraft Centres in India 

Stone craft Maharastra, Tamil Nadu, Orissa, Gujarat Ajanta, Ellora, Udaigiri, Mayakas, Bhubaneshwar, Puri, 
Konark, Modhera, Khaiuraho 

Bamboo Crafts North eastern states., West Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, Tamil Nadu, Shillong Malaber 
Kerala. 

Bone, Shell, Hom articles Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Aandhra Pradesh, Orissa, Tamil Nadu, West Agra, Lucknow, Nagarcoil, Rameshwaram, Kanyakumari, 
BenRal, Kizhakarai Chenai, Nadia, Murshidabad. Bankura. Midnaport 

Folk Painting Bihar Orissa, West BenRal, Andhra Pradesh. 

Leather crafts Kashmir, Rajasthan, Orissa, AndhraPradesh, Delhi, West Bengal, Jaipur, Banaras, Gwalior, Lucknow, Agra, Chenai. Ujjain. 
Madhva Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu. 

Musical instrument Tamil Nadu, Delhi West- Bengal. Mirai, Taniore, Chenai, Delhi, Calcutta, 

Pitch Work West Bengal, Tamil Nadu 

Source: Indian Handicrafts, Published by the Development commissioner of Handicrafts, All India Handicrafts Board, and Govt. of India, Ministry of Commerce New 
Delhi 1982 



2.5.2 States Handicrafts and Handlooms Development Corporation Ltd 

Various states Handicrafts and Handlooms Development Corporation, a 

Government of India undertaking has endeavored to carry forward rich heritage of all 

the respective states by reaching out the products developed by the artisan residing in 

these states and abroad through its network of emporia and a large number of 

exhibitions, expositions and crafts fairs. 

2.5.3 National Centre for Design and Product Development, New Delhi 

National Centre for Product Design & Development (NCDPD), non profit 

organisation, set up by Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts (EPCH) and the 

office ofthe Development Commissioner (Handicrafts). NCDPD has been involved in 

inviting prominent designers from oversees and working in coordination with leading 

design institutes and helping the Indian artisans to hone their skills. NCDPD aims to 

provide cutting edge assistance to the Indian handicrafts industry through international 

standard design and technical inputs. 

2.5.4 Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts, Delhi 

Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts (EPCH) has been established under 

the Exim Policy of Govt. of India in 1986-87 and is a non-profit earning organization. 

EPCH is an apex organization of trade, industry and government sponsored by Ministry 

of Textile, government oflndia for promotion of handicraft from country and projected 

India's image abroad as a reliable supplier of high quality of handicraft goods & 

services and ensured various measures keeping in view of observance of international 

standards and specifications. 

2.5.5 Council of Handicrafts Development Corporation, Delhi 

Council of Handicrafts Development Corporation (COHANDS) represents 28 

state government corporations of India and functions under the aegis of the office of 

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), Ministry of Textile. COHANDS acts as 

facilitator for undertaking the integrated design and technical development workshops, 

interior design and participating in domestic and international fairs, cultural 

programmes, organising seminars and symposiums. 
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2.5.6 Khadi and Village Industry (KVIC) 

KVIC works under the administrative control of the Ministry of Industry, 

Government Of India under the department of Small-Scale Industries and Agro and 

Rural Industries. KVIC has a 10 member commission at the policy making level. The 

Commission consists of six zonal members (one of whom is Chairman), two expert 

members and two official members (the Chief Executive officer and the Financial 

Advisor to the Commission). The Chairman, CEO and FA are full time members. 

The headquarters of KVIC is in Bombay and it has its State and Regional 

Offices in all the States. It has training, production and Sales centres through out the 

country. KVIC is having 30 State khadi and village industries board, over 3500 

institutions and over 29000 cooperative societies. There are around 14200 sales outlets 

in the country in KVI Sector. It is having 46% women participation in its activities. 

30% beneficiaries belong to SC/ST. KVI Boards assist over 5 lakhs artisans. It has 

reached 2.35 lakhs villages. Some of the major functions ofKVIC are: 

• The KVIC is charged with the planning, promotion, organisation and 

implementation of programs for the development of Khadi and other village 

industries in the rural areas in coordination with other agencies engaged in rural 

development wherever necessary. 

• Its functions also comprise building up of a reserve of raw materials and 

implements for supply to producers, creation of common service facilities for 

processing of raw materials as semi-finished goods and provisions of facilities for 

marketing of KVI products apart from organisation of training of artisans engaged 

in these industries and encouragement of co-operative efforts amongst them. To 

promote the sale and marketing of khadi and/or products of village industries or 

handicrafts, the KVIC may forge linkages with established marketing agencies 

wherever feasible and necessary. 

• The KVIC is also charged with the responsibility of encouraging and promoting 

research in the production techniques and equipment employed in the Khadi and 

Village Industries sector and providing facilities for the study of the problems 

relating to it, including the use of non-conventional energy and electric power with 

a view to increasing productivity, eliminating drudgery and otherwise enhancing 
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their competitive capacity and arrangmg for dissemination of salient results 

obtained from such research .. 

• Further, the KVIC is entrusted with the task of providing financial assistance to 

institutions and individuals for development and operation of Khadi and village 

industries and guiding them through supply of designs, prototypes and other 

technical information. 

• In implementing KVI activities, the KVIC may take such steps as to ensure 

genuineness of the products and to set standards of quality and ensure that the 

products ofKhadi and village industries do conform to the standards. 

• The KVIC may also undertake directly or through other agencies studies 

concerning the problems of Khadi and/or village industries besides research or 

establishing pilot projects for the development ofKhadi and village industries. 

• The KVIC is authorized to establish and maintain separate organisations for the 

purpose of carrying out any or all of the above matters besides carrying out any 

other matters incidental to its activities. 

2.5. 7 Tribal Cooperative Marketing Development Federation (TRIFED) 

For the socio and economic welfare of tribal population Government of India 

established an independent corporation called TRIFED in Till recently TRIFED 

activities were confined to purchase of forest products and sell them at their retail 

counters .Since 1999 TRIFED expanded their activities by encouraging tribal artisans 

in the production of arts and crafts which they have inherited from their forefathers. 

TRIBES shop are set up to show case tribal arts and crafts by procuring the crafts from 

tribal artisans at remunerative prices and sell the same at these shop and organizing 

periodic exhibitions at different places all over India and abroad. 

The ultimate objective of TRIFED is socio-economic development of tribal 

people in the country by way of marketing development of the tribal products on which 

the lives of tribals depends heavily as they spend most of their time and derive major 

portion of their income from collection/ cultivation of Non timber Forest Produce 

(NTFP). As a cooperative, TRIFED's primary objective is to serve the interest of its 

members therefore in order to serve their interest in the field of marketing development 

oftribal products, some of the services which TRIFED offers are: 
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• To facilitate, coordinate and promote the marketing of the tribal products by its 

members. 

• To undertake/promote on behalf of its members/institutions or the Govt. or Govt. 

organisations, inter-State, intra-State and international marketing of tribal products. 

• To act as an agency for canalisation of export and import and facilitate, wherever 

necessary inter-State trade of tribal products under any Scheme formulated by 

Govt. of India or any other State agencies. 

• To develop market intelligence related to supply, demand, price trends, 

supply/market chain, value addition and processing facilities, product quality 

specifications, product applications, market trends, buyers for the tribal products 

and disseminate the information to the members as well as planners, researchers 

and associate organisations and business circles etc. 

• To assist in capability & capacity building of the members relating to the marketing 

development of the tribal products; Socio Economic and Educational Planning 

Commission Development Society (SEEDS) Government of India. 

• To provide consultancy and advisory services to the members relating to the 

activities in furtherance of their objectives. 

• To act as advisors, consultants and project managers to Govt. projects relating to 

marketing development of Tribal products in the form of capacity building, 

infrastructure development, special programs. 

• To expand and extend the markets for Tribal Products through marketing 

development and promotion programs. 

• To collaborate, network, associate with similar and allied international bodies in 

Fair Trade, Tribal product marketing development, Tribal Research, Tribal Funding 

Agencies to further the interests ofTribal Product marketing. 

• To collaborate, network, associate with similar and allied international 

bodies/agencies, societies (NGOs, Co-operatives, Foundations, and Trusts, 

organisations (Private and Government), institutions to further the development of 

Tribal Products marketing. 

From a show room at New Delhi TRIFED has established a chain of 31 outlets 

in 22 cities across in India. These include 11 outlets of their own and 20 outlets are on 

consignments basis with state level Organisations. To promote tribal artisans and their 
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crafts theme exhibitions are being held in the shop premises wherein tribal artisan are 

invited to participate along for better exposure and interaction with customers. TRIFED 

organized the first National Tribal Craft EXPO 2006 at Dill Hat from Jan, 1 to Jan, 15 

2006 wherein 56 artisans and state level organizations participated and displayed their 

craftsmanship. To give further fillip for promotion of tribal crafts TRIFED invited 

artisans to exhibit their crafts at Udaipur, Bhopal and Kinnaur for identifying items 

which can be purchased for sale at metro cities or at exhibitions TRIFED also 

participated in International exhibitions at Delhi Pragati Maidan regularly and abroad at 

Paris. A new innovation is being made by TRIFED by organizing SHGs among tribal 

artisans who would obtain training in design development as part of marketing drive. 

Expert advice is being obtained from National Institute of Designs for 

improving the designs. As result of these measures, it is understood that TRIFED sales 

of arts and crafts rose from Rs 50 lakhs in 2004-05 to Rs 150 lakhs in 2005-06. Though 

the performance is impressive but there is long way to go for TRIFED and state 

agencies to develop, promote and sell tribal arts and crafts. In North Eastern states 

dependence of tribal arts and crafts is important in their economy. 

2.5.8 The Promotion Agencies and Their Support Programme to the 

Decentralised Sector of Industries 

In order to motivate and develop the local people towards entrepreneurship and 

enterprise building, the Governments, both at the Centre and the State, have set up a 

number of Government and Semi-Government Departments Organisations and 

Agencies, whose task it is to motivate, develop and render necessary support services to 

the local entrepreneurs. Brief outlines of the various programmes and schemes of· 

government functionaries (both Central and the State) to whom the entrepreneurs may 

contact for different services and assistances, as per their needs are as follows. 

1. Nodal Agency. 

2. Consultancy Organisations. 

3. Financial Institutions. 

4. Nationalised Banks. 

5. Industrial (Refinance) Banks. 

6. Promotional Agencies, and 
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7. Planning Machinery. 

2.5.8.1 Nodal Agency 

In order to bring about a closer tie between the various net-work of institutions 

and agencies working in the filed for the promotion and development of Small Scale, 

Village and Cottage Sector of Industries, the Government, at the Centre, was prompted 

to introduce, as a Nodal Agency, a scheme known as- the District Industries Centre, at 

the national level. On the 1st ofMay,l978, to provide a district level set-up for making 

available to the entrepreneurs necessary services and support under a Single- Roof, as 

far as practicable, at the pre-investment, investment and post investment stages of an 

industrial project. The main thrust of this programme is on the promotion and 

development of the decentralised sector of industrial units in the rural areas and small 

towns of the country as would create better employment opportunities in these areas. 

The various services and assistances that are available for the benefits of the 

entrepreneurs, from the Directorate of Industries and Commerce West Bengal, through 

the respective District Industries Centres, the District concerned of the State, 

The Directorate of Industries and Commerce is the nodal agency for planning 

and implementing various schemes for the promotion of Small Scale Industries in West 

Bengal. It provides various services through the District Industries Centres such as 

registration of SSis, training of entrepreneurs, Industrial guidance, promotes Village 

and Small Industries by organising Industrial Co-operatives and identifies and 

promotes craftsmen and artisans engaged in the handicrafts industry. 

The Department of Industries and Commerce also implements a variety of 

programmes to provide financial assistance, technical support and guidance service to 

the existing as well as new industries. These programmes are implemented with an 

accent on the development and modernisation of industries, up-gradation of technology 

and quality control. It operates through a network of District Industries Centres (DICs ), 

one in each district, headed by a General Manager. The various activities undertaken by 

the Department include: 

1. Registration and promotion of small scale and tiny industries and industrial Co

operative societies. 
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2. Sanction and disbursement of various subsidies and incentives such as State 

Capital Subsidy, Generator Subsidy, Power Tariff Subsidy. 

3. Offering various testing facilities for chemicals, metals, metallurgical, electrical, 

electronic gadgets and appliances. 

4. Implementation of centrally sponsored schemes like Self Employment 

Programmes for the Educated Unemployed Youth and Prime Minister's Rozgar 

Y ojana schemes. 

5. Conducting Entrepreneur Development Programmes particularly special schemes 

for women. 

6. Creating awareness about the various policies and programmes of the 

Government through seminars and dissemination meets. 

7. Providing Escort Services to the Entrepreneurs. 

8. Maintenance of Special purpose Industrial Estates for Electrical and Electronics 

Industries. 

9. Providing entrepreneurial guidance through Data Bank and Information Centre 

and technical information sections attached to various District Industries Centres. 

10. Identification of new areas with growth potential and providing familiarisation 

and Incubator facilities to promising entrepreneurs. 

11. Conducting Techno-Economic Surveys. 

12. Conducting sample and comprehensive surveys. 

13. Development and promotion of cottage and handicrafts industries. 

14. Training facilities in the field oflight engineering, tool and die designing. 

15. Assistance for import of capital goods machineries and scarce raw materials. 

16. Implementation of Quality Control Act on Electrical household appliances, etc. 

17. Export Promotion. 

18. Supervision of implementation of special assistance schemes announced by 

Government in favour of small and tiny sector units. The entrepreneurs are 

assisted in getting statutory clearances from Local Bodies, Pollution Control 

Board, Public Health, Factories and other Departments and getting power 

connections through the Single Window Committee. The District Single Window 

Committee has been formed with District Collector as its Chairman. A State 

Level Committee under the Chairmanship of the Chief Secretary to Government 
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periodically reviews the functioning of the District Window Committees in the 

State. In order to promote Tiny and Rural Industries, Blocks in hill areas of 

Darjeeling in the State have been declared as industrially Backward/ Most 

Backward. Small Scale Industries (SSis) located therein are eligible for grant of 

State capital subsidy, and other concessions. 

2.5.8.2 Consultancy Organisations 

For necessary guidance in selecting a project and its techno-economic viability, 

an entrepreneur should, invariably, keep in mind some of the following aspect of the 

Scheme/Project: 

(i) Availability of industrial infrastructures. 

(ii) Technical and managerial man-power requirement. 

(iii) Raw material requirement and their availability. 

(iv) Market study for the industrial products, etc. 

And, for a thread-bare study of the above, it will, no doubt, be of immense 

advantage if the service of some of the Consultancy Organisation is sought, viz. 

1. The District Industries Centre (D.I.C) of the District concerned. 

n. West Bengal Handicraft Dev, Corporation etc. 

2.5.8.3 Financial Institutions 

For term-loan requirement and in some cases for composite loan up to a certain 

limit, Financial Institutions do extend their credit assistances to the Small Scale 

entrepreneurs. 

2.5.8.4. Nationalised Commercial Banks 

For Working Capital requirement and in some cases for both the term, as well 

as, working capital, all the nationalised commercial banks and also the State Co

operative Apex Bank to extend finance to the Small Scale Industrial entrepreneurs. 

Generally, these banks and their respective branches operate as per the service area 

approach, that each of this bank-branch operates according to their specific areas as 

specified for the purpose. The nearest Branch of the nationalised commercial or, State 

Co-operative Apex Bank located in the area where the project is to be located. 
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2.5.8.5. Industrial (Refinance) Banks 

Generally, up to a certain limit, finance is refixed from time to time, project 

financing is done by the Financial-Institutions and the Nationalised Commercial Banks, 

which, in turn, is refinanced by some of the following institutions according to the 

nature or, class of the industrial ventures. Strictly speaking, these refinancing 

institutions do not directly finance, up to certain limit of the industrial-project, the 

entrepreneurs except in cases where they organise seminars, workshops and such other 

training programmes to high light their activities and schemes, from time to time. 

2.5.8.6 Promotional Agencies 

There are a number of Promotional Agencies working in the field for the 

promotion and development of Small Scale, Village and Cottage Industries, in the 

region. The programmes and activities of these agencies cover up a large spectrum of 

services and support assistances to the entrepreneurs which may be enumerated as 

follows:-

(i) Condition of-

(a) Entrepreneurial Motivation Programmes (EMPs). 

(b) Entrepreneurial Development Programmes (EDPs). 

(c) Various types of Training Programmes. 

(d) Workshops and Seminars and 

(e) Regular courses in different vocational trades. 

(ii) Sponsoring of local entrepreneurs for in plant training, both inside and 

outside the State, for trades which, incidentally, may not be available in 

the State, or, need further strengthening. 

(iii) Granting of loans, grants, and incentives. 

(iv) Organising and participation in industrial Exhibitions, Fairs and Buyers 

Sellers Meets. 

The entrepreneurs are encouraged to fulfill their aspiration through agencies: 

such as:-

1. The General Manager, District Industries Centre of the concerned district. 

2. The Assistant Director (handicraft), 0/o the Development Commissioner 

(Handicrafts), Government of India. 
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3. The Assistant Director, Khadi & Village Industries Commission. 

4. The district Social Welfare Officer, ofthe district concerned. 

5. The Project Director, District Rural Development Agency (DRDA) of the 

district concerned and other. 

2.5.8. 7 Planning Machinery 

1. The District Planning Board also supplements support for the promotion and 

development of industries and industrial activities, at the District level, and 

compiles information and data in this filled, through- The National Informatics 

Centre (NIC). 

2. Besides, Govt. of West Bengal also plans and extends various types of support and 

assistance for the overall development of cottage and Handicraft sectors. 

2.5.9. Non Government Organizations 

Various non-government organizations organize capacity building cum training 

programme at their respective clusters in their states. During the field visits, it has been 

observed that non government organisations are getting support from Development 

Commissioner (Handicrafts), NEDFI and various other government departments for 

promotion of handicraft. 

2.6 SCHEMES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF HANDICRAFTS 

The government has in development profile assigned an important place in this 

sector. It is considered a very helpful factor in the growth of country as a provider of 

various consumer goods for mass consumption as also items for high-income groups 

and exports. It has been given fairly high ranking in the economy. The policy lean 

much on the sector for a widespread dispersal of industries. In this connection it is 

emphasised that this sector is of considerable significance in creating and sustaining 

employment, in particular self-employment. Along side it implies a direct way of 

raising the level of earning of artisans, as also of poor and very poor of the potential 

work force. This sector is also favored as crucial for the use of local skills and 

resources. It is also much praised for providing opportunities for the development of 

entrepreneurial skills. Through the promotion of this sector the policy also aim at the 
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preservation of country's valuable craftsmanship art heritage. In short the policy looks 

upon this sector as a good contributor to furtherance of objective of growth and 

welfare. 

2.6.1 Schemes of the Office of the Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), 

Govt. of India for Development of Handicrafts. 

To implement the policy objectives, the government of India has adopted 

several measures to promote the handicraft sector. These may be listed as under 

• Exhibition Scheme for Handicrafts: 

D.C. (Handicrafts) assists State Handicrafts Development Corporations, Apex 

and other Handicrafts Co-operatives and Voluntary Organizations to hold exhibitions 

of handicrafts in various places within the Country. Financial assistance is granted to 

the organisations concerned to meet the expenses of such exhibitions including the cost 

for payment ofT AIDA to the participating Artisans. 

• Marketing Programmes through Marketing and Service Extension Centres: 

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) is having 47 Marketing & Service 

Extension Centres in the Country out of which two exist in West Bengal. The Centre 

situated at Burdwan covers districts like Burdwan, Birbhum, Midnapure, Bankura, 

Purulia, Murshidabad and Nadia while Siliguri Centre covers the districts of Detjeeling, 

Jalpaiguri, Coochbehar, Uttar & Dakshin Dinajpur, and Maida. Other districts are 

covered from the Regional Office of Calcutta. Taking handicraft artisans from the 

districts through these centres, the Office of the D.C.(Handicrafts) Organises product 

Promotion programmes (PPP), Craft Bazaars, Market meet cum clinic, Fairs & 

Festivals in different big cities and Tourists Spots within the Country. Through such 

programmes the handicrafts artisans get scope for marketing their products without 

incurring any cost and the artisans are also paid T AIDA for attending such 

programmes. 

• Training through other Organisations: 

The Office of the D.C (Handicrafts) provides financial assistance to 

Central/State, Handicrafts Development corporations, Apex and other Handicrafts Co

operative Societies and Voluntary Organisations for organising training on handicrafts 

in order to increase the production base of crafts having a high market demand, upgrade 
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the skills of existing craftsperson and to revive rare and dying crafts. All Costs for such 

training like costs for raw materials, stipend to trainees, honorarium to Instructor, rent 

for accommodation, contingency and fees for design and technical up gradation etc., 

are paid by the office of the D.C (Handicrafts) a grants. 

• Crafts Development Centres: 

The Office of the D.C. (Handicrafts) provides financial assistance to 

Central/State Handicrafts Development Corporations, Apex and other Handicrafts Co

operative Societies and Voluntary Organisations for setting up of Crafts Development 

Centres for selected handicraft products for providing all benefits like, technology, 

design, raw materials, servicing and design to the Artisans from all such centres. 

75% of the costs for CDC upto a limit ofRs. 7.5 lakhs are given by D.C. (Handicrafts) 

as grants and balance 25% is borne by the Organisations Concerned. 

• National Award: 

Every year, Office of the D.C. (Handicrafts) organises National handicrafts 

Competition. The selected crafts persons are awarded with National A wards and 

National Merit Certificates for their creations National Award and National Merit 

Certificates consist of cash prize of Rs. 25,000/- and Rs. 5000/-respectively and 

Certificates from the President of India. 

• Scheme for grant of financial assistance to Master Craftsmen m indigent 

circumstances: 

Master craftsmen, who are recipients ofNational Awards or Merit Certificates 

or State Awards in handicrafts and private annual income less than Rs.6000/- with age 

more than 60 years will be eligible to get financial assistance either in the form of 

monthly allowance or lump sum grants or both. In no case the assistance shall exceed 

Rs. 500/- per month or Rs. 6,000/- per annum. 

• Design & Technical Development: 

A full-fledged Design and Technical development Centre under the office of the 

D.C. (H) is located at 9-12, Old Court House Street, Calcutta-700 001 for supply of 

improvised design and blueprints with technical guidance to artisans, co-operatives, 

NGOs, Exporters and others free of cost. Besides, Design Development Workshops 

are also organised in handicrafts concentrated products. 

• Other Programmes: 
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Other Programmes like survey & Studies of Crafts and revival of languishing 

crafts, setting up of handicrafts Emporium, Construction of Work shed and Workshed

cum-Housing, Group Insurance Scheme for craftsmen etc., are also implemented by 

the office of the D.C. (Handicrafts). 

2.6.2 Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI) 

India has a rich tradition in traditional industries. The eco-friendly products of 

traditional industries not only have great potential for growth in production and export 

but can also lead to widespread generation of employment opportunities in the rural 

areas of the country. With a view to making the traditional industries more productive 

and competitive and facilitating their sustainable development, the Central Government 

announced the setting up of a fund for regeneration of traditional industries, with an 

initial allocation of Rs. 1 00 crore. Pursuant to this announcement, a Central Sector 

Scheme titled the "Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries 

(SFURTI)" has been drawn up and approved at a total cost of Rs. 97.25 crore. The 

Scheme will be implemented by the Union Ministry of Agro and Rural Industries (ARI) 

and its organisations and institutions, in collaboration with State Governments, their 

organisations concerned, non- Governmental organisations, etc. The operational 

guidelines of the Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI) 

are detailed below: 

1. Definition of industry: i. Traditional Industry and ii. Traditional Industry Clusters 

(i) Broadly, traditional industry means "an activity which produces marketable 

products, using locally available raw material and skills and indigenous 

technology". 

(ii) Traditional industry cluster, in the context of this Scheme, refers to a 

geographical concentration of around 500 beneficiary families of artisans/micro 

enterprises, suppliers of raw materials, traders, service providers, etc., located 

within one or two revenue sub-divisions in one or more contiguous District(s). 

2. Objectives of the Scheme: 

The objectives ofthe Scheme are: 

(i) To develop clusters of traditional industries in varwus parts of the 

country over a period of five years commencing 2005-06. 
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(ii) To make traditional industries more competitive with more market

driven, productive, profitable and sustained employment for traditional 

industry artisans and rural entrepreneurs. 

(iii) To strengthen the local governance systems of industry clusters, with the 

active participation of the local stakeholders, so that they are enabled to 

undertake development initiatives by themselves. and 

(iv) To build up innovated and traditional skills, improved technologies, 

advanced processes, market intelligence and new models of public

private partnerships, so as to gradually replicate similar models of 

cluster-based regenerated traditional industries. 

3. Target Sectors and Potential Beneficiaries: 

The target sectors and potential beneficiaries will include: 

(i) Artisans, workers, machinery makers, raw material providers, 

entrepreneurs, institutional and private business development service 

(BDS) providers engaged in traditional industries and working in 

selected clusters of khadi, coir and village industries, including leather 

and pottery. 

(ii) Artisan guilds, cooperatives, consortiums, networks of enterprises, self

help groups (SHGs), enterprise associations, etc. 

(iii) Implementing agencies, field functionaries of Government institutions I 

organisations and policy makers, directly engaged in traditional 

industries. 

4. Criteria for Selection of Clusters 

The selection of clusters will be based on their geographical concentration 

which should be around 500 beneficiary families of artisans/micro enterprises, 

suppliers of raw materials, traders, service providers, etc., located within one or two 

revenue sub-divisions in a District (or in contiguous Districts). The clusters would be 

from khadi, coir and village industries, including leather and pottery. The potential for 

growth in production and generation of employment opportunities will also be 

considered in selecting clusters under SFURTI. The geographical distribution of the 

clusters throughout the country, with at least 10 per cent located in the North Eastern 

region, will also be kept in view while selecting clusters. 
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5. Intervention/Support Measures: 

These would consist of the following: 

(i) Replacement of charkhas and looms in khadi sector. 

(ii) Setting up of Common Facility Centres (CFCs). 

(iii) Development of new products, new designs for various khadi and 

village industry 

(iv) Products, new/improved packaging, etc. 

(v) Market promotion activities. 

(vi) Capacity building activities, such as exposure visits to other clusters and 

institutions, need-based training, support for establishment of cluster 

level networks (industry associations) and other need based support. 

(vii) Other activities identified by the Implementing Agency (lA) as 

necessary for the development of the cluster as part of the diagnostic 

study and included in the Annual Action Plan for the cluster. 

6. Scheme Steering Committee (SSC) 

The Ministry of Agro and Rural Industries will be the coordinating Ministry 

providing overall policy, coordination and management support to the Scheme. A 

Scheme Steering Committee (SSC) will be constituted under the chairmanship of 

Secretary (SSI&ARI). The SSC may co-opt representatives of industry associations, 

R&D institutions and other private sector expert organisations as members/special 

invitees, depending on functional needs. The SSC may make intrasectoral adjustments 

of activities and corresponding funds without affecting the basic objectives and thrust 

of the Scheme. 

7. Nodal Agencies (NAs) 

The following agencies shall be designated as the Nodal Agencies for the 

Scheme: 

(i) Khadi and Village Industries Commission. 

(ii) Coir Board. 

Each Nodal Agency (NA) will, in turn, identify the Implementing Agencies 

(lAs) based on transparent criteria to be suggested by the NAs and approved by the 

SSC. The NA shall be responsible for holding and disbursement of funds to the 

identified lAs and monitoring of the Scheme under the overall supervision of the SSC. 
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8. Technical Agencies (TAs) 

These shall be reputed national level Institutions with expertise m cluster 

development methodology and shall provide technical support to the NAs and the lAs. 

The responsibilities of the T As will include assisting the NAs in identification of 

clusters, conducting training of the Cluster Development Agents (CDAs) and other 

officials of the lAs and NAs, validation of cluster action plans, monitoring and 

evaluation, etc. 

9. Implementing Agencies (lAs) 

Implementing Agencies (lAs) would be non-Government organisations 

(NGOs), institutions of the Central and State Governments and semi-Government 

institutions with suitable expertise to undertake cluster development. Generally, one lA 

will be assigned only one cluster (unless it is an agency with State-wide coverage). The 

selection of lAs, based on their regional reputation and experience of working at the 

grass-roots level, will be done by the NAs, on the basis of transparent criteria to be 

approved a priori by the sse which will also finally vet the selection. 

In the khadi sector, one or more institutions of 'A' category with at least 500 

active spinners and weavers would be selected per khadi cluster. There will be 

reasonably even geographical distribution of these institutions across the country. The 

selection of lAs for the village and coir industry sectors will be from among good 

NGOs operating in the area with experience of working at the grass roots level, 

particularly in rural industrialisation. 

10. Cluster Development Agent (CDA) 

Each lA shall identify and appoint a Cluster Development Agent (CDA), 

exclusively for each cluster, who shall be located in the cluster full time and responsible 

for implementation of the Scheme in the assigned cluster. The CDAs will undergo 

prescribed training in cluster development methodology to be organised by the NA 

through the T A. The responsibilities of CDA shall include conducting the diagnostic 

study, preparation and implementation of the annual action plans of the cluster, 

promoting linkages with institutions, building the local governance framework, etc. 

11. Cluster Development Coordination Group (CDCG) 

Cluster Development Coordination Group (CDCG) will be formed in each 

cluster with the objective of involving the cluster level stakeholders in the process of 
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cluster development and supporting the activities of the CDA. Representatives of the 

targeted traditional industry enterprises, support service institutions, banks, State 

Government agencies and others will be members of the CDCG. 

12. Financial Assistance: 

The pattern of financial assistance and Component Funding Pattern under the 

Scheme is as under: 

I. Khadi Sector 

1. Replacement of charkhas and looms for increasing the productivity of khadi 

spinners and weavers (Average cost- Rs. 50 lakh per cluster): 

a) Grant - 75%; 

b) Beneficiary's contribution (Institutions)- 25 %; 

2. Common Facility Centres (CFC) for: 

i. Readymade warp units for supply of ready-to-use warps for weaving; 

u. Post-loom facilities, viz., dyeing and printing; 

iii. Setting up composite readymade garment manufacturing facilities to convert 

fabrics into ready-to wear khadi products; 

IV. Product testing laboratory to enforce quality standards; and 

v. Service and maintenance, etc. (Average cost- Rs. 15 lakh per CFC) 

a) Grant - 75% 

b) Beneficiary's contribution (Institutions)- 25% 

3. Product Development & Design Intervention for: 

1. Fabric designing for upholstery; 

ii. New designs for high fashion garments; 

m. Fabric development, embroidery in silk items; and 

IV. Use of natural dyes, etc. (Average cost- Rs. 4 lakh per cluster) 

(a) Grant- 75% 

(b) Beneficiary's contribution (Institutions) -25% 

II. Village Industry and Coir Industry 

1. Common Facility Centres (CFC) for processing and manufacture of village industry 

items like testing equipment/laboratory to enforce quality standards spe_cially for 

processed food items, service and maintenance and other common infrastructure 

(Average cost- Rs. 30 lakh per cluster): 
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(a) Grant- 75% 

(b) Beneficiary's contribution (Institutions)- 25% 

2. Product Development & Design Intervention, viz.: 

1. Development of new products specially for items like hand bags, shoes, etc.; 

11. New designs for pottery items; and 

iii. !improved/new design for packaging, specially for herbal and cosmetics, 

confectionery items. (Average cost- Rs. 4 lakh per cluster) 

(a) Grant- 75% 

(b) Beneficiary's contribution (Institutions) - 25 % 

III. Market Promotion Assistance for activities such as: 

1. organization of and participation in domestic/international exhibitions; 

11. participation in buyer-seller meets; 

iii. renovation and upgradation of marketing outlets; and 

IV. computerisation of sales outlets, bar-coding, etc. (Average cost - Rs. 15 

lakh per cluster) Grant- 100% 

IV. Capacity Building Measures for undertaking following activities: 

1. Exposure visits to other clusters and institutions (outside) to understand the self

help actions, new products, technology, etc.; 

11. Need based training within the clusters (related to global trade issues, skill 

development, self-help, credit and other need based issues); 

iii. Support for establishment of cluster level networks (industry associations) in 

the form ofbasic office infrastructure, including books; and 

IV. Other need based support as emerge from the diagnostic study. (Average cost

Rs. 15 lakh per cluster) Grant - 100% 

V. Cost of Implementing Agencies (lAs) 

(Average Rs. 10 lakh per cluster) Grant- 100% 

VI. Cost of Cluster Development Agents (CDAs) 

(Average Rs. 9 lakh per cluster) Grant- 100% 

VII. Cost ofTechnical Agencies (TAs) 

(Lump sum Rs. 4 crore) Grant - 1 00% 

VII Surveys and Studies (Lump sum Rs. 1.5 crore ). Grant- 100% 
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The costing indicated above is only indicative. Intra-sectoral adjustment of 

activities/corresponding funds would be made by the sse without affecting the basic 

objectives and thrust of Scheme and the overall costs proposed for sanction. 

13. Formulation of Cluster Development Proposals 

The cluster development proposals received from the NAs will be considered by 

the SSC. The SSC shall endeavour to see that the selected clusters are spread over the 

country reasonably evenly, with at least 10 per cent located in North-Eastern Region. 

The SSC may make necessary adjustments/changes in the selection of clusters as well 

as their size and geographical spread. The actual amount of financial assistance per 

activity/measure of intervention required for development of individual clusters in the 

selected segments of traditional industries might vary and such variations could be 

accommodated within the overall costs, based on careful analysis of the diagnostic 

studies and annual action plans, by the SSC with the help of the NAs, TAs and lAs. 

14. Linkages with Existing Schemes 

As the SFURTI takes a holistic approach for cluster development, the 

Nodal/Implementing Agencies concerned would be encouraged to see that similar 

ongoing schemes/efforts are dovetailed with SFURTI. To supplement and synergise, it 

will be seen that as far as possible, the units in the clusters covered under SFURTI avail 

of benefits under Government programme like the REGP, PMRY or Mahila Coir 

Y ojana so long as they satisfy the guidelines of those programme. This will ensure 

convergence and maximising the benefits of the existing programme. The existing 

National Programme for Rural Industrialisation (NPRI) will be subsumed within 

SFURTI, except those already committed. KVIC will no longer operate its PRODIP 

and RISC programme within the clusters selected under SFURTI. 

15. Implementation Sequence 

The SSC will identify Technical Agencies (TAs) having expertise in cluster 

development methodology for providing technical support to the Nodal Agencies and 

the Implementing Agencies (lAs) undertaking cluster development activities. With the 

help of the T As, the Nodal Agencies will identify the clusters and the lA for each 

cluster. Each lA will identify and appoint a Cluster Development Agent (CDA), 

exclusively for each cluster, who shall be located in the cluster full time and 

responsible for implementation of the Scheme in the assigned cluster. The CD As will 
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conduct the diagnostic studies in the clusters and prepare annual action plans which, 

after validation, will form the basis for the development of the cluster. 

16. Release of Funds 

The release of funds will be cluster specific. The funds would be released 

directly to the Nodal Agencies on receipt of utilisation certificate and depending on 

actual physical progress. Funds for development of clusters will be kept in a separate 

account by the NAs which will be audited. 

17. Project Monitoring and Evaluation 

Concurrent and post facto evaluation studies will be conducted, from time to 

time, to take corrective measures. It is also envisaged to take up evaluation studies of 

some of the clusters under SFURTI to find out the deficiencies and drawbacks in the 

implementation of the Scheme. 

These issues are in concurrence with the Ministry of Finance, Department of 

Expenditure (Plan Finance II Division) and Integrated Finance Wing, Department of 

Industrial Policy and Promotion. 

2.6.3 Development of Handicrafts in West Bengal - Scheme of Promotion of 

Handicrafts Available in Study Area 

Handicrafts is an expression of the creative spirit in material form and stands for 

human endeavor to infuse an element of grace, beauty and elegance to an otherwise 

drab and harsh human life. Handicraft artisans working in villages, towns and Semi

urban areas are the creators of innumerable varieties of handicrafts. Development and 

promotion of Handicrafts is necessary for income generation of the existing artisans as 

well as for creation of employment opportunities for new generation. State Government 

has all along been with the artisans for their development. Attempts have been made to 

promote the handicrafts of West Bengal so that it receives due patronage and 

inspiration from all concern. 

Schemes of Government of West Bengal for Development of Handicrafts: 1s 

equally applicable in the development of handicraft sector of Darjeeling hill areas as all 

the development aspect of this hill region under the administrative and legislative 

obligation of Government of west Bengal. The various schemes implemented by the 

Government of West Bengal are as follows: 
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• Financial assistance programme 

Individual Artisans are provided with soft loan upto Rs. 10,000/- and 

Handicrafts Co-operative Societies upto Rs. 15,000/- with an interest @ 5 Ylo/o per 

annum and repayable within ten years for starting new units or for expansion or 

diversification and modernisation of existing units 

• Additional Employment Programme 

Handicraft units/artisans can also get financial assistance in the form of soft 

loan as margin money/seed money @ 10% to 20% of the project Cost sanctioned by the 

Banks and Financial Institutions for setting up of new Units or for expansion of 

existing units. 

• Prime Minister's Rojgar Yojana (PMRY) 

Eligible candidates willing to get self-employment by settings up of handicraft 

units may apply for financial assistance in the form of loan form Banks upto a 

maximum of Rs. 1,00,000/- which includes a subsidy component from Government of 

India. 

• Promotional Training Programme 

Promotional Training for revival of languishing crafts and for diversification 

and quality up gradation of potential crafts are organised by the respective DICs in 

each district every year. State Government provides grants to meet up the expenditure 

for payment of honourium to master craftsman, stipend of Rs.250/- per month per 

trainee, cost of equipment/raw materials etc. 

• Design & Service Centre 

Arrangements are there in the Baruipur Experimental Research Workshop at 

Pialy Town at Baruipur in the district of South 24 Parganas for supply of designs, 

giving of advance training on handicrafts. The State Government also considers setting 

up of Design and Service Centre for Handicrafts. 

• Award of Prizes, Celebration of Handicrafts week, Publication of Brochures 

Since the 2nd Plan period, the State Government has been organising District 

Level Handicrafts Competition in every district and a State Level for honouring the 

craftsmen for their best creations. There are provisions for giving awards to 12 

craftsmen in every district and 75 craftsmen at the State Level every year. Handicrafts 

week from 8th December to 15 December every year is also celebrated by organising 
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different Seminars/exhibition etc. 

• Grant of Rebate on Sales of Handicrafts 

State Government provides rebate @ 20% on the sales of handicraft products by 

the authorised Government/ Semi Government organisations for a period not exceeding 

90 days in a year. Individual artisans participating in the Handicrafts Expo are also 

eligible to get rebate at the same rate on the sales during the Expo period only. 

• Establishment of Sales Depot, holding of Exhibitions etc. 

For providing market support to the craftsmen, arrangements are made for 

organising or for participation in different fairs, exhibitions etc., at the district level. 

West Bengal State Handicrafts Co-operative Society (Bangashree) are also assisted for 

organising market camps in the districts. Every year, the State Government 

organises Handicrafts Expo at Calcutta Maidan. Handicrafts Artisans all over the State 

are given stalls free of cost and also get reimbursement of a part of train fare and 

transportation cost for carrying products. 

• Payment of Pension to Handicrafts Artisans 

State Government has been providing pension @ Rs. 100/- per month to the 

Artisans having age 60 years and above. About 1000 artisans are granted such pension 

under the programme every year. 

• Grant-in-Aid 

Grant-in-Aid Institutions engaged in promotion of handicrafts are given financial 

assistances like grants towards salaries, for purchase of tools and equipment etc. 

• Assistance programme for Handicrafts Co-operative Societies 

Assistances in the form of grants for construction of shed & building, purchase 

of tools and equipment and loan for working capital are granted by the State 

Government to the Co-operative Societies engaged in production and promotion of 

handicrafts. Financial assistances are granted to the above organisations engaged in 

promotion and marketing of handicraft products in the form of share capital investment, 

grants for undertaking different development programme. 

• Other Progammes 

District Industries Centres are associated in all matters relating to promotion 

and development of handicrafts of the respective districts. Besides the government 

programme, West Bengal Handicrafts Development Corporation Ltd. (Manjusha) for 
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development of Handicrafts has been equally responsible for the development of 

handicraft in the study area. This organisation functions independently with the aid of 

government and have the following schemes of promotion of handicraft sector in the 

state of West Bengal. 

• Procurement of Handicraft Products 

WBHDC procures handicrafts products directly from the artisans, handicraft 

units and handicrafts co-operative societies. During 1996-97, the corporation purchased 

handicraft products involving an amount of Rs. 104.11 lakhs and this year (97 -98), it 

has planned to enhance the purchase to Rs. 160 lakhs. Corporation organises spot 

procurement camps in the districts for purchase of products from artisans by making 

cash payment. 

• Sale of Handicraft Products 

Sale of handicraft products through the 26 numbers of show rooms of the 

corporation situated all over the country is the main activity of the corporation. The 

corporation sold handicrafts products valued about Rs.160.55 lakhs during 1996-97. 

• Training Facilities 

The Corporation offers training facilities to the handicraft artisans both at 

primary and advance level. Baruipur Experimental Workshop Cum Research Institute 

is presently managed and run by the corporation. 

• Craft Development Centres 

The Corporation is running two Craft Development Centres One at Puinam 

(Hooghly) and the other at Salt Lake for offering all-round facilities under one roof for 

development of selected crafts. 

• Common Facility Centre 

The Corporation runs a Common Facility Centre on brass and bell metal at 

Nabadwip in Nadia district. 

• Design Development Workshop 

The Corporation offers design support to the handicraft artisans under this 

programme, which is funded by the Government of India. 

• Exhibitions and Fair 

The corporation organises Exhibition and Fairs within and outside of West 

Bengal in order to give marketing exposures to the handicraft artisans. and 
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• Craft Museum 

The corporation has a Craft Museum at 'Karuangan' at Salt Lake City. The 

Museum has exquisite collections of ethnic and traditional Bengal handicrafts and 

handloom artifacts. 

• Artisan's Dormitory 

The Corporation has developed an Artisan's Dormitory at karuangan to offer 

facilities of stay in Calcutta for the Artisans. 

• Social Security Activities 

The Corporation offers vanous social security facilities to the handicrafts 

artisans like (a) group insurance coverage (b) old-age pension (c) construction of work 

sheds for the artisans etc. 

2.6.4 Proposed National Scheme for the development Handicraft during 11th five 

year plan: 

The government has recently cleared a proposal by the textiles ministry for 

marketing support and services schemes for handicraft sector and its artisans. The 

schemes will have a budgetary provision of Rs 316.81 crore. This would also meet 

outstanding and committed liabilities under the old scheme of marketing support and 

services as resolve by cabinet committee on economic affairs (CCEA) with prime 

minister as chaired person. 

The scheme would comprise of domestic marketing, international marketing 

and publicity during the 11th plan period (2007-2012). 

The scheme would enable handicraft artisans to get enhanced opportunity for 

access to domestic as well as international high end markets and various marketing 

channels, the finance minister added. This will help artisans to achieve full employment 

and get better return on their product, besides creating new opportunities for productive 

employment in rural areas. 

In another decision the CCEA gave its approval for establishment of an 

integrated network of trauma centre along the Golden Quadrilateral, the North-South 

and East-west corridors of National Highways. This would be done by upgrading the 

trauma care facilities in 140 identified state government hospitals at a total cost of Rs 

732.75 crore during the 11th five Year Plan period. 
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The setting up of the integrated network of trauma centres would ensure that 

any accident victim on this corridor gets competent medical assistance within the 

shortest possible time, thereby saving precious lives (Statesman News Service 14 Dec 

2007). 

2.7 HANDICRAFTS AS LIVELIHOOD OPTION IN DARJEELING HILL 

AREAS 

The economy of Darjeeling hill areas is also equally distinctive since it is closed 

and undifferentiated characterized by adoption of primitive technology in economic 

pursuits. The hill people earn in their livelihood by undertaking many occupations such 

as forestry and food gathering, shifting cultivation, settled agriculture, and industrial 

labour, animal husbandry, traditional commerce of which household industry including 

handicrafts is of prime importance. There is substantial gap in the level of development 

between the hill artisans and the rest of the population. The house hold industry among 

the hill population constituted 3 percent of the total worker. Among rest of the total 

about 20.71 percent of worker are cultivators who are mostly marginal and small 

farmers, 5.67 percent workers are agricultural labour and other worker constitute 70.90 

percent of the workforce according to census report of 2001. Moreover much of the 

handicraft activities are at their subsistence level and do not enters the marketing 

mechanism and it is not accounted as an activity as such. Handicrafts and handlooms 

are part of their activities but not their main occupation inherited from their forefathers. 

A majority of the hill people, irrespective of their occupation is living in 

subsistence level. Their economic condition is reflected in their low levels of incomes 

and expenditures as well as their standard of living. Lack of basic facilities and 

infrastructure along with secluded life cut off from the rest of the country further 

characterize the tribal life in the country. The people of study area have been producing 

different handicrafts both utilitarian and decorative over centuries. The economy of the 

region in the earlier days was a barter system through mutual help. Lending, if any, 

between different members of the community is also governed by customs and interest 

has not been applied. Thus self sufficient economy of the hill people does not have 

substantial surpluses to warrant establishment of regular markets nor knew their 

potentialities for their handicrafts. Slowly market economies began to appear around 
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religious festivals and demands for new items started increasing which led to the 

formation of weekly markets. Traders or middle men came on the scene and slowly 

these artisans of the hill who display their skill, acquired through tradition, used to sell 

their products to these traders or middleman, unfortunately these artisans are being 

exploited and are paid paltry amounts. Even this system is getting eroded due to poor 

marketing facilities and is unable to with stand competition from manufacturing 

industries. Studies have shown that there is continuous depletion of their numbers over 

time and, many of them have become a large body of landless agriculture labour. Their 

pride place in traditional craftsmanship which provided an outlet to the innate artistic 

talents by manifesting itself in full range of variegated shapes size and designs is at 

present in the state oftotal disarray. They gradually are moving towards extinction and 

the official help to market them is tardy. In order to overcome the problems of 

unemployment and poverty and a higher incidence of migration of active population, 

the diversification of economy from subsistence to commercialized production has 

been recognized among the most important alternative options. The situation 

necessitates the development of feasible industries viz. handicrafts which would absorb 

the over spill of population and generate the income of the region as, the scope for large 

scale diversification of economic activities is severely limited because of a number of 

factors. 

• Economy: The economy of Darjeeling hill areas is predominantly agriculture. 

However, their land holdings are uneconomical and unproductive. They use traditional 

technologies for cultivation, watering, input and harvesting. Hill people could not 

diversify their crops even though there is some scope due to inertia, lack of knowledge 

and input constraints. 

• Migration: A significant proportion of households report about the migration of 

some members for livelihood especially male members due to job opportunities, poor 

harvests, poor economic condition of family members. 

• Employment generation: Government has launched some poverty alleviation 

programmes which provided job opportunities in the rural areas. The wage employment 

programme would shave been initiated in to provide employment at the households. 

However such programmes have not been effectively made a dent on rural and urban 
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poverty. This was due to lack of skills, educational and technical know how. Beside in 

most of the household sectors where there is no social security as such 

• Workforce: The workforce of the region depend upon non farm sector activities, 

however the region lack availability of raw material, skilled family manpower, market 

access, communication and of course, support of the government. Women 

contribution to non farm sector is very significant moreover marginal work are not 

accounted. Problems in promoting non farm activities are lack of knowledge, lack of 

proper marketing facility, lack of finance, problem of raw material, lack of demand, 

lack of proper communication, competition from organized sector, time constraint, lack 

of technology, lack of common facility and lack of training. 

2.8 CONCLUSION 

Development of traditional handicraft of Darjeeling hill areas is the concern of 

state and centre governments. The primary responsibility lies with the state 

governments even though funds are released by the central govt. unfortunately there is 

no mention about exclusive scheme for development of handicrafts in study area. It is 

not known whether the handicraft development commission constituted by Government 

of India considered the promotional aspects of handicrafts. However households 

artisans were questioned about their awareness of development programs taking place 

in their village or to their community. It has been observed that majority of artisans 

were not aware of the development initiated by the Government. 

From the above description of government approach and measures, it is clear 

that these are by and large on right lines. If however, traditional handicrafts sectors still 

suffers from various handicaps, it is obviously because these measures are not being 

effectively applied. There is however a more basic flaw in the government policy. It is 

that the efforts are more in the direction of "protection" of the sector and there is very 

little by way of raising the efficiency and competitive strength. Unless this becomes the 

centre theme of the policy, the handicraft industries will not become the dynamic 

sector. 
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3.0 INTRODUCTION 

Darjeeling often called "The queen of the hill station "has preserved a wealth of 

art and crafts having its own peculiarity. The famous Thanka Painting, Kalimpong arts 

(inclusive of scroll painting, Scroll embroidery, Patch work arts), Woolen carpet, 

Y atha, fancy looking colourful Kalimpong bags, decorative and utilitarian bamboo 

crafts, woodcrafts, copper and brass utensils and artifacts of different sets and forms 

with beautiful reposed work, local utilitarian black smithy produce and silver craft etc 

are the major handicraft of the Darjeeling hill areas. Two distinct cultures of Indian and 

Tibetan origin have mixed together and thus created a number of crafts and products 

widely accepted to the domestic and foreign market. Colourful hand-woven, popular 

and cheap woolen products of the region are exclusive. Their geometrical designs are 

knitted in variety of colours. These products are generally made during winter, as 

women folk are mostly free after the agricultural season is over. Besides taking 

pleasure in this work, they also earn money. These products are prepared by coarse 

wool and synthetic yarn. Basically these products do not mark affiliations to any ethnic 

group and the region. It is therefore this product have been excluded from the study. 

There is a great variety of these products flooding in market viz., sweater, caps, baby 

suits, gloves, shocks and other similar product. The prices of these products depend 

upon the quality of wool, the pattern and neatness in designs. About 6000 artisans are 

engaged in the various traditional handicrafts in the study area (Manjusha, 1992). 

3.1 SECTORAL AND SECTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAJOR 

TRADITIONAL CRAFT UNITS 

It is evident that Bamboo work, wood carving, carpet weaving, traditional metal 

work like Silver craft, Black smithy, copper and Brass craft, Aluminum Smithy, 

Kalimpong arts-{scroll painting, Scroll embroidery, Patch work arts), Kalimpong bags, 

and Hill dolls have been considered as the popular hill craft and it is widely practiced 

even today. It is intriguing fact that excepting few artisan communities of traditional 

craftsmen those who had inherited the craft tradition through ages like some 

communities of Nepali - Bishwa karma for their Black smithy, Copper, Brass, Silver 

and allied crafts, Sakya for Silver craft, and Bhutia for Thanka painting, Gurung for 

Rarhi weaving, Yatha by Dukpas. Today at this juncture of time many craft men had 

either left out for other alternative or set aside by market mechanism. A good number 
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of other communities traditionally not categorized as artisans communities are also 

engaged in various craft now a days. Handicraft is not only the main source of income 

to these artisans but is a way of life to most of artisans. 

The contemporary traditional craft in the study area reflect a cross road of 

cultural fusion/amalgamation where the artisans practice and pursued art not only for 

the sake of art but today the artisans also cater to the need and qualitative creation of 

artifact so as to create the interest of buyer from distant land, as much of the artisans 

earning rest mainly on the income generated through this craft for earning their 

livelihood. Table 3.1 & 3.2 shows the sectoral and sectional distribution of units 

surveyed. The location of the villages surveyed in the study areas is shown in Fig. 1.2, 

1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9 shows the concentration of artisan communities of 

study areas. It reveals that the concentration of artisan varies with the different blocks 

3.2 ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF THE ARTISANS 

The whole or much of the population composition of the study area is in fact, 

extremely of mixed type. It is astonishing to find that within an area of some 2000km 

Sq. a multitude of the culture and scores of dialect and language are found in the study 

area. The culture is mutually unintelligible again. In addition, it is true as of 

cosmopolitan society that the next-door neighbours even in the remote villages have 

different culture. The characteristics of the population found here in the study area is 

the testimony of the fact that the area has a rich cultural heritage. The origin of such 

diversity has mainly due to urbanization, growth of tea industry, and its climate and 

presence of great of trade route since immemorial time and also difficulties of 

intercommunication imposed by the geographical features. 

Amidst, a number of tribes belonging to different Austro-Asiatic races viz., 

Aryan, mongoloid, Tibeto-mongoloid, Tibeto-Burmese; Dravidian groups of races are 

traced to their origin. These classification are today generally recognise into the 

following divisions as Brahmins Bhutia, Chhetri, Kami (Bishwa karma), Damai, Sarki, 

Gurung, Manger, Pradhan, Tamang, Sherpa, Limbu (Subba), Rai, Lepcha, Sunar, 

Thami and other Still the various ethnic background of the artisans are presented 

below: 
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Table 3.1 No. of Unit Surveyed In Different Crafts (Block-Wise) 
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I. Darjeeling Sub-Division 

1. Darjeeling Pulbazar Block 5 -- 2 -- 3 7 14 9 8 3 51 

~ 2. Jorebunglow Sukhia Block 2 -- -- -- -- 3 1 -- 2 -- 8 

3. Rangli Rangloit Blocks -- -- -- -- -- 9 -- -- 1 -- 10 

II Kurseong Block --
4. Kurseong Block 2 -- 2 -- I 8 4 1 2 1 21 

5. Mirik Block -- -- -- -- -- 5 -- -- 2 -- 7 

III Kalimpong Sub-Division 

6. Kalimpong -- I Block 11 20 4 14 21 12 7 6 13 30 138 

7. Kalimpong -- II Block -- 1 -- -- -- 7 2 -- 2 -- 12 

8. Gorubathan Block -- -- --8 -- -- 2 2 -- 2 -- 6 
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Total no. Per Crafts 20 21 8 14 25 53 30 16 32 34 253 i 

Source: Field Survey 



Table 3.2 Caste Affiliation of the Artisans Community 
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0 6. Dukpa -- -- -- 9 -- -- -- -- -- -- 12 
7. Gurung 3 -- -- -- -- 2 1 -- -- -- 3 
8. Tamang 4 -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 3 
9. Lepcha -- -- -- 2 1 1 -- -- -- -- 2 
10. Mukhia -- 3 1 -- 4 7 3 -- -- -- 19 
11. Pradhan -- 1 -- -- -- 12 5 2 -- -- 18 
12. Rai -- -- -- -- -- 3 -- -- -- -- 3 
13. Sarki -- -- -- -- 3 1 3 -- -- -- 7 
14. Sherpa -- 4 -- -- -- 6 1 -- -- -- 11 

15. Subba -- 1 1 -- 4 6 4 -- -- --- 20 

16. Thami -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- - 1 

17. Thapa -- 3 -- 1 2 3 1 -- -- -- 10 

Total Number Per Crafts 20 21 8 14 25 53 30 16 32 34 253 
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3.2.1 Bhutia 

A generic term for several groups of people inhabiting the ranges along the 

snowy peaks of the Himalayas, etymologically, the word Bhutia is popularly believe to 

have originated from the term bhot or more correctly bod which means Tibet (Walter, 

1911 ). Ancient Sanskrit literature referred to the region where they lived, as Bhotantik 

that is the area touching the border of bhot. Despite showing common ecology and 

common name, these groups exhibit social cultural and religious variations. 

In West Bengal that Bhotia also notified as Bhutia are a migrant community 

comprising the Sikkimese Bhutia, Sherpa or the Bhutia of Nepal, Dukpa or the Bhutia 

of Bhutan and Bhutia of Tibet or the Tibetans (Das 194 7) Beside, there are numbers of 

subgroups like Amdo, Denjonpa, Khampa, Yalmo and other. They inhabit West Bengal 

and reside in Darjeeling Hill Area. 

Lord Buddha is their Principal deity (Sangay chhom d wen de). Beside, they 

worship guru Rinpoche and Jisum Doma. Bhutia of Darjeeling are fluent in Nepali 

language and usually follow devanagari script, however the rituals are performed in 

Tibetan or in their own dialects Among the Bhutia of Darjeeling hill areas the 

important traditional handicraft practice by the artisans are Thanka painting, carpet 

weaving, wood crafts and Kalimpong Bags. 

3.2.2 Chhetri 

In physique the chhetri are taller and of slightly different build. Endowed with 

the military quality as possessed by other fighting class. They are more intelligent and 

quick to learn, and being generally slighter and more active than other Nepalese race. 

While in feature they incline towards the Aryan rather than the Mongolian type of 

countence. They have adopted the Hindu faith. More as an outward manifestation of the 

priest than as a religion. This tendency never very great becomes slightly more evident 

after they have adopted the sacred thread. A practice which imposes certain restriction 

concerning eating certain foods (Northey, W. Brook. & Morris, C.J. 1928). 

In character and general outlook on the life, it is expected from their Aryan 

blood, that the manner and the custom of the chhetri lend occasionally to lean more 

towards the Aryan point of view than other, whose ancestry was more Mongolian, but 

this as a small point and in actual fact the chhetri differs but little from the other races. 

The important handicraft produce by chhetri are Bamboo craft and hill bags. 
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3.2.3 Dukpa I Drukpa 

The name has been derived from their origin known as the land of dragon 

(druka) also called Bhutanese; they inhabit the northern part of West Bengal. The 

separate population figure for the Drukpa (as Dukpa in the list of S.T of West Bengal) 

are not available in the 1981 census as they are clubbed with Bhutia and other groups. 

The Dukpa basically belongs to the Karmapa group (bko-brGyud) of Tibetan Buddhist 

and have several divisions within. 

As for the language of Dukpa is concerned, Elders speaks their own mother 

tongue, which belongs to the Tibetan-Burmese family of language and write in their 

script called U-med. The younger generation is however fluent in Nepali and 

Devanagari script. For Dukpa land is the main resource as they primarily earn a 

livelihood was from agriculture. Their secondary activities include animal husbandry, 

horticulture and fishing. However Dukpa of today showed increasing increased trends 

and interest in salaried jobs and other activities. (Singh.K.S-2003)) For Dukpa 

craftsmen in study area popular handicraft are thanka painting, Y atha weaving and 

carpet weaving. 

3.2.4 Gurung 

The Gurung race is of pure mongoloid origin and no doubt its original region 

when in dim past it crossed the Himalayas and took up abode on the southern slope, 

was the same as that in vague. In Tibet at that, time may or may not have been the 

lamaistic form of Buddhism existing in the country as in the present date. Moreover, 

much of them have submitted to the Hindu ceremonial law. (Northey, & Morris,. 1928) 

Although Rarhi weaving and Lucuni was the main craft practiced by these caste in the 

traditional past, this handicraft is not present today. Gurung of today in the survey 

reveals that they practice wood craft and bamboo craft. 

3.2.5 Bishwa Karma 

The Biswakarma claim to be the descendent from Viswakarma the architect of 

the god. They are Hindu by faith. In addition, followed Brahminical way of living and 

ceremonies and has the same Gotra as Brahminical one. Like chhetri and Brahmin 

these community has the feature more incline towards the Aryan race rather than the 

mongoloid. According to literature, that word 'Kami' is perhaps derived from Sanskrit 
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"karma" meaning work and may have later change in popular usage as 'Kami'. It is 

however of the view that Kami is a corrupt form of the Nepali word. In support of 

which occurrence of this word in Nepali prose and poetry 'Karni' refers to those who 

make article pleasing to the eyes (Northey, & Morris, 1928). 

These communities are known by various titles and are traditionally known to 

engage in number of crafts such as Gold and Silver, Copper and Brass and Black smith 

beside agriculture and allied activities. This community, which has zealously guarded 

the secrets of the craftsmanship, has fortunately for us presented and preserved it from 

extinction. In spite of this useful function these community remain low in the society 

dominated by priestly and martial classes of Nepali community. Moreover with the 

granting of schedule caste status, long history of suppression are slowly going away with 

time and the community in the hill of Darjeeling has much mingled, opened-up and 

mixed. These trends in the society have step aside the traditional rigid social structure. 

3.2.6 Kirat 

Rai and Limbu of the Nepali communities mainly represent the people by the 

race of the shepherds who were subsequently subdued by a race known as the Kirantis. 

It appears from the bulk of the evidence available that in ancient time the Hindu 

designated under the names ofKirantis all the people of the Tibeto-Burrnan family who 

spread themselves over the country round about the mouth of the Ganges pushed back 

and absorbed by Hindu influx from the plain: the kirantis became confine to mountain 

(Northey, & Morris, 1928). 

Kirantis race comprises of the clan of the Khambu, Y akha and Lim bu. Khambu 

and Y akha having very much mixed are now both regarded as Rai. They have their 

own language and culture and practically now there is no difference between these two 

tribe. The Y akthurnbas are called by the title of Lim bu. This Limbu community of the 

hill was granted the status of the Schedule Tribe since year 2004. Study reveals that 

majority of Subba practice Bamboo crafts and some practice Kalimpong art and bags 

making while in the traditional past they were the excellent weaver. 

3.2. 7 Lepcha 

They also called themselves Rongkup or Mutanchi and claim to be the early 

inhabitants of Sikkim. They are concentrated in Dzongu district of Sikkim and 
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Darjeeling hill in the District of Darjeeling in West Bengal. They have their own 

language called Rong-ke or Rong or Lepcha. This belongs to the Tibeto-Burman family 

of language. They use Tibetan script for writing. They speak in Nepali and use 

Devanagari script to communicate with other (Risley.H.H.1981). 

The Lepcha are mongoloid group charactersised by short status and show a 

tendency towards a broad head shape and broad facial profile with a short and often 

narrow nasal feature (Singh, 2003). 

Traditionally the Lepcha were hunter, food gatherers and pastoralists(Sharma). 

Now a day in west Bengal they are primarily terrace cultivators, some are agricultural 

labours, they do animal husbandry forestry and there is increasing trend for other 

non-conventional profession. These Lepcha community practice weaving and 

basketry as their traditional handicraft. They have a heritage of folk songs, folklore 

and folk tales. 

3.2.8 Pradhan I Newar 

The Pradhan claim to be the original inhabitant of the Nepal valley and certainly 

their custom in many points similar to those of the other mongoloid race lend colour to 

the story of their original migration from the north, and support the theory advanced by 

the earliest legends of the Nepal that the person to enter the country. On the other hand, 

some authorities allege that the Newars originally migrated from the south India, being 

identical with the Nair solders who formed a part ofNanda Deva's army which invaded 

the kingdom of Nepal on the 9th century A.D. whatever their early history or the 

country of their origin it is quite clear that the present race of Newar is a mixed and 

derived from both Indian and Tibetan Stock with slight preponderance of the later. This 

mixed origin is again very evident in their religion as they practice both Buddhism and 

Hindu doctrine. 

The Newars are undoubtly one of the most steady and industrious clan in Nepali 

communities. It cannot be denied that much of the artwork especially metal work, 

Sculpture, painting vows to the Newars. Beside their skill in the arts and handicrafts 

Newars are shrewd trader they still has a dominant position in some of the crafts. 

(Northey, & Morris, 1928). 
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3.2.9 Sherpa 

The word Sherpa is Tibetan and means an easterner. The Sherpa speak as their 

mother tongue a dialect of Tibetan but they all know Nepali equally well, originally of 

pure Tibetan stock they have mixed with the local inhabitant and are now extremely 

proud of being considered as Nepalese. These Sherpa are the descendent of the native 

of Solo-Khambu situated at a height of about 14,000 feet above sea level and they are 

probably the highest liver in the whole of Himalayan range. They are usually men of 

tremendous physique and carry a heavy load at very high altitude. It was from this race 

porter for climb of Mount Everest is recruited who performed such prodigious feats of 

endurance (Singh, 2003). Presently the normal occupation consists of agriculture, 

Porter, services, Labour in the hill ofDarjeeling. 

3.2.10 Tamang (Murmis or Lamas): 

The origin if this race is veiled in the same mystery, which surrounds those of 

other race. It would seem however most probable that they are originally a Tibetan tribe 

that somehow or other had managed to find its way into Nepal, Darjeeling and Sikkim, 

thence to settle and never return. They, the Tamang no less than the other race, lay 

claim to be adherent ofthe fashionable Hindu religion. 

Their obvious Tibetan origin, which shows itself very markedly, lays them open 

to the name of Bhotiya (Tibetan) and although the law of caste are perhaps less rigid, 

even their subsequent adoption of the Hindu faith and many of its custom cannot, 

entirely contempt and opprobrium attacking to their name. In physique and stature they 

are perhaps unsurpassed amongst all the races of Nepali and they are generally 

industrious, hardworking and amenable (Northey, & Morris, 1928). 

In appearance, they differ but little if at all from the other races and many of 

them pass easily for Magars and Gurung of good class. Their language, which is very 

akin to that of the Gurung also render them still more difficulty to distinguish. Among 

the Tamang important handicrafts are wood crafts and Thanka painting. 

3.2.11 Thapa (Magars) 

The Magars were an agriculture race inhabits the temperate regions that lie 

immediately to the north of foothill. Whilst the country to the north of this is again may 

be said to be the home of the Gurung a purely pastoral people. owing to the 
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geographical position of their country the Magars are amongst the first to receive 

immigrant from the plains of the India. Number of their customs and ceremony 

conforms very closely to those of the Hindus of India. For same reason they do not 

exhibit quite such a decided Mongolian appearance as do for instance Gurung or still 

more so Rai and Limbu (Northey, & Morris, 1928),. 

The study reveals they practice multiple craft activities such as basketry, 

Kalimpong art, manufacturing bags, dolls etc. 

3.3 EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF THE ARTISANS 

The handicraft activities in Darjeeling hill involve every categories of skilled, 

semi-skilled, un-skilled, literate and illiterate workforce in its different stages of 

operations. Like-wise, these activities can be headed equally by different age groups of 

individuals with differential level of educational standards and even by illiterates and 

highly educated personnel of the households industry. Our analysis depicted that 

around 13.52 per cent ofthe handicraft artisans are illiterate of which 38 number artisan 

are full time worker and entrepreneur. It is found that 23.71% of the entrepreneur are 

primary school dropouts. A major chunk of the handicraft artisans comprising 50.24 

per cent of the total artisan are Secondary school dropouts. Moreover the number of 

artisans with higher secondary education is only 24 in number comprising (5.80%) and 

artisan with graduation is only 4.35% of the total artisans. It is found during survey that 

non of the artisan have undergone any formal training except wood craft where four 

artisan have under gone training under District industry centre. Table 3.3, depicts the 

education level of the owner worker and total worker. Thus, it indicates that the 

individuals with their young working age groups and possessing relatively better level 

of educational attainments and are mainly initiating towards other lucrative activities 

only, which provide higher incomes while the illiterates and individuals with lower 

level of education of level are noted mainly dominating in the expansion of low paid 

handicraft activities. 

3.4 MAJOR RAW MATERIAL IN USE 

It is evident from survey that all the raw material used by various craft sector is 

locally available and much of it is either unprocessed or semi processed type. In 

addition, much of the raw material requirements are met through purchase in market 
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Table 3.3 Education Level of the Owner Worker and Total Worker 

Sl. Category of Educational Level OfThe Worker 
No. Handicraft Worker Primary Secondary H. Sec Graduate 

No. ofunits 
Illiterate 

1 Thanka Painting 0. Worker 00 (0.00) 00 (0.00) 18 (90.00) 02 (10.00) 00 (0.00) 20 (100.00) 
T .Worker 00 (0.00) 00 (0.00) 22 (88.00) 03 (12.00) 00 (0.00) 25 (100.00) 

2. Kalimpong. Arts 0. Worker 00 (0.00) 00 (0.00) 17 (80.95) 03 (14.28) 01 (4.76) 21 (100.00) 
T. Worker 00 (0.00) 02 (5.26) 30 (78.95) 04 (10.52) 02 (5.26) 38 (100.00) 

3 Woolen Carpet- 0. Worker 03 (37.5) 02 (25.00) 03 (37.5) 00 (0.00) 00 (0.00) 08 (100.00) 
T. Worker 04 (40.00) 03 (30.00) 03 (30.00) 00 (0.00) 00 (0.00) 10 (100.00) 

4 Y atha Weaving 0. Worker 06 (42.85) 02 (14.28) 06 (42.86) 00 (0.00) 00 (0.00) 14 (100.00) 
T. Worker 06 (42.85) 02 (14.28) 06 (42.86) 00 (0.00) 00 (0.00) 14 (100.00) 

5. Kalimpong. Art 0. Worker 02 (8.00) 07 (28.00) 10 (40.00) 04 (16.00) 02 (8.00) 25 (100.00) 

- T. Worker 06 (13.95) 13 (30.23) 18 (41.86) 04 (9.30 02 (4.65) 43 (100.00) --...) 6 Bamboo Craft 0. Worker 12 (22.64) 24 (45.28) 17 (32.07) 00 (0.00) 00 (0.00) 53 (100.00) 
T. Worker 18 (23.68) 31 (40.79) 27 (35.53) 00 (0.00) 00 (0.00) 76 (100.00) 

7 Wood Craft 0. Worker 03 (10.00) 02 (6.66) 20 (66.67) 03 (10.00) 02 (6.66) 30 (100.00) 
T. Worker 04 {9.76) 07 (17.07) 24 (58.54) 03 (7.32) 03 (7.32) 41 (100.00) 

8 Copper & Brass Craft 0. Worker 01 (6.25) 04 (25.00) 10 (62.5) 01 (6.25) 00 (0.00) 16 (100.00) 
T. Worker 03 {9.68) 08 (25.80) 13 (41.93) 04 (12.90) 03 (9.68) 31 (100.00) 

9 Black smithy 0. Worker 10 (31.25) 09 (28.12) 11 (34.37) 01 (3.12) 01 (3.12) 32 (100.00) 
T. Worker 13 (18.31) 27 (38.03) 27 (38.03) 02 (2.81) 02 (2.81) 71 (100.00) 

10 Silver Craft 0. Worker 01 (2.94) 10 (29.41) 17 (50.00) 01 (2.94) 05 (14.70) 34 (100.00) 

T. Worker 02 (3.08) 15 (23.08) 38 (58.46) 04 (6.16) 06 (9.23) 65 (100.00) I 

60 (23.71) 129 (50.99) 15 (5.93) 11 (4.35) 253 (100.00) i 

0. Worker 38 (15.02) I 
All Handicrafts T. Worker 56 (13.5~) 108 (26.09) 208 (50.24) 24 (5.80) 18 (4.35) 414 (100.00) I 

I 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units 



Energy requirement in all the cases is met with firewood, Charcoal and kerosene. In no 

cases and in no stage of production any other form of energy is used. The raw materials 

used in different craft sector are as follows: 

3.4.1 Thanka Painting 

The basic raw material for Thanka painting are half a metre of white cotton cloth, 

white Distemper paint, Adhesive, Various colour shades (Nerolac Power Steiner), 

duplicating Carbon for tracing image, Two stick for Scrolling and raw Gold dust. 

3.4.1 Kalimpong Arts (Scroll painting, scroll embroidery and Patch work art) 

he raw material require for scroll painting are mainly black cotton cloth of 

various quality and size depending on demand, poster colours, wooden handles for 

scroll, and hook for fastening in wall. For scroll embroidery work it require black 

cotton cloth and colourful glossy silk thread Patchwork art requires black cotton cloth, 

colours, colorfully design pieces of cloth and Synthetic Adhesive (fevicol). 

3.4.3 Carpet Weaving 

The basic raw materials require for hand knotted woolen carpet industry is 

cotton thread for preparation of weft and woolen Yam for weaving. Synthetic Yam is 

also used casually on the demand of the customers instead of woolen yarn. Foe better 

finishing and thickness of carpet higher count yarn are preferable and it is also true that 

counts spells speed of weaving and also embossing can better with higher count. Artisan 

normally purchased colourful yarn depending upon the design from the open market. 

3.4.4 Yatha Weaving 

Woolen yarn is the basic raw material require for Y atha weaving. Craftsmen use 

colourful yarn ofthree to four count for the production ofYatha. For casual wear lower 

count are used while for winter wear higher counts are normally preferred purchased 

from the local market. 

3.4 5 Kalimpong Bags 

In production of Kalimpong bags the handloom based cotton cloth are the major 

raw material. The artisans use different grades of cloth in order to satisfy its customer. 
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The quality of raw material depends on design and Material make up. It reqmre 

stitching cotton thread, adhesive for pasting in layer for reinforcement, button, zipper, 

thin printed plastic sheet or fine silky cloth for in-layer, lace, and thin sponge sheet to 

look puffy. 

3.4.6 Bamboo Crafts 

Bamboo Crafts comprises of two different artifact viz., basketry and other 

bamboo artifacts.. The major raw material used for this basketry industry is green 

bamboo, these green bamboos is specially used for making stripes and when dried and 

seasoned it is also used to make bamboo artifact. Artisans usually wander about in the 

nearby village in search of bamboo. If they do not find any good quality bamboo 

nearby, they even go to distant village in search of bamboo. The survey reveals that the 

entire basket purchased in cash or exchange in kind or by giving service in exchange of 

bamboo. 

The artisan in bamboo work uses different varieties of bamboo. The common 

varieties used by the craftsmen are: Singrai, Choya bass, Titay bass, Niba, Pareng and 

other. Beside bamboo the other raw material are cane strip use in basketry industry and 

some adhesive and varnish is used for artifact of decorative value. 

3.4.7 Wood Craft 

The major raw material uses for woodcraft are wooden plank and wooden beam 

of various grades depending upon price /cu.ft. Two grade of wood are used. In 

economic/commercial category, the important trees are Uttis and Kathal. In best quality 

product artisan use Chaap and Okhar, the price for these planks are exorbitant (Rs 600/

to 900/- per Cu. ft). Commercial varieties mainly produced to cater the demand of 

economic class consumer and make mainly produce artifact for decorative use while 

the quality wood are used to produce artifact of utilitarian with ritual and cultural 

importance. The raw material is mainly purchased from retail timber depot and forest 

sale counter. 

Beside, for drift woodcraft raw material is mainly collected from riverbank and 

forest in the vicinity. In addition other raw material use are adhesive (synthetic 

adhesive -fevicol), Nails, Varnish for Polish, enamel paint, metal screw, steel hook for 

hanging, Tracing paper Carbon duplicating etc. 
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3.4.8 Copper and Brass Craft 

The basic raw material for copper work is copper sheet, Brass sheet and wire of 

different gauze depending on requirement. These sheets are either purchased locally or 

order from Siliguri. Energy is met through purchase of kerosene and charcoal from 

market. Other raw materials are chemical such as Zinc, Bromide, Brick dust, Mustard, 

Sal dhoop (Sal resin), Silver for soldering, Sulphuric acid for washing, Soap nut for 

final cleaning are basic requirement. Small quantity of white metal and Bronze 

depending on demand for fabrication and designing are additional requirement. Further, 

for manufacturing of various reed instrument artisan use conical pipe made of sal wood 

(size lOcm x 10 em x 60cm). 

3.4.9 Black Smithy Craft 

The basic raw material require for Black Smithy are Iron rod, Iron Sheet that are 

mainly purchased from Scrap Shop in the Market and motor garage. Charcoal occupies 

prominent position in the list of raw material and purchased from market. Beside other 

raw material are Zinc (Nousagar), Bromide (Swag), and Lead (Justa), Pine (alloy of 

copper, Swag and silver dust), Mustard oil and lac. Additional requirement are wood 

or Hom for making of handle and cover for Khukri, white metal for handle and cover 

of Dragger, and in some cases Hide/leather sheet is also used to make cover for khukri. 

3.4.10 Silver Craft 

Silver is the main raw material used in the manufacture of the Silver craft .. The 

major part of earning is in the procurement of raw material. It is therefore much of the 

artisan depend on the mercy of businessperson and individual order. The other raw 

material use in the craft is: Charcoal, kerosene, Zinc (Nousagar), Bromide (swag), 

Sulphuric Acid-1840, Ritha (Soap nuts), Mustard oil, Brick Dust, and Dried Sal Resin. 

3.5 MAJOR ARTICLE PRODUCED 

The artisan activities prevalent in the study area can be broadly divided into two 

groups as: a). Production activities and b). Servicing activities (Sujuki, 2005). 

a). Production activity: The major part of the activities in the Thanka painting, 

Kalimpong art, weaving, Kalimpong Bags, Basketry, Wood craft, Decorative silver

craft, Black smithy, Copper & Brass craft, Silver craft, are exclusively devoted to the 
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production of different articles .. In the production activity the various article produce 

by the artisans' communities can be grouped under the following classes as stated 

below: 

Decorative article: Under the category are wooden dragons, lampshade, hoary 

headed wooden mask, wood art other material. Thanka painting, Kalimpong arts of all 

type such as scroll painting, pasting art etc, are produce, various craft produce by 

Copper & Brass craftsmen, Black smith, Silver Craftsmen are also used for decorative 

purpose. Beside woolen carpet is also used for decorative purpose. 

Utilitarian Object: under the category are the agricultural implement, cutlery and 

household accessories produced by Black smith, copper& Brass crafts, bamboo craft 

and weaving. 

b). Servicing activities: In the black smithy servicing and repamng accounts for 

sizable activities. Only some two percentage of the work in the silver craft and metal 

craft is available for servicing. Moreover in black smithy sector servicing of agriculture 

implement, various tools used for domestic and construction purpose, and various 

implement used by the artisans, is the major work of importance. Beside black smithy, 

other units such as metal craft, silver craft and woodwork also render servicing and 

repairing of the related articles. 

The various article produce by the different handicraft units is as follows: 

3.5.1 Thanka Painting 

In Thanka painting the production are exclusively of painting meant for Socio

cultural value depicting ethic of Buddhism. As such it is of religious importance and 

presently there is increasing demand for Thanka painting is for its decorative value. It is 

exhibited in Plate I. 

3.5.2 Kalimpong Arts 

In Kalimpong arts various decorative article are categorized as: Black cloth 

Painting, Canvas painting, Patchwork art, Scroll embroidery work and other. It is fancy 

and cheap craft of the study area. The various type of painting work in Kalimpong arts 

is shown in Plate II. 
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PLATE I Thanka Painting 

PLATE II Kalimpong Arts on Display in Manjusha sales counter Darjeeling 



3.5.3 Weaving 

The utilitarian article produce by the Carpet and Yatha weavers are: Woolen 

carpet of various sizes as require by household and establishment, Shawls. cloth, bags, 

Woolen piece for making coat, Cap, Sweater, Frog, cardigans etc. A picture of Woolen 

hand woven woolen carpet is shown in Plate Ill. 

3.5.4 Kalimpong Bags 

Fancy Kalimpong Bags are demanded for utilitarian purpose. The various types 

of bags are: Ghumka Bags., Pen Bags, Money bags, Ladies cosmetic Bags School 

bags, fancy bags, toilet bags, file cover, waJlet. pen stand, magazine holder etc. Plate IV 

exhibits some of the variety of Kalimpong bags. 

3.5.5 Bamboo Craft 

Following are some of the important items produce in this sector: 

• Doko: It is a common form of basket with narrow nearly square base and wide 

mouth. It is woven from outer skin of a specific variety bamboo. It is a perforated 

basket mainly used in carrying of load, viz., fodder, firewood, vegetables, stone 

chips, cow-dung etc. 

• Dalo: It is a small container basket with wide mouth. mostly woven with outer skin 

of bamboo. It is ventilated from below and supported by four legs. It is used tor 

keeping seedling and vegetable. 

• Thunchay: It is an un-perforated medium size basket with narrow base and wide 

mouth, woven out of the inner skin of special type of bamboo. It is so neatly woven 

that it is used for carrying specially cereal and pulses. 

• Tokri: It is a neatly woven cylindrical basket, woven out from the inner skin of 

bamboo. It is used for carrying Tealeaves. 

• Phurlung: It is a wide mouth small size square un-perforated basket. It is made from 

outer skin of the bamboo and used for keeping and drying foodstuff near the oven 

(Chula). 

• Nanglo: It is a flat round tray woven out of inner skin from special quality bamboo 

with a boarder in the margin. it is used for winnowing and drying food article 

including cereals and pulses. 
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PLATE III Hand made Woolen Carpet 

KALIMPONG BAGS 
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• Peringo: It is ellipticaL flat and perforated container of split bamboo. It is used for 

carrying bamboo shoot, fish, mushroom and flesh. It has traditional significance for 

kirat tribe. 

• Doksay: It is a wide mouth elongated basket with nearly rectangle base narrowly 

perforated basket. Made out of outer skin of the bamboo. It is used for keeping 

seedling and specially used for packaging and marketing of seedling, Hower bulb 

etc, by floriculturist. 

• Flower Basket: It is a rectangular basket, woven with the outer skin of bamboo in 

various sizes. It is used for the packaging and marketing of cut flower from t1ower 

nursery. 

• Sapto: It is neatly woven cylindrical basket of small size. It IS used for 

fermenting the local drink. 

• Jbak: It is a small nearly square basket with a handle of bamboo stripe. It is used . 
for collecting potatoes, ginger, sugar beet and other produce in the farm. 

• Mandro: It is a wide mat woven with a special category of bamboo used for drying 

paddy and other food crop in the hill areas of Darjeeling. 

• Bamboo mat paper: It is a paper woven from special strip prepare from inner skin 

of one-year-old bamboo. Thin film of stripped are cut through a fine blade of knife 

and the paper mat is woven. It is used for sending greeting. 

• Kira tray: Kira Tray is a bamboo mat with wooden boarder for rearing silkworm 

and many other articles are produced by them. 

3.5.6 Wood Craft 

In wood carving sectors articles produce by artisans are as follows:-

• Choksi: It is a table having utilitarian and decorative value. 

• Book shelf: designed shelf is used for keeping book in the house. 

• Decorative wooden dragon, flower, etc. 

• Chosem: It is a traditional shrine possess by household. 

• Comer table: It is for household utility. 

• Harpay: It is a small hollow wooden container made from single piece of wooden. 

log. It is used for storing ghee, salt, and other daily use item, It is shown in Plate V. 
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• Theki: It is a medium size hollow wooden container made from single piece of log. 

It is used for making butter in village. A picture of Theki is exhibited in Plate V. 

• Wooden Mask: Wooden Mask of various sizes is produce. These mask bears the 

hoary head of humans and animals. These mask are basically used for ritual and 

decorative purpose. 

• Daraz: It is an Almirah and many such articles utilitarian and decorative value. 

A picture of wooden dragon is shown in Plate VI. These articles are produce 

from quality wood and hence durable. Beside these articles, the artisans produce 

various carving design for fulfilling the requirement for mandir and monasteries 

architecture. 

3.5. 7 Copper -Brass Craft 

The articles produced by artisans in the metal craft are many. These article 

produce may be categorized as ritualistic, decorative and utilitarian. Moreover, the 

contemporary perception varies with individual choice. Like Sanai is a Nepali folk 

instrument, now it is seen as decorative piece in the showcase. Therefore, it is the 

ultimate choice of the buyer to give the meaning to the craft. 

Various produce of Nepali art in Tibetan motif are 

• Gyling: Wind musical instrument use in Tibetan Buddhism. 

• Ridang: Wind musical instrument use in Tibetan Buddhism. 

• Maney: Religious wheel used in Tibetan Buddhism. 

• Sanai: Wind musical instrument use by Nepali community in cultural occasion. 

• Kothimura gagro: Carved copper or brass vessel used for storing and carrying 

water. A pair of simple Gagro is shown in Plate VII. 

• Thai: Plate. 

• Dio: It is an artifact used for illumination for ritualistic performance. 

• Kalas: Traditional vase used for ritualistic performance 

• Trisul: Religious mark of lord sbiva. 

• Mana: A vessel for measuring grains. 

• Pati: Larger vessel for measuring grains. 

• Kharkunda: Vessel for cooking and other purpose as exhibited in Plate VII. 

• Pancha-patro: A set of five religious artifact. 
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• Jamta: Ritualistic artifacts. 

• Nau-mati Baja: A set of traditional folk instrument 

Beside artisans also produce carved plate or sheets for monasteries and temple 

preserving the antiquity of the its architectural. 

3.5.8 Black Smithy 

Various articles produce by the artisans are mainly for the domestic use. These 

articles are as follows: 

• Agathi: A fire pot. 

• Bamphok: It is a cutting implement. 

• Buncharo; Axe. 

• Chimta: Household forge tool. 

• Churi: knife. A Variety of knife is sho\\-n in Plate VIII. 

• Rasia: Sickle. 

• Kata; Forged tool. 

• Khukri: It is a traditional weapon of Nepali community. It is exhibited in Plate lX. 

• Khurpa: A type of spade. 

• Kodalo: Spade. 

• 0-dhan: A tripod stand for supporting vessel in fire and many other article 

Common article I implements produce for agriculture use are: 

• Phali: Special type of nail used in yoke. 

• Pharua: Spade 

• Sanaso: A tool for holding hot vessel. 

• Hataykata: An agricultural implement. 

Other article produce are: 

• Patang : A Tibetan sward. 

• Chupi: A Tibetan dragger (knife). 

• Naal: Horse shoe. 

• Kachia: A type of sickle. 

• Sangli: Iron chain. 

• Chino: Chisels. 

• Kutay : A type of small spade. 
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PLATE V Okhali. Harpey and Theki, 

PLATE VII Hou-:ehold Copper ware: Gagro. Kharkunda and Jug 

PLATE VIII Tibetan dragger and Decorative piece 

PLATE IX Selling Khukri and other article by artisans 



• Kainchi: Scissor. 

• Martol: Hammer and other articles, etc. 

Beside, the artisans are also engage in servicing and repairing various artifacts 

used in households or in social and religious institution 

3.5.9 Silver Craft 

The various article produce by silver artisans are: 

• Phurnba : Ritual item and decorative item. 

• Phumba: Kettle (ritual item and decorative item). 

• Maney: Ritual item and decorative item. 

• Batti: Ritual item and decorative item. 

• Botuka: Ritual and decorative cup. 

• Silver-vase: Decorative. 

• Bead: Used in making rosary. 

• Dio (Dweep): Ritualistic and decorative lamp. 

• Makut: Crown (ritual Value). 

• Kalas: Ritualistic vase. 

• Thal: Plate used in prayer. 

• Gujur: Religious artifacts used in capping the roof top of monasteries and temple 

and other articles. 

3.6 SEASONAL V ARJATION IN PRODUCTION 

The study reveals that much of the handicraft units in the study area is 

characterized by the seasonal variation in production. These variations can be attributed 

to the following reasons: 

1. Seasonality in demand of the product and service. 

u. Difficulty in procurement of raw material and non-availability of quality raw 

material. 

iii. Severe climatic regime of rain, dampness and cold weather affects the working 

condition and in tum dwindle the state of production. Beside climatic hazard of 

dampness, discourage the artisan for stocking the produce in bulk. 
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IV. Seasonality of tourist inflow and number of tourist also influence the 

production. 

The tourists are the major and potential buyer ofthe handicraft of the hill 

1. Non-availability of the surplus income for purchase of raw material for year 

long work also put off production. 

11. Seasonality of the production is also due to the absence of well nit marketing 

network and promoter. 

The survey reveals that most of the artisans are exclusively dependent on 

handicraft as an activity for sustaining their livelihood. There are very few artisans 

who basically wanting to depend on other work as supplementary occupation. 

In the case of basketry craft the seasonality of the production is due to non

availability quality raw material during rainy season~ besides bamboo produce in the 

rainy season are infected by termite and weather condition restrict seasoning of raw 

materiaL It discourages buyer as well as manufacture. Again seasonality of the bamboo 

produce is due to seasonality of demand due to agriculture production viz., demand for 

Tokri used in tea plantation is high during the plucking season. The demand for tlower 

basket arise during flower season. Doko are more demanded during winter season, like 

wise Mandro, Nanglo are demanded more during winter season. Further it is revealed 

that the a large number of artisans in basketry are marginal farmer as such they also 

supplement their work as agriculture labour during agriculture season this also brings 

about seasonality in the production. Moreover per acre holding of these artisans are 

very low. It ranges from a minimum of .12 decimal to .5acre. These lands are infertile 

and mountainous which necessitate the artisan to opt for the craft. In plantation area the 

story is same. These artisans are landless and serve the plantation either in the capacity 

of temporary worker or as casual labour to supplement their income to earn their 

livelihood. 

The seasonality in the production of Kalimpong bags, Kalimpong arts, is due to 

demand factors in the market. As the tourist are the potential buyer of these craft and 

the volume of trade depends on the seasonal in flow of the tourist in the region. The 

tourist season in the Darjeeling hill is restricted to month of March, April and May in 

spring, and in the month of September, October in autumn season. So is the production 

for the other crafts of the region viz .. carpet weaving. Yatha Weaving and the Wood 

carving .. Besides artisan in these crafts are lowly priced, so what they could not venture 
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to afford stay I engage in their work round the year due to lack of surplus income. 

Therefore the questions for maintaining of the stock of finished product in hand do not 

anse. 

In Copper-Brass artifact, Black smithy and Silver craft the seasonality factors 

depends on the mercy of the customer and order placement of the dealers. Some time 

the situation necessitated the artisans had to sit idle for months. However these artisans 

do not engage themselves in other activities in the slack season due to apprehension of 

losing their guild and have of course fear of degradation of miniature skill needed for 

the craft. Thus, the supplementary income from subsidiary work is restricted to these 

artisans. In black smithy, however servicing to tools can generate some income during 

slack season. 

Thus, the seasonality of the production throws much light on the economic of 

the handicraft sector of the region. Moreover, it also reflects the artisans' livelihood. 

Therefore there is an urgent need to plan for bringing artisans to regular work. 

3. 7 TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES USE 

3.7.1 Tools and Implements Used at Different Stage of Manufacturing Thanka 

Painting 

The tools used for the manufacture of the Thanka Painting are: 

• Wooden Frame: The Thanka painter uses a number of rectangular wooden frames 

for holding the canvas. 

• Cotton String: The cotton string is used for stretching the canvas on to the frames. 

• Paint brush: Various size brushes are required for laying the various strokes of the 

colours. 

• Big Shell: It is used for smoothening the canvas. 

• Colours Pellet: It is used for spreading the colours. They usually use glass for the 

purpose. 

• Pot: Pot is used for keeping water and resin. 

• Measuring Scale and compass: It is used for assigning the design. 

• Scissors: It is also used for the preparation of the canvas. 
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3.7.2 Tools and Implements Used at Different Stage of Manufacturing 

Kalimpong Arts 

The main tools used by the artisans for decorative wall hanging arts are Painting 

brushes of various sizes, Stitching Needles, Scissor, wooden frames, knife, Colours 

pellet, Table and Clips. 

3.7.3 Tools and Implements Used at Different Stage of Manufacturing Carpet 

The tools and Implements for carpet weaving are 

• Wooden loom: It is locally called tan and is made of wood. It is used for weaving 

carpet. Looms are of different size depending upon the size of the carpet to be 

woven. However on the bigger looms smaller size of carpet can be woven. It has 

different accessories. Upper beam, Lower beam and Pillar are the main parts of 

looms. Beside, its lower beam has rolling function and has shuttle beam to make the 

warp tied. 

• Knife: It is locally known a churi. It has wooden handle, curved iron blade and used 

for cutting woolen yarn after knotting. 

• Scissors: It is made of iron and locally called kainchi. It is used for clipping the 

surface of the carpet and is of different shape and size. Normally the length of 

scissor used in carpet industry is about 16 inches. 

• Comb: It is locally called Panja. It is made of iron and used for beating weft. It is 

about lOinches in length. It is used repeatedly so that weft is driven home perfectly. 

• Charkha: It is made of iron and is used for making coil of the woolen/lachhi as 

well as cotton yarn. 

• Pira: It is wooden board for sitting ofweaver(s) at the time of weaving. It matches 

with the horizontal size (length) of the loom and is installed near and parallel to it. 

• Sujja: It is made of iron with wooden handle and is used for final clipping of 

carpet. 

• Shuttle: It is thin stick of bamboo slightly smaller than the heald stick nearly 25 to 

30 em long and 8mm in diameter. The weft yam is reeled in it from the thread ball 

or sometimes directly fro the lachi. The shuttle serves both as a prin as well as a 

shuttle. 
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• Brush: It is used for removing waste woolen fiber from the carpet after clipping in 

the workshop. 

• Farwa: Farwa is a spade like wooden tool with long handle. It is used for washing 

the carpet. 

3.7.4 Tools and Implements Used at Different Stage of Manufacturing Yatha 

Weaving 

The following are the tools and equipment require for this loom. 

• Loom frame: The frame is fixed on the wall and from the loom the loom is stretch 

to fixed post or tied to big stone to stretch the loom. 

• Bow: It is a string bow made of splitted bamboo. 

• Cloth Beam: It is made of hard wood nearly 55cm long and about 8cm thick in 

diameter and notched at either end to enable the weaving belt to be attached to it. 

Clothe beam are two in number which have two function s. one is used at the time 

of setting the loom but both are used at the time of weaving. It is also called the 

weaver's beam in which the warp is warpped like warp beam at other end. 

• Lease rod: It is a thin type bamboo nearly 60cm long and 3 em thick in diameter. 

Its function is to keep the warps in up and down series. 

• Heald stick: It is made of thick splitted bamboo nearly 70 em long and 3 em thick 

in diameter where spiral of heald string are made. 

• Heald string: It is a strong thread or twine tied its one end into the heald stick to 

form loops in the warp. 

• Beating sward: It is a flat sward made of hard wood nearly 60 em long, 6 em broad 

in the middle, the two ends, slightly tapering and 2cm thick at the central region. 

It's edge are sharp and made straight. Yatha weaver use this sward at the time of 

setting the loom by placing it in position along with the heald stick so that spiral 

loops of the twine are made loose to enable the up and down series of the warp to 

rise up freely at the time of weaving. After completion of warping it is pulled out 

and used as beating sward to beat the weft warn. 

• Weaving belt: This belt is made of dry hide of cow or thick canvas cloth. It is 

about 40cm long and 15 em wide. The belt are worn by the weaver in the small 
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part of their back and fixed it to the strings in the cloth beam by which the tension 

of the loom is maintained. 

• Extra warp Beam: A bamboo stick equals in size of heald stick is used as extra 

warp beam where every warp of the up series is warped round to it to get up series 

of the warp at the time of weaving and to maintain the uniformity of the breadth of 

the Yatha. 

• Shuttle: It is thin stick of bamboo slightly smaller than the heald stick nearly 25 to 

30 em long and 8mm in diameter. The weft yarn is reeled in it from the thread ball 

or sometimes directly from the lachi. The shuttle serves both as a prin as well as a 

shuttle. 

In addition to above, some tools are also required for setting up the loom and for 

weaving. While setting up loom two ropes are require to form temporary structure of 

the loom and to help in keeping the stick in position. These are however removed warp 

is completed. To sit low a bench is required and to get the tension in the loom a plank is 

placed horizontally against the post or wall which the weavers can press with her feet. 

3.7.5 Tools and Implements Used at Different Stage of Manufacturing 

Kalimpong Bags 

The tools and the implement used in the manufacture of the Hill Bags are as 

follows: 

• Sewing Machine: It is used for stitching the various Bags. It costs around Rupees 

four thousand. 

• Stitching Needle: A set of stitching needle is required for making hill bags. 

• Scissor: Cutting involves the working with the scissor. It cost around RslOO. 

• Karai: It is a pot for making gum /adhesive. 

• Small Hammer: It is used for fitting button. 

• Iron/Press: It is used for pressing the cloth. It Cost around Rupees four hundred. 

3. 7.6 Tools and Implements Used at Different Stage of Manufacturing Bamboo

work 

Artisans use simple tools and accessories for creating their craft object. These 

tools are made from Iron, woods, stone etc. the tolls used for the basketry are mainly 
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purchase from local black smith or purchased from the market. The investment for the 

tools in the basketry industry is very negligible, however much of the running cost is 

meant for repairing and maintenance of the tools. 

The tools and accessories require for basketry are simple types. Each family 

possesses the following tools in appreciable number. 

• Axe: Usually purchased from blacksmith workshop (Aaaran) locally or from the 

market. It cost depends on its size, which range from Rs. 015 to Rs.200 per piece. It 

is mainly used for cutting bamboo from field. 

• Khukri: It is used for cutting bamboo from the field as well as used for sizing and 

stripping the bamboo. It is the main tool used by the artisans. It costs Rs70 to Rs 

150. 

• Churi: It is the ordinary knife used by the artisans for stripping as well as dressing 

the bamboo. It costs approximately Rs.30. 

• Handsaw: It is used to cut the bamboo into sizable pieces before stripping to avoid 

waste uses normal handsaw. It costs around Rs.l 00. 

• File Stone: stone is kept near the working place for sharpening the implement. 

• Achano: It is a wooden anvil used in processing (splitting, scraping and smoothing) 

of bamboo splits. 

• Wooden Mallet: It is some time used for manufacturing fine basket product such as 

Nanglo. 

• Wooden chisel: is used for tight weaving of special mat. 

• Pincer: is also used for holding or gripping in the process of making of some special 

product. 

• Pointed chisel: It is used for making hole to make knot (bit mamu) in the margin. 

• Khurpa: Khurpa is a type of knife (straight and bend at the top) is also used by the 

artisans. This type of knife is also used for pruning in Tea bushes. It costs around 

Rs. 50. 

The artisans normally reqmre fewer number and variety of these tools m 

manufacture of basketry product. 
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3.7.7 Tools and Implements Used at Different Stage of Manufacturing 

Woodcraft 

The main tools used by the artisans for the wood craft are Hand drill, Handsaw, 

chisels; Fred saw Machine (Manual and Motors), Hammer of various sizes, and 

Wooden Mallet. Beginning with large tools he progressively uses their finer chisels, 

smoothening tools, drill, carving veins giving light and shade, chipping of spaces in the 

recesses or decorating the background, the chisel in hand, lightly held and freely 

manipulated by the fingers, is tapped by the mallet with repeated strokes, light or heavy 

according to necessity. Thus, the craftsmen works from low to moderate and moderate 

to high relief and carries out low and deep undercutting as require by means of very 

simple tools. In most cases, the finishing is done by innumerable patient strokes of finer 

chisels of various shape and sizes are used. 

Of the tools utilized by the wood-carvers for minute details, special mention 

may be made of chisels and gauges of various shape ranging from the point of a needle 

to three fourth of an inch. They also vary in number according to the extent of artistic 

ability of the artisans, the nature of carving and the quality of wood on which they 

work. Different sizes of chisels are also used for the different purposes. The largest 

sizes of chisel is of 8cm at the edge is generally used for leveling the surface. Chisels of 

smaller size are used for different purpose like rounding the edges, cutting timber in 

pieces, making holes and for other purposes. 

For preliminary work like cutting and preparing pieces of wood to be carved, 

the artisans who is also skilled in carpentry, uses common tools like hand saw, adze, 

plane, chisels, drill, vase and other tools including center-bit, screw driver, various type 

of hammer, foot-rule, measuring tape, iron files, pliers, various frames for holding 

chisels to work with and hones for sharpening chisels. However, the main dependence 

of the carver is on a large number of small handless chisel, gauges and punches of 

various size and shapes worked with the help of a mallet of wood used to strike the 

chisels. It may be noted that for carving of finer item like eye, ears, nose, lips etc in 

statue or mask sharper and tiny tools are require. In the process when the rough figure 

is shaped, a finer variety of chisel with thinner and narrow cutting edge is used in the 

same manner for carving the details of the design or the figure. 
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3.7.8 Tools and Implements Used at Different Stage of Manufacturing of 

Copper-Brass Craft, Black Smithy and Silver Craft 

The tools and the accessories required by silver craftsmen are as many as in any 

black smithy workshop. The important tools and accessories used by the silver 

craftsmen areas follow: 

• Crucible: Locally known, as carua is a semi sphere vessel for melting the silver. It 

is made of cast iron or iron. It costs around Rupees 20. 

• Hearth: It is a fire place, locally known, as bhati. It is made of fine clay. 

• Skin Blower: by name itself it is used for giving the blast of air to the hearth. It is 

made of skin, fitted with iron chain for supporting handle and connected with the 

hearth by pipe. The cost of making this type of blower amount to Rupees three to 

four thousand. Skin blower is made by some skill person. 

• Blowing machine: This is a hand driven blowing used by artisans. It is purchased 

from the market and cost around Rupees six hundred. 

• Anvil: locally known as lee falam .. It is used by the artisan for hitting the metal. It 

is permanently fixed with the ground. It is made of iron and cost around Rupees 

two to three hundred. Beside, various type of anvil is use depending upon the shape 

of the artifacts. It is known by different names locally. 

• Carai: Carai is a semi-spherical vessel used for cooking mould before the carving is 

done. It is made of cast iron. It cost around Rupees hundred and purchased from 

the market. 

• Kerosene Blue Lamp: Blue lamp is used for heating the specific part of the artifact 

as the lamp fitted with the blowpipe could be users friendly. Beside to ascertain 

control temperature blowpipe is fitted. The cost ofthe Blue lamp is around Rupees 

four hundred. 

For shaping the articles, a number of implements are used to give a shape to a 

sheet. Depending on the size and the shape of article, following tools of various sizes 

are required viz., hammer, mallet, anvil, chisels, pincer, pliers, forceps, punches and 

impression needle and other. These sheets are prepare with special scissor or cheno 

(chisels) from the sheet. Pencil and Compass is also required for drafting the design. 

Various tools require for carving are hammer, mallet, numerous chisels 

(Cheno ), scrapper, scriber, punches, impression needles and other tools. Beside carver 
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uses numerous handle less chisels, gauges and punches of various size and shapes to 

translate the intricate pattern into perfect designs. The process of Soldering: when the 

carving and engraving is over, heating and burning by Blue lamp drain the mould. It 

also requires a pot for washing the artifacts. Beside Clay mould, Asbestos block and 

Tinplate are also used as tools when the piece are minute and need elaborate soldering. 

Ultimately, the artisans use different number of needle files, some flat, round, 

half round, triangular, concave and other with varying edge. Emery papers of different 

grades are also used. It is being clean with water and brushed with brass wire brush. 

3.8 MARKETING MECHANISM IN PRACTICE 

The craft produce in the traditional household industries are largely, if not 

entirely, for commercial use. The products are generally disposed of through the 

following channels. 

1. Sale at the residence. 

11. Hawking. 

111. Local markets. 

iv. Fairs or Melas. 

v. Weekly or bi-weekly hats. 

v1. Established marketing channels in specific areas. 

vu. Supply on contract or order basis. 

vn1. Sale shop or depot or in the private emporium. 

1x. Sales emporia of state or central government. 

x. Exporters including private and public organization. 

i. Sale at Residence: A part of the articles produced by the craftsmen is sold 

directly from their residence or workshops. The consumers go to the residence or 

workshops of the artisans and purchase the article of the choice. 

ii. Hawking: Sometimes the craftsmen dispose of their products by hawking. They 

take their products to nearby hats, villages and the towns and sell them directly to the 

consumers. 

iii. Local markets: The artisans often sell their products in the local market where 

the article of day-to-day use are also sold. In the local market, the products are 

generally displayed in the stalls for the sale. The customers purchase their required 

articles from these stalls. 
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iv. Fairs or Melas: The artisans generally participate in different fairs, Mela, or 

exhibition to distant places. The products are also sold in the exhibitions organized by 

the State and central Governments. 

v. Weekly or Bi-weekly hats: Weekly and bi-weekly hat are generally held in the 

rural areas and towns. The craftsmen living in the adjoining areas take their products to 

these hats and dispose them of directly to the consumers. 

vi. Established Marketing Channel in Specific Areas: There are established 

markets for the particular crafts in the specific areas of many of the town in the study 

areas. The articles displayed in the shops for sale are either manufacture in the 

workshops attached to the shops or procured through dealers or commission agents. 

Sometime article are also purchased directly from the local crafts men on contract or 

order basis. In the organized markets, the products are generally sold to the customers. 

Sometimes the shopkeepers also receive order from the consumers, and supply the 

finished products according to their specification. 

vii. Supply on Contract or Order Basis The craftsmen also dispose of their 

production contract or order basis. They receive contracts or orders either from the 

individuals or from the dealers, trader and contractors, and supply the article according 

to their specifications. Sometime the craftsmen receive some advance payment for 

purchasing the main raw material, and after the processing is over, they get wages on a 

piece-rate basis. 

viii. Sales Shops or Depots of Cooperative Societies: The co-operative societies 

organized by the artisans and having their shop to dispose of their goods to the 

consumers are non-existence. 

ix. Sales Emporia of the Central and State Government: The local handicraft 

items sold through the center cottage industries emporia are non-exist. While only few

selected item of the hill craft such as hill bags, wall hanging art, wooden dragon, 

choksi, and carpet find the place in Manjusha-State emporium of the West Bengal. The 

product procure by these are emporia on order either from the intermediaries or from 

the craftsmen, are disposed of direct to the consumers. 

x. Exporter including private and public Organisation: The artisans do not 

undertake the export of their product directly. They receive order from the dealer, and 

supply the goods to them. It is also true that the some of the artisans even get the order 

directly from abroad. It is surprising to find during survey that the horse-shoe was 
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manufacture for the sale in Bhutan, Silver craft was manufacture for American 

customer, Horse recap was manufacture for Ladakh and it is also confessed by some 

local that the scroll painting of Kalimpong was displayed at shop for sale in the Airport 

of London. 

3.9 CONCLUSION 

Discussion held in this chapter present an overview into the Social-cultural 

aspect of the handicraft artisans, this was primarily based on the data collected from the 

field survey .. It is found that Darjeeling hill is abode of multi-ethnic Nepali community 

with varied culture and religious manifestation. It is this diversity of the culture which 

played a strong influence in variation of handicraft produce in Darjeeling hill Areas. 

Indigenous craftsmen with their magic hand have been instrumental in transforming 

available resources to fulfill the needs of the local people and as well as the tourist is 

unmatched. The today's well handicraft of the Darjeeling hill range from Thanka 

painting, Silver Craft, Carpet Weaving, Kalimpong art, Woodcraft, etc Handicrafts 

such as Bonework, Hand made paper etc which cannot be taken for the study due to 

insufficient number of data .. Beside, practice of the handicraft by the NGOs and 

organization has not been included in the present study 

It is obvious that this trade has passed from generation to generation and 

simultaneously traditional technique of production passed from father to son Thus this 

led to the advancement in forming guild to act within in conserving very nature of 

traditional handicraft till the date. In the following chapter technique followed by the 

contemporary artisan in their pursuit of earning their livelihood is dealt to highlight the 

present scenario of the contemporary production processes in different traditional 

handicraft of study area. 
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4.0 INTRODUCTION 

The study of technology is an essential key to the understanding of a people 

culture. It cannot be denied that in man's struggle for survival, resources and technique 

are his greatest assets (Harskovits, 1911 ). 

The study of the technology of the handicraft has not been made in a systematic 

manner (Pal, 1969). A good deal of work has however, been done in respect of the 

artistic appreciation, socio-religious significance and aesthetic appraisal of ancient art 

and contemporary art, architecture, sculpture, painting etc, but so far as the technology 

of crafts is concerned, only few casual references from ancient texts or some result of 

stray investigation of the technology of few excavated and explored artifacts have been 

recorded without fruitful analysis. As a result, we have long been deprived of obtaining 

a true picture of the technology of a good number of traditional crafts with special 

reference to their evolution, development or ups and downs in different epochs of 

history (Biswas, 2004). Nevertheless, if we carefully examine the materials at our 

disposal, there are some possibilities of tracing out the sequence of the technology of at 

least some of the important age old crafts flourishing in different periods starting from 

the earliest times down to the present day. 

In this chapter an attempt have been made to study the technology of some of 

the most important traditional handicraft of the Darjeeling hill area, such as: Thanka 

Painting, Kalimpong arts, Woolen carpet, Y atha, Kalimpong bags, Bamboo craft, 

Woodcraft, Copper-Brass crafts, Black smithy and Silver crafts. These crafts still play 

an important role in the life and the people of the study area. It is true that many of our 

craftsmen have given up their traditional occupation and have taken to petty labour, 

service and even the profession like teaching, shop keeper, medico, etc., however still 

there are some hundreds of craftsmen who patiently and obstructively play the trade of 

their fore father, and produce master pieces of crafts specimen with aid of simple age 

old tools, technique and equipment. 

4.1 TECHNIQUE OF THANKA PAINTING 

Thanka painting is a distinct art and it is not surprising, that such old Thanka 

paintings veritably forms the heritage of the many monasteries and are invaluable 

inheritance. The history of the Thanka painting dates back to ancient time. In fact, the 

Thanka painting bears their creation to the 12th century by some Nepalese painter. The 
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early Thanka were said to be painted by Nepalese painter in Katmandu, who carried the 

art to Tibet, where the Buddhism was then just on the verge of propagation (Gujral, 

1997). It was the time when the monasteries were built all over. It was then the demand 

for the painter and artist rose according to the colour code of Tibetan Buddhism. This 

philosophy of the art and painting has an important role in surviving and spreading the 

art in the study area (Tamang, 2003). 

A remarkable aspect of the Thanka painting is that the nature of colouring 

follows a strict colour code and that the shades cannot be used at one's wish and fancy. 

Colours used in past were natural such as that obtained from stone, clay, mud and other 

materials. Moreover with the growth of demand it is apparent through survey that the 

colour code against which it is considered sacrilege to paint a Thanka is slowly dying 

away due to marketing mechanism and variances in consumers' preference. However, 

the art ofThanka painting has with stood the test of time and evaded death owing to it's 

flexibility to adapt to change and that in itself has given rise to a completely new form 

of art readily acceptable to the present day taste (Pal, 1969). This form of traditional art 

is still practiced with a slight modification of technique in the Darjeeling hill areas. 

A consolidated account of the technique of Thanka painting followed by most 

of the present day Thanka painters is presented below: 

The first step in the Thanka painting is stretching of the cotton cloth by string 

(cotton) from all side in a rectangle frame. After the stretching work, artist use zinc 

oxide along with the paste of distemper and resin with a brush. With the subsequent 

use of the paste the artisan ascertain the required level and this is left for drying. When 

the paste dries, rough and groves formed on the surfaces are smoothening by rubbing 

the shells. This provides a firm base on a piece of cloth for painting. 

With the completion of this stage, the expert artist put an outline of image 

through a draft of design on the surface with a use of light pencil mark. Then the 

paintings are done following traditional colour schemes, shades and guidelines with the 

interplay of enamel paint of different colour and shades. While they use various size of 

painting brush and finally it is customary that some gold dust is put to the painting with 

synthetic adhesive (fevicol). 
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TECHNIQUE OF THANKA PAINTING 

PLATE X Artisans busy in Painting Thanka 

I 

PLATE XI An artist performing Thanka painting in traditional Tibetan motif 
painting is done in cotton cloth fasten in temporary wooden frames using cotton 
thread. 

PLATE XTI Thanka Painting with a different theme in KalimpongTown 



During the painting a constant interval is required for the colours to dry for 

another stroke of shades. As a result the artisans usually take up a minimum of three 

tasks at a time and work interchanging on different paintings. Thanka painting is an 

intricate art and completion of a piece of painting requires long hours of operation and 

scores of days. After the work is complete, paintings are mounted in traditional style 

for ritualistic and decorative wall hanging. Plate X, XI and XII exhibits artist 

performing the Thanka painting in 1Oth mile Kalimpong 

4.2 TECHNIQUE OF PRODUCTION IN KALIMPONG ARTS 

The technique in the production of different type of Kalimpong art as 

follows: 

4.2.1 Technique of production of Scroll painting 

These arts represent the painting and art of contemporary folk culture depicting 

the scenes, portraits and dragon picture in cloth or in the canvas (Manjusha, 1992). The 

artisan uses the black cotton cloth for this art and the philosophy is that the colours can 

be better represented in the black piece and also the background need not be painted. 

Various size of the paintings are produce by the artisans. The technique of production is 

simple and traditional. The expert artist does not even care to draw outline for initial 

design with arrowroot powder. The artisans draw the different scenes and portrait freely 

with his hand with the manipulation of different strokes of the brushes and colours. 

For smooth and speedy operation the artist, usually keep the draft of outline in 

tracing paper. These outlines are pierced with the pinholes by pins or needle and it is 

through these holes the outline of image are laid by sprinkling the arrowroot powder. 

Arrowroot powder is used because it does not give any stain. Beside, artisans in 

advance make the loop for putting the scroll stick and the margin is stitch before the 

painting. 

Then various steps followed in production in the sequence are the spreading of 

cloth in the table, marking of outline, colouring and painting different strokes, drying, 

subsequent manipulation and drying. The basic idea for the nomenclature scroll 

painting is that the painting on the piece of cloth is easily scrolled. Some stage of 

canvas painting is shown in Plate XIII and XIV. 
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Different strokes in Kalimpong Arts 

PLATE Xlll Artist marlcing a initial 
stroke in black cotton cloth 

PLATE XV Portraits in Canvas 

PLATE XIV Spreading out painting for 
drying after each stroke in Kalimpong arts 

PLATE XVI Colourful Silk thread 

PLATE XVII A women- performing Needlework in Kalimpong town 



4.2.2 Technique of production of Pasting Art 

This is an improvisation over the scroll painting on which scenes are embedded 

with the pasting of different figures representing contemporary folklore of the of the 

Himalaya origin. These figures are made out of printed woolen and cotton cloth. The 

various figures are first carved out by drawing outline of the image on paper board and 

cut with blade or scissor accordingly. Padding is followed on with the use of cotton 

with the aid of adhesive. Well, after the padding is completed the colourful cloths to 

pasted give to impression human and cultural feature, in between the artisans also use 

colourful sketch pen to sharpen the features in the art. It is thus artisans' gives 

perfection to the art. These different models of human and cultural features are further 

pasted to the scenes associating the themes of life and culture of the hill flock and 

subsequently framed for the market. 

4.2.3 Technique of production of Canvas painting 

The technique in canvas painting is similar to that of simple scroll painting. 

Only difference to that of scroll painting is in the use of canvas cloth and use of 

synthetic colour. Basically the artisans use fabric colour and oil paints as it is more 

durable. The preliminary work is followed by sizing of canvas of painting and drafting 

of the image in the tracing paper. These images are transfer to the canvas and artisans 

put on various colour scheme. As in other painting artisans takes a number of painting 

simultaneously for each strokes of the paint to dry and thus spreading around in the 

workshop to ease the process. Thus the various portrait of representing, the different 

ethnic groups are made in the canvas as shown in Plate XV. Canvas painting are not 

necessarily mounted in the frame whish enable it to take to distance place. 

4.2.4 Technique of production of Needlework 

This is form of art where artisan uses black background and colourful thread for 

creating art. In needle work the various techniques involved is as follows: firstly the 

selection of the figures is done. Then the outlines are drawn with the use of the tracing 

paper. After this the cloth are fitted to a ring frame which holds the cloth in position. 

Then artist with his experience and knowledge uses a single staple of silk thread to 

work out the figure with the needle. Different colours shades and tints are produced by 

blending of simple colours which lends the output a pleasant, traditional and delicate 

looks. The artisan mainly uses various human figures as theme of the work. Various 
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colourful thread used by artisans is shown in Plate XVI and Plate XVII shows a women 

performing needle work in Kalimpong town. 

4.3. TECHNIQUE OF CARPET WEAVING 

The important aspect of work in carpet weaving is to starts his works by 

spreading of tan (warp) on the loom keeping in mind the size of the carpet to be woven 

and framing it on the loom. Stretching of the warp can be done for two to three carpets 

at a time for the carpet depending on the size, one by one all the carpet are woven. 

While weaving one carpet the warp for remaining carpet is rolled around the upper 

beam (Census of India, 1981). The whole process of preparatory work of carpet 

weaving can broadly be divided into following heads. 

• Process of winding 

Winding is the operation of transferring yam from the hanks to bobbins form 

the warps. The operation is accomplished with the help of a spinning-wheel (Charkha) 

and a revolving frame (creel). The hank is smeared round the creel and the winder 

draws a thread from the smeared hank attached to the bobbin. The bobbin is then 

placed on the spindle, which is given revolving motion of the wheel. Thus the yam is 

passed from the hanks to the bobbins. 

• Process of warping 

Two types of warping are generally practiced now-a -days-the street warping 

and drum-warping, the latter being the advanced technique. The requirements for street 

warping are four thick strong posts, some uniformly thick sticks of about 3 feet length 

and some rope. Two posts are fixed crossing each other. At the top end of these 

horizontally tied a stick and to this stick is attached a piece of rope which is tied to a 

nail fixed on the ground. The other two posts are similarly placed at some distance 

away, the distance being equal to the length of the warp. One end of the warp thread is 

tied to the horizontal bar placed over the crossed post, and the warper then moves 

towards the other pair of crossed posts with the creel in the right hand and the leasing 

frame in the left. At suitable intervals between these posts are placed some pairs of 

lease rods to enable the warp threads being maintained in their respective positions. As 

the warper reaches the lease rods, he raises the lease-frame held in his left hand which 

result in a division of the warp thread, putting an equal number of threads, enough for 
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the width of the cloth to be woven, is secured. The warp is then wound in the shape of 

a ball without affecting the leases that are maintained by inserting thicker threads in 

place ofthe bamboo lease rod, these being retained only at the end of the warp. 

• Process of Denting 

Denting is the process of drawing warp-ends through the dents of the reed. For 

this two persons are required: one for picking up the threads in tows in succession, and 

the other for drawing them through the reed with the help of a hook. The process is 

repeated till the warp ends pass through the reed. 

• Process of Beaming 

It consists in winding of warps threads on warper' s beam. The warp is stretched to full 

length, and the ends of the threads nearer the reed are tied to the beam and the beam is 

then wound. The other end of the warp is held tight by tying it to a sufficiently heavy 

piece of stone or wood or it is tied to some pillar. As the beam is wound, the reed is 

moved forward to make more of warp available for further winding. Thick paper strips 

or thin bamboo strips are put in between the layers to prevent the layers of threads from 

stopping at the extreme ends of the beams. 

• Heald -knitting 

The purpose of this process is to keep the warp threads parallel to one another and 

divide them into sheds while weaving is done. The healds are knitted in halves. The 

warp threads are drawn through the eyes of strings of the heald with the help if a needle 

or a wire hook specially made for the purpose. The knitting of the heald is done in 

halves, and the order of the drought commencing on the left hand is 1-3, 2-4 and so on, 

i.e., leaving one eye of the strip in first process of knitting one half of the heald. The 

remaining eyes of strips are used when the knitting of the other half is done. When all 

the threads of the warp are drawn in, they are tied with the reed. The care to be taken in 

heald-knitting is to see that no more than one threads of the warp should pass through 

the heald. 

• Final Check-up 

Before starting weaving, the weaver has to ensure if the parts and accessories of the 

looms are in proper order and placed in their appropriate position. Warper's beam or 

back-rest is fixed at the other end of the loom. The reed and heald are drawn nearer to 
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the weaver's beam, the reed is placed in the groove of sley, and the heald is attached to 

the lever of the loom by rope. The lower portion of the heald is connected to the treadle 

by rope. It is checked if the warp's threads are properly fixed in the groove of the 

warper beam. The picking strings are properly adjusted so that the shuttle has free, 

unrestricted movement during weaving. The pim containing weft-yam is placed in the 

shuttle and one end of it is drawn through the eye of the shuttle. The weavers also checks 

up ifthe balls of warp are properly hung and there is enough thread for weaving. 

• Process of Weaving 

After the warp has been spread on the loom and all the instruments used ready, 

weaving begins. Three primary motions usually govern the art of weaving, viz, the 

shedding motion, the picking motion and the beating motion. The shedding motion 

consists in depressing the treadle by one foot which results in making an opening in the 

warp threads. The picking motion consists in propelling the shuttle by giving an oblong 

pull to the handle. This results in a push to the shuttle in the shuttle-box and lets the 

shuttle run across the opening to the other side. The beating motion consists of beating 

up the weft threads by drawing the sley forward. 

The weaver either gives motion to the loom through the treadles by his feet or by his 

hand by working the treadles the weavers' raises or lowers the threads of the warp. The 

heddles, the treadles, and the threads of the warp are all inter-connected and each 

alternative motion for raising or depression the warp threads forms the shed. There is 

shuttle boxes at the ends, and through the shed the shuttle is pushed from end to end 

across the sley by pickers attached to a string arrangement pulled with right hand from 

side to side, while beating is done by putting the sley with the left hand. The process is 

continued, and as the weft-thread passes from side to side, now over one set of warp 

threads and under another, and then under the first set of threads and over to the other 

set, the network that forms the fabric is produced (census of India, 1981). 

The actual carpet weaving work is taken up after completing preparatory work that 

includes coil making of cotton and wool yam and stretching of warp on loom. The 

preliminary work takes about one to two days depending on the size of loom or the size 

of carpet. Generally, women and children assist the weavers in opening of yam and 

coiling while stretching of warp (Tan) on the loom is done by the weavers themselves 

according to the size of the carpet to be woven. Warping is done with cotton thread, in 
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the initial stage of weaving a narrow band of about one inch is woven in with thinner 

cotton weft to secure knots at the end of the carpet. This band initiates the woolen weft 

to begin with for weaving. The method of weaving consists of weaving a row with 

woolen yam by giving Knotting (Gatho) followed by passing a row by pulling out and 

in the warp of the loom. Thicker woolen yam is used to accelerate the process of 

weaving. Weavers generally use Persian knot which is tied with a strand of yam around 

two adjacent warp threads leaving some of the thread free at either side for the lateral 

selvages (census of India, 1981 ). The method of knotting in Carpet weaving is shown 

in fig. 4.1 

w w w w w 

< >r .... 
W Cotton warp 

W' -- Wollenw~ 

w w w ... w w 
w w' 

Figure 4.1 Method of knotting in carpet weaving 

The design map is hanged on the wall with peg in the front of the weaver. The 

shade to be given to the carpet is indicated in the left side corner of the design map 

while the colour combination is indicated in index of the design map. The weaver uses 

colourful woolen yam in weaving very carefully avoiding the incidence of overlapping 

of shades. The length and breadth of carpet and the number of knots to given in per 

square inch and quality of woolen yarn are main criterion for determination of the 

quality of the carpet. If the number of knot is higher and the quality of woolen yarn is 

better, the quality of the carpet will also be better. It is always better to start weaving 

from southwest comer. However, it can also be initiated from the centre or south east 

comer. Weaver has to hold woolen yarn in left hand and knife in right hand. The 

Lachhi (coil of woolen yarn and cotton yarn) are hanged from the ceiling ofhouse with 

peg in order to remove the strain from the hand. Only an end of the coil is left hanging 

in front of the weaver for the use while weaving. The weaver draws yarns from the coil 

according to his convenience when needed. After giving knot he has to cut the woolen 

yarn with knife efficiently and quickly without committing tukra (piece/waste piece) 

and at the same time he has to take care of his fingers of the left hand so that they are 
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not injured. Irrespective of all precaution during the process of weaving particularly the 

new entrants has to face the problem of scratches on fingers of left hand. 

The process is repeated during the course of weaving. The sequence of using 

woolen weft, thinner cotton weft and then thicker weft remains the same till the whole 

carpet is woven except both the edge (Pheri) which is woven with thinner cotton weft. 

After weaving a few rows, beating with metal comb (Panja) is also repeated frequently 

so those knots are fixed properly. As the weaving work progresses the weaver performs 

beating of weft followed by clipping at his level and warping the carpet in roller (lower 

beam). The final clipping is however, done in the work shed of the weaver. The weaver 

initiate the design by using the same colour combination of woolen yarns as depicted in 

the carpet design map at the time of the weaving. The carpet design map is generally 

varies from small piece to one fourth the size of carpet to be woven. The craftsman 

completes the weaving process of the carpet on the basis of design. The expansion of 

the design into full size in actual weaving needs a high standard of skill, proper colour 

combination makes the carpet makes attractive and fascinating. Weaving a band of 

about one inch with cotton weft closes the weaving process. 

• Final Processes 

After the weaving is done, final clipping is done with scissor and embossing the 

design follows the process. A special skill is required to make a perfect embossing; 

mastery over the embossing fetches a better market value. Carpets are valued in terms 

of knot, design, wool quality and embossing skill. To make the carpet marketable the 

other important processes are discussed here under: 

• Clipping 

Under the process unwanted woolen yam are removed from the surface with the 

help of scissor. (if necessary Sujja is also used for adjusting threads spreading over the 

surface of the carpet) the process is performed very carefully and minutely. Clipping is 

locally known as chatnu. 

• Brushing 

Brushing is done for making the carpet dust free. Brush is used for removing 

woolen fiber. 
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• Washing and Drying 

Farwa (wooden Spade) is used for washing. Woolen carpets are washed with 

caustic soda, bleaching powder, acetic acid, soap and water. After washing, it is left for 

drying in the sun. Moreover, the artisans facing the water problems in the hill normally 

sell after brushing which lowers the margin of profit. 

• Embossing 
Embossing is a additional design which is done on the surface of the carpet 

design. In the hill unlike the carpet of Banaras all the carpet produced are embossed. It 

gives worth and makes them more attractive and good looking. Scissor (Kainchi) is the 

main tool used in embossing. 

• Finishing 
Finishing is the last stage of manufacturing process of carpet. At this stage 

carpet is complete in all respect. Along the edge two to three cotton warp tied together 

to make fringe knot (ghumka badnu I pheri casnu) so that the knots of the carpet are 

perfect and safe. Thereafter it is finally ready for sale. 

4.4 TECHNIQUE OF YATHA WEAVING 

Y atha weaving is done on loin loom or Back strap loom. In this loom the warp 

of manageable length and breadth is fastened at one end generally to a wall of a house, 

while the other is tied to the waist of the weaver with a cotton or leather belt. This loom 

has no frame or superstructure. It generally consists of two fixed post, two ropes, six 

wooden or bamboo bar and a belt. No reed is used, and shed is affected by half-heald 

process operated by hand. The weft yam is inserted in the shed by means of one 

bamboo tube, and a wooden string is used for beating up of the weft. 

The technique of weaving Y atha is quite simple it is different from those 

prevalent in other parts oflndia (Census of India, 1981 ). The technique of weaving can 

be broadly divided into three parts, such as spinning of Yam, Setting of loam and 

weaving. These parts are explained separately as under: 

• Spinning of yam 

In olden days the spinning of woolen yam was a vital part of the weaving. But 

since the mill yams became readily available in the market at a cheaper rate, people 
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almost have given up spinning yam. Beside due to the easy availability of coloured 

yarn in the market, the dyeing of yam is not so common at present. 

• Setting the loom 

To set up the warp of this type of loom, first a bar of bamboo or wood nearly 

80cm long and 30cm thick diameter, which serves the function of the warp beam to be 

replaced by the proper warp beam after, the warping is completed, is firmly set upright 

on the ground. A similar bar used in place of proper cloth beam is set up in same 

manner at a distance of 1.5 meter or little more than the half of the require cloth to be 

woven. In between these two bar, the head stick and an extra warp beam of the same 

length as that of the bars are fixed upright on the ground in the same line. The lease rod 

which is a bamboo tube 1 meter long and 3cm in diameter is used at the time of setting 

the loom as a jacket of heald stick so that spiral loops formed by the twine could be 

made loose. However, the bamboo tube jacket of the heddle is removed and used as a 

lease rod by inserting it into the warp between the heddle and extra warp beam as son 

as the warping is complete. 

Now the warp is taken in hand. The weaver first ties one end of the twine on 

the heald stick at the bottom about I Ocm above the ground. The weaver sit on a the low 

stool facing the loom on whose right side is the warp beam and to her left is the cloth 

beam. To basket bearing one full ball of yam each are placed near each end of the 

loom. Now the weaver picks up the two end of the yam ball and ties them on the left of 

cloth beam. In the same way one of the threads is wound on the extra warp beam while 

the other yam goes inside the heald. Both the yam are wound together on the warp 

beam which is on the warp back straight to the cloth beam on the left. The same 

process is repeated again and again swiftly till it attains the require size. After the 

warping is completed the bamboo tube used as the jacket covering the heddle is pulled 

out and all the bars and sticks are removed from the ground and the warp is set up in 

horizontal position. Now, the warp beam is replaced by a longer and thicker beam 

about 1 meter long and 4 em in diameter and fastened on the wall or on the two posts. 

The other beam, which is used as the cloth beam is also, replaced by another hard beam 

with 80cm long and 3cms thick. Another cloth beam of the same size is placed over the 

cloth beams, which is held together by the belt made up of hide or cotton. The weaver 

now sits on the stools and fixes the belt. By bending a little forward she releases the 
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tension a little and raises the extra warp beam by the right hand and lease rod is inserted 

into the warp through the shed so formed. Now the loom is set and ready for weaving. 

• Weaving 

Weavers starts weaving by sitting in convenient place and fixing the belt and 

grapes the lease rod together with the heald stick and moves them up and down the 

warp sheet so that they work smoothly. First the weaver insert the sword along with the 

lease rod and turns the sword to it's edge and shuttle is thrown through the shed so 

caused from right to left. The first the weft is beaten down by the edge of the sword 

very gently to the level of the cloth beam. As described in the setting of the loom, the 

heald string holds some of the yams with the heald string and leaves other. The second 

weft is required to be inserted along with the heald stick. While doing this the weaver 

bends a little forward by which the tension of the warp is released, the fore finger rest 

on the lease rod, the thumb raises the heald stick along with layer of the warp and then 

the sword is inserted through the shed so formed. The loom is then stretched again. At 

this stage the warp yams 1, 3, 5 ... from the upper layer and 2, 4, 6 ... the lower layer. 

The sword is again turn to its edge and the shuttle is thrown from the left side by the 

left hand and is beaten twice with certain amount of strength. While inserting the sword 

it is always done from the right side with the right hand whereas the shuttle is thrown 

alternatively from right to left and from left to right. The sword is first inserted along 

the lease rod and secondly by lifting the heald sticks. The process continues till about 

20 em of the cloth woven. At this point the weaver loosens the tensions of looms and 

the woven cloth is slipped down towards the cloth beam by holding the two end of the 

sword. The heald stick, the lease rod and extra warp beam are adjusted to the original 

position. The weaver is to keep in mind the spread the warp at extra warp beam so that 

the uniformity of the breadth of the cloth is maintained. The process is continued till 

the end. When the whole of the warp is woven leaving about 15cm, it is cut at the 

middle by a bamboo knife or blade. This unwoven yam later on forms the fringes at the 

breadth side of the cloth (Census of India, 1981). Plate XVIII, XIX and XX exhibits 

artisan in Back strap loom weaving and processing Yatha. Generally it takes nearly 15-

20 hours for an expert weaver to weave a complete strip of ordinary Yatha. For a good 

quality Yatha, one requires nearly 30 hrs to complete a full size Yatha depending on the 

nature of design. 
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TECHNIQUE OF YATHA WEAVING 

PLATE XVill. Yatha Weaver in a Back strap Loom 
in Bhalukhop 

PLATE XIX Yatha weaving in progress 

PLATE XX Final checking by artisans and folding of 
Yatha for selling by weaver in 1Oth mile 
area of Kalimpong 

, 



4.5 TECHNIQUE OF PRODUCTION IN KALIMPONG BAGS 

The manufacturing of utilitarian bags with traditional shade and impression has 

the long years of development in the Darjeeling hill areas(Manjusha, 1992). It is the 

typical designs of cloth and the pattern that embrace the customers since long. Earlier 

the weaver locally weaves much of the cloths used by the artisans. Moreover with the 

availability of substitute cloth from textile mills, now much of the produce is made out 

of the textile produce. These products are much cheaper than the handloom produce. 

In the process the artisans starts with the cutting of all the accessories according to the 

traditional designs and shapes manually by scissor. For cutting, they normally use 

different frames to outline the designs. Then the outer layer (traditional cloth) is pasted 

to paperboard with either homemade gum or by synthetic adhesive (fevicol). Instead, 

cotton padding or sponges are also used to give puffy look. The pasting is done to ease 

the process of stitching. 

Thus, the final stitching follows with the fitting of zipper, border stripe of 

nylon, inner lining cloth of linen, loop etc. In addition, the clips, buttons are fitted later. 

Ultimately jumka in some bags are unfurled with the use of needle head. It is through 

these techniques that variety of kalimpong bags is produce. Wallet, Pencil and Pen 

case, Toilet bags, Wastebasket, Magazin~ holder, Ladies bags etc are produce in 

traditional style. 

4.6 TECHNIQUE OF PRODUCTION IN BAMBOO CRAFT 

Basketry is an old art and indispensably necessary for household, plantation and 

for packaging of various goods in the hill region of Darjeeling Himalaya. It is however; 

little importance is given to the development of the craft. The manufacture of the 

bamboo basket is still carried on in the same way as it has been done in the traditional 

past. No effort has been made to improve its art of production so far. The process of 

making the article is still in a very crude state and followed through hereditary guild 

(Chhetri & Sao 1995). 

The weaving of basket work is done in following method: i. Plaited or woven, 

ii. Wicker, and iii. Coiled and iv. Twined method. 

1. Plaited or woven method 

Plaited work consist of two sets of element which are called warp and weft 

crossing each other forming different designs such as checks, twilled, twisted. 
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n. Wicker method 

In wicker method the warp is not pliable but stiff one, while weft is pliable 

which passes over and under alternatively on the warp. The stiffness of warp depend 

upon the sturdiness require for the basket. 

iii. Coiled method 

Coiled method the weft is twisted and coiled around to make it more sturdy. 

The main varieties used in the process are: 

a. Checked in: Which the warp and weft pass over and under each other singly 

like the rand wicker work. This includes wattle, in which the warp stakes are 

planted in the weft branches bent in and out between them. 

b. Twilled-in: Which each weft passes over and then under two or more warps 

producing varying width. 

c. Warp in: Which flexible weft are warp in passing. 

IV. Twined method 

When two or more weft pass alternatively in front of and behind each of warp 

crossing them obliquely. Twining with two or three weft is technically called 'Pitching' 

and waling respectively. There are many varieties in twin work e.g., plain twined and 

twilled- twined, when two warps passes over each time; while two warps may be 

upright, crossed or split. In warpped- twined khongi, bird cage and doko work the 

foundation count of both horizontal and vertical element; often rigid at the crossing of 

which the weft or warp may be warpped and twining are often indistinguishable on the 

surface, though it may be distinguishable in reverse side (Census of India, 1981 ). 

In the study area following process is being undertaken during manufacturing 

ofvarious items ofbasketry 

Firstly, fundamental to the bamboo craft is the sorting and collection of full

grown green bamboo from the field as shown in Plate XXI. Subsequently the stock of 

bamboo is brought to the courtyard and splitted to several small pieces that are meant 

for skinning to make stripes. This is one of the most tedious processes in basketry 

work. After the skinning is done, the second important process is seasoning the stripes. 

This is done by smoking the bunch of stripes over the Bhar (shelf for drying over the 

fire place in the kitchen). Smoking provide resistance and make it pest free. Care is 

taken to avoid any flaw while skinning and to avoid any injury. Plate XXII, XXIII and 
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XXIV exhibit the subsequent process of sizing, splitting, stripping smd smoking 

of the bamboo for weaving various articles. 

Weaving always proceeds with the weaving of mat by lying of stripes straight 

on the ground and alternatively by putting across another stripe squeezing through up 

and down rhythm as shown in Plate XXV, XXVI and XXVII. After a certain level 

these mat is folded upward and stripes are woven around radiating out and finally 

margin I border are made by twisting and folding the 'pat choya'. While weaving 

weaver, also keep a pot of water to sprinkle the stripes to make it flexible while 

weaving. This is how that much of the baskets are woven. 

Moreover, there are certain specifications for the use of raw material for 

producing some durable craft product. Like in Nanglo weaving, the akhi (central part) 

where the fall of stress is more chee-pay-ko bash (Mature bamboo) of nearly twelve 

year old are used. It is then woven with less mature bamboo of nearly six years old. 

Ring for the margin is made out ofka-lee-lo bash (of maturity of one to two years) and 

knotting stripes is made out from one year old bamboo as it is easily folded, twisted, 

squeezed and it is not breakable. This specification is equally true for the production of 

Thunchay and other durable article. 

Nanglo is a winnowing round tray used exclusively all community irrespective 

of caste colour and race. It is also used for husking and drying purpose. The average 

size of Nanglo is approximately two feet in diameter. Nanglo weaving is done by 

placing the flat strips crossing one another at right angle. Subsequently strips are added 

as such weft and warp are alternately crossing each other over and then under two or 

more forming checks design as mat. After a mat is woven, it is compress by hitting 

with wooden mallet from the edge. The mat as woven of size 2x2 feet is then laid flat 

and squeezed in between two ring of bamboo approximately of two feet in diameter 

and thickness of about one inch. The unwanted portion is trim and simultaneously 

knots are placed around the tray firmly while piercing the cane strip. A complete 

process ofNanglo weaving is exhibited in Plate XXVIII XXIX, XXX, XXXI, XXXII, 

XXXIII and XXXIV 

Doko is a inverted pyramid shaped perforated basket and flat at the base. It is 

commonly used for ferrying goods and packaging in the hill. Weaving of doko is done 

by placing the flat strips crossing one another at right angle. About four to six flat strips 

are kept in this position. This depends on the requirement of sturdiness. These strips are 
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bit tough. These flat pliable strips are passed alternatively over and under stiff flat 

strips, which are used as warp. This keeps the warp in rigid position. Keeping in view 

the size of the basket the warp strip are bend upward to ensure flat bottom. The pliable 

strip weft forms the outer body of the basket. The weft runs obliquely from right and 

left end. The twilling is continued until the top of the basket. The stiff warp is cut to 

size, margin strip is added around top, and this is reinforced with the weft strips 

twisting and coiling. Further, an additional base is added to provide firm base and 

finally hard strip is inserted from base to make it stable and tough. This hard strip used 

in doko is locally called as Camro. 

Thunchay is an imperforated basket for carrying food grain and storing it. It is 

some what inverted pyramidal, flat with stand at bottom and round at top. Thunchay are 

woven by lying of warp strip alternately and these are closely woven forming the 

design of check, twilled and twined. While weaving precaution are taken to smoothen 

the edge of each strip to ensure tight and fine weaving. Special care is taken for the use 

of material as it provides better durability. 

Thus, this is how various articles are produce following different method for the 

carrying, storing, collecting, decorating, packaging, drying, planting and other uses. 

These articles are used in household, plantation, construction, trade and other activity. 

4.5 TECHNIQUE OF PRODUCTION IN WOOD CRAFT 

The techniques of the wood craft as practiced by the present-day craftsmen in 

the study area are mainly traditional (Chamling, 2003). The accounts of technique as 

followed by the artisans in the study area are follows: 

The fundamental to woodcraft is is right selection of planks in the market and 

the seasoned of planks. The artisans normally keep some stock of plank in advance to 

keep the pace of work. Seasoning plank sized to pieces using marking string and hand 

saw.. The piece is carefully trimmed with the adze to give the desire shape; it is 

thenfollowed by smoothening the surface. Craftsmen then, outline the draft of design 

by means of tracing paper on the plank. These outlines are marked firmly and in the 

area of deep cutting nail hole are made with the use of hand drill so as to enable the 

blade of Fred saw machine to work on with. Two type of Fred saw machine are used by 

much of the artisans- manually run machine and mechanically run electrical run 
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machine. The use of machine has provided much ease to the prelim work of the 

artisans. Plate XXXV and XXXVI exhibits artisans and Fred saw in use by the artisans 

Now the real technique and skill lie in the subsequent operation by the artisans. 

As it depends on the artisans true knowledge of the form and correct use of the tools 

(Sen, 2003: Shah, 2004), which would enable him to deftly take out the unwanted 

portion by means of gauges and chisels of different shapes and size. The artisan toils 

with the manipulation of different strokes through the movement of hands. Starting 

with broad outlines, the artisans proceed from simple to intricate carvings. Beginning 

with large tools he progressively uses their finer chisels, smoothening tools, drill, 

carving veins giving light and shade, chipping of spaces in the recesses or decorating 

the background, the chisel in hand, lightly held and freely manipulated by the fingers, is 

tapped by the mallet with repeated strokes, light or heavy according to necessity. Thus, 

the craftsmen works from low to moderate and moderate to high relief and carries out 

low and deep undercutting as require by means of very simple tools. The finishing is 

done by innumerable patient strokes of finer chisels of various shape and sizes are used 

as in Plate XXXVII. 

Of the tools use by the wood-carvers for minute details, special mention may be 

made of chisels and gauges of various shape ranging from the point of a needle to three 

fourth of an inch. They also vary in number according to the extent of artistic ability of 

the artisans, the nature of carving and the quality of wood on which they work. 

Different sizes of chisels are also used for the different purposes. The largest sizes of 

chisel is of Scm at the edge is generally used for leveling the surface. Chisels of smaller 

size are used for different purpose like rounding the edges, cutting timber in pieces, 

making holes and for other purposes. 

The Wood craft artisans are skilled in carpenter. They uses common tools like 

hand saw, adze, plane, chisels, drill, vase and other tools including center-bit, screw 

driver, various type of hammer, foot-rule, measuring tape, iron files, pliers, various 

frames for holding chisels to work with and hones for sharpening chisels. However, the 

main dependence of the carver is on a large number of small handless chisel, gauges 

and punches of various size and shapes worked with the help of a mallet of wood used 

to strike the chisels. It may be noted that for carving of finer item like eye, ears, nose, 

lips etc in statue or mask, sharper and tiny tools are require (Rai, 2003). In the process 

when the rough figure is shaped, a finer variety of chisel with thinner and narrow 
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TECHNIQUE OF PRODUCTION IN BAMBOO CRAFT 

PLATE XXI Collection of bamboo 
from the field 

PLATE XXII Artisan working with 
bamboo in 12th Kalimpong 

PLATE XXIII Sizing, Splitting and stripping of Bamboo 

PLATE XXIV A typical village kitchen seasoning 
bamboo stripes In smoke chula, Sindaybong 

PLATE XXV Master craftsmen I. B Subba PLATE XXVI Fine Bamboo stripes 
of Rousay bazaar stripping the fine bamboo for making woven paper 
stripes for manufacture of woven paper 

PLATE XXVII Fancy looking letter pad on bamboo 
paper (woven) shown during survey in Sindeaybong 



MAKING OF NANGLO (A type of Bamboo craft) 

PLATE XXVIII A bamboo hut PLATE XXIX Women-weaving mat in. 
- multipurpose shed in hill village iln Payong Busty 

PLATE XXX A scene of unaccounted PLATE XXXI Fitting the ring on edge 
family cooperation of winnowing tray (Nanglo) 

PLATE XXXII Reinforcing the PLATE XXXIII Providing temporary knot 
Temporary knotting 

PLATE XXXIV(a) Final knot is provided PLATE XXXIV (b) Open air work shed 
with the cane- stripes encircling edge 



MAKING OF WOODCRAFT 

PLATE XXXV Artisan attentively 
revealing the in v.:>LJ.J;<LLLVU 

PLATE XXXVI Fred saw machine used 
Kalimpong,. 

PLATE XXXVII Wood Craft-Carving by chisel in progress 

PLATE XXXVlll A stock of wooden artifact ready for marketing Kalimpong. 

Khasmahal 



cutting edge is used in the same manner for carving the details of the design or the 

figure. A rough surface is then smoothened by rubbing it with sandpaper. A small 

quantity of fine yellow clay (pila mati) and varnish is now mixed to make it a paste. 

This paste is smeared on the surface for filling up the holes or uneven surfaces. The 

sand paper is once again applied, and the article is then given oil or varnish paint and 

finally fitted with loop for hanging on the wall. These pieces of carved artifact are also 

fitted to furniture to bestow added ritualistic and aesthetic value. The stock of 

decorative wooden is exhibited in Plate XXXVIII 

4. 7 TECHNIQUE OF PRODUCTION IN COPPER & BRASS CRAFTS 

The technique of production followed by the artisans in copper & brass craft in 

manufacturing of handicraft are age old and out dated technique (Census of India, 

1981 ). These techniques are simple and crude. The technique and process as followed 

in the craft are through hereditary guild. The essential technique in the manufacturing 

processes of copper and Brass crafts are assaying of metal, cutting of sheets, Joining of 

sheet, Carving, Joining, filing, washing, cleaning and polishing. Plate XXXIX, XXXIX 

to Plate LII exhibits various processes followed in the copper and Brass craft by the 

artisans 

• Assaying 

Assaying is a process of testing of metal or ore to determine the quality. Before 

producing any Copper-Brass artifact, it's assaying is very important. The quality of the 

copper-brass can be ascertained by its softness. These can be easily ascertained by the 

experience of the artisans by folding the sheet. If during folding or making a bend the 

sheets breaks it is said to be inferior quality. It is also the elastic property of the metal, 

which determines the quality. Another method of testing purity is that if more of the 

scraps are produce during annealing the metal is said to be impure. 

• Ascertain Design and Cutting of sheets 

Artisans after ascertaining the final design of the artifact cuts the copper/ brass/ 

white metal with the scissor. The thickness of the sheet ranges from 20 to 24 gauges. 

• Intermediate Joining and designing of artifact: 

After cutting is over the cut sheets are joined appropriately according to shape 

size and design of the final product. A special alloy is prepared for joining these called 
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TECHNIQUE OF PRODUCTION IN COPPER & BRASS CRAFTS 

PLATE XXXIX. Technique of 
making Sanai in skin blower 
in Gandhi road Darjeeling 

PLATE XL Assembling various parts of Sanai/ Radung/ Geiling 

PLATE XLI Re-heating while shaping and designing of sanai/Geiling/Radung 

PLATE XLII An old artisan in the process of producing 
agricultural tools, Gandhi Rd, Darjeeling 



THE MAKING COPPER ARTIFACT 

PLATE XLill Process of manufacturing 
musical instrument in progress. Bagdhara in 

Kalimpong 

PLATE XLIV Assembling the parts 
of Tibetan ritualistic instrument 

\ . 

PLATE XLV. Master craftsmen Hastaman Bareily upholding 
the the old craft tradition 

PLATE XLVI Joining of nozzle of the Phumba (kettle) 
-a Tibetan ritualistic artifact 

PLATE XL Vll Making of Kangling a copper made ritualistic artifact 



CARVING OF BRASS ARTIFACT 

PLATE XL VIII Carving in and shaping PLATE XLIX Artisan in pursuits of 
Brass artifact saving age old craft in Darjeeling Town 

PLATE L. Carving and embossing in semi processed Brass artifact 
used in making Sanai/Gaeling (Tibetan ritualistic instrument) design in 

Tibetan motif 

PLATE Ll, Various tools and accessories used by artisans i 

PLATE LII Carving and embossing traditional floral design 



locally as Pine. The main ingredients of these soldering agents are in the following 

proportion approximately-Brass 200gm. + Zinc 1 00 gm. + Silver 6gm + Bromide 

250gm. These joining give the artifact the first preliminary shape. Further processes 

continue with constant heating, cooling and hammering in different type of anvil until 

desired shape is retained. These processes of hammering reduce blistering of the sheet. 

Unlike ironwork in copper brass and white metal hammering is done after cooling due 

to it property of softness. These process manufacture intermediate parts these 

intermediate parts of artifact are then ready for carving. 

Beside, Carving, Joining, filing, washing, cleaning and polishing in the copper 

& brass craft is similar to silver craft as the designs; motif and the metallic texture of 

the craft are basically related. 

4.9 TECHNIQUE OF PRODUCTION IN BLACK SMITHY 

The technique of the craftsmen remains stagnant and passed on to generation to 

generation. The craftsmen remain sluggish due to lack of information and technical 

knowledge (Sao, 1992). Plate LITI to LXII exhibits the working of black smith in the 

process of heating and reheating in the manufacture various articles of daily use. The 

basic technique followed by these craftsmen is simple. crude and intensive and are 

presented below. 

The basic technique followed by these craftsmen is simple, crude and intensive, 

and are presented below. 

Iron is the basic metal used in the black smithy for the manufacture of artifacts 

tools and implements. Craftsmen in Black smithy usually first verify the purity of the 

metal by the process of assaying. The quality of the iron is ascertained by its hardness 

especially for the manufacture tools and implement used in various activities by man. 

To testify quality annealing process is imperative, while in the process if the iron 

blisters out or bends easily it determine poor quality. Then after, the artisan perceives 

design and unwanted portion is chisel out when iron is red hot. The process of shaping 

continues with constant annealing in anvil (Lee falam). It is common for all blacksmith 

workshops in the study area that the hearth is fitted with skin blower. The artisans 

constantly uses skin blower and require sufficient charcoal as fuel. However, non

availability of charcoal is the reason for the shift in the fuel to coke as an alternate fuel. 

Preliminary work is complete when the iron takes a desire shape. Small hammer are 
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PROCESSING IN BLACK SMITHY 

PLATE LIII IArtisan negotiating with the customers 

PLATE LIV Heating and testing of iron 

PLATE LV Tempering Technique of blacksmith -sprinkling with cold water in 
red hot iron tool in progress 



MAKING OF KNIVES AND KHUKRI 

PLATE LVI. Technique of shaping and designing with chisel and hammer 
in manufacture of household tools. Harsing hatta 

PLATE LVII. Artisan setting up 
wooden handle in cutting tool 

PLATE LVID .. Connuous process of reheating in 
Blacksmithy (ironwork) 

PLATE LIX Different type of anvil Murdkhi and arani used in 
miniature work · 

PLATE LX Investigating 
artisan in work shed in Lebong 

PLATE LXI 'A' Shaped anvil 
stands for horizontal setting of anvil 
used in Metal craft 



then used for final and designing. After the design is over artisan uses different grade 

files: for rubbing and sharpening of the edge. Ultimately tempering of the tools is 

necessary and thus when in red-hot state a technique of tempering by sprinkling the 

cold water at the edge of the tools. The artisan ascertains the tempering by flow of 

colour in the edge Handle is then fitted for cutting tool like Kukri, Bhala. Hasia, 

Patang, Kachia, tabal, Banchoro, Bamfok, Khurpa, and other cutting tools. While in the 

case for manufacturing agriculture implement the process of tempering is rarely 

followed. As the articles produced by the Blacksmith mainly caters to the category of 

utility implement for use in the daily work of life finishing are much less desirous than 

the other crafts artifact. The purpose of the utility thus reduces the work of artisans as 

finishing process consumes much of the artisan's working hours. This is one of the 

reasons for less price of the local produce of the black smith which is reflected in the 

poor condition of the craftsmen. 

4.10 TECHNIQUE OF PRODUCTION IN SILVER CRAFT 

The artisans have always explored the craft of making various artifacts on the 

preference of customers following some ritualistic codes and designs (Sao &Chhetri 

2007 -08). Like many other craft, this craft has also passed on from one generation to 

another generation as hereditary guild. The age-old techniques as followed by ancestors 

are still practiced by the silver artisans in the study area (Pal, 1968), Plate LXIII to 

LXXIV shows the working of the silver artisans in manufacturing various artifacts. A 

consolidated account of the technique of the silver crafts/artifacts as followed by most 

of the present day artisans is presented below: 

• Assaying of Silver 

Assaying is a process of testing of metal or ore to determine the quality. Before 

producing any silver artifact, it's assaying is very important. Rubbing the metal on 

touchstone is the most familiar method. It is a piece of soft black stone on which silver 

leaves a mark, by a colour of which the quality of metal is judged. Silver can also be 

tested by its ring or by cutting it. If it cuts soft, there is probably a zinc alloy, if it is cut 

hard, copper alloy is indicated. Copper alloy shows blackish tinge and yellowish colour 

shows zinc alloy. 

To test the purity of silver sulphuric acid is also used. The silver is first rubbed 

to make a streak out or slightly filed at a place and then touched with the acid; no 
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reaction would appear on the surface if the silver is pure. However, on the silver with 

copper in it the acid would show some brisk action. The spot changes into light deep 

bluish colour in a relative proportion. Heating also tests the purity of silver. When pure 

silver is heated, they do not change colour. Because of other properties in the metals, 

these become oxide and changed grayish colour would indicate the impurities present 

Another important method of testing silver is by listening to the vibration of 

sound. If the vibration of sound is high pitch and piercing, when silver coin is thrown 

on hard stone or an anvil, it determines impure state. However, in case of pure metal 

the fall produces dull sound. 

• Alloying 

After the metal is tested it is necessary to give certain hardness to make it fit for 

the ordinary wear and tear as well as working intricate design on it. In making silver 

artifacts of various type and design copper and sometime zinc alloy is mixed. The 

proportion of alloy varies in all type of artifact as it gives the toughness to the metal. 

• Refining 

Lead is used as an agent to purify silver. The following steps are necessary for 

the refining of the silver: 

Firstly, the impurities are ascertained. If the content of the base metal is one 

fourth of the metal double the quantity of the lead is require. If the impurities are less 

an equal quantity of lead is sufficient to cleansing. 

Secondly, crucible (Carua) containing silver is place in hearth (Bhati) of 

charcoal and blast of air is given with skin blower or blowing machine. In short, time 

when silver melts, an equal quantity or double the quantity of lead is added. The 

heating continues until the lead is burnt to ashes. A yellowish smoke comes out from 

burning of alloy. As soon as yellowish smoke stops, it shows that part of the lead has 

been burnt. The silver would look like red bright thin liquid. Then the crucible (Carua) 

is removed from the hearth. Metal is poured in earthen ring for casting (Gharua) in 

molten state, which is placed over iron plate and left for cooling. After it is taken out, 

ashes and some clay and sand particle stuck to it are removed by striking it against the 

anvil (lee). The silver is again melted in crucible. To prevent splitting up of metal borax 

powder is added to it. Now the molten silver is poured into Gharua in require quantity 
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CONSTANT HEATING AND REHEATING (in Black smithy) 

PLATE LXll An old artisan engage in making knives at Harsing , a Traditional 
skin blower and a continuous process of '1-Ilnealing in manufacturing of khukri 

SHAPING OF SILVER ARTIFACTS 

PLATE LXIll.melting of PLATE LXIV Reshaping PLATE LXV Annealing Silver. 
old silver artifact in carua old article in Garua(frame) and making of sheet 
over hearth fitted with mac-
hine blower 

PLATE LXVI Investigating 
silver artisan in Tripai 

PLATE LXVll Artisan applying mild heat in 
between the designing process 



and left for cooling and the piece of the metal is ready. In this way, solid metal can be 

used for making silver craft. 

• Refining of Old Ornament and Artifacts as Raw Material 

Observations have shown that most of the artisans convert old article of silver 

into new. The artisans put the pieces of old artifact and ornament of silver in Carua for 

fusing. Some powder of borax is put with it for melting of the metal. Sometime there 

are certain base properties such as bronze, brass or tin in silver. Their presence may 

splits up the metal. To prevent the splitting of metal borax powder is mixed. Crucible 

containing the old metal is kept over the hearth (bhati) and a blast of air is given with 

skin blower or blowing machine. Then a stage would reach when some vapour would 

appear floating on the melted surface. This would be an indication to remove the 

crucible from the hearth. Molten metal is then poured into the Garua. The metal thus 

poured into Garua takes the shape and become solid to work with. 

• Process of Annealing 

Metal become hard by hammering or by drawing it often to make a wire out of 

it. In case the process is continued without re-heating metal, it is likely to break. To 

prevent metal from becoming brittle, re-heating is done. This process of softening 

metal is called annealing, metal become ductile and easier to work on. Thus, the artisan 

constantly forges the metal, and in the process, the artisans hold the metal with pincer 

on one hand and hammer on other hand. Metal are heated them to dull red in between 

the soft flames of charcoal. It is witnessed during survey that artisan keep one assistant 

while forging. The process continue until require gauge or thickness of sheet is 

obtained. It may be noted that it is not necessary that the metal should be hammer while 

it is red hot. The annealed metal can be worked easily as there is less chance for 

breaking or cracking. Moreover, after every 30 to 40 strokes re-heating becomes 

necessary to avoid cracks, splits and stresses. 

• Designing of Artifacts 

Annealed silver is forged constantly over a different type of anvil viz., ground 

anvil, horizontal anvil, small pointed, flat anvil and elongated anvil of various shape 

and size. The artisans shape and design step by according to design of different 

artifacts. It is clear that whole range of article is produced from the blocks, which are 

reduced to sheet by hammering. The wire are also made from these sheet prepare. It is 
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also true that majority of the artisans does not possessed any mechanical device for 

drawing sheet and wire. All the work is done manually. Various gauge and dimension 

of sheet are required in producing artifacts. It is from the sheet prepared by the artisans 

various geometrical shapes as require by the artisans are drawn. These shapes are again 

worked to form various depressions, viz., concave, convex, conical, semi sphere, 

ornamental, floral design and other. For shaping the articles, a number of implements 

are used to give a shape to a sheet. Depending on the size and the shape of article, 

following tools of various sizes are required viz., hammer, mallet, anvil, chisels, pincer, 

pliers, forceps, punches and impression needle and other. 

Wires of different thickness in round and half round shapes are prepared and 

then plated, knitted and twisted according to the design of the artifacts. These sheets are 

prepared with special scissor or chisels (Cheno) from the large sheet. 

This is how the different shapes are produced for a single article. These 

different pieces are washed with swag (bromide) to erase impurities and a trial is 

ascertained for it is final shape and fitting. 

• Processes of Carving: 

The carving entails the processes: 1. Preparation of mould, 11. Casting and 

iii. Carving 

1. Preparation of mould: Before the carving is laid preliminary, work is preparing the 

moulds. Moulds are prepared by mixing sal resin (sal dhoop), brick dust and 

mustard oil in the ratio of2:1:1 respectively. These mould is prepare by thoroughly 

mixing and heating in the hearth over a carai (semi -spherical vessel used for 

cooking) until a certain consistent thickness is attained, which the artisan with his 

experience ascertain. 

2. Casting: These molten hot moulds are used for casting on the different pieces of 

artifacts and left for cementing. The piece of artifact is ready for carving. The 

casting of the mould facilitates to avoid the hollowness of the artifacts while laying 

down the intricate pattern of design. 

3. Carving: The carvings of the artifacts are done in either piecemeal or at stretch. 

Carving of the artifacts starts with the drawing of rough outline with the pencil and 

compass. Various tools require for carving are hammer, mallet, numerous chisels, 

scrapper, scriber, punches, impression needles and other tools. Beside carver uses 
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PROCESSING IN SILVER CRAFT 

PLATE LXVIII Technique of intermediate designing 
and Joining of a artifact 

PLATE LXIX Designing 
and infilling of Mould for 
reinforcement semi-finished 
artifact to ease carving 

(Lac) on 

PLATE LXX Cleansing and Brushing 
(Brass Brush) in Sulphuric acid 

PLATE LXXII Artisan in pursuit of 
carving and embossing of artifact 

in blue lamp8th mile, Kalimpong 

PLATE LXXI Final washing in Ritha 
(Soap nut) water 

PLATE LXXlll Picture depicts narrow 
workshop with small working table and 

PLATE LXXIV Manually operated wire 
machine used in Silver craft 



numerous handle less chisels, gauges and punches of various size and shapes to 

translate the intricate pattern into perfect designs. For this it require a true 

knowledge of the form and correct use of the tools, which would enable him to 

deftly and engrave and carve with the manipulation of different strokes through the 

movement of hands. Carvings are a strenuous process and consume much of 

working schedule for completing an artifact. 

• Processes of Soldering 

When the carving and engraving is over, the mould are drained by heating and 

burning by blue lamp and wash again with soda and bromide (swag) to erase the 

impurities and left to dry. Then pieces of the article are arranged and deftly joined 

together. This is done some time done at the initial or middle stages and sometime after 

carving is done. Joining is done in piecemeal or at stretch. 

The process of joining of metal is interesting. Firstly an alloy (silver pine) is 

prepare as soldering agent, with the mixing of silver dust, zinc (khaprang), and brass at 

a ratio of 2:1:1 respectively in a pot with water. Before application, the artifact is clean 

well and tightly held the joint by hand or tightly tied with an iron binding wire. The 

whole piece is properly cleaned with swag and soldering fragment is put to area. 

Having soldering fragment firmly stick to the area are dried well and heated for 

soldering. During soldering artisans carefully monitor the heat flow, thus only the 

appropriate area get the soldering temperature. To ascertain the require temperature and 

heat, blowpipe are also used. This help to throw heat at right place. Precision is 

required to get the work done. Beside the artisans is also very careful that the heat is 

not directed at the solder, otherwise tiny bits of solder would melt and fall. The smallest 

flaw in soldering particularly of minute an elaborate piece ruins the whole work. In 

that, the work is taken up a fresh. Great deftness is shown in carrying out the soldering 

job, as there is a very minute difference in the melting temperature of the metal and 

solder. Whatever be the processes involved, it is the correct judgment of an artisans 

who knows what to do and when. 

Simple and small article are solder by putting them in charcoal or asbestos 

block held on wooden plank. The flame is produce from kerosene lamp or in the hearth. 

While when the pieces are minute and need elaborate soldering, the parts of the pieces 
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are place close to each other on a tin plate having a thick coat of clay and then only 

soldering process is taken up. 

• Processes of Filing, Washing and Polishing 

After the shaping and carving, the article reaches the stage of filing and 

scrapping. This process removes edges, scratches; ball-up spot of solder and perfect the 

surface and curve according to the shape. For this the artisans use different number of 

needle files, some flat, round, half round, triangular, concave and other with varying 

edge. Emery papers of different grades are also used. In this way, scratches produced 

by the use of rough abrasive are removed. The artisans do this work with care 

otherwise over filing may spoil the whole piece. 

On completion of filing and cleansing processes the artifact is ready for 

polishing. For the polishing artisan prepare the solution of Sulphuric acid -1840 and 

water in a ratio of 1 :2 and the articles are boiled in the solution for 5 to 1 0 minute. Then 

it is being clean with water and brushed (with brass wire). In the due course the artifact 

is washed with soap-nut water (Ritha pani) to be ready for market. 

4.11 CONCLUSION 

The technique in the manufacturing of these traditional handicrafts in the study 

area was in a manner acknowledged as an important part of rich cultural heritage of this 

region. Now though this sentiment continues to be repeated there is pronounced change 

in the general attitude towards crafts, which is completely unsetting our basic sense of 

life values. For though handicrafts fulfilled a positive physical need in the daily 

requirements of the people of this region, they also served to satisfy the aesthetic 

hunger in man and provided a vehicle for his urge for self-expression which reveals a 

conscious aesthetic approach. The concept behind the handicrafts of this region as 

originally conceived was imbuing everything used in the daily life, no matter how 

common or insignificant with touch of beauty to add brightness to an otherwise dull 

and drab existence. The handicrafts of late got partially submerged under the rising 

forces of modem industrialization with its high mechanization, and lost their basic rile 

in the over all perspective. Efforts are to be made to find new market now for these 

handicrafts of the study area; hence it is necessary to adapt certain changes particularly 

in the forms of improved product, design, efficient production technique. At the same 
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time scrupulous care is being taken to prevent any violence to the folk character and 

rustic vitality of these handicrafts and preserve their beauty of form and colour, perfected 

over long centuries. Craftsman of this region are however needs to be trained to use, in 

articles of modem use traditional motifs and designs without vulgarizing them. 
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5.0 INTRODUCTION 

An in-depth analysis of basic economic characteristics of different crafts sectors 

of traditional handicrafts is necessary in revealing the problems and identifying the 

factors inhibiting the growth of traditional handicrafts. However, some of the indicators 

specific nature and functioning of the units have been used in understanding the 

performance of the handicrafts sectors. Thus the problems of different sectors of 

handicraft industry have been depicted from the analysis of the factors, which are size 

of employment, fixed capital, working capital, raw materials, cost, inputs and income 

etc. The present analysis is based on annual figures of all the sectors of handicraft 

industry. The peculiarities in nature of the factors have been studied from relevant 

classification. However, the central tendency and variability are studied by examining 

the mean value and the co-efficient of variation. 

5.1 FACTORS OF PRODUCTION 

The three domestic sectors of the economy i.e. corporate and quasi-corporate 

enterprises, general government sector and household enterprises produce goods and 

services. Production of goods and services require mainly two inputs- labour and 

capital. Labour includes all types of workers including highly skilled people and capital 

includes material goods like machinery and equipment, building, raw material, land and 

natural resources like coal, oil, water, clay, forest etc. the enterprise combines these two 

inputs, and put them to work. The process of combining the inputs, utilizing appropriate 

services and producing goods and services is called production process (Reddy and 

Goyal, 1990). 

The inputs are conventionally called "factors of production". Factors of 

production are the essential elements that cooperate with one another in the production 

process. These are divided into four categories- land, labour, capital and 

entrepreneurship. These are called factor inputs and owned by persons. Land is owned 

by the landlord, labour is owned by labourers, capital is owned by those who save and 

lend their funds for producing or acquiring capital goods such as machines and 

buildings. Entrepreneur owns entrepreneurship. He is the person who runs the 

enterprise and keeps production process going. By hiring the other three factors of 

production, he brings them together along with other secondary inputs needed such as 
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raw materials, and produces goods and services. He not only organizes the other factors 

but also undertakes risks, and uncertainties and attendant to other problems that might 

arise in productive activity in an ever-changing economic climate (Jhingan, 1984). 

5.2 SIZE OF THE UNITS 

A production unit is any individual or groups of individuals engage in or 

organised for the purpose of productive activity. The unit of production in this case is 

the family and the average size of production units in terms of employment in different 

groups of industries has been found to vary from 1 to 2.22 (Table 5.1). The size of unit 

is generally small. This is not something like a temporary feature or not because of the 

initial stage of development of the craft. As any unit's employment directly depends on . 

the size of the family and idleness of its members, the employment remains small for an 

extended period of time. This should not be taken as an indication of non- expansion. 

However, the adaptation of new technique and growth of production are certainly low. 

Table 5.1 and Fig 5.1 show that all the crafts associated with metal craft have 

higher average employment size. Thus, black smithy has the largest average 

employment size closely followed by copper & brass and silver craft. This may partly 

be due to the production technology of the crafts and partly because of the greater 

dependency of the hill communities in the crafts in the question. Comparatively larger 

employment size in silver craft is mainly, because this group employs a larger number 

full time paid worker, and has ample scope for development. 

The size of units in all crafts comes to an average of just 1.64 workers with 

moderate variability of 47.56%.While black smithy, silver craft and copper-brass craft 

units do not operate by single labour as the production technology requires at least two 

or more workers. It is perceptible that three forth of the total units are operating with 

only two workers except silver craft where more than two workers are required for 

smooth running of the unit (Fig.5.1). Yatha weaving is totally under single 

employment, in the case of Kalimpong arts about 5% of units employ six workers 

which can be due to involvement of family members in this creative activity. It is 

significant to note that when all the crafts units are considered in aggregate, as high as 

88% of the units have only two workers. Size of the unit and total production shows 

only a moderate correlation for the aggregate crafts, (Table 5.1) which could be due to 

the fact that employment is not fully utilised in these sector. However silver craft, 

Thanka painting and Kalimpong bags exhibit very high positive correlation between the 

said variables. 
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Table 5.1 Size of the Units (No OfEmployment) 

Size of units 
Total no Sl. No. of S.E. of c.v. 

No. Handicraft 1 2 3 4 6 units of Mean 
Mean % workers 

1 Thanka Painting 15 5 - - - 20 25 1.25 0.10 35.20 I (75.00) (25.00) (00.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
2 Kalimpong Arts 13 3 3 1 1 21 38 1.81 0.29 73.48 

(61.90) (14.28) (14.28) (4.76) (4.76) (100.00) 
3 Carpet Weaving 6 2 - - - 8 10 1.25 0.16 36.60 

(75.00) (:~5.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
4 Y atha Weaving 14 - - - - 14 14 1.00 0.00 00.00 

(100.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
5 Kalimpong Bags 10 13 1 1 - 25 43 1.72 0.15 43.03 

(40.00) (52.00) (4.00) (4.00) (0.00) (100.00) -00 6 Bamboo Craft 32 19 2 - - 53 76 1.43 0.08 39.86 
1,() 

(60.37) (35.84) (3.77) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
7. WoodCraft 23 3 4 - - 30 41 1.37 0.13 52.55 

(76.66) (10.00) (13.33) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
8. Copper-Brass Craft 3 11 2 - - 16 31 1.94 0.14 29.38 

(18.75) (68.75) (12.50) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
9. Black smithy - 25 7 - - 32 71 2.22 0.07 18.91 

(0.00) (78.12) (21.87) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
10. Silver Craft 13 13 6 2 - 34 65 1.91 0.15 47.12 

(38.23) (38.23) (17.64) (5.88) (0.00) (100.00) I 

All Handicrafts 129 94 25 4 1 253 414 1.64 0.05 47.56 I 
(50.98) (37.15) (9.88) (1.58) (0.391 (100.00) 
Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 



5.3 ORGANISATION OF LABOUR ACCORDING TO SEX 

The entire work force irrespe~tive of sex work in a systematic manner 

promoting division of labour related to the production procedure so that both the 

quality and quantity are ensured in their best possible way. 

It is evident from Table 5.2 that for total craft sector male workers comprise as 

high as 85% and rest are female workers. It is interesting to note that in all the three 

skill categories considered in this study percentage of male workers are significantly 

high for total craft sector. 

It can be further by Table 5.2 that Thanka painting craft is dominated by male 

artisans and has higher percentage of male worker in different skill categories also. 

Same is the scenario with the three sectors of metal craft which also have 

overwhelmingly higher percentage of male workers, Though wood craft, bamboo craft 

and Kalimpong bags also have high male workers in skilled category but have 

moderate percentage of female workers in either partly skilled or unskilled category. It 

is interesting to note that carpet weaving is totally under female worker whereas in 

yatha weaving also female workers dominate. It seems weaving is traditionally 

considered a female job. It is observed that out of 414 total workers in the study area, 

male constitute 85.84 percent of the work force while female constitute only 15.21 

percent. 

Fig. 5.2 shows the organisation skilled workers by sex .. There are 278 skilled 

worker of which 245 are male artisan constitute 88.13 percent and 33 female making up 

11.87 percent of the workforce. In partially category out of 93 artisans, 80.64 percent 

are male, 19.36 percent are female (Fig. 5. 3 ), in unskilled category, 72.09 percent are 

male, and 27.91 percent comprises of female (Fig. 5.4),. The percentage of female 

artisans in black smithy and carpet weaving varies from negligible 1% to 100% 

respectively. In carpet weaving, it is operated wholly by the women, however bringing 

raw material from market coiling of wool by some men folk etc are classed, as minor 

work performed by men is not accounted. The percentage of women labour is very 

negligible mainly woodcraft, copper-Brass, blacksmith craft and silver craft as this craft 

is more technical and more physical strength is require. These craft may be classed 

gender specific and women participation in these crafts is a subsidiary artisan assisting 

in unskilled work. With the increasing strain of economic subsistence, the division of 

labour between sexes is gradually becoming less and less marked. Example for this 
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situation can be had from one of the household unit in woodcraft that one of the female 

artisans is a skilled worker 

Table 5.2 Organisation of Labour According to Sex 

Skill Category 
Sl. Sex Partially Total 
No Handicraft Skilled Unskilled 

skilled 

1 Thanka Painting Male 20 (95.23) 4 (100.00) -- (0.00) 24 (96.00) 

Female 1 (4.76) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 1 (04.00) 
Total 21 (100.00) 4 (100.00) -- (0.00) 25 (100.00) 

2 Kalimpong Arts Male 21 (91.30) 4 (40.00) 1 (20.00) 26 (68.42) 
Female 2 (8.70) 6 (60.00) 4 (80.00) 12 (31.57) 
Total 23 (100.00) 10 (100.00) 5 (100.00) 38 (100.00) 

3 Carpet Weaving Male 03 (30.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 3 (30.00) 
Female 07 (70.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 7 (70.00) 
Total 10 (100.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 10 (100.00) 

4 Yatha Weaving Male -- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 
Female 14 (100.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 14 (100.00) 
Total 14 (100.00) -- (00.00) -- (0.00) 14 (100.00) 

5 Kalimpong Bags Male 27 (79.41) 4 (50.00) 1 (100.00) 32 (74.41) 
Female 7 (20.59) 4 (50.00) -- (0.00) ] 1 (25.59) 
Total 34 (100.00) 8 (100.00) 1 (100.00) 43 (100.00) 

6 Bamboo Craft Male 51 (96.23) 6 (54 .55) 8 (66.66) 65 (85.52) 
Female 2 (3.77) 5 (45.45) 4 (33.33) 11 (14.48) 
Total 53 (100.00) 11 (100.00) 12 (100.00) 76 (100.00) 

7 Wood Craft Male 31 (100.00) 4 (66.66) 4 (100.00) 39 (95.13) 
Female -- (0.00) 2 (33.33) -- (0.00) 2 (4.87) 
Total 31 (100.00) 6 (100.00) 4 (100.00) 41 (100.00) 

8 Copper &-Brass Male 17 (00.00) 6 (100.00) 6 (75.00) 29 (93.54) 
Craft Female -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 2 (25.00) 2 (6.45) 

Total 17 (100.00) 6 (100.00) 8 (100.00) 31 (100.00) 

9 Black smithy Male 34 (100.00) 36 (100.00) -- (0.00) 70 (98.59) 
Female -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 1 (100~00) 1 (1.40) 
Total 34 (100.00) 36 (100.00) 1 (100.00) 71(100.00) 

10 Silver Craft Male 42 (100.00) 11 (91.66) 11 (100.00) 64(98.46) 
Female -- (0.00) 1 (8.33) -- (0.00) 1(1.53) 
Total 42 (100.00) 12 (100.00) 11 (100.00) 65 (100.00) 
Male 245 (88.13) 75 (80.64) 31 (72.09) 351 (84.78) 

All Handicraft Female 33 (11.87) 18 (19.36) 12 (27.91) 63 (15.21) 
Total 278 (100.00) 93 (100.00) 43 (100.00) 414 (100.00) 

Source Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represent the percentage of no. of workers) 
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5.4 CONTRIBUTION OF PART TIME WORKER PER UNIT 

It is perceptible from the Table 5 .. 3 on average onlylO% work is contributed by 

the part time workers in total handicraft sector, with C.V being very high for this 

variable. Around 37% of the part time workers contribute in between 20-30% of the 

total work of the units whereas slightly less than half of the part time workers 

contribute in between 30-50% of the total work of the units for all handicraft sectors. 

Inter craft variation can be markedly gleam from the Fig. 5.5. Thanka painting, carpet 

weaving and Yatha weaving do not have any part time worker. In fact only 26% of the 

handicraft units employ part time worker. However variation between different 

handicraft sectors is high. For example, in half of the units of black smithy engaging 

part time worker only 17% of the total worker& ·engaged in.the entire handicraft are part . 

time worker. Variation is again very high in inter-craft·s'ection. · · 

Contribution of part-time worker to the total wor:k'donehas been·found to vary 

from zero to 18.24 percent. Average contributioa ·to ·.work ·by part-time worker is 

highest in the manufacture of Kalimpong bags. Closely followed by Blacksmith craft 

and the contribution of part-time worker is the least in silver'craft Silver craft shows.the 

most consistent of all the craft with coefficient of variation with 5.89 percent. That 

Thanka painting, Carpet and Y atha weaving have no part-time worker hence no 

variation. It is also evident from the Table 5.4 that Thanka painting; Woolen carpet and 

Yatha weaving have no part-time worker. The percentage of part-.time worker is highest 

in Kalimpong bag closely followed by Copper-Bronze craft. In.black smithy craft 50% 

of the worker are part-time worker and in Kalimpong bag it is 48% .. The average part

time worker for all Handicrafts is 17% while 26% of units· in all handicraft units is 

functioning with part-time worker. 

Inter craft variation and divergence related to Percentage contribution of work 

by part-time worker is mainly due to diverse nature of production process and 

requirement of different level of skill in different crafts. 

5.5 AGE STRUCTURE OF THE WORKERS 

Average age of the owner for all craft sector worker is 43. 62 years. Within 

different crafts, the average age of the owner worker varies from 34.36 to 51.31 years. 

Average for individual craft is lowest in carpet weaving and is highest in Copper and 
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Table 5.3 Contribution of Part time workers per unit 
-

Contribution of Part time workers in units (in %) No of Unit S.E 
Sl. Handicrafts with part- of ' 

No time worker Mean 
Mea 

c.v. 
>0-20 20.1-30 30.1-40 40.1-50 50.1 60 Above 60.1 in % 

n 
1 Thanka Painting -- (0.00) -- (00.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 0 (100.00) -- -- --
2 Kalimpong Arts 1 (16.66) I (16.66) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 2 (33.33) 2 (33.33) 6 (100.00) I4.81 5.39 167.04 
3 Carpet Weaving -- (0.00) -- (00.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 0 (100.00) -- -- --
4 Y atha Weaving -- (0.00) -- (00.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 0 (100.00) -- -- --
5 Kalimpong Bags - (0.00) 4 (33.33) 4. (33.33) 3 (25.00) I (8.33) -- (0.00 12 (100.00) 18.24 4.14 Il3.70 ' 
6 Bamboo Craft -- (0.00) 5 (25.00) 6 (30.00) 9 (45.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 20 (100.00) 14.48 2.68 135.01 

~ 7 Wood Craft -- (0.00) -- (00.00) 1 (33.33) I (33.33) I (33.33) -- (0.00) 3 (100.00) 4.77 2.73 314.46 
8 Copper-Brass Craft 1 (14.28) 4 (57.14) 1 (14.28) 1 (14.28) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 7 (100.00) 14.46 3.67 101.65 

9 Black smithy 1 (6.25) 9 (56.25) 5 (31.25) 1 (6.25) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 16 (100.00) I5.74 2.68 96.56 I 

10 Silver Craft --- (0.00) 1 (100.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) I (100.00) 0.67 .67 589.55 

All Handicrafts 3 (4.6I) 24 (36.92) 17 (26.15) 15 (23.07) 4 (6.15) 2 (3.07) 65 (100.00) 10.18 1.07 170.92 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 



Table 5.4 Unit-wise Sectional Distribution of Part-Time Workers 

Contribution of Part time workers 

Sl. Part- Units with Part-

No Handicraft 
Part-time worker %to total 

time time worker 
worker 

Male Female worker No. % 

1 Thanka Painting 0 0 0 0.00 0 00.00 

2 Kalimpong Arts 5 8 13 34.21 6 28.57 

3 Carpet Weaving 0 0 0 0.00 0 00.00 

4 Yatha Weaving 0 0 0 0.00 0 00.00 

5 Kalimpong Bags 3 7 10 23.26 12 48.00 

6 Bamboo Craft 8 9 17 22.37 20 37.73 

7 WoodCraft 2 1 3 7.32 3 10.00 

8 Copper-Brass Craft 8 2 10 32.26 7 43.75 

9 Black smithy 15 1 16 22.54 16 50.00 

10 Silver Craft 0 1 1 1.54 1 2.94 

All Handicrafts 41 29 70 16.91 65 25.69 

Source: Field Survey 

Brass Craft. Table 5.5 Shows that a sizable proportion of owners falls in the age group 

of 30.1 to 45 years ( 42.68 percent) and another 31.22% fall in the range of 45-60 years. 

It is interesting to note that newer generations constituting the age group of 15 ·to 30 

years have 16 percent of the owner worker. 

Coefficient of variation with all the crafts taken together is low and is only 

28.58%. while silver craft is the most consistent (17.07 percent), and kalimpong bags 

manufacturing is least consistent (33.67) in this case. Fig. 5.6 Shows the distribution 

pattern of age of the owner worker in different craft sectors. 

Average age for full time worker varies from 26 to 38 years Average age of full 

time worker is lowest in Thanka painting while it is highest in Kalimpong arts. Table 

5.5 and Figure 5.7 show the percentage distribution full time worker by age. It is 

evident that there is no existence of full time worker in Carpet weaving. Moreover it 

clearly exhibits existence of full time labour in the age group of 15 & below in 

Kalimpong bags manufacturing. Although is not alarming still it accounted for 1.11 

percent of the total work force. Maximum occurrence of full time worker is in the age 

group of 15.1 - 30 years and is also indicative of the fact that traditional crafts are 
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employing new generation also. It is found that some 88 percent of the full time 

worker is in the age group of 15.1 - 30 years in woodcraft beside about 80% and 67% 

of the full time workers ofThanka painting and silver craft are in the same age group .. 

Coefficient of variation of these variable shows that Thanka painting is most 

consistent (23 .08 percent) and Kalimpong bags units are least consistent. The average 

age of full-time labour in all crafts is 38.83 and Coefficient of variation is only 33.46 

percent. 

Fig.-5.8 shows Average age of part-time worker which varies from 23 to 38 

years. The average age for all part-time workers is 28.03 years. However there is no 

part-time worker in Thanka painting as it is highly skill oriented work. The majority of 

part-time workers are in the age group of 15.1 to 30 years. Some 60 percent of part

time workers falls under this category. 

Moreover, the average for total worker ranges from 33.3 to 48.5 years the 

variation is least in carpet weaving and most in case of Kalimpong arts. The average 

age of all workers for total crafts sectors is 38.22 years and coefficient of variation is 

only 35.75 percent The total of the age group shows 37.92 percent oftotal worker falls 

under the age group of30.1-45 years and 32.85 percent is in the age group of 15.1-30 

years, 22 percent falls in the age group of 40 to 60 years and 6 percent falls in the age 

group 60 & above as shown in Fig, 5.9. 

5.6 EXPERIENCE OF WORKERS IN YEARS 

Average years of experience of owner worker vary from 16.68 years to 33.38 

years in various crafts. It is highest in Copper & Brass craft and least in Hill Bags 

(Table 5.6). Length of the experience of owner however is not related with skill 

requirement. It is rather positively related to the age of the owner. Black smith craft is 

the most consistent of all craft with 28.83 as Value of Coefficient of variation and 

Yatha is the least consistent to all craft with C. V equals 60.88. 

However, when experience of total worker is considered one gets a slightly 

different picture with average varies only from 18.40 years in woodcraft to 35.31 in 

copper and brass. Highest variation the units in this case is seen with Y atha weaving 

with C.V value as 57.80 and least variation is found in case of Black smith craft with 

C. V value 26.57. 
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Table 5.5 Age Structure of the Workers 
-

Sl. Category Age of the workers in Years c.v. I No Handicraft of Total 
Mean S.E. of 

Workers Unto-15 15.1 -30 30.1-45 45.1-60 Above-60 workers Mean in% I 
1. Thanka: Painting F.T.O.W - (0.00) 5 (25.00) 11 (55.00) 3 (15.00) 1 (5.00) 20 (100.00) 38.85 2.46 28.26 

F.T.L -- (0.00) 4 (80.00) 1 (20.00) - (0.00) -- (0.00) 5 (100.00) 26.00 2.68 23.08 
P.T -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 0 (0.00) - (0.00) -- (0.00) 0 (0.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
T .. Worker - (0.00) 9 (36.00) 12 (48.00) 3 (12.00) 1 (4.00) 25 (100.00) 35.60 2.35 33.03 

2 Kalimpong. Arts F.T.O.W -- (0.00) 4 (19.04) 11 (52.38) 5 (23.80) 1 (4.76) 21 (100.00) 40.14 2.31 26.35 
F.T.L -- (0.00) . I (25.00) 2 (50.00) 1 (25.00) -- (0.00) 4 (100.00) 38.00 5.30 27.9I 
P.T 2 (15.38) 9 (69.23) 2 (15.38) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 13 (100.00) 22.92 2.35 36.91 
T. Worker 2 (5.26) I4 (36.84) 15 (39.47) 6 (I5.78) I (2.63) 38 (IOO.OO) 34.03 2.I5 38.91 

3 Carpet Weaving F.T.O.W -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 3 (37.50) 3 (37.50) 2 (25.00) 8 (100.00) 34.36 3.00 . 32.68 - F.T.L -- (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 2 (100.00) -- (0.00) 2 (100.00) 38.00 0.00 0.00 14:) -- --00 

P.T -- (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) -- (0.00) (00.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 -- -- -- --
T. Worker - (0.00) -- (0.00) 3 (30.00) 5 (50.00) 2 (20.00) 10 (100.00) 48.50 3.70 24.16 

4 Yatha Weaving F.T.O.W -- (0.00) 6 (42.85) 6 (42.85) 2 (14.28) -- (0.00) I4 (100.00) 48.88 5.00 29.45 
F.T.L -- (0.00) (0.00) -- (0.00) --- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (100.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
P.T -- (0.00) (0.00) -- (0.00) --- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- (100.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
T. Worker -- (0.00) 6 (42.85) 6 (42.85) 2 (14.28) -- (0.00) I4 (100.00) 33.71 2.8I 31.I4 

5.. Kalimpong Bags F.T.O.W -- (0.00) 9 (36.00) 10 (40.00) 4 (16.00) 2 (8.00) 25 (100.00) 38.16 2.57 33.67 
F.T.L 1 (12.50) 2 (25.00) 4 (50.00) 1 (12.50) -- (0.00) 8 (100.00) 32.31 4.59 40.15 
P.T -- (0.00) 6 (60.00) 4 .(40.00) -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 10 (IOO.OO) 29.00 2.32 25.34 
T. Worker 1 _{2.3~ 17 (39.53) 18 (41.86J 5 _{11.62) 2 (4.65) 43 (100.001 34.5 1.97 37.39 

Contmue ..... 



Continue. Table 5. 5 Age Structure of the Workers 

Sl. Category of 
No Handicraft Workers Unto-15 
6 Bamboo Craft F.T.O.W -- (0.00) 

F.T.W -- (0.00) 
P.T -- (0.00) 
T.Worker -- (0.00) 

7 Wood Crafts F.T.O.W -- (0.00) 
F.T.W -- (0.00) 
P.T -- (0.00) 
T.Worker -- (0.00) 

8 Copper-Brass Crafts F.T.O.W -- (0.00) 
F.T.W -- (0.00) ,_. 
P.T -- (0.00) \0 

\0 

T. Worker -- (0.00) 

9 Black smithy F.T.O.W -- (0.00) 
F.T.L -- (0.00) 
P.T 1 (6.25) 
T.Worker 1 (1.40) 

10. Silver Craft F.T.O.W -- (0.00) 
F.T.W -- (0.00) 
P.T -- (0.00) 
T.Worker -- (0.00) 
F.T.O.W -- (0.00) 

All Crafts F.T.W 1 (1.11) 
P.T 3 (4.28) 
T.Worker 4_{00.96) 

Source: Field Survey 

Age of the workers in Years 
15.1 -30 30.1-45 45.1-60 Above-60 

Total workers Mean 

4 (7.54) 14 (26.41) 25 (47.16) 10 (18.86) 53 (100.00) 49.21 
3 (50.00) 2 (33.33) 1 (16.66) -- (00.00) 6 (100.00) 33.00 
17 (100.00) -- (0.00) -- (00.00) -- (00.00) 17 (100.00) 23.00 
24 (31.57) 16 (21.05) 26 (34.21) 10 (13.15) 76 (100.00) 44.94 

3 (10.00) 15 (50.00) 11 (36.66) 1 (3.33) 30 (100.00) 44.33 
7 (87.50) -- (00.00) 1 (12.50) -- (00.00) 8 (100.00) 26.75 
2 (66.66) -- (00.00) 1 (33.33) -- (00.00) 3 (100.00) 33.00 
12 (29.26) 15 (36.58) 13 (31.70) 1 (2.43) 41 (100.00) 39.10 

1 (6.25) 5 (31.25) 6 (37.50) 4 (25.00) 16 (100.00) 51.31 
3 (60.00) 2 (40.00) -- (00.00) -- (00.00) 5 (100.00) 29.00 
5 (50.00) 4 (40.00) 1 (10.00) -- (00.00) 10 (100.00) 32.00 
9 (29.03) 11 (35.48) 7 (22.58) 4 (12.90) 31 (100.00) 40.90 

0 (0.00) 15 (46.87) 14 (43.75) 3 (3.12) 32 (100.00) 47.22 
10 (43.47) 9 (39.13) 4 (17.39) -- (00.00) 23 (100.00) 34.09 
6 (37.50) 8 (50.00) 1 (6.25) -- (00.00) 16 (100.00) 30.97 
16 (22.53) 32 (45.10) 19 (26.76) 3 (4.22) 71 (100.00) 39.49 

9 (26.47) 18 (52.94) 6 (17.64) 1 (2.94) 34 (100.00) 38.82 
20 (66.66) 9 30.00) 1 (3.33) -- (00.00) 30 (100.00) 28.17 
-- (00.00) -- 00.00) 1 (100.00) -- (00.00) 1 (100.00) 38.00 
29 (44.61) 27 (41.53j_ 8 _{12.30) 1 (1.53) 65 (100.00) 33.31 

41 (16.20) 108 (42.68) 79 (31.22) 25 (9.88) 253 (100.00) 43.62 
50 (54.94) 29 (31.86) 11 (12.08) -- (00.00) 91 (100.00) 30.83 
45 (64.28) 19 (27.14) 3 (4.28) -- (00.00) 70 (100.00) 28.23 
136 (32.85) 157 (37.92) 92 _(22.22) 25 (6.03) 414 (100.00) 38.22 

(Figure in the parenthesis represent the percentage of no. of units) 
Abbreviation: F. T. 0. W= Full time owner worker, F. T. W= Full time paid Worker, P. T= Part time 

S.E. of c.v. 
Mean in% 

1.69 25.03 
4.56 33.88 
0.00 0.00 
1.83 33.29 

2.24 27.65 
3.51 37.09 
8.16 42.85 
1.96 32.14 

3.42 26.68 
3.29 . 25.34 
3.15 31.09 
2.69 36.58 

1.42 27.69 
2.30 32.36 
2.80 35.01 
1.52 32.24 

1.84 17.07 
15.1 28.91 
0.00 0.00 
1.36 32.70 

0.78 28.58 
1.09 33.46 
1.27 34.93 
0.68 35.75 
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It is evident from Fig. 5.10 that owners' experiences vary greatly in different 

crafts and units within the craft. Further. it is found that more than 55 percent of work 

force has experience more in the range between ii to 30 years. Only 10 percent of 

worker has experience more than 60 years and 1 7 percent have experience less than 11 

years. In all average experience of the owner worker is 24.3 7 years while average for 

total worker is 26 years (Figure 5.11) and coefficient of variation is consistent in total 

worker (48.5) than owner worker (51.12). 

5. 7 ORGANISATION OF LABOUR ACCORDING TO SKILL 

Categorisation of skill has been done base upon the length of experience and 

nature of involvement of the worker in the production processes. No formal training or 

education of any sort for skill formation is normally imparted to the beginners. The 

skill is generally passed on from older to younger generation, informally. It is obvious 

that in this situation and under condition of maintenance of Craft traditional, majority 

of the worker are usually con~idered as skilled. From the Table 5.7- it is evident that 

of the total of351 male worker 67.15 percent of consist of male Partly skilled constitute 

22.46 percent of the workers and 10.86 percent constitute the partly skilled labour. It 

can be said that the skilled in the traditional craft is essentially most important part of 

the trade. The values of Table 5.7. have been shown through graphical presentation in 

Figure 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 of the skill categories of male, female and total worker 

respectively. 

The percentage of skilled labour is highest in carpet weaving as single 

skilled worker operates it. Average percentage of skill worker is highest in Carpet 

weaving and Yatha Weaving as all the units in these craft is operated by individual 

labour and hence no variation. While in the Blacksmith craft it is lowest with 48.95 

percent and it is low in Wall hanging art 60.41 percent. Rest in all the industries the 

average percentage of skill worker is more than all craft average of 77.60 percent with 

exception of Thanka painting where the average little less than all craft average. 

Variation among the units is the highest in wall hanging arts. While it is still 

higher than the all craft average (C.V =34.26) in Copper-Brass craft and Thanka 

Painting (Table 5.8). 
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Table 5.6 Experience of Workers in years 

Sl Category Experience of workers in Years 
Total C.V 

.No Handicraft of Worker Worker Mean S.Eof 
in% <=10 11-20 21-30 31-40 Above-41 Mean 

1. Thanka Painting O.Worker 5 (25.00) 7 (35.00) 5 (25.00) 3 (15.00) 0 {00.00) 20 {100) 20.50 2.25 49.07 
T.Worker 8 (32.00) 8 (32.00) 6 (24.00) 3 (12.00) 0 (00.00) 25 (100) 21.75 2.26 46.52 

2 Kalimpong .Arts O.Worker 6 (28.57) 8 (38.09) 4 (19.04) 3 (14.20) 0 (00.00) 21 (100) 20.05 2.31 52.81 
T.Worker 17 (44.73) 14 (36.84 4 (10.52) 3 (7.89) 0 (00.00) 38 (100) 21.86 2.39 50.18 

3 .Carpet Weaving O.Worker 0 (00.00) 3 (37.50) 2 (25.00) 1 (12.50) 2 (25.00) 8 (100) 30.00 5.18 48.86 
I T.Worker 0 (00.00) 5 (50.00) 2 (20.00) 1 (10.00) 2 (20.00) 10 (100) 31.25 5.14 46.49 I 

4. Yatha Weaving O.Worker 3 (21.42) 7 (50.00) 2 (14.28) 1 (7.14) 1 (7.14) 14 (100) 18.79 3.06 60.88 
T.Worker 3 (21.42) 7 (50.00) 2 (14.28) 1 (7.14) 1 (7.14) 14 (100) 19.79 3.06 57.80 

5 Kalimpong .Bags O.Worker 7 (28.00) 14 (56.00) 2 (8.00) 2 (8.00) 0 (00.00) 25 (100) 16.68 1.72 51.49 
T.Worker 18 (41.86) 19 {44.18) 4 (9.30) 2 (4.65} 0 (00.00} 43 (100} 18.40 1.73 .47.01 

~ 6 Bamboo Craft O.Worker 8 (15.09) 11 (20.75) 14 (26.41} 10 (18.86) 10 (18.86} 53 (100) 27.43 1.69 44.84 
r> T.Worker 22 (28.94) 15 (19.73) 17 (22.36) 12 (15.78} 10 (13.15) 76 (100} 28.87 1.71 43.08 

7 Wood Craft O.Worker 5 (16.66) 10 (33.33) 7 (23.33} 7 (23.33) 1 (3.33) 30 (100) 24.40 2.55 57.29 
T.Worker 14 (34.14} 11 (26.82) 8 (19.51} 7 (17.07) 1 (2.43) 41 (100} 25.77 2.56 54.44 

8. Copper & Brass Craft O.Worker 0 (00.00) 3 (18.75) 4 (25.00) 4 (25.00) 5 (31.25) 16 (100) 33.38 3.22 38.58 
T.Worker 12 (38.70) 4 (12.90) 5 (16.12) 5 (16.12) 5 (16.12) 31 (100) 35.31 3.27 37.01 

I 

9. Black smithy O.Worker 0 (00.00) 6 (18.75) 12 (37.5) 9 (28.12) 5 (15.62) 32 (100) 31.00 1.58 28.83 
T.Worker 24 (33.80) 18 (25.35) 14 (19.71) 10 (14.08) 5 (7.04) 71 (100) 33.19 1.56 26.57 

10. Silver Craft O.Worker 10 (29.41) 12 (35.29) 7 (20.58) 3 (8.82} 2 (5.88} 34 (100) 20.65 2.11 59.46 
T.Worker 28 (43.07) 24 (36.92) 8 {12.30) 3 (4.61) 2 (2.32) 65 (100) 22.53 2.16 55.83 

All Handicrafts 0. Worker 44 (17.39) 81 (32.01) 59 (23.32) 43 (16.99) 26 (10.27) 253 (100) 24.37 0.78 51.12 
T. Worker 147 {35.50) 125{30.19) 69 {16.66) 46 (11.11) 27 {6.52) 414_(100) 26.00 0.79 48.51 I 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 



Table 5.7 Organisation Of Craftsmen According To Skill 

Skill Category 
Sl. Handicraft Sex 

Skilled 
Semi 

Unskilled 
Total 

No. Skilled 
1. Thanka Painting Male Worker 20 (83.33) 4 (16.66) -- ( 0.00) 24 (100.00) 

Female Worker 1 (100.00) -- (0.00) -- ( 0.00) 1 (100.00) 
Total Worker 21 (84.00) 4 (16.00) -- ( 0.00) 25 (100.00) 

2. Kalimpong Arts Male Worker 21 (80.76) 4 (15.38) 1 ( 3.84) 26 (100.00) 
Female Worker 2 (16.66) 6 (50.00) 4 (3333) 12 (100.00) 
Total Worker 23 (60.52) 10 (26.31) 5 (13.15) 38 (100.00) 

3. Carpet Weaving Male Worker 3 (100.00) -- (0.00) -- ( 0.00) 03 (100.00) 
Female Worker 7 (100.00) -- (0.00) -- ( 0.00) 07 (100.00) 
Total Worker 10 (100.00) -- (0.00) -- ( 0.00) 10 (100.00) 

4.Yatha Weaving Male Worker -- (0.00) -- (0.00) -- ( 0.00) -- (00.00) 
Female Worker 14 (100.00) -- (0.00) -- ( 0.00) 14 (100.00) 
Total Worker 14 (100.00) -- (0.00) -- ( 0.00) 14 (100.00) 

5. Kalimpong Bags Male Worker 27 (84.37) 4 (12.50) 1 ( 3.12) 32 (100.00) 
Female Worker 7 (63.63) 4 (36.36) -- ( 0.00) 11 (100.00) 
Total Worker 34 (79.06) 8 (18.60) 1 ( 2.32) 43 (100.00) 

6.Bamboo Craft Male Worker 51 (78.46) 6 (9.23) 8 (12.30) 65 (100.00) 
Female Worker 2 (18.18) 5 (45.45) 4 (36.36) 11 (100.00) 
Total Worker 53 (69.73) 11 (14.47) 12 (15.78) 76 (100.00) 

7.Wood Craft Male Worker 31 (79.49) 4 (10.25) 4 (10.25) 39 (100.00) 
Female Worker -- (0.00) 2 (100.00) -- ( 0.00) 2 (100.00) 
Total Worker 31 (75.60) 6 (14.63) 4 ( 9.75) 41 (100.00) 

8. Copper & Brass Male Worker 17 (58.62) 6 (20.68) 6 (20.68) 29 (100.00) 
Craft Female Worker -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 2 (100.00) 2 (100.00) 

Total Worker 17 (54.83) 6 (19.35) 8 (25.80) 31 (100.00) 

9.Black Smithy Male Worker 34 (48.57) 36 (51.42) -- ( 0.00) 70 (100.00) 
Female Worker -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 1 (100.00) 1 (100.00) 
Total Worker 34 (47.88) 36 (50.70) 1 ( 1.41) 71 (100.00) 

10. Silver Craft Male Worker 42 (64.61) 11 (17.19) 11 (17.19) 64 (100.00) 
Female Worker -- (0.00) 1 (100.00) -- ( 0.00) 1 (100.00) 
Total Worker 42 (64.62) 12 (18.46) 11 (16.92) 65 (100.00) 
Male Worker 245 (69.80) 75 (21.36) 31 ( 8.83) 351 (100.00) 

All Handicrafts Female Worker 33 (52.38) 18 (28.57) 12 (19.04) 63 (100.00) 
Total Worker 278 (67.15) 93 (22.46) 43 (10.86) 414 (100.00) 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represent the percentage of no of workers) 
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Fig. 5.10 Percentage of O"ner 'Yorker b~· Years of EXJ)ertence 
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Table 5.8 Percentage of skill workers 

Sl 
Mean 

S.E. c.v. 
No. Handicraft of Mean in% 
1. Thanka Painting 90.00 4.58 22.78 

2. Kalimpong Arts 78.17 6.46 37.90 

3. Carpet Weaving 100 0.00 0.00 

4. Yatha Weaving 100 0.00 0.00 

5. Kalimpong Bags 84.33 4.81 28.56 

6. Bamboo Craft 79.55 3.52 32.25 

7. Wood Craft 87.77 4.58 28.60 

8 Copper & Brass Craft 60.41 6.06 40.12 

9 Black smithy 48.95 2.10 24.35 

10. Silver Craft 73.52 4.51 35.78 

All Handicrafts 77.60 1.67 34.61 

Source: Field Survey 

5.8 DAILY HOUR OF OPERATION OF THE WORKERS 

Most of the traditional artisans are characterised by long hour of strenuous 

work. Average hour of daily operation by all workers together is highest in Silver craft 

i.e 8.38 closely followed by wood craft 8.29 hrs. Average hours of daily operation per 

units (5.43) is lowest in Carpet weaving and the variation among the units is found to 

be lowest in Silver craft with coefficient of variation value 9.38. (Table 5.9) From 

Figure 5.18 it is evident that approximately 7 percent of the total worker are engaged 

in industrial and allied activities for less than 2 hours a day in wall hanging art, Hill 

bags, Bamboo craft Copper-brass craft and Black smithy craft. It is observed that 

maximum number of worker are found in the range between 4 to 8 hours and engage 

more than 60·percent of worker with strenuous work. More than 60% worker in Thanka 

Painting, 50% in wall hanging Art, 99% in Carpet weaving, 93% in Yatha Weaving, 

52% in hill Bags, 57% in bamboo, 56% in wood craft, 38% Copper-Brass craft 59% 

black smith craft and 65% Silver craft are under the range of more than 6 hour of 

strenuous work. It is about 20 % of the labour works more than 8 hours per day in all 

crafts, the graphical presentation of hour of operation by owner worker is shown in 

Fig.5.15. No full time workers operate for less than 4 hours in Thanka painting, hill 

bags and Woodcraft (Fig 5.16). No silver artisans work less than 4 hours throughout the 



)h. 

Table 5.9 Hour of Daily Operation of the workers 
Sl. Categories Hour Daily of 0 :reration of worker 
No. Handicraft of 10.1 - Total workers Mean S.E of C.Vin 

Workers <=2 2.1-4 4.1-6 6.1-8 8.1 - 10 
Above Mean % 

1. Thanka F.T.O.W -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 3 (15.00) 9 (45.00) 8 (40.00) - (0.00) 20 (100.00) 8.05 0.23 13.04 
Painting F.T.L -- (0.00) -- (0.00) - (0.00) 5 (100.0) - (0.00) - (0.00) 5 (100.00) 8.00 0.00 0.00 

P.T.W -- (0.00) -- (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 6.00 0.00 0.00 
T. Worker -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 3 (12.00) 14 (56.00) 8 (32.00) - (0.00) 25 (100.00) 7.92 0.22 12.62 

2. Kalimpong. _ F.T.O.W -- (0.00) 1 (4.76) 2 (9.52) 11 (52.38) 7 (38.09) - (0.00) 21 (100.00) 8.19 0.34 19.41 
Arts F.T.L -- (0.00) . -- (0.00) - (0.00) 4 (100.00) (0.00) - (0.00) 4 (0.00) 8.00 0.00 0.00 

P.T.W 2 (28.57) 8 (69.53) 3 (42.85) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 13 (100.00) 4.00 0.62 41.25 
T .. Worker 2 (6.89) 9 (10.34) 5 (17.24) 15 (39.47) 7 (27.58) - (0.00) 38 (100.00) 7.10 0.45 29.29 

3 Carpet F.T.O.W -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 7 (87.5) 1 (12.5) - (0.00) - (0.00) 8 (100.00) 5.50 0.26 13.63 

~ 
Weaving F.T.L -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 2 (100.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 2 (100.00) 6.00 1.50 38.54 

P.T.W -- (0.00) -- (00.0) - (0.00) 0 (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) -- (00.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
T .. Worker -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 9 (90.00) 1 (10.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 10 (100.00) 5.43 0.29 15.10 

4. Yatha Weaving F.T.O.W -- (0.00) -- (0.00) 11 (78.57) 3 (21.42) - (0.00) - (0.00) 14 (100.00) 6.14 0.25 15.38 
F.T.L -- (0.00) -- (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
P.T.W -- (0.00) -- (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
T .. Worker -- (0.00) - (0.00) 11 (78.57) 3 (21.42) - (0.00) - (0.00) 14 (100.00) 5.43 0.25 12.28 

5 Kalimpong. F.T.O.W 1 (4.00) -- (0.00) 3 (12.0) 10 (40.0) 8 (32.00) 3 (12.0) 25 (100.00) 8.40 0.43 25.83 
Bags F.T.L -- (0.00) -- (0.00) - (0.00) 4 (50.0) - (0.00) 4 (50.00) 8 (100.00) 7.25 6.50 63.31 

P.T.W -- (0.00) 4 (40.00) 4 (40.00) 2 (20.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 10 (100.00) 5.08 0.39 26.96 
T .. Worker 1 (2.32) 4 (9.30) 7 (16.27) 16 (37.20) 8 (18.60) 7 (7.69) 43 (100.00) 7.41 0.28 19.02 
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Continue... Table 5.9 Hour of Daily Operation of the workers 
- -

Categories 
Sl. of 
No. Handicraft Workers 
6 Bamboo Craft F.T.O.W 

F.T.W 
P.T.W 
TWorker 

7 Wood Craft F.T.O.W 
F.T.L 
P.T.W 
T .Worker 

8. Copper & Brass F.T.O.W 
Craft F.T.L 

P.T.W 
T .. Worker 

F.T.O.W 
9 Black smithy F.T.L 

P.T.W 
T. Worker 

F.T.O.W 
10 Silver Craft F.T.L 

P.T.W 
T. Worker 

All Handicrafts F.T.O.W 
F.T.L 
P.T.W 
T.Worker 

Source: Field Survey 

Hour of Daily Operation of workers 

10.1- Total <=2 2.1-4 4.1-6 6.1-8 8.1 - 10 
Above workers 

Mean 

- (0.00) 10 (18.86) 14 (26.41) 24 (45.28) 5 (9.43) - (0.00) 53 (100.0) 6.5 
- (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 6 (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 6 (0.00) 8.00 
2 {11.76) 9 (52.94) 1 (5.86) 4 (23.52) 1 (11.76) - (0.00) 17 (100.0) 4.14 
2 (2.63) 19 (25.00) 15 (19.73) 34 (44.73) 6 (8.00) - (0.00) 76 (100.0) 5.93 

- (0.00) - (0.00) 4 (13.33) 13 (4333) 11 (36.66) 2 (6.66) 30 (100.0) 8.36 - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 8 (100.0) - (0.00) - (0.00) 8 (100.0) 7.00 
- (0.00) 1· (33.33) - (0.00) - (0.00) 2 (66.66) - (0.00) 3 (100.0) 7.33 
- (0.00) 1 (2.44) 4 (9.75) 21 (51.21) 13 (31.71) 2 (4.88) 41 (100.0) 8.29 

- (0.00) - (0.00) 4 (25.0) 5 (31.25) 7 (43.75) - (0.00) 16 (100.0) 7.81 
- (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 3 (33.33) 2 (66.66) - (0.00) 5 (100.0) 8.50 
9 (90.0) - (0.00) - (0.00) I (10.0) - (0.00) - (0.00) 10 (100.0) 2.40 
9 (29.03) - (0.00) 4 (12.90) 9 (29.03) 9 (29.03) - (0.00) 31 (100.0) 6.20 

- (0.00) 1 (3.12) 3 (9.37) 23 (71.87) 3 (9.37) 2 (6.25) 32 (100.0) 7.98 
- (0.00) - (0.00) 1 (4.16) 16 (69.56) 6 (25.00) - (0.00) 23 (100.0) 8.72 
1 (6.25) 2 (12.50) I (6.25) 2 (12.50) 10 (62.5) - (0~00) 16 (100.0) 3.77 
1 (1.41) 3 (4.22) 5 (7.04) 41 (57.74) 19 (26.76) 2 (2.81) 71 (100.0) 6.77\ 

- (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 16 (47.05) 17 (50.0) 1 (2.94) 34 (100.0) 8.73 
- (0.00) - (0.00) 10 (33.33) 20 (66.66) - (0.00) - (0.00) 30 (100.0) 8.35 
- (0.00) 1 (100.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - . (0.00) - (0.00) 1 (100.0) 3.00 
- (0.00) 1 (1.53) 10 (15.38) 36 (55.38) 17 (26.15) 1 (1.53) 65 (100.0) 8.38 
1 (0.39) 12 (4.74) 51 (20.15) 115 (45.45) ~6 ~26.08). 8 (3.16) 253 (100.0) 7.70 
- (0.00) - (0.00) 13 (12.08) 66 (72,52) 8. (14.28) 4 (4,39) 91 (100.0) 10.44 
14 (20.00) 25 (35.71) 9 (12.85) 9 (12.85) 13 (18.57) - (0,00) 70 (100.0) 4.13 
15 (3.62) 37 (8.93) 73 {17.63) 190 _(45.89) 87 (2I.Ol) 12 (12.89) 414 (100.0) 7.06 

(Figure in the parenthesis represent the percentage of no. of units) 
Abbreviation: F.T.O.W= Full time owner worker, F.T.W= Full time paid Worker, P.T= Part time 

S.E 
of c.v 

Mean in% 
0.22 25.07 
0.00 0.00 
0.49 54.58 
0.21 25.96 

0.30 19.73 
2.00 28.57 
2.18 51.56 
0.29 19.30 

0.32 16.26 
0.50. 11.76 
0.65 85.83 
0.49 32.09 

0.23 16.29 
0.66 32.33 
0.35 10.05 
0.20 16.83 

0.14 9.39 
1.24 47.31 
0.00 0.00 
0.14 9.78 
0.10 22.07 
0.63 43.86 
.24 51.33 
.10 26.77 
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Fig. 5.16 Percentage of Dan~· Hours of Ot•ention of Full Time Worker 
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year. In copper-Brass craft more than 60 percent of the workers work for more than 8 

hours. In Bamboo craft, woodcraft and black smithy even the part-time worker are 

engage for more than 8 hours daily (Table 5.9 and Figure 5. 17). Nevertheless, this 

situation should not be taken as unusual involvement of the worker in the traditional 

craft. Thomas Aquinas define human being as, a person with brain and hand who enjoy 

nothing more than to be creativity- purposefully and productively engage with both his 

hand and brains. Artisans in traditional society are agreeably; productively engage his 

own time at his own pace accompanied by his tools that are designed to serve the 

humans. Does this means, enormous extension of working hours? No, people who work 

in this fashion do not know the difference of work or leisure unless they sleep or eat or 

occasionally choose to do nothing at all, they are always agreeably, productively 

engaged. Many of the "on-cost Jobs" have simply disappeared. 

5.9 CAPACITY UTILISATION OF THE LABOUR 

The empirical for the capacity utilisation of the main worker is in Table 5.10 

and Fig. 5.19. The mean value of capacity utilisation for the different sector shows, 

carpet weaving has lowest with 45.83% followed by Yatha weaving and Bamboo craft 

while it is highest in the case of Silver craft with more than 101 percent. This figure 

entails the high degree of sophistication in the silver craft. Beside it is also high in 

woodcraft, Copper-Brass craft, Blacksmithy craft and Thanka Painting where the 

capacity utilisation is more than 75 percent. It is moderate in Kalimpong Art and 

Kalimpong bags. Moreover the average for the main worker is 74.20 percent and the 

variation and the variation among the units is 34.20. The coefficient of variation among 

the units in the crafts is lowest in carpet weaving (13.72) and most consistent Copper

Brass craft (35.74) has highest variation and it is least consistent. While the variation in 

all other craft is moderately low. And the variation is also low in Yatha and Kalimpong 

Art 

Considering the average capacity utilisation of total workers of all crafts, it is 

highest in Blacksmith craft (55.76%) while it is also high in silver craft (51.10%). 

Average capacity utilisation is lowest in Y atha weaving. The same is very low in the 

case ofThanka painting and Bamboo craft. Yatha Weaving is the most consistent of all 
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Table 5.10 Capacity Utilisation of the Main Workers per Units 

Sl. Capacity utilisation of main worker per unit (%) 
No Handicraft Total 

Mean 
S.E. of c.v 

30-49 50-74 75-89 90-99 100-149 units Mean in% 

-- 12 4 -- 4 . 20 77.08 5.76 33.43 1. Thanka Painting (0.00) (60.0) (20.00) ( 0.00) (20.00) (100.00) 
1 13 7 -- -- 21 68.25 2.85 19.15 2. Kalimpong arts (4.76) (61.90) (33.33) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) I 

5 3 -- -- -- 8 45.83 2.22 13.72 3. Carpet weaving (62.5) (37.50) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
3 11 -- -- -- 14 51.19 2.11 15.45 4. Yatha weaving (21.43) (78.57) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

N --
1 12 8 2 2 25 73.75 3.35 22.06 

5. Kalimpong bags (4.00) (48.00) (32.00) (8.00) (8.00) (100.00) 
13 35 5 -- -- 53 54.87 1.87 24.80 

6. Bamboo craft (24.53) (66.04) (9.43) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
2 11 11 1 5 30 76.38 3.59 25.79 

7. Woodcraft (6.67) (36.67) (36.67) (3.33) (16.67) (100.00) 
-- 7 5 -- 4 16 78.38 7.01 35.74 

8. Copper & Brass craft (0.00) (43.75) (31.25) (0.00) (25.00) (100.00) 
-- 9 6 -- 17 32 92.77 4.25 25.91 

9. Black smithy (0.00) (28.13) (18.75) (0.00) (53.12) (100.00) 
-- 4 9 1 20 34 101.47 3.94 22.67 

10. Silver craft (0.00) (11.76) (26.47) (2.94) (58.82) (100.00) 

All Handicrafts 25 117 55 4 52 253 74.20 1.59 34.24 
(9.88) (46.25) (21.74) (1.58) (20.55) (100.00) 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 



Table 5.11 Capacity Utilisation of Total worker in No. and percentage 
-

Sl. 
15-24 ~5-44 45-64 65-84 85%Above S.Eof ~.v 

No Handicraft Total Units Mean 
mean ~n% 

1 Thanka Painting - 15 5 - -- 20 39.79 2.93 32.99 
(0.00) (75.00) (25.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

2 Kalimpong arts 1 14 3 3 -- 21 42.02 3.51 30.31 
(4.76) (66.67) (14.29) (14.29) (14.29) (100.00) 

3 Carpet weaving 4 3 1 -- -- 8 28.64 4.68 46.26 
(50.00) (37.50) (12.50) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

3 Y atha weaving 3 11 -- -- -- 14 25.59 1.05 15.43 
(21.43) (78.57) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

~ Kalimpong bags 1 11 10 3 -- 25 47.04 2.95 31.39 
(4.00) (44.00) (40.00) (12.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

N -N 

5 Bamboo craft 9 30 9 5 -- 53 35.20 2.77 44.88 
(16.98) (56.60) (16.98) (9.43) (0.00) (100.00) 

6 Wood craft 2 21 5 1 1 30 41.25 2.17 36.77 
(6.67) (70.00) (16.60) (3.33) (3.33) (100.00) 

8 Copper & Brass craft -- 8 6 2 -- 16 45.75 3.36 29.39 
(0.00) (50.00) (37.50) (12.50) (0.00) (100.00) 

~ Black smithy -- 3 23 5 1 32 55.76 1.83 18.59 
(0.00) (9.38) (71.88) (15.63) (3.13) (100.00) 

10 Silver craft -- 12 (35.29) 20 2 -- 34 51.10 1.95 22.31 
(0.00) (58.82) (5.88) (0.00) (100.00) 

All Handicraft 20 128 62 21 2 253 42.68 0.99 36.90 
(7.91) (50.59) (32.41) (8.30) (0.79) (100.00) 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 



the crafts in this aspect. The Variation in the units is the highest in Carpet weaving and 

followed by Bamboo crafts. It appears that in Thanka painting, Wall hanging art, Hill 

bags and Woodcraft the variation is moderate and the variation is within 30 to 3 7. 

Considering all workers 50.59 percent of the units have the capacity utilisation 25 to 

45%, 32 percent of the units have capacity utilisation 45 to 64 %, 8percent of unit have 

64 to 84%, 7.91 percent are within 15-24% and just 2 units(0.79%) have above 85 

percent capacity utilisation of the total worker Table 5.11 & Fig. 5.20. 

5.10 DISTANCE COVERED FOR COLLECTION OF RAW MATERIAL 

(inKm) 

The average distance covered for the collection of raw material is lowest in the 

case Thanka painting and is much high in the case of Blacksmith craft and copper

Brass craft. Beside it is found that all other units have low average, which falls in the 

category of 0 to 4 K.m average. As for the group of units is concern the average is high 

in the metal units. Though the coefficient of variation generally varies from 25.79 to 

347.50 among the various industries, it is as highest in the case of Thanka painting 

indicating very high variation among the units (Table 5.12 & Fig. 5.21). 

Taking all the crafts units together it is found that 79 percent of the units 

collects raw material from the distance within 4 K.m of distance. About 10 percent of 

units in hill bags, 45 percent of units in copper-Brass craft, 58 percent of units in 

Blacksmith craft collect raw material from the distance above 60 K.m. While in Wall 

hanging art, Yatha Weaving, Wood craft and Blacksmith craft 5 percent, 25 percent, 15 

percent, 20 percent and 5 percent of the units respectively collect raw material from the 

place within 1 0 to 20 K.m. Distance. 

5.11 DISTANCE COVERED FOR THE SALE OF GOODS PRODUCED 

(in Km) 

The average distance covered for the collection of for sale of finished product is · 

low in Thanka painting, Y atha weaving, Bamboo and Copper-Brass crafts of these units 

the Thanka painting has the lowest average of 0.60 K.m. The higher average of 66 K.m 

is found in Wall hanging arts. The average of Woodcraft and hill bags units is 

moderate. Nearly 64 percent of the units in all crafts artisans covers a distance of less 

than 4 Km for the sale of finish goods, 7 percent of the units covers a distance between 
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5 to 9 Km, 9 percent of the units sale their finish product within a distance of 10 to 49 

Km and in 21 percent units the artisan covers a long distance of more than 50 Km for 

the sale of their product (Fig 5.22). 

When the variation in-group of units is concern it is highest is in Weaving 

group, moderate in Bamboo craft, and Metal crafts and low in all other crafts. While the 

individual crafts is concerned variation is highest in Thanka Painting with C.V value 

43~.33 and lowest variation is found in Yatha weaving with C.V value 35.59. However, 

the average for the all crafts together is 17.46 and the coefficient of variation value is 

162.82(Table 5.13). 

5.12 CREDIT SOURCE OF EXPENDITURE 

5.12.1 Saving: 

The most important source of funding for all investment (fixed and operating) 

have been found to be saving for all crafts The average the share of expenditure from 

saving (self finance) is 72.81 percent and the variation is 2.32. Average share of 

expenditure among the units in different crafts shows it is lowest in Y atha weaving 

while in Thanka painting and bamboo craft all the expenditure is meet up from self

finance. The share of self-finance is also high in Wall hanging art (94 percent), Hill 

bags (89 percent), Woodcraft (88 percent), and Blacksmith craft (82 percent) 

The variation in the craft shown in Table 5.14 The variation is found to be 

highest in the silver craft, it is least consistent, and the value for C.V. is 119.58. 

Variation is moderate in Carpet Weaving, Yatha Weaving, Hill bags and Copper-Brass. 

While it is low in Wall hanging art, Wood craft and Blacksmith craft. The variation is 

nil for Thanka and Bamboo craft because of lack of saving of the units. It is observed 

out of253 units 57 percent (144 units) of the units have 100 percent self finance., 15.41 

percent (39 units) share of saving is more than 50 percent, 21.34 percent (54 units) 

have less than 50 percent of self finance. Moreover there are 16 units (6.32 percent) 

depends exclusively on other source. 

5.12.2 Middleman 

Middleman as a financier plays an important role in tiny industry. It is the 

easiest means of finance for a large number of crafts units. However, average 

percentage of the share of middleman m financing the crafts unit 
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Table 5.12 Distance covered for Procurement of raw material (in Km) 

Sl. No. of units covering distance in Km.(raw) 
Total Units 

S.E of c.v 
No. Handicraft 

Mean 
Mean in% 0-4 5-9 10-20 20-59 Above- 60 

I. Thanka Painting 19 (95.00) 1 (5.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 20 (100.00) 1.04 0.31 347.50 

2 Kalimpong. Arts 20 (95.23) - (0.00) 1 (4.76) - (0.00) - (0.00) 21 (100.00) 2.05 0.43 95.60 

3 Carpet Weaving 7 (875) - (0.00) - (0.00) 1 (12.5) - (0.00) 8 (100.00) 4.25 2.25 149.64 

4 Yatha Weaving 7 (50.00) 4 (28.57) 3 (21.43) - (0.00) - (0.00) 14 (100.00) 2.36 0.23 35.59 

5 Kalimpong. Bags 24 (96.0) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 1 (4.00) 25 (100.00) 3.52 2.36 334.94 

6 Bamboo Craft 53 (100.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 53 (100.00) 2.83 0.10 25.79 

N 7 Wood Craft 21 (70.00) 5 (16.16) 4 (13.33) - (0.00) - (0.00) 30 (100.00) 4.03 0.60 82.13 
..... 
Vl 

8 Copper & Brass 8 (50.00) 1 (6.25) - (0.00) - (0.00) 7 (43.75) 16 (100.00) 35.38 9.60 108.47 

9 Black smithy 2 (6.25) 2 (6.25) 7 (21.87) 3 (9.37) 18 (56.25) 32 (100.00) 41.16 4.80 66.03 

10 Silver Craft 30 (88.23) 2 (5.88) 2 (5.88) - (0.00) - (0.00) 34 (100.00) 1.53 0.09 33.33 

All Handicrafts 201 (79.44.) 15 (5.93) 17 (6.72) 4 (1.58) 26 (10.27) 253 (100.00) 9.53 1.26 211.01 
-

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 
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Table 5.13 Distance covered for the sale of goods produced (in Km) 

Sl. 
No. of units covering distance in Km. For Sale 

Total S.E of c.v 
No. Handicraft Above Units 

Mean 
Mean in% 0-4 5-9 10-49 

50 
1. Thanka Painting 19 (95.00) -- (0.00) 01 (5.00) - (0.00) 20 (100.00) 0.60 0.50 433.33 

2 Kalimpong. Arts 02 (9.52) -- (0.00) 01 (4.76) 18 (85.71) 21 (100.00) 64.00 5.60 40.12 

3 Carpet Weaving 06 (75.00) -- (0.00) 01 (12.50) 01 (12.50) 08 (100.00) 21.50 17.07 224.60 

4 Yatha Weaving 7 (50.00) 4 (28.57) 3 (21.43) - (0.00) 14 (100.00) 2.36 0.23 35.59 

5 Kalimpong. Bag 13 (52.00) -- (0.00) 1 (4.00) 11 (44.00) 25 (100.00) 32.76 7.13 108.79 

N 
6 Bamboo Craft 38 (71.70) 11 (20.75) - (0.00) 04 (7.55) 53 (100.00) 6.81 1.73 194.72 

,_. 
---.) 7 Wood Carving 16 (53.33) 1 (3.33) 3 (10.00) 10 (33.33) 30 (100.00) 27.37 5.88 117.68 

8 Copper & Brass Craft 14 (87.50) -- (0.00) 02 (12.50) - (0.00) 16 (100.00) 3.56 1.21 135.67 

' 

9 Black smithy 18 (56.25) 01 (3.12 10 (31.25) 03 (9.37) 32 (100.00) 12.97 3.35 146.10 

10 Silver Craft 29 (85.29) -- (0.00) - (0.00) 05 (14.70) 34 (100.00) 11.26 4.15 215.09 

All Handicrafts 162 (64.03) 17(6.71) 22 (8.69) 53 (20.94) 253 (100.00) 17.46 1.79 162.82 
~--

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 



Table 5.14 Source of Expenditure- Saving 
-~ 

Credit Source Saving in % 
Sl. Total No. S.E c.v 
No. Handicraft 0 1-20 21-50 51-99 100 of units 

Mean 
of Mean in% 

1 Thanka Painting -- -- -- -- 20 20 100 0.00 0.00 
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) (100.00) 

I 2 Kalimpong Arts -- -- -- 5 16 21 94.76 2.35 11.37 
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (23.81) (76.19) (100.00) 

3 Carpet Weaving -- 4 2 1 1 8 36.25 12.24 95.50 
(0.00) (50.00) (25.00) (12.50) (12.50) (100.00) 

4 Yatha Weaving 2 10 2 -- -- 14 15.71 2.91 69.31 
(14.29) (71.43) (14.29) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

N 
5 Kalimpong Bags -- -- -- 8 17 25 89.60 3.53 19.72 . 

...... 
00 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (32.00) (68.00) (100.00) I 

6 Bamboo Craft -- -- -- -- 53 53 100 0.00 0.00 
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) (100.00) 

7 Wood Craft -- 1 -- 7 22 30 88.00 3.99 24.86 
(0.00) (3.33) (0.00) (23.33) (73.33) (100.00) 

8 Copper & Brass -- 4 7 3 2 16 45.94 45.94 65.32 
Craft (0.00) (25.00) (43.75) (18.75) (12.50) (100.00) I 

I -- 1 3 15 13 32 82.19 3.61 24.86 ' 

9 Black smithy (0.00) (3.13) (9.38) (46.88) (40.63) (100.00) 
14 16 4 -- -- 34 11.03 2.26 119.58 

10 Silver Craft (41.18) (47.06) (11.76) _(0.00) _(O.OQl (100.00) 
All Handicrafts 16 36 18 39 144 253 72.81 2.32 50.77 ' 

(6.32) (14.23) (7.11) (15.42) (56.92) (100.00) 
Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 



is only 16.19 percent of the total finance mobilisation in various crafts. Moreover, inter 

craft variation in percentage finance . by middleman within units and various is 

perceptible from Table 5.15 Average figure of percentage among various crafts shows 

that the share of finance by middleman is high Silver craft (63.97%) and Yatha 

Weaving (51.82%). It is moderate in carpet weaving (40%) and low in all other craft 

excepting Bamboo craft and Thanka painting where the finance by middleman is nil. 

The variation in the craft is shown in Table 5.15 It is highest in the Woodcraft 

and highly inconsistent. The value of CV is 428.08. Variation is also high in Wall 

hanging art, hill bags, Copper-Brass craft and Blacksmith craft. In Thanka and Bamboo 

craft there is no variation as the units in the crafts as the share of finance by middleman 

is non-existence. 

Percentage distribution of finance to various units in different craft shows 

(Table 5.15) that out of 253 units 70.35% of the units finance by middleman is 

ineffective., 15.81%(40 units) of the unit avail less than 50% ofthe finance 8.68% (22 

units) of the units avail 50 to 99% of finance from middleman while 5.1% (13 units) 

have 100 percent finance by middleman. 

5.12.3 Customer Advance 

It is one of the important artisan friendly sources of finance. It accounted for 12 

percent of the total finance in various craft. Moreover, inter craft variation in 

percentage of finance by customer advance within units and various crafts IS 

perceptible from TableS .. Average figure of percentage among various crafts shows 

that the share of finance by Customer Advance is high Copper-Brass craft (42.19%). In 

Yatha Weaving, Blacksmith craft and Silver craft percentage finance available through 

customer advance is 25.71 percent, 24.69 percent and 23.53 percent respectively. The 

share customer advance in carpet weaving is 16 percent and in wood craft is 9 percent, 

moreover there is no existence of customer advance in Thanka Painting, Wall hanging 

art, hill bags and Bamboo craft as the percentage of finance is zero. 

The variation in the craft is shown in Table 5.16 it is highest in the Woodcraft 

and highly inconsistent. The value of CV is 182.31 Variation is also high in Blacksmith 

craft (130.53) and in silver craft the variation is 96.68. In Thanka painting, Wall 

hanging art, Hill bag and Bamboo craft do not show variation, as finance through 

customer advance is non-existence. 
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N 
N 
0 

Table 5.15 Credit Source of Expenditure - Middleman 

Credit Source -Middleman ( in % ) 
S.Eof Sl. Total No 

No. Handicraft 0 1-20 21-50 51-99 100 . ofunits Mean Mean 

1 Thanka Painting 20 -- -- -- -- 20 0.00 0.00 
(100.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

2 Kalimpong Arts 16 4 1 -- -- 21 5.24 2.35 
(76.19) (19.05) (4.76) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

3 Carpet Weaving 3 -- 1 4 -- 8 40.00 12.10 
(37.50) (0.00) (12.50) (50.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

4 Y atha Weaving -- -- 3 11 -- 14 58.57 1.43 
(0.00) (0.00) (21.43) (78.57) (0.00) (100.00) 

5 Kalimpong Bags 17 4 3 1 -- 25 10.40 3.53 
(68.00) (16.00) (12.00) (4.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

6 Bamboo Craft 53 -- -- -- -- 53 0.00 0.00 
(100.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

7 Wood Craft 28 1 -- 1 -- 30 2.67 2.09 
(93.33) (3.33) (0.00) (3.33) (0.00) (100.00) 

8 Copper & Brass craft 13 -- -- 3 -- 16 11.88 6.40 
(81.25) (0.00) (0.00) (18.75) (0.00) (100.00) 

9 Black smithy 28 2 2 -- -- 32 4.38 2.29 
(87.50) (6.25) (6.25) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

10 Silver Craft -- 2 17 2 13 34 63.97 5.14 
(0.00) (5.88) (50.00) (5.88) (38.24) (100.00) . 

All Handicrafts 178 13 27 22 13 253 16.19 1.80 
(70.36) (5.14) (10.67) (8.70) (5.14 (100.00) 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 

c.v 

0.00 

205.72 

85.57 

5.16 

169.90 

0.00 

428.08 

215.65 

295.43 

46.85 

176.96 



Percentage distribution of finance to various units in different craft shows that 

out of 253 units 68.77 percent (174 unjts) of the units fmance from customer is not 

present. 25.69 % (65 units) of the unit avail less than 50% of the finance, 5.1 % (13 

units) of the units avail 50 to 99% of finance from customer advance while 1 units have 

1 00 percent finance by customer advance. 

5.13 

5.13.1 

GOODS SOLD TO DIFFERENT AGENCIES 

Percentage of Goods Sold to Customer 

The average percentage of the goods sold to customer in different sector varies 

from 4.47 to above 64 percent. The crafts with high average percentage of sale are 

copper-Brass craft, Thanka painting, Blacksmith craft, woodcraft and Bamboo craft 

where the percentage of sale is between 41.25 to 64.53 percent of output. Variation of 

various units in the different sector is noticed within different craft variation is lowest 

in blacksmith craft and it is most consistent (C.V = 45.80) and variation is much high in 

Silver Craft. It is least consistent with value of C.V = 173.15 (Table 5.17 )the variation 

within the craft is also high in hill bags, Y atha weaving, Carpet weaving and Wall 

hanging arts, while in the case of Thanka painting, Bamboo craft and woodcraft the 

variation is moderate with C.V value 52.50, 63.33, and 64.53 respectively. 

For all craft, the average percentage of sale directly to customer is 40.90 

percent and coefficient variation is 93.18. Percentage distribution of goods sold to 

customer shows that more than 19 percent of the unit sells entire production to the 

customer directly, 38.33 percent of the units sell between 1 to 40 percent of their goods 

to customer and 17.76 percent ofthe units sell about 40 to 99 percent to the customers 

(Fig.5.23). However, 24.11 % of units do not sell any goods to the customer. The 

increase in the sale of goods to the customer is dear as artisans could get better price 

compare to other agencies. 

5.13.3 Percentage of Goods sold to Middleman 

Middleman in Handicraft plays an important role in the ushering the activities of the 

craftsmen. What so ever may be their intention the craftsmen are succumbed to these 

middleman as they provide prolong activities. In the present context middleman owe 

much to invigorate for the development and survival of the traditional craft. The 
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N 
N 
N 

Sl. 

No. Handicraft 

I Thanka painting 

2 Kalimpong Arts 

3 Carpet Weaving 

4 Yatha Weaving 

5 Kalimpong Bags 

6 Bamboo Craft 

7 Wood Craft 

8 Copper & Brass 
craft 
9 Black smithy 

I 0 Silver Craft 

All Handicrafts 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5 .I6 Credit Source of Expenditure - Customer Advance 

Customers Advance ( in % ) Total No. S.E of c.v 
0 I-20 21-50 5I-99 IOO 

Mean 
of units Mean in% 

20 -- -- -- -- 20 0.00 0.00 0.00 
I (100.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
' 

21 -- -- -- -- 21 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(100.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

I 6 1 -- -- 8 16.25 3.24 56.36 
(12.50) (75.00) (12.50) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

-- 7 7 -- -- I4 25.71 2.72 39.51 
(0.00) (50.00) (50.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

25 -- -- -- -- 25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(100.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

53 -- -- -- -- 53 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(100.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 1 

22 3 5 -- -- 30 9.33 3.10 82.31 
(73.33) (10.00) (16.67) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

2 1 . 8 5 -- 16 42.19 5.70 54.04 
(12.50) (6.25) (50.00) (31.25) (0.00) (100.00) 

15 6 4 6 I 32 24.69 5.70 130.53 
(46.88) (18.75) (12.50) (18.75) (3.13) (100.00) 

I 15 1 16 2 -- 34 23.53 3.90 96.68 
(44.12) (2.94) (47.06) (5.88) (0.00) (100.00) 

174 24 41 13 1 253 12.00 1.32 175.50 j (68.77) (9.49) (16.21) (5.14) (0.40) (100.00) 
(FigUre in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units 



Table 5.17 Percentage of Goods Sold to Customers 

Sl. 
Percentage of goods sold to customers 

Total No. of 
S.E 

No. Handicraft 0 1-20 Mean of c.v 21-40 41-60 61-80 81-99 100 units 
Mean 

1 Thanka Painting -- 5 3 5 5 -- 2 20 52.50 6.15 52.04 
(0.00) (25.00) (15.00) (25.00) (25.00) (0.00) (10.00)) (100.00) 

2 Kalimpong Arts 14 2 4 1 0 -- -- 21 11.43 3.86 154.76 
(66.67) (9.52) (19.05) (4.76) (0.00) (0.00) ( 0.00) (100.00) 

3 Carpet Weaving 3 2 1 -- 1 1 -- 8 28.75 12.88 126.71 
(37.50) (25.00) (12.50) (0.00) (12.50) (12.50) (0.00) (100.00) 

4 Y atha Weaving 4 8 2 -- - -- -- 14 8.93 2.81 124.79 
(28.57) (57.14) (14.29) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

l~ 5 Kalimpong Bags 10 3 3 2 2 1 4 25 34.68 7.89 113.78 q.J .(40.00) (12.00) (12.00) (8.00) (8.00) (4.00) (16.00) (100.00) 
6 Bamboo Craft 2 15 5 1 3 -- 27 53 64.53 5.39 60.82 

(3.77) (28.30) (9.43) (1.89) (5.66) (0.00) (50.94) (100.00) 
7 Wood Craft 3 5 4 1 1 2 14 30 63.33 7.59 65.67 

(10.00) (16.67) (13.33) (3.33) (3.33) (6.67) (46.67) (100.00) 
8 Copper & Brass Craft 2 4 4 2 1 1 1 16 41.25 7.58 73.45 

(12.50) (25.00) (25.00) (12.50) (6.25) (6.25) (6.25) (100.00) 
9 Black smithy -- 4 11 6 8 1 2 32 53.44 4.33 45.80 

(0.00) (12.50) (34.38) (18.75) (25.00) (3.13) (6.25) (100.00) 
10 Silver Craft 23 10 1 -- -- -- -- 34 4.47 1.33 173.15 

(67.65) (29.41) (2.94) _(O.OQl _(O.OQ}_ (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
All Handicrafts 61 58 39 18 21 6 50 253 40.90 2.40 93.18 

24.11) 22.9~ 15.42) (7.11) (8.30) (2.37) (19.7~ _(100.0Ql 
Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 



average of the percentage share of goods sold varies from 11.00 percent to 95.38 

percent It is highest in silver craft and found high in Yatha weaving (90.14 percent). 

While it is low in Thank:a Painting, Woodcraft and Bamboo craft and average 

percentage of sale falls in between 11.00 percent to 26.04 percent. The rest of the craft 

shows average between 46.87 to 65.63 percent. 

The variation among the units in crafts sectors shows it is highest in wood craft 

with coefficient of variation 200.43 and lowest in Silver craft with coefficient of 

variation 8.06. The variation is also high in Bamboo craft Thanka Painting, and 

Blacksmith (C.V. = 111.22). Kalimpong Bags, Copper and Brass craft, Kalimpong art 

and Carpet weaving however show moderate variation (Table 5. 19) while rest of the 

sector show low variation and more consistent. 

Average for all craft is 43.70 and coefficient of variation between the different 

sector is 92.49. The average distribution in the range of percentage shows there are 97 

units where there is no existence of middleman while there are 41 units depend 

exclusively on the mercy of middleman (Fig.5.23). 

5.13.4 Percentage of Goods Sold to other 

Under the other category are buying of the finished product the casually, by the 

visits of unknown retailer, groups or association, school and institution. They purchase 

the finish product directly from the artisans. The average percentage of the goods sold 

to these agencies varies from 0 to 36.00 percent and the variation range between 0 to 

259.27 and it is highest in Bamboo craft (Table 5.20) while the silver craft shows at all 

no variation as the Silver craft the buyer other category is not classified and taken as 

zero. Of the 253 units 149 unit is unaffected by other buyer, 47 units sell to 1 to 20% 

goods to other agencies, 21 units sells 21 to 40% of its produce to other agency, 18 

units sells 41 to 60% to other agency, 14 units sells 61 to 80% to other agency, and Just 

one unit in wood craft selling 80 to 99% of its output to other agency (Fig.5'24). 

5.14 FIXED CAPITAL ASSETS 

Another significant point noted from Table 5. 21 that the investment on fixed 

capital is extremely low. The average fixed capital per units is Rs. 5157.71. The 

variation among the units is highest in Silver craft with C.V = 989.81 and is most 

inconsistent. The next high is in the Kalimpong art (coefficient of variation= 138.37) 
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N 
N 
Vl 

Sl. 
No. Handicraft 

1 Thanka Painting 

2 Kalimpong Arts 

3 Carpet Weaving 

4 Yatha Weaving 

5 Kalimpong Bags 

6 Bamboo Craft 

7 Wood Craft 

8 Copper & Brass craft 

9 Black smithy 

10 Silver Craft 

All Handicrafts 

Table 5.18 Percentage of goods sold to Government agency 

Percentage of goods sold to Government agency 
Total No. of S.E 

Mean c.v 0 1-20 20-40 41-60 61-80 81-99 100 units of Mean 

20 -- -- -- -- -- -- 20 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(100.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

19 1 -- 1 -- -- -- 21 2.86 2.40 385.31 
(90.48) (4.76) (0.00) (4.76) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

7 1 -- -- -- -- -- 8 0.63 0.63 280.95 
(87.50) (12.50 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

14 ) -- -- -- -- -- 14 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(100.00) -- (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) I 

23 (0.00) -- -- -- -- -- 25 0.40 0.28 345.00 I 

(92.00) 2 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) I 

53 (8.00) -- -- -- -- -- 53 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(100.00) -- (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

26 (0.00) 2 -- -- -- -- 30 2.67 1.64 336.32 
(86.67) 2 (6.67) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

16 (6.67) -- -- -- -- - 16 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(100.00) -- (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

31 (0.00) -- -- -- -- -- 32 0.31 0.31 551.61 ! 

(96.88) 1 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
34 (3.13) -- -- -- -- -- 34 0.00 0.00 0.00 

(100.00) -- (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) ! 

(0.00}_ 
243 7 2 1 -- -- -- 253 0.65 0.29 700.00 

(96.05) _{2.77]_ _{0.79) (0.40) (0.00) JO.OOl (0.00) (100.00) 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 



N 
N 
0\ 

Sl. 
No. Handicraft 

1. Thanka painting 

2 . Kalimpong Arts 

3. Carpet Weaving 

4 . Yatha Weaving 

5 . Kalimpong Bags 

6. Bamboo Craft .1 

7. Wood craft 

8 . Copper & Brass craft 

9. Black smithy 

10 Silver Craft 

All Handicrafts 

Table 5.19 Percentage of goods sold to middleman 

Percentage of goods sold to middleman 
Total No. 

0 1-20 21 --40 41-60 61 --80 81-99 100 of units 

11 5 4 -- -- -- -- 20 
(55.00) (25.00) (20.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

1 1 4 9 4 -- 2 21 
(4.76) (4.76) (19.05) (42.86) (19.05) (0.00) (9.52) (100.00) 

2 -- -- 1 1 2 2 8 
(25.00) (0.00) (0.00) (12.50) (12.50) (25.00) (25.00) (100.00) 

-- -- -- 2 1 7 4 14 
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (14.29) (7.14) (50.00) (28.57) (100.00) 

6 2 2 4 4 -- 7 25 
(24.00) (8.00) (8.00) (16.00) (16.00) (0.00) (28.00) (100.00) 

35 1 -- 1 12 2 2 53 
(66.04) (1.89) (0.00) (1.89) (22.64) (3.77) (3.77) (100.00) 

23 -- 2 2 3 -- -- 30 
(76.67) (0.00) (6.67) (6.67) (10.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

1 2 7 -- 4 -- 2 16 
(6.25) (12.50) (43.75) (0.00) (25.00) (0.00) (12.50) (100.00) 

15 2 7 2 6 -- -- 32 
(46.88) (6.25) (21.88) (6.25) (18.75) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

-- -- -- -- 5 7 22 34 
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) _{14.7U (20.59) (64.71) (100.00) 

94 13 26 21 40 18 41 253 
(37.15) (5.14) (10.28) (8.30) (15.81) (7.11) (16.21) (100.00) 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 

S.E 
Mean 

of Mean c.v 
I 

11 3.24 131.54 

53.81 5.41 46.06 

65.63 15.04 64.83 

90.14 3.69 15.29 

51.80 7.92. 76.83 

26.04 5.22 145.89 

13.17 4.82 200.53 

46.87 7.68 65.52 

26.72 5.25 111.22 

95.38 1.32 8.06 

43.70 2.54 92.49 



And there is no variation in Y atha weaving as because these craftsmen have not 

heed to change in the craft technology so far and also due to the fact that it is mainly 

practiced by traditional craftswomen. While in all other craft sectors the variation is 

below 100 percent. The average variation for all craft is 116.68. The low fixed capital 

can be justified on the ground of labour intensive methods of production followed in 

these units. Though in most of cases indicates paucity of finance and use of primitive 

and outdated tools which are ineffective and inappropriate in the present industrial 

situation. 

5.15 COST OF PRODUCTION 

The cost of production has been assumed here as expenditure incurred on the 

material inputs, fuel, transportation, repairing, depreciation, labour cost and other 

incidentals. Recurring expenditure is highest in Silver craft followed by Kalimpong arts 

and Kalimpong bags and Blacksmith crafts which have the mean value greater than 

average of all crafts (Rs 33360.85). Whereas in all other crafts it is significantly low 

(Table 5.22). Such variation can be explained by the difference in procurement of raw 

material. High cost in the metal and specially silver craft is due to precious nature of 

raw material. Similarly copper, brass and Iron have surfaced of the cost of production. 

In Kalimpong arts and bags the working cost has increased because of rise in the price 

of cotton textile, colouring paints and other such other accessories. The cost of 

production in the woodcraft, Thanka painting, Carpet weaving, Yatha weaving seems 

low, it is however due to low level of production rather than the cost of the raw 

material. The precision and meticulous nature of the work is one of the factors for low 

level of production in these craft. The variation the cost range between 25.70 to 113.27. 

The variation is least consistent in the case of Thanka and in Y atha weaving it is the 

most consistent. All craft shows the coefficient of variation 137.69 level. As the factors 

of the cost of production in any of this craft falls on the raw material cost. As raw 

material form the major component of cost of production in all craft sectors. In average 

the raw material constitute 67.64 percent of the total cost incurred in the production, the 

second in the category is labour cost, Fuel cost constitute 5,15 percent and other cost 

2.43 percent, transport constitute around 2,82 percent of which the transport cost for 

sale slightly exceeds the raw material collection cost and rest all other cost are 

negligible ( Fig.5. 25 ). 
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Sl. 

No. Handicraft 

1. Thanka painting 

2 Kalimpong Arts 

3 Carpet Weaving 

4 Y atha Weaving 

5 Kalimpong Bags 

: 6 Bamboo Craft N 
N 
00 I 

7 Wood Craft 

8 Copper & Brass 
craft 

9 Black smithy 

10 Silver Craft 

All Handicrafts 

0 

5 
(25.00) 

3 
(14.29) 

4 
(50.00) 

12 
(85.71) 

17 
(68.00) 

45 
(84.91) 

14 
(46.67) 

7 
(43.75) 

8 
(25.00) 

34 
(100.00) 

149 
(58.89) 

Table 5.20 Percentage of goods sold to other agency 

Percentage of goods sold to other agency Total No. S.Eof 
Mean c.v 1 --20 21 --40 41 --60 61-80 81-99 100 of units Mean 

3 4 4 4 -- -- 20 36.50 6.46 79.15 
(15.00) (20.00) (20.00) (20.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

6 6 4 2 -- -- 21 31.90 4.76 68.40 
(28.57) (28.57) (19.05) (9.52) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

4 -- -- -- -- -- 8 5.00 2.50 141.40 
(50.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

2 -- -- -- -- -- 14 1.43 0.97 253.84 
(14.29) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

3 -- 4 1 -- -- 25 13.12 4.57 174.08 
(12.00) (0.00) (16.00) (4.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

1 1 1 5 -- -- 53 9.43 3.36 259.27 
(1.89) (1.89) (1.89) (9.43) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

5 4 5 1 1 -- 30 21.00 4.85 126.52 
(16.67) (13.33) (16.67) (3.33) (3.33) (0.00) (100.00) 

9 -- -- -- -- -- 16 5.63 1.28 90.94 
(56.25) (0.00) . (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

14 9 -- 1 -- -- 32 19.53 2.84 82.33 
(43.75) (28.13) (0.00) (3.13) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

-- - -- -- -- -- 34 0.00 0.00 0.00 
_(0.00} 10.0Ql 10.00) (0.00) (0.00) {O.OQ)_ 1100.001 

47 24 18 14 1 -- 253 14.36 1.42 157.79 
_(18.5~ 19.4~ 17.11) (5.53) 10.401 (0.00) (lOO.OQl 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 
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Table 5.21 Fixed Capital Assets Per Units (in Rs.) 
-

Fixed CaQital Assets per units (in Rs.) 
Sl. 

1501- 3001- 4501- S.Eof c.v 
No Handicraft <= 6001- 8001- 1000- 12001- 24001- Total Mean 

1500 3000 4500 6000 8000 10000 12000 24000 70000 Units Mean in% 

1. Thanka Painting -- 20 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 20 2250.10 92.48 18.38 
Percentage (0.00) (100.0) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

2. Kalimpong Arts 14 5 -- -- 1 -- -- 1 -- 21 2361.90 715.06 138.73 
Percentage (66.66) (23.82) (0.00) (0.00) (4.76) (0.00) (0.00) (4.76) (0.00) (100.00) 

3 Carpet Weaving 2 -- -- 2 3 -- 1 -- -- 8 5975.00 1295.84 61.34 
Percentage (25.0) (0.00) (0.00) (25.0) (37.5) (0.00) (12.5) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

4. Yatha Weaving 14 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 14 1500.00 0.00 0.00 
Percentage (100) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100).00 

5 Kalimpong Bags 1 -- -- 1 13 - 6 4 -- 25 10060.00 860.39 42.76 
Percentage (4.0) (0.00) (0.00) (4.00) (52.0) (0.00) (24.0) (16.0) (0.00) (100.00) 

ti> Bamboo Craft 53 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 53 377.36 12.82 24.72 0 Percentage (100) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
7 Wood Craft -- 3 4 10 9 4 -- -- -- 30 5966.67 405.38 37.21 

Percentage (0.00) (10.00) (13.33 33.33 30 (13.33) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
8. Copper-Brass Craft -- -- -- 5 11 -- -- -- -- 16 6937.50 265.66 15.31 

Percentage (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (31.25) (68.7) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
9 Black smithy -- -- -- 27 3 1 1 -- -- 32 6250.00 241.80 21.88 

Percentage (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (84.37) (9.37) (3.12) (3.12) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
10 Silver Craft -- -- -- 13 4 7 3 5 2 34 1176.47 1997.09 989.81 

Percentage (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (38.231 l11.7) l20.5~ l8.82) (14.28 (5.88) (100.00) 
All Handicrafts 84 28 4 60 43 12 11 9 2 253 5157.71 378.37 116.68 
Percentage (33.20) (11.06) (1.59) (23.72) (17.00) (4.74)_ (4.34) (3.55) (0.80) (100.0) 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 



Table 5.22 Average Cost of Production per Unit 

Sl. Cost of Production (in Rs.) 
No. Handicraft Raw Fuel Transport cost Repairing Paid Other 

Total S.Eof c.v 
Material RawM. Sale Depreciation 

Labour Cost 
cost Mean in% 

1. Thanka Painting 7238 212.5 525 1985 50.00 66.0 6900.0 3950.00 20881.05 5288.92 113.27 
(34.59) (1.02) (2.51) (9.49) (0.24) (0.32) (32.97) (18.88) (100.00) 

2. Kalimpong Arts 35761.90 0.00 23.81 1219.05 328.52 443.90 2952.38 1000.00 41729.57 4895.10 53.75 
(85.70) (0.00) (0.06) (2.92) (0.79) (1.06) (7.08) (2.40) (100.00) 

3 Carpet Weaving 16600.00 212.50 0.00 412.50 212.50 212.50 0.00 575.00 18225.00 5325.77 82.65 
(91.08) (1.17) (0.00) (2.26) (1.17) (1.17) (0.00) (3.16) (100.00) 

4. Y atha Weaving 15928.57 0.00 o~oo 0.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 557.14 16685.71 11446.51 25.70 
(95.46) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.60) (0.60) (0.00) (3.34) (100.00) 

5 Kalimpong Bags 33036.00 236.00 40.00 760.00 308.00 276.00 3200.00 600.00 38520.00 5137.39 66.68 
(85.76) (0.61) (0.10) (1.97) (0.80) (0.72) (8.31) (1.56) (100.00) 

!'-? 6 Bamboo Craft 2016.98 0.00 47.17 115.09 100.00 21.21 377.36 90.57 2768.67 323.52 . 85.06 
~ (72.86) (0.00) (1.70) (4.16) (3.61) (0.77) (13.63) (3.27) (100.00) 

7 Wood Craft 13070.0 400 712 850 228.33 196.67 2133.33 523.33 18113.67 2103.03 63.59 
(72.16) (2.21) (3.93) (4.69) (1.26) (1.09) (11.78) (2.89) (100.00) 

8. Copper & Brass 25905~62 2696.50 793.75 0.00 218.75 200.00 3450.00 1318.75 34583.38 4740.21 54.82 
Craft (74.91) (7;80) (2.30) (0.00) (0.63) (0.58) (9.98) (3.81) (100.00) 

9. Black smithy 14593.75 7406.25 1303.13 525.00 256.25 231.25 13087.50 731.50 38134.38 4303.91 63.84 
(38.27) (19.42) (3.42) (1.38) (0.67) (0.61) (34.32) (1.92) (100.00) 

1 0 ilver Craft 66170.5 3841.18 0.00 352.94 520.59 191.47 26785.29 376.47 98238.53 15048.13 89.31 
_(67.35) (3.91) (0.00) (0.36) .(0.53) (0.19) (27.26) (00.38) (100.00) ! 

All Handicrafts 22560.28 1717.76 356.76 584.98 234.58 177.04 6911.86 811.07 33360.85 2887.97 137.69 
(67.64) (5.15) (1.07) (1.75) (0.701 (0.53) (20.72) (2.43) (100.00) 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 



5.16 OUTPUT PER UNIT (in Rs) 
There is a great variation in total. production among different craft, it is evident 

from Table 5.23. Even though the maximum concentration is in group greater than Rs. 

60,000/- Bamboo Craft, Yatha Weaving and Carpet Weaving display different 

tendencies. Average output is lowest in the case of Bamboo Craftper, about 64% of the 

units produce less than Rs 20,000/- per annum and Silver craft closely followed by 

Kalimpong arts enjoys highest production in value term per annum 

It is significant to note that in Silver craft the total production is the highest 

while costs of production constitute 89.55 % of the output. and the variation within the 

units is 67.24. The average output is lowest in the cast of Bamboo craft. The variation 

within the different sector is evident from Table 5.24 that it varies 24.15 to 80.60. It is 

said to be more consistent in Y atha weaving and least consistent in Thanka Painting. 

And in different craft sector coefficient of variation is less than the average of the all 

craft (C.V= 94.59). These average output for the craft sector is however, 

proportionately related to the cost of production as value of total production in the 

household industrial sector is roughly equivalent to the material cost and wage. Wage 

rate being low for all sector of craft, the cost of procurement of raw material remains as 

the sole factor regulating the range to which the value of total production can reach. 

Table 5.25 Shows that the correlation between size of units and the total output 

is moderate in all handicraft. Thanka painting, Kalimpong bags and Silver craft shows 

high correlation while rest of the craft has low correlation. Moreover Y atha weaving is 

totally under single employment correlation could not be done. 

5.17 VALUE ADDED PER UNITS (in Rs) 

It is difficult to measure the value added by manufacture since output measure 

in current prices is not only predominantly determined by supply consideration but also 

by the demand force. The average value added by manufacturer per unit is very low 

(Table 5.26). In industries where profit is considered as almost equivalent to total wage 

and in the region where the wage rate is extremely low, the value added will naturally 

be low. The market structure also does not allow a high price make up on the output. 

Since majority of the seller of identical goods are guided by sale maximisation attitude 

rather than profit maximisation. High price make is just not possible. 
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Table 5.23 Total Output per Unit in Rs 

-------

Sl. 10001- 20001- 30001- 40001- 50001- > ! 

No. Handicraft <10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 60001 No. ofUnits 
1 

1. Thanka Painting -- -- 6 3 2 1 8 20 
(0.00) (0.00) (30.00) (15.00) (10.00) (5.00) (40.00) (100.00) 

2. Kalimpong Arts -- -- 2 2 -- 3 14 21 
(0.00) (0.00) (9.52) (9.52) (0.00) (14.29) (66.67) (100.00) 

3. Carpet Weaving 1 1 3 2 -- -- 1 8 
(12.50) (12.50) (37.50) (25.00) (0.00) (0.00) (12.50) (100.00) 

4. Y atha Weaving -- 1 6 6 1 -- -- 14 
(0.00) (7.14) (42.86) (42.86) (7.14) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 

5. Kalimpong Bags -- -- 1 3 5 3 13 25 
~ 
w 

(0.00) (0.00) (4.00) (12.00) (20.00) (12.00) (52.00) (100.00) 
6. Bamboo Craft 16 18 12 5 2 -- -- 53 

(30.19) (33.96) (22.64) (9.43) (3.77) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 
7. Wood Craft -- 3 5 5 5 1 11 30 

(0.00) (10.00) (16.67) (16.67) (16.67) (3.33) (36.67) (100.00) 
8. Copper & Brass Craft -- 2 2 -- 1 2 9 16 

(0.00) (12.50) (12.50) (0.00) (6.25) (12.50) (56.25) (100.00) 

9. Black smithy -- -- -- 3 4 5 20 32 I 
I 

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (9.38) (12.50) (15.63) (62.50) (100.00) I 

10. Silver Craft 6 2 2 24 34 I -- -- --
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (17.6) (5.88) (5.88) (70.59) (100.00) 

17 25 37 35 22 17 100 253 
All Handicraft (6.72) (9.88) (14.62) (13.83) (8.70) (6.72) (39.53) 100.00 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage ofno. of units) 



Tablet 5.24 Annual output Per Unit (in Rs.) 

Sl. Mean S.D S.Eof c.v 
No. Handicraft Mean 
I. Thanka Painting 72481.50 8421.72 13063.49 80.60 

2. Kalimpong Arts 82150.14 41134.20 8976.22 50.07 

3. Carpet Weaving 31871.00 24759.00 8753.63 77.68 

4. Yatha Weaving 30150.00 7284.10 1946.76 24.15 

5 Kalimpong Bags 71936.00 34139.02 6827.80 47.45 

6. Bamboo Craft 17225.20 10051.88 1380.73 58.35 

7. Wood Craft 55580.33 33474.95 6111.66 60.40 

8 Copper & Brass Craft 86458.38 60743.79 15185.95 70.25 

9 Black smithy 74946.88 34490.87 6097.18 46.02 

10 Silver Craft 153591.47 103276.86 17711.83 67.24 

All Handicrafts 68120.23 64439.96 4051.31 94.59 

Source: Fteld Survey 

Table 5.25 Correlations Between Size of Units and Total Output 

S/. 
Correlations 

No. Handicraft 
1. Thanka Painting 0.894** 

2. Kalimpong Arts 0.641** 

3. Carpet Weaving 0.640 

4. Yatha Weaving ----. 
5 Kalimpong Bags 0.815** 

6. Bamboo Craft 0.218 

7. WoodCraft 0.596** 

8 Copper & Brass Craft 0.566* 

9 Black smithy 0.529** 

10 Silver Craft 0.898** 

All Handicrafts 0.601** 

Source: Field Survey 
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Table 5.26 Value Added per unit 
Sl. Value Added ~r unit Annually (in Rs) 
No Handicraft Unto- 10001- 20001- 30001- 40001- 50001- 60001- 70001- 80001- 90001- Above-

Total 
Mean S.E. of c.v 

10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000 80000 90000 100000 100000 
units mean in% 

1. Thanka Painting -- 6 3 2 2 1 -- -- I I 4 20 
Percentage (0.00) (30.00) (I5.00) (10.00) (IO.OO) (0.50) (0.00) (0.00) (0.50) (0.50) (20.00) (100.00) 58500.00 

82.8I 
I0832.82 

2. Kalimpong Arts -- 4 6 3 1 2 1 2 2 -- -- 21 
Percentage (0.00) (I9.04) (28.57) (14.28 (4.76) (9.52) (4.76) (9.52) (9.52) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 43380.95 

56.49 
5347.66 

3 Carpet Weaving 4 3 -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 8 
Percentage (50.00) (37.50) (0.00) (12.50) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 13650.00 

71.52 
3451.86 

4. Yatha Weaving 3 11 -- ·-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 14 
Percentage (21.43) (78.57) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 13464.29 

24.48 
880.91 

5 Kalimpong Bags 1 3 7 4 8 1 -- -- -- 1 -- 25 
50.54 Percentage (4.00) (12.00) (28.00) (16.00) (32.00) (4.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (4.00) (0.00) (IOO.OO) 36680.00 3708.23 . ~ 

~ 6 Bamboo Craft 25 13 12 3 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 53 
58.83 Percentage (47.16) (24.52) (22.64) (5.66) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100.00) 14833.96 1I98.87 

7 Wood Crafts 1 9 7 2 2 3 I 2 I I I 30 

Percentage (3.33) (30.00) (23.33) (6.66) (6.66) (10.00) (3.33) (6.66) (3.33) (3.33) (3.33) 
67.55 

(IOO.OO) 39600.50 4884.08 

8. Copper & Brass Craft 2 3 4 -- -- 1 -- -- 3 -- 3 I6 

Percentage (I2.5) (I8.75) (25.00) (0.00) (0.00) (6.25) (0.00) 
88.55 

(0.00) (I8.75) (0.00) (I8.75) (IOO.OO) 55325.25 I2247.87 

9 Black smithy -- 2 4 8 6 4 2 2 I I 2 32 

Percentage (0.00) (6.25) (I2.50) (25.00) (I8.75) (I2.50) (6.25) 
50.29 

(6.25) (3.I2) (3.I2) (6.25) (100.00) 49900.00 4436.55 

10 Silver Craft -- -- -- 7 5 3 2 4 -- 5 8 34 
60.97 

Percentage (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (20.58) (I4.70) (8.82) (5.88) (Il.76) (0.00) (14.70) (23.52) (100.00) 82138.24 8588.89 

36 54 43 36 24 15 6 10 8 3. 18 253 All Handicraft 41678.26 2348.26 89.61 
Percentage (14.04) (21.34) (16.99) (14.04) (9.48) (5.93) (2.37) (3.95) (3.16) (1.59) (7.11) (100.00) 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 
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Average value added by manufacturer is highest in Silver crafts closely 

followed by Thanka painting, Copper-Brass craft, Blacksmith craft and Kalimpong arts, 

and is lowest in Y atha. The coefficient of variation among the units with respect to this 

variable ranges from 24.48 to 85.25 in Yatha weaving in Copper and Brass craft 

respectively. In another craft with high variation is Thanka painting, the four crafts 

which have the variation within the range of 60.00 to 80.00 are Carpet weaving, 

Woodcraft and Silver craft it is significant to note from that value added indifferent 

units varies variably. In weaving and Bamboo sector, the maximum range for value 

added is within Rs 30,000/- to Rs 40,000/- only. In Kalimpong bags 96 percent of the 

units falls with range ofRs 10,000/- toRs 60,000/-. in wood carving more than 70% of 

the units are in the range between Rs 10000 to Rs 60000. There is 20% of the units in 

Thanka Painting with value added more than Rupees one lakhs. The Silver crafts has 

the highest percentage of units (23.52%) having value added more than one lakhs, 

followed by Copper-Brass craft, Blacksmith craft, and woodcraft with 18.75%, 6.25% 

and 3.33% respectively (Fig 5.26). Thus there is a marked difference in the value added 

in the different crafts. Summing up, it is found from Table 5.26 & Fig 5. 27 that more 

76% of the units in total of253 units range below Rs 50000 and some 17% of the total 

units are in the range between Rs 50000/- toRs 99000/-. 

5.18 ECONOMIC INDICATORS 

Analysis of the household income and per capita income dealt within the 

previous section reveals some features of household economy. However it does not 

provide a through in sight into the position of the craft with respect to generating 

income in the background of the labour engaged and capital invested. In fact 

contribution of the craft sector in household economy can be better understood if one 

goes for examining the value added component with labour engaged and capital 

employed. This has necessitates construction of few indicators and the study of their 

implication in the craft economy. 

5.18.1 Value Added per Mandays 

The average value added is highest in Thanka Painting; Copper-Brass craft and 

Silver Craft follow it. It is lowest in the case of Yatha Weaving Signifying the least 

labour efficiency (Table 5.27). However, variation among the units within the craft 
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with respect to value added is lowest in the case of Y atha Weaving highest in the case 

of Kalimpong Arts. 4.18.2 Value added per units of Fixed Capital 

Average value added per unit of fixed capital is highest in Bamboo craft and 

followed by Kalimpong art and Thanka Painting . This feature is mainly due to the fact 

that these manufacturing units processes are carried out manually and fixed capital 

expenditure is amounted to be very low. In fact the operation of any units during its' 

life has generally remained unchanged and so has the production methods. The 

variation within the crafts is very high in the case of Carpet weaving and lowest in 

Y atha Weaving and followed by Silver craft. The variation in all craft sector as shown 

in Fig. 5.28. reveals that in other sector is lower than he all crafts average (C.V= 97.53). 

Table 5.27 Value Added per Man days 

Sl. 
Mean 

S.Eof c.v 
No. Handicraft Mean in% 
1 Thanka Painting 196.45 14.35 32.66 

2 Kalimpong Arts 162.02 34.69 98.11 

3 Carpet Weaving 73.69 7.89 30.28 

4 Y atha Weaving 66.30 2.93 16.95 

5 Kalimpong Bags 101.49 6.44 31.74 

6 Bamboo Craft 95.17 5.20 38.80 

7 WoodCraft 123.62 7.74 34.27 

8 Copper & Brass craft 160.90 15.71 39.06 

9 Black smithy 95.41 5.72 33.91 

10 Silver Craft 149.60 6.90 26.88 

All Handicrafts 121.95 4.36 56.90 

Source: Fteld Survey 

5.18.2 Value Added per Units of Total Capital 

Average value added per unit of Total capital is as high as 1:6.07 in the case of 

Bamboo craft ,as the cost of raw material is very low as compare to other crafts. It is as 

low as Rs 0.56 in the case of carpet weaving. This is due to the price of the woolen yam 

and less efficient method of production. (Table 5. 28 & Fig. 5.29). The variation among 

the units within the crafts with respect to this indicator is not very high except in the 

silver craft where coefficient of variation is 96.65 and appears to be least consistent. 
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This feature may be due attributed to the varied nature of procurement of raw material. 

It is moderately low in the case of other crafts. 

Table 5.28 Value Added!f otal Capital Ratio 

Sl. 
Mean 

S.Eof c.v 
No. Handicraft Mean in% 

1. Thanka Painting 3.05 0.26 38.03 

2 Kalimpong Arts 0.99 0.07 32.32 

3 Carpet Weaving 0.56 0.06 28.57 

4 Y atha Weaving 0.74 0.03 14.86 

5 Kalimpong Bags 0.77 0.04 25.97 

6 Bamboo Craft 6.07 0.39 46.95 

7 WoodCraft 1.63 0.13 44.78 

8 Copper & Brass Craft 1.30 0.19 58.46 

9 Black smithy 1.15 0.05 25.21 

1 0 Silver Craft 2.09 0.34 96.65 

All Handicrafts 2.43 0.15 103.70 

Source: Field Survey 

5.18.4 Value Added Per Units of Fixed Capital 

Average value added per unit of fixed capital is as high as 37.55 in the case of 

Bamboo craft , it is due the low cost of raw material as compare to other crafts. It is as 

low as 4.25 in the case of Kalimpong bag. This is due to the price of raw material and 

less efficient method of production. (Table 5.29 & Fig. 5.30 ). The variation among the 

units within the crafts with respect to this indicator very high in the carpet weaving 

where coefficient of variation is 129.85 and appears to be less consistent. It is 

moderately low in the case of other crafts. 

5.18.5 Value Added per 10 Workers in Rs. 

Average Value added Per 10 Workers is highest in the Silver craft and Thanka 

painting. It is as high as Rs. 427141.10/- in silver craft It is moderately high in the case 

of Woodcraft, Copper-Brass Craft, Blacksmith and Kalimpong bags. It is lowest in the 

case of carpet weaving with average value added per 10 workers amount to Rs 

107750.00/-. The variation within the units in different craft is high in the case of 
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Copper-Brass Craft with coefficient of variation equal to 76.93. Variation is moderate 

in Bamboo Craft, Kalimpong art, Woodcraft and Thanka, and low in other cases (Table 

5.30 & Fig.5.31). It is rather consistent in Yatha weaving and silver craft with 

coefficient of variation 24.48 and 25.67 respectively. 

Table 5.29 Value added per Fixed capital 

Sl. 
Mean 

S.Eof c.v 
No. Handicraft Mean in% 
1 Thanka Painting 23.65 3.38 63.84 

2 Kalimpong Arts 27.71 2.98 49.18 

3 Carpet Weaving 4.89 2.25 129.85 

4 Yatha Weaving 8.98 0.59 24.49 

5 Kalimpong Bags 4.25 0.58 68.00 

6 Bamboo Craft 37.55 2.27 43.96 

7 Wood Craft 7.70 1.29 91.55 

8 Copper-Brass 7.76 1.65 85.18 

9 Black smithy 7.87 0.59 42.31 

10 Silver Craft 8.35 0.39 27.78 

All Handicrafts 16.63 1.02 97.53 

Source: Fteld Survey 

Table 5.30 Value added per 10 workers (in Rs.) 

Sl. 
Mean 

S.Eof c.v 
No. Handicraft Mean in% 
1. Thanka Painting 42250.00 5354.72 56.67 

2 Kalimpong Arts 28753.97 4093.38 65.23 

3 Carpet Weaving 10775.00 1802.90 47.32 

4 Yatha Weaving 13464.29 880.90 24.48 

5 Kalimpong Bags 21769.33 1386.58 31.84 

6 Bamboo Craft 11354.40 1030.86 66.09 

7 Wood Craft 30000.00 3236.56 59.09 

8 Copper & Brass Craft 28006.25 5386.40 76.93 

9 Black smithy 22288.54 1758.14 44.62 

10 Silver Craft 42714.71 1880.88 25.67 

All Handicrafts 252299.70 1099.651 69.32 

Source: Field Survey 
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5.18.6 Sales Cost Ratio 

The average sale /cost ratio is highest in the case of Bamboo Craft with average 

ratio of 1: 8.98 This may due to the fact that cost of raw material in the bamboo craft is 

quite low. While the ratio of cost and sale is least in the case of Carpet weaving and 

Y atha weaving. High incidence of cost is the factor for low cost and sales ratio in 

weaving. Beside the Silver craft and Thanka Painting has high ratio Sales/ cost ratio it 

may be due to better market mechanism as much of the produce are sold directly to the 

customers. The variation within the craft is highest in the silver craft and coefficient of 

variation is 100.04 and less consistent while it is lowest in the case of Carpet weaving 

with C.V= 0.5, and it is most consistent. Table 5.31 & Fig. 5.32 reveal the variation in 

different units. All craft average is shows the average ratio to 1: 4.32 and variation 

93.05. 

5.18.7 Sales Total Capital Ratio 

Sales and Total capital ratio for the different craft is shown in Table 5.32 and 

Fig.5.33 It is highest in the case of Bamboo craft (1: 6.83) and very low in Carpet 

weaving. High average ratio in the bamboo reflects low level of expense in technology 

and working capital while in carpet weaving the cost raw material is much high. In 

Metal craft is however moderately low. Of the metal craft silver craft has highest 

variation (C.V. 70.52). The variation within the units is lowest in the case of Yatha 

weaving and coefficient ofvariation is 0.06 Moreover average of the ratio is 3.15 and 

coefficient of variation is 79.69. 

5.18.8 Sales/Fixed Capital Ratio 

Average of sales and Value added ratio within the different units in different 

craft is high in the Kalimpong art and Bamboo craft. Of which Kalimpong art has the 

highest sales and fixed capital ratio. Except in Thanka painting (29.38) all other craft 

has variation between 10.50 to 20.1 0. while the variation within the craft units varies 

from 24.12 to 84.39, the variation is highest in woodcraft and; less consistent and low 

in Y atha weaving. In all craft sectors the average of the sales and fixed capital ratio is 

lower than the average and variation is all high of87.11 (Table 5. 33 & Fig. 5. 34). 
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Table 5.31 Sales Cost Ratio 

Sl. 
Mean 

S.Eof c.v 
No. Handicraft Mean in% 

1 Thanka Painting 4.71 .37 35.88 

2 Kalimpong Arts 2.01 0.08 17.91 

3 Carpet Weaving 1.77 0.03 00.05 

4 Yatha Weaving 1.81 0.03 00.07 

5 Kalimpong Bags 1.99 0.06 15.57 

6 Bamboo Craft 8.98 0.67 54.34 

7 WoodCraft 3.34 0.22 36.52 

8 Copper-Brass 2.83 0.36 51.91 

9 Black smithy 2.I2 0.08 20.75 

I 0 Silver Craft 5.24 0.89 I00.04 

All Handicrafts 4.32 0.25 .93.05 

Source: Field Survey 

Table 5.32 Sales/Total Capital Ratio 

Sl. 
Mean 

S.Eof c.v 
No. Handicraft Mean in% 
I. Thanka Painting 3.77 0.27 32.62 

2 Kalimpong Arts 1.90 0.08 I8.42 

3 Carpet Weaving 1.28 0.11 25.78 

4 Yatha Weaving 1.65 0.03 00.06 

5 Kalimpong Bags 1.51 0.06 17.88 

6 Bamboo Craft 6.83 0.38 41.43 

7 WoodCraft 2.29 0.13 32.75 

8 Copper-Brass Craft 2.00 0.19 38.50 

9 Black smithy 1.75 0.06 17.71 

l 0 Silver Craft 2.68 0.32 70.52 

All Handicrafts 3.15 0.15 79.68 

Source: Field Survey 
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Table 5.33 Sales/Fixed Capital Ratio 

Sl. 
Mean 

S.Eof C.V 
No. Handicraft Mean in% 

1 Thanka Painting 29.38 4.02 61.30 

2 Kalimpong Arts 53.33 5.54 47.64 

3 Carpet Weaving 11.01 4.80 123.43 

4 Y atha Weaving 20.10 1.29 24.12 

5 Kalimpong Bags 8.29 1.08 65.25 

6 Bamboo Craft 43.61 2.59 43.36 

7 Wood Craft 10.71 1.64 84.31 

8 Copper & Brass Craft 12.11 2.02 66.96 

9 Black smithy 11.84 0.76 36.31 

10 Silver Craft 14.72 1.10 43.36 

All Handicrafts 23.67 1.29 87.11 

Source: Fteld Survey 

Table 5.34 SalesNalue Added Ratio 

Sl. 
Mean 

S.Eof c.v 
No. Handicraft Mean in% 

1 Thanka Painting 01.27 0.04 14.17 

2 Kalimpong Arts 01.96 0.05 11.22 

3 Carpet Weaving 2.30 0.06 6.52 

4 Yatha Weaving 2.25 0.06 9.33 

5 Kalimpong Bags 1.98 0.04 9.59 

6 Bamboo Craft 1.17 0.03 15.38 

7 Wood Craft 1.46 0.03 12.32 

8 Copper & Brass Craft 1.86 0.16 34.94 

9 Black smithy 1.54 0.03 11.03 

10 Silver Craft 1.76 0.10 32.95 

All Handicrafts 1.62 0.03 28.39 

Source: Field Survey 
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5.18.9 SalesNalue Added Ratio 

The average of the sales and value added ratio is very low in all the craft. In 

all the crafts ratio is less than 2.30, it is as low as 1.17, of which carpet weaving 

represents higher average, and lowest average is found in Bamboo craft. The variation 

is high in Copper-Brass (C.V=34.94) and followed by Silver craft (C.V=32.95) and 

lowest in carpet weaving (C.V.=6.52). These low ratios reflect the fact that profits are 

non-existence in the crafts as net income from the sale is just equivalent to value added. 

Average sales and value added ratio is shown in Table 5.34 & Fig. 5.35. 

5.19 INCOME PATTERN 

Income pattern is an effective indicator to understand the productivity of economic 

pursuits and social condition as well. It indicates the extend of problems, that can occur 

due to low productivity of economic activity (Chhetri & Sao, 2007-08). Table 5.35 

present per household annual income and per capita annual income respectively. It may 

be depicted from Fig. 5.36 that the annual average income of the household varies 

from Rs 36006 toRs 75500 in different craft. Highest income is found in the Thanka 

painting and followed by Copper-and brass craft with average income of Rs. 67125. 

The lowest average income is found in Basketry crafts and the other crafts with low 

average income Yatha weaving (Rs. 37607). Average of income among the crafts 

shows the income for Carpet weaving and Black smith craft falls in the range between 

Rs 42012 to Rs.46400. and rest of the crafts have average income of the family in the 

income range between Rs. 50000 to Rs 60000. Out of Total 253 units surveyed more 

than 40% (101 units) are in the income range between Rs. 25000 toRs 40000 and more 

than 39% (99 units) are in the income range between 40001 to Rs80000. However there 

are only 3.16 (8 units) with average income of 120001 per annum, of which 6.25 units 

in Copper and Brass craft, 5.88% of units in Silver craft,4% of units in Kalimpong art, 

4.76% of units in Kalimpong and 3.12 units in Blacksmith falls in the same range of 

income above Rs. 120001 (Fig. 5.37). with the improvement in the technology and 

extension of the marketing facilities it is expected that the same level of the income 

could be extended to larger units under the units. Beside there are 7.5% of the total 

units surveyed units with the income range of less then Rs 25001 per annum, thus 

reflect the poor state of practicing crafts. 
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Table 5.35 Distribution of Annual Income of the Household 

Sl. Frequency distribution of Annual Income of Household 
Total No Handicraft Up to- 25001- 40001- 80001- Above- Units 

25000 40000 80000 120000 120001 
1. Thanka Painting -- 2 10 6 2 20 

Percentage (0.0) (10) (50.0) (30) (10.0) (100) 
2. Kalimpong Arts 2 9 6 3 1 21 

Percentage (9.52) (42.85 (28.57) (15.0) (4.76) (100) 
3 Carpet Weaving 3 2 2 I -- 8 

Percentage (37.5) (25.0) (25.0) (12.5) (.00) (100) 
4 Yatha Weaving 2 7 5 -- -- 14 

Percentage (14.28) (50.0) (35.71) (.00) (.00) (100) 
5 Kalimpong Bags 1 7 14 2 1 25 

Percentage (4.0) (28.0) (56.0) (8.0) (4.0) (100) 
6 Bamboo Craft 10 29 14 -- -- 53 

Percentage (18.86) (54.71) (26.41) (.00) (.00) (100) 
7 Wood Craft -- 9 17 4 -- 30 

Percentage (.00) (30.0) (56.66) (13.33) (.00) (100) 
8. Copper & Brass Craft 1 5 3 6 I 16 

Percentage (6.25) (31.25) (18.75) (37.5) (6.25) (100) 
9. Black smithy -- 21 10 -- 1 32 

Percentage (.00) (65.62) (31.25) (.00) (3.12) (100) 
10. Silver Craft -- 10 18 4 2 34 

Percentage (.00) (29.41) (52.94) 911.76) (5.88) (100) 
All Handicraft 19 101 99 26 8 253 
Percentage (7.5) (39.92) (39.13) (10.27) (3.16) (100) 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 

Mean S.E. of c.v 
Mean in% 

75500.00 7748.51 45.89 

54247.62 6693.81 56.54 

46400.00 12284.54 74.88 

37607.14 2416.85 24.04 

55448.00 7169.49 64.65 

36006.04 1831.04 37.02 

53300.00 3715.19 36.17 

67125.00 9956.10 59.32 

42012.50 3579.42 48.19 

53529.41 3373.70 36.74 

50113.91 1711.46 54.32 i 
i 
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Fig. 5.37 Percentage of No. of Household Units b~- Per C'<lJJita Annual Income Range 
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The variation of income among the units in different craft shows that it is highest 

in Carpet weaving and it is most inconsistent (C.V=74.88) and it is followed by 

Kalimpong bag (C.V.= 64.65). The variation is least in the case of Yatha Weaving and 

the coefficient of variation is 24.04, and in all other crafts the variation between 36.17 to 

59.32. While variation is low in Yatha weaving, Bamboo Craft, Woodcraft and Silver 

craft and are more consistent. All other crafts have moderate variation (Fig. 5.38). 

Average per capita per annum income is lowest in Carpet weaving. It is highest 

in the Thanka Painting with annual average of Rs.17884.17 this is mainly due to its 

value of in antiquity as it is priced suitably however for carpet synthetic carpet with 

varied design and comfortable price structure over caste the carpet weaver. Average of 

crafts wise distribution of the per capita varies invariably (Fig. 5.39). Other crafts with 

higher average per capita per annum are Kalimpong Art, Kalimpong Bags, wood craft, 

Copper and Brass crafts, and Silver craft (between Rs. 12941 to Rs.13817). Out ofthe 

total of 253 units surveyed however 51.38% (130 units) have the per capita annual 

income between Rs. 5001 to Rs.10000, as high as 81.25% of Blacksmith craft, 64.15% 

of Bamboo craft, 78.57% Yatha weaving and 62.50% Carpet weaving have per capita 

income within this range. 25.30% (64 units) of total units have per capita income 

between Rs.10001 to Rs.15000. Only 3.96% of the units have annual per capita income 

range above Rs. 25000. The units within this range in different craft are in Thanka 

Painting (15%), Kalimpong art (8.52%), Carpet weaving (12.50%), Hill Bags (4.00%), 

woodcraft (6.66%) and Copper and Brass craft (6.25%). There are 5.14% (13 units) of 

the total 253 units within the annual per capita income of below Rs. 5000 of which 

16.90% in Bamboo craft, 7.14% in Yatha weaving, 6.25% in Blacksmith craft and 

2.94% in silver crafts are under the same range. The low per capita annual income can 

be attributed to some extent to low productivity of the crafts sectors. It may be noted 

that in Silver crafts skill. and efficiency of the artisans are more correlated to income 

pattern as 100% the income in general is generated from household industry. 

Moreover, in much of other crafts units other than Silver craft skill and 

efficiency of the artisans in different units have less correlation with the income pattern 

of the crafts units. This may be due to the fact that income among artisans community 

of general is a composite of number of activities they follow and this is true with the 

hill artisan community as well. Thus, it is necessary to find out the extent of 

contribution of household industry in the total income of the household 
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Table 5 .36 Average Share of Different Sectors in Annual Income of the Household 

Sl. 
No Handicrafts Cultivation Animal. Plantation Service Other H.H. 

Forest Husbandry ,Industry 

1. Thanka Painting -- -- -- -- -- 23900.00 51600.00 
Percentage (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (31.65) (68.35) 

2. Kalimpong Arts 619.05 -- 142.86 -- 5238.10 7819.05 40428.57 
Percentage (1.14) (0.00) (0.26) (0 .. 00) (9.65) (14.14) (74.52) 

3 Carpet Weaving 2500.00 -- 3375.00 -- -- 16875.00 23650.00 
Percentage (5.38) (0.00) (7.27) (0.00) (0.00) (36.36) (50.96) 

4. Y atha Weaving 2571.45 -- 5785.71 -- -- 15785.71 13464.29 
Percentage (6.83) (0.00) (15.38) (0.00) (0.00) (41.97) (35.80) 

5 Kalimpong Bags 840.00 -- 400.00 -- 3200.00 17592.00 33416.00 
Percentage (1.51) (0.00) (0.72) (0.00) (5.77) (31.72) (60.26) 

6 Bamboo Craft 3018.87 113.21 4056.60 7930.57 2000.00 4430.19 14456.25 
Percentage (6.38) (.31) (11.26) (22.02) (5.55) (12.30) (40.15) 

7 Wood Craft 1533.33 366.67 1266.67 2066.67 4000.00 7800.00 36266.67 
Percentage (2.87) (0.68) (2.37) (3.87) (7.50) (14.63) (68.04) 

8. Copper & Brass Craft 187.00 -- -- -- 3750.00 11312.50 51875.00 
Percentage (0.27) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (5.58) (16.85) (77.28) 

9. Black smithy 231.25 -- 437.50 -- 2250.00 2437.50 36656.25 
Percentage (0.55) (0.00) (1.04) (0.00) (5.35) (5.80) (87.25) 

1 0 Silver Craft -- -- -- -- -- -- 53529.41 
Percentage (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) _(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (100} 
All Handicraft 1211.07 67.88 1533.60 1906.40 2166.01 8560.47 34669.17 

Percentage (2.41) (0.13) (3.06) (3.80) (4.32) (17.08) (69.18) 
Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units) 

Total 

75500.00 
(100.00) 

! 

54247.62 
(100.00) 
46400.00 
(100.00) 
37607.14 
(100.00) 
55448.00 
(100.00) 
36006.04 
(100.00) 
53300.00 
(100.00) 
67125.00 
(100.00) 
42012.50 
(100.00) 
53529.41 
(100.00) 
50113.31 

(100) 



Table 5.36, Fig. 5.40 presents the share of different activities in total household 

income of the artisans groups. It is interesting to note that activities like cultivation, 

Forestry, animal husbandry, plantation, services and other (any wage earning) 

contributes significantly to total income. Except Y atha weaving and Bamboo craft, all 

other crafts sectors share more than 50% of the total household income from the 

industry itself. The share of income from household industries in total household 

income varies greatly from one craft sector to another and their contribution seems to 

be as high as 100 percent for silver crafts and as low as 35.80 percent for Yatha 

weaving. This variation is partly due to the nature of crafts itself and partly due to 

involvement of the section of the hill community practicing them. The artisans 

communities of the hill usually do not possess much land and thus depend on the 

artisan activity for their income. 

The share of the income from other sector (Fig. 5.40, 5.41 and 5.42) varies in 

different craft variably. Average for all crafts shows that the largest share next to 

household industry is from other categories, in which out of 253 units surveyed 17.08% 

of the units have income from this sector. Under the other category, the activities may 

include small business, ferrying load, laymen job in press, painter and many other 

activities what so ever work is available. Service provides for 4.32% of the total income 

is share by services (private and government in temporary and permanent position). 

The share of income from Cultivation, Animal husbandry and plantation constitute 

2.71 %, 3.06% and 3.80% respectively. 

5.20 LITERACY AND EDUCATION LEVEL OF THE HOUSEHOLD 

Human resources constitute the ultimate basis for the wealth of nation. The 

principal institutional mechanism for developing human skill and knowledge is the 

formal education system. Education is key factor for the rapid development of either a 

community or a nation. Education is not only fruits of contemplation but an instrument 

of change too. Knowledge is linked with literacy and formal education system. The 

spread of skill, efficiency, and culture can effectively be achieved through education. 

Economic development calls for changes in the traditional pattern of education, it is not 

enough to speak of necessity of education; it is important to specify the type. A 

stagnant society has a traditional stagnant scheme of education. In such a society, 
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Table 5.37 Literacy with Education Level of Family Members 

Table 5.37 Literacy with Education Level of Family Members 
Sl. Education Level of Literate 
No Handicraft Sex Illiterate 

Pry. Sec H. Sec Graduate Other 

1. Thanka Painting M 6 (18.75) 2 (6.20) - (0.00) 6 (15.78) 6 (18.75) 18 (56.35) 
F 5 (11.11) 3 (7.50) 25 (62.5) 5 (12.5) 7 (17.50) - (0.00) 

2. Kalimpong Arts M 
0 (0.00) 1 (2.43) 29 (70.73 4 (9.75) 7 (17.07) - (0.00) 

F 1 (2.32) 8 (19.04) 27 (64.28) 5 (11.90) 2 (4.76) - (0.00) 
3. Carpet Weaving M 3 (20.00) 2 (16.66) 10 (83.33) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 

F 4 (33.33) 6 (75.00) 2 (25.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) - (0.00) 
4. Yatha Weaving M 5 (20.00) 7 (35.00) 10 (50.00) I (5.00) 2 (10.00) - (0.00) 

F 10 (29.41) 7 (29.16) 16 (66.66) 1 (4.16) - (0.00) - (0.00) 
5 Kalimpong Bags M 5 (10.41) 10 (23.25) 22 (51.16) 7 (16.27) 4 (9.30) - (0.00) 

F 8 (17.39) 10 (26.31) 25 (65.78) 2 (5.26) 1 (2.63) - (0.00) 
6 Bamboo Craft M 11 (8.27) 39 (31.96) 74 (60.65) 6 (4.91) 3 (2.45) - (0.00) 

F 17 (14.40) 36 (35.64) 57 (56.43) 8 (7.92) - (0.00) - (0.00) 
7 Wood Craft M 

3 (4.76) 8 (13.33) 39 (65.00) 10 (16.66) 2 (3.32) 1 (1.66) 
F 4 (7.84) 8 (17.02) 30 (63.82) 5 (10.63) 3 (6.38) 1 (2.12) 

8,. Copper & Brass Craft M 2 (5.88) 8 (25.00) 17 (53.12) 6 (18.75) 1 (3.12) - (0.00) 
F 3 (7.31) 4 (10.52) 25 (65.78) 4 (10.52) 5 (13.15) - (0.00) 

9. Black smithy M 10 (11.90) 24 (32.43) 39 (52.70) 7 (9.45) 4 (5.40) - (0.00) 
F 9 (12.00) 27 (40.90) 37 (56.06) 2 (3.03) 0 (0.00) - (0.00) 

10. Silver Craft M 3 (4.41) 15 (23.07) 34 (52.30) 9 (13.84) 7 (10.76) - (0.00) 
F 7 (7.52) 17 (19.76) 56 (65.11) 12 (13.95) 1 (1.16) - (0.00) 

48 (9.26) 120 (23.95) 292 (58.28) 56 (11.17) 31 (6.16) 1 (0.19) M All Handicraft 
68 (12.12) 127 (25.76) 302 (61.25) 44 (8.92) 19 (3.85) 1 (0.20) F 

Source: Field Survey (Figure in the parenthesis represents the percentage of no. of units 

Total Total Family 
Literate Members 

32 (84.22) 
38 (100.00) 
45 (100.00) 

40 (88.88) 
41 (100.00) 41 (100.00) 42 (97.68) 43 (100.00) 
12 (80.00) 15 (100.00) 
8 (66.67) 12 (100.00) 
20 (80.00) 25 (100.00) 
24 (70.59) 34 (100.00) 
43 (89.59 48 (100.00) 
38 (82.61) 46 (100.00) 
122 (91.73 133 (100.00) 
101 (85.60) 118 (1 00.00) 
60 (95.24) 63 (100.00) 
47 (92.16) 51 (100.00) 
32 (94.12) 34 (100.00) 
38 (92.69) 41 (100.00) 
74 (88.10) 84 (100.00) 
66 (88.00) 75 (100.00) 
65 95.59) 68 (100.00) 
86 (92.48) 93 (100.00) 

501 (91.25) 518 (100.00) 
493 (87.88) 561 (100.00) 
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memories are given more value than inventiveness. But in a developing society, there is 

greater orientation towards applied approach in education. 

Table 5.37 and Fig.5.43 reveals the level of literacy and illiteracy of the 

household family member of the artisans' community. Out of the total 253 units 

surveyed, the total population of the household is I 079 persons. Male constitute 50.59 

percent and female 49.41 percent of the total population. The distribution ofthe literacy 

percentage reveals in survey that of the total population only 89.63 percent of the total 

population is literate with different level of education and rest 10.46 percent are 

illiterates. The percentage of literacy among the female to total female is 91.25 percent 

and literacy of male to total male population is 87.88 percent. The illiteracy percentage 

given is the Table 5.37 is exclusive of 0 to 6 ages, if it is excluded the percentage of 

literate is much higher. Education level of the of the family members including 

craftsmen depicts that in total population 22.27 percent of the population have the 

primary education, 53.56 percent of the total population are secondary school, 9.02 

percent are higher secondary. While graduation level of education is limited to only 

4.51 percent of the population and 0.18 percent, have some other training. Table 5.38 

and Fig 5.44 show the education level of handicraft worker showing that more than 

fifty percentage of worker are secondary level. It is found that less than 14 percentage 

of total worker are illiterate are all belongs to old generation. While newer generation 

constitutes greater percentage of artisans and has the inclination for learning. That 

Technical education is found virtually absent in the artisan family. Thus, it is basic 

necessary of the artisan community to have institution with vocational education. As 

education must fulfill the needs of life. Absence of vocational institution is felt by the 

artisans and found to be obstacle for the economic development of the region and 

artisans community in particular. 

5.21 CONCLUSION 

Analysis of general characteristic attempted in this section of study has revealed 

a number of features specific to the functioning of different sectors of traditional 

handicrafts industry. It has pin pointed the peculiarities in terms of labour employed, 

capital both working and fixed used, nature of returns from investment, market 

mechanism in operation etc. The study has been particularly helpful in signaling out the 

problems which are present in the path of future growth and development of different 
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sectors of handicraft industries in Darjeeling hill areas in the district of Darjeeling. A 

detailed discussion of the problems of these economic activities has been taken up in 

next chapter. 
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6.0 INTRODUCTION 

The scope for initiating large scale industrialisation and widespread 

diversification of economic activities is limited in most mountain and hill areas, 

including in Darjeeling hill, because of a number of factors such as the limited and 

environmentally sensitive resource base, the thin spread of usable resources across 

difficult and inaccessible terrain, inaccessibility to markets and modem inputs and 

technology, deficient infrastructure and insufficient energy and high transport costs 

leading to non-competitiveness of products (Papola 1996), in addition to the 

experienced increasing dangers of environmental degradation and distress of ecological 

systems over the years. Thus, the expansion of small-scale enterprises has universally 

been recognised as an important alternative option in order to meet the increasing 

demand of employment of additional workforce in the state. Since, the development 

potentials of agriculture and its associated activities are largely restricted by several 

basic problems. Consequently, the difficult terrain combined with infrastructural and 

environmental problems in mountain areas made them less conducive to the 

establishment of large-scale enterprises .. 

No doubt, the hilly and mountainous area of Darjeeling possesses certain area 

specific comparative advantages and opportunities in terms of the expansion of various 

locally available raw material resources based small-scale manufacturing enterprises. 

Harnessing of these available advantages and niche are expected would prove as an 

instrumental measure for increasing employment and the avenues of income so as to 

bring drastic reduction in the existing level of poverty and the problem of un

employment in different geographical locations of the Darjeeling hill. However, there 

are various other factors, which equally influence and determine the scope of expansion 

of traditional handicraft enterprises in different locations. It is noticed that there has 

been a considerable decrease of manufacturing activities in general and those 

production process is based on locally available raw materials over the years. In this 

context we finally reach at the conclusion that the considerable expansion would in the 

various social infrastructural facilities and the significant improvements in the 

accessibility of rural areas into the facilities of road transportation during the recent 

past have consequently provided an increasing opportunities to the rural people in the 

expansion of various enterprises both along the roadsides and in the villages of nearby 
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roads. Hence, it is expected that the expansion pattern of various non-manufacturing 

activities will continue to a certain extent and their further expansion will be largely 

determined by the process of development of various other productive economic 

sectors, along with the general increase in the income level of rural households and the 

process of expansion and providing various infrastructural facilities, including the 

expansion of roads, in different geographical locations of the Darjeeling hill. However, 

the expansion and establishment pattern of various manufacturing enterprises have been 

slow down, in fact many product groups of them have been closed in different 

geographical locations over the years. In this context, we further attempted to examine 

the nature and extent of problems and constraints existing in the successful functioning, 

growth and development of different rural industrial enterprises in the sample areas. 

The concerned analysis is expected would provide a conceptual base for initiating 

planning development of different product groups of household industries in the 

Darjeeling hill areas. 

Analysis done in the previous sections have revealed that the hill craft activities 

dealt with have bright prospect of development, though they can be considered as one 

of the most problem ridden sector of the hill economy. The problems are not only 

numerous but are diverse in their character. Of course, economic and manpower 

problems are inevitable in any productive activity but in this case, some of the 

problems are very crucial and unless they are solved with appropriate measures, the 

crafts are bound to limp and in few cases the very existence of the sector in near future 

is doubtful. Though some of the problems could be tackle with efforts in management 

and by government supervision, several others need to be solved with care and action, 

based on the minute examination of the working of the units and an in depth study of 

the social and entrepreneurial factors governing labour efficiency. 

These problems can broadly be categorized under three groups, namely, the 

problems related to production, those related to marketing and those related to labour 

including entrepreneurship building. The first group includes the problem associated 

with raw materials, capital and infrastructural inconsistencies while the second group 

incorporates problems related to the sale of finished product, price of the commodity, 

location of the market, etc. The third group, however, consists of problems associated 

with skill, experience and efficiency, training facilities, entrepreneur abilities etc of the 
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labour force. It is well understood that the primary focus of this research has been to 

identify all these problems and furnish appropriate solution for meeting the objective of 

the development of traditional hill-crafts. The problems faced by the artisans in the 

study area are as follows: 

6.1 PROBLEMS RELATED WITH RAW MATERIALS 

The inventory of the traditional handicrafts of the hill area have clearly spelled 

that the crafts are mostly based on the raw materials available locally. This aspect is, 

however, a positive point for further strengthening the base of the crafts. In majority of 

the craft sectors procurement of raw materials is in the form of small purchases from 

local retail outlets on payment in cash. Co operatives and organized sectors are in a 

better position to provide rebates and credit facilities on bulk purchases, which are non 

existent in the study area. However in the basketry sector open market is non-existent; 

it is either purchased from adjoining village or collected from the fields or the forests. 

The numerous problems associated with raw materials can broadly be categorised as 

the problems related with the procurement of raw materials, inadequate supply of raw 

materials, High price of raw materials and Maintenance and conservation of source of 

raw materials. 

So far the metal-based crafts are concerned the raw material supply like copper, 

brass and white metal are not easily available in the local market, hence the artisans 

have to procure it from the distant market of Siliguri. Non-availability of raw material 

is mainly due to lower demand. Likewise, cheap raw material for the black smithy units 

is scrap iron and non-availability of required quantity and quality locally of this product 

is a problem for the sector. Again, the artisans have to fetch it from the distance market 

of Siliguri. In addition, as charcoal is the fuel these sectors use and as availability of 

charcoal plays a decisive role in the growth and development of metal-based crafts, the 

fluctuating supply of the charcoal had been a detrimental factor. Supply of charcoal in 

the hill area is very scarce now and for artisans to avail it had sacrifice much of their 

working hour. Moreover, availability of which is a seasonal especially during winter. 

While in the summer it is not available. So to avoid the difficulty artisans have to 

purchase coal from private charcoal seller at a high price. 
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Again for selective collection of wood and planks required for the woodcarving 

units the artisans are required to take permit from the forest office. These artisans have 

to spend much of their time in connection with the official formalities and most of them 

consider this factor as highly restrictive for the development of the craft. Besides it has 

been observed that it is not convenient for these tiny crafts units to go for bulk purchase 

for lack of working capital. But they are forced to buy in bulk so naturally they 

compromise with quality and buy low quality raw material. This situation benefits the 

seller but not the buyer of the product 

For the Thanka artisans' major input is the gold dust, which is not available 

locally. As it has to be brought from Katmandu naturally the entrepreneurs have to pay 

the escalated price. 

There also lies a great problem for the procurement of appropriate type of 

bamboo, artisans have to spend their valuable time in searching and collecting the 

required quality of bamboo and also have to pay high price for it. The net result is loss 

of effective working hours and higher cost of production. 

The major problem faced by the silver craftsmen is that of non availability of 

silver sheets and wire and they are at the mercy of emporium owners for the supply. 

Moreover, irregular and scanty supply of charcoal creates other severe problems for 

silver crafts, as charcoal is chief source of fuel in this sector and it is true with Copper

Brass works. Although black smithy is also affected adversely by irregular supply of 

charcoal but here the scarcity of the problems is at least partly lessen as the can use fuel 

can be extended to coke coal as an alternative. 

In adequate supply of raw material specially the bamboo for basketry; raw 

silver block, sheet and wire in silver craft; iron scrap in black smithy, natural wool for 

weaving and other such material posses a serious problem. Non-availability of essential 

raw materials coupled with the high price of raw materials and fuel leads to restrict 

production to a great extent and thus creates high idle capacity in the handicraft sector. 

Irregular supply of raw materials at the peak season is also a major problem. 

This obviously indicates the need for appropriate machinery to tackle the problem by 

improving infrastructural facilities. Apparently, one does not find that the artisans have 

to face difficulties in obtaining raw materials but actually the problems is quite acute 

and deserve special attention. Our craft can flourish only if the raw materials used by 
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the craftsmen are available at reasonable and concessional prices (Sao & Chhetri, 

2008). It is observed that there is no clearly assessed data on the raw material 

requirements of many of the crafts. 

6.2 PAUCITY OF WORKING CAPITAL 

Paucity of finance is actually the principal problem and many other a problems 

are just corollary to it. Because of lack of working capital, artisans are not in a position 

to buy the raw material of required amount and desired quality. Even when the raw 

material is at their disposal, artisans sit idle for hours just because they do not possess 

the appropriate implements. They will have to wait for borrowing those from their 

fellow members. Thus in the absence of fixed capital for purchasing implements the 

productivity per hours falls causing low returns per worker (myrdal, 1965p.36) 

It is evident from the previous analysis that savings form the major source of 

investment, and after purchasing their items of basic needs like food, clothes and 

shelter, the artisans are left with only a petty cash which can be used for investment. 

Their low investment causes low production and in turn low income. This in effect 

causes still lower invest able surplus. Thus, they are in the clutches of vicious cycle of 

poverty and it is just impossible for them to get out of it successfully without any 

substantive financial assistance from outside. Nevertheless, rarely any organization 

come forward with financial help and credit for the traditional artisans of the hill area 

when they are in drier need of credit A good number of the units are operating below 

their capacity and even at half of their capacity due to shortage of working capital. This 

situation is often found in copper-brass craft, silver craft, woodcarving, and black 

smithy. 

In the study area, the consumer goods and agriculture implements produced by 

the Kamis (lohars) are in high demand. However, the concerned artisans are not in a 

position to produce higher quantity and better quality product due to shortage of 

working capital. Due to the paucity of funds, at times the Kamis (aaraanwala) opt for 

less remunerative jobs or resort to even daily wage earning. They cannot invest in raw 

materials for further production when the stocks of unsold goods are present. Being 

hand to mouth, thus they mostly accept order when advances are paid. The situation is 

similar in silver craft, copper and brass crafts, woodcraft and weaving. 
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6.3 LOW INVESTMENT IN FIXED CAPITAL 

Because of the low capabilities of the artisans for finance mobilization, the fund 

available to the craftsmen for the investment in fixed assets is low .. In case of silver 

crafts, production requires various type of equipments and complete set of all type of 

are not usually owned by majority of the units. Most of the units work with mutual 

understandings sharing tools among themselves. This restricts their volume of 

production. Beside many artisans are aware of improved technique of production., but 

they do not apply them as it will require fresh investment in fixed capital, which they 

just cannot afford. Likewise other craftsmen associated with black smithy, wood craft, 

Copper-brass crafts are efficient enough to produce even the non-traditional goods if 

required tools are made available to them. Though many of the artisans are efficient 

master craftsmen, the paucity of fixed capital restricts their experimentation of new 

lines of production and they stick to age old items of production. 

6.4 LOW RETURN FROM INVESTMENT 

Various socio-economic reasons lead to low the net return from investment in 

traditional craft activities. This low return is generally attributed to less efficient 

production process, and unfavorable market mechanism. The production process that is 

time consuming and primitive, has made silver craft of the hill area a non-profitable 

venture. Market in this case is extremely limited from producers' point of view and as a 

result the finished silver artifact fetch extremely low price. Similar is the situation with 

Y atha weaving, wood craft, copper-brass craft and bamboo craft, where time 

consuming traditional ·method of production allows the craftsmen to earn a very low 

earning. 

In fact, almost all the craft units follow age-old traditional methods of 

production and their implements have become not only obsolete but are also less 

productive. The craft units thus find it difficult to compete with the low priced goods 

produced by the factory sector. However in the view of the potentials of the industries 

for large-scale employment generation particularly in rural and backward hill areas, it 

does not seem to be practical to go for complete modernisation of the units. 

This calls for innovative experiments for employment generation vis-a-vis, 

adoption of intermediate technology in the form of gradual semi-automation at least in 
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copper-brass craft, black smithy, and silver craft units. It is expected that this sort of 

technological improvement in the craft sector will fully contribute in achieving balance 

among the objective of maximization of production for increasing income, 

diversification of product to meet various consumer's preferences and widening the 

scope for employment generation. In weaving industry, the situation appears to be too 

bad. In this sector, the inefficient production process, coupled with low demand for the 

finished product, results into extremely low returns from investment (Sao & Chhetri, 

2008 p.l7). 

6.5 PROBLEMS RELATED TO VISIT TO DISTANT MARKET FOR SALE 

OF FINISHED PRODUCT 

Lack of systematic, easy and organised disposal of the handicraft produce of the 

Darjeeling hill area also possesses a serious problem, as craftsmen are forced to venture 

distant market crossing inter state boundaries. The important destination includes 

Gangtok, Namchi, Mangan in Sikkim, Shilling in Meghalaya, Shimla in Himachal 

Pradesh, Mysore, Dharamsala, Delhi and. Artisans at times go even across the border in 

Bhutan to sell their products and naturally face great hardship for marketing in the 

foreign land. 

6.6 PROBLEMS RELATED TO TRANSPORT OF FINISHED GOODS 

Transportation of finished products is another major problems faced by the 

artisans. Almost entire finished product of the handicraft is marketed outside the area of 

production. Movement of finished product is generally done by hired taxis or on buses, 

which add substantially to the cost of production. Besides, it is extremely difficult to 

transport finished products especially during the rainy season. Moreover, the artisans 

are exposed to problems related to transit especially for the goods in bulk and some 

copper-brass crafts, black smithy products and silver artifacts. This discourages the 

artisans to traverse larger distances and capture lucrative. 

6.7 LACK OF DIVERSIFICATION OF PRODUCT 

Lack of diversification of the product also accounts for slow growth of the 

industries. As the various artisans craft brings in home competition especially during 
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slack season when the production exceeds the demand. This brings about halt in the 

work schedule and force the artisan to be idle, which could be avoided had there been 

the diverse craft practice. Thus the craft sector needs systematically diversified to 

counter the setback caused by it. 

6.8 OBSOLETE TECHNOLOGY 

The methods of production followed by the handicraft artisans are old and 

inefficient. Most of the craftsmen use traditional tools and appliance, and as a result in 

low productivity, poor quality of products and high costs (Dhar, 2003 p439). Every 

endeavor should, therefore be made to induce the craftsmen to shift over to better tools 

and equipment which will help in eliminating drudgery in production process, long 

hour of work which is tedious and strenuous. The producers for want of information 

know very little about modem technologies which have revolutionized production in 

tiny units in advance countries. There is little research and development in this sector of 

industry in the country and as the study area is concern the concept of R & D is not 

known. This reflects basic flaws in govt. policy in neglecting this handicraft sector in 

the study area. Whatever new is available in the field is not easily transferred to them, 

for the want of satisfactory technology delivery mechanism, such as arrangement for 

demonstration in respect of their use, cost etc. There is almost no agency to provide 

venture capital to cover risks associated with the introduction of new technologies. An 

associated component of technological advance is the imparting of training in emerging 

technologies to learn them and to overcome the obsolescence in skills. This too is 

conspicuous by its absence. It is no wonder that primitive technologies persists in a 

large part of traditional handicrafts units in the study area. Beside, it is also true that all 

the process in manufacturing of craft can not be change with the introduction of modem 

tools as it destroys the artistic value. Moreover, there is every possibility of 

mechanizing certain processes of crafts without sacrificing the artistic value ( Agrawal, 

2003.p.p 395). 

6.9 COMPETITION FROM ORGANIZED SECTOR 

The craft units of the hill greatly suffer due to strong competition from the 

organized sector. Low priced products are at time not considered as fancy goods 
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because of lower quality and poor finish. Although it is felt that the goods produced by 

the artisans are typical and traditional, however it has failed to keep pace with the 

changes in the demand of present generation. It is evident that with establishment of a 

number of engineering and fabricating units in small and medium towns in the plains 

and liberalization of the industry. These units are producing items similar to those 

produce by the hill artisans like Black smithy, Silver smithy, Copper smithy, Handloom 

etc. Obviously, the market is flooded with the cheap factory produced goods. As many 

items produced by artisans of the hills are not competitive in the open market since 

better finished goods are comparatively costlier and have to face formidable 

competition with machine-made-products. Since the competition is bound to continue, 

the future of such craft can only be assured through emphasis on ethnic designs and 

pattern (Dutta & sundaram,2006 pp 402-403). 

6.10 COMPETITION FROM CHEAP SUBSTITUTE GOODS 

There is moderate demand for some of the goods produced by the hill artisans. 

It is observed that much of the artifact produce of the hill suffers miserably from the 

cheap produce from the plains. In fact, nowadays the market is flooded with copper and 

brass artifact from Shahranpur and Moradabad (U.P), Silver artifact are substituted by 

the white metal that cost Rs 500. Per Kg while the cost for raw silver is around Rs 100 

per tola (approximately 12gram.). Beside, wood craft and handloom also face stiff 

competition from the substitute, for example synthetic carpet of Hungary, factory made 

tools as manufacture by local black smithy, varieties of cheap Chinese decorative 

artifacts, factory made copper-brass artifacts, plastic bags instead of basket used in 

packaging and plucking handloom designed mill cloth for manufacture of hill bags etc., 

traditional. Similar situation are found with a number of product produce in the craft 

sector. 

6.11 SEASONAL FLUCTUATION IN DEMAND 

Unfavourable climatic conditions ofthe place has too play a decisive role in the 

artisans occupation in the hilly areas as cold and the rainy season offers a slack season 

like in the rainy season raw bamboo are difficult to procure. It is also found that durable 

household basket could not be produce due to pest. It is also true that the availability of 
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coal is meager due to damp weather. Beside the damp and the cold weather, also 

restrict the artisan to work for the long hour. This brings about the artisans health 

problems. 

Much of the activities of the artisans are more linked in flow of the tourist in the 

region. The industry gets adversely affected if there is any disturbance in the flow of 

the tourist by natural and other inconsistencies. For example, Kalimpong bags, 

Kalimpong Arts, wood craft products, silver artifact, Thanka, copper-brass crafts and 

other traditional artifact are in high demand in peak tourist season. Thus, high tourist 

inflow also accounts for a high sale and vice verse. 

Some of the artisans activities in viz., Basketry, Black smith are linked with 

agricultural activities and gets adversely affected if the agricultural operations are 

slacked or there is less of production. For example black smithy are more profited from 

servicing jobs in the years of better agriculture but in the year of crop failure they are 

adversely affected due to less work and hence lower income. Of course, the artisans try 

to supplement their income by sale in different hat, concentrating of production of 

different household and consumer items, hawking through villages and different 

adjoining towns however this helps them only partially. 

Similarly, seasonal regime has direct affect on the trader, middleman, retailer 

and customer to which the artisans depends and brings about a suffering to the artisans. 

6.12 LACK OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORT 

Adequate research and development efforts are not put to increase the output or 

find out the higher value alternative items for many of the product. For example there is 

no organization or the institution for introducing different designs or new article in the 

processing of the raw material and production. Though various utilitarian article, 

utilitarian cum decorative, decorative, and religious artifacts can be produce by basket 

weaver, woodcarver, blacksmith, silver craftsmen, and other. There is no organization to 

conduct various experiments require for development and diversification of the product. 

6.13 PROBLEM ASSOCIATED WITH MARKETING MECHANISM 

The marketing structure in the study area operates at the different level for the 

various products. At the lowest level is the artisan who produces and markets the 
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whole of its produce directly to the customer like Thanka paintings, baskets, 

agricultural implements, silver craft products and other craft from the artisan's premises 

only. There are some artisans who sell their product visiting different hat, adjoining 

towns and hawking in different villages to sell their product like baskets, carpet, silver 

craft items, Kalimpong bags, Yatha etc. While majority of them sell to local trader i.e., 

the middleman who purchases for the supply to the retailer in the local area and outside 

the region. These are the class who pocket the lion's share of the profit due for the 

artisans. This exploitative marketing structure does not encourage new entrepreneur to 

venture in the industrial activities. It is generally felt that the artisans are at the mercy 

of these traders. Sometime the artisans also mortgage the finished product for the 

supply of raw materials thus remain always in the clutches of the traders. Sometime the 

situation also necessitates the artisans to dispose of their produce at a very low price to 

the traders, even lower than the cost of production. 

Thus in the absence of any rational marketing organization the artisans are 

forced to sell to local trader or middleman who manage to get away with the major part 

of the profit. Hence, the present system necessitates widening of market from primary 

worker point of view. 

6.14 LACK OF GOVERNMENT SUPPORT ON MARKETING 

Of course, the government has taken a big step by establishing of the 

"Manjusha' to improve the marketing structure of the handicraft products. However, 

artisan producers do not find much encouragement on the purchase and sale mechanism 

it follows. The artisans do not get ready cash for the articles they supply this delayed 

payment discourages the artisans as this situation from producer point of view, 

relegates to finished stock in hand and they cannot augment fresh investment for 

production. In fact this system encourages the middleman rather than artisans. Some 

time the artisan also found that the goods are returned back after a couple of months as 

the customer do not patronize government shops where price remain fixed. In addition, 

government outlet fail to display the authentic value of the products deserve to attract 

the potential buyer. Beside bulk purchase during peak season also encourages the 

duplicity in the article. 
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6.15 PROBLEM OF EXHIBITING IN THE GOVERNMENT ORGANIZED 

EXHIBITION 

To upgrade the crafts of various regions the state and central government 

organise various exhibitions to exhibit and sell the handicraft product at various 

important centres. It is felt by the artisans that the schedules for such an exhibition do 

not reach the artisans in proper time so in most of the cases, the artisans do not 

participate in the exhibition for lack of stock in hand. As the authentic artisans, do not 

have the capacity to meet the demand, the situation rather encourages pseudo-artisans/ 

fake artisans to represent in such exhibition. 

Another difficulty faced by the artisans in Mela or big exhibition is that of low 

sale due to lack salesmanship. Beside this, the artisans are also faced with the problem 

of lack of interaction due to difference in language, customs and habits. 

A large number of the artisans most of the time remain unaware of the 

exhibition as it is overshadowed by the selected few artisans for few selected crafts. 

Many ofthe eminent ofthe area still do not find its' due place. 

6.16 LACK OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Achievement motivation, a component of the psychological basis of 

entrepreneurship, is supposed to be high among the artisans. Unfortunately, this 

positive point does not get reflected in their industrial enterprise because of their lack of 

exposure to market economy and traditional value system of the artisans. It may be due 

to the absence of a large number of successful entrepreneurs locally. In fact, the 

economy of Darjeeling hill areas at present is in transition and demands successful 

entrepreneurs. It is felt that to promote further entrepreneurships among artisans the 

first step would be to take up skilled artisans and youth to generate achievement 

motivation through guidance. 

6.17 POOR INDUSTRIAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

The poor state of the industrial infrastructure in the hill area is one of the 

inhibiting factors for the development of the handicrafts in general. The difficult 

terrains condition restrict movement of artisan for the collection and distribution .of 
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their products. This situation demands for optimum development of transport and 

communication facilities. 

6.18 LACK OF AWARENESS ABOUT DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES AND 

PROGRAMS 

Although there are numerous government policies, schemes, projects and 

development programmes for the revival, up gradation, improvement and innovation in 

craft culture, the artisans are still in dark about such government ventures. So far, there 

has been very low dissemination of the information among artisans. The system 

necessitates for overhauling of total setup to reach the artisans, benefit of plans and 

policy. 

6.19 POOR LIVING CONDITION OF THE CRAFTSMEN 

It is observed that most of the artisans in the villages or even in the town live in 

abject poverty and congestion. They live in thatched house put up by them. It is found 

that a good number of artisans, especially in the town live in rented accommodation. 

Because of their inability to pay high rents, the area of accommodation is generally 

small. Of course, there are pucca construction though their present condition is rather 

dilapidated situated in narrow lanes the houses are dark and dingy. There is no proper 

sanitation worth the name. The craftsmen live in constant danger of their health hazard. 

In the majority of these, type of houses there is no water supply and proper electricity. 

Whether in the villages or in town, the accommodations of the artisans serve 

both living and working. In this arrangement, there are always the risks of damaging 

the piece of work in the hand. 

6.20 LACK OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE CRAFTSMEN 

The survey reveals that most of the craftsmen are never able to spare required 

fund out of their poor earning for their medical care. It is also true that even with the 

expansion and the extension of community health services, at the village level the 

service is still poor. Whenever illness attacks a craftsman, it aggravates his misery by 

reducing the workdays in one hand and necessitating unforeseen expenditure on the 

other. 
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6.21 LACK OF TRAINING FACILITY 

It is found through the survey many of the artisans are eager to improve their 

efficiency through training. Beside, It has also been found that some of the master 

craftsmen are also interested to train the new generation in traditional handicrafts. But, 

there is absolutely no formal training centre available to the artisan of carpet, silver 

craft, copper-brass crafts, Yatha, Kalimpong arts, Kalimpong bags, and on bamboo 

crafts. 

6.22 LACK OF VOCATIONAL AND ART AND CRAFTS INSTITUTE 

It is rather positive factors that the majority of the craftsmen are literate. The 

survey reveals that the artisans are mostly literate, though few of the artisans have done 

graduation also, however none of the artisans has formal training or qualification on the 

handicraft. Further it may be noted that majority of the younger generation have zeal 

for learning the crafts. This state of affairs want for the establishment of vocational 

based institute in the region, as such an institute are non -existence. Although certain 

training are provided by District industries centre of Govt. of west Bengal, however 

such a limited training do not provide require skill formation. It may further be noted 

that scores of training provided by DIC do not bring fruits to its development. Beside 

the handicrafts institute, the school itself should introduce a compulsory vocational 

course with up-to- date practical laboratory based on the regional aspiration. Hill area 

of Darjeeling has scores of traditional craft if the education were extended for the 

development of this crafts; it will certainly boost the economy of the area. 

6.23 LACK OF PUBLICITY 

Although the crafts produce of the hill area of the district is covering a distance 

market even in the foreign countries, its prominence is not directly linked to the 

immediate customer as it is linked to Retailer I dealer and customer only. These 

situations are due to lack of adequate publicity. There is no planned provision for 

effective publicity. As publicity of these crafts, do not find space in press, 

advertisement, handbills, illustrated brochures, magazine, hoarding, media, etc. It is due 

to lack of sponsoring agency and lack of concept about the concept of advertisement of 
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the concerned development authority. Lack of publicity is a curse to artisans as it looses 

the potential customer. 

6.24 LACK OF CREDIT FACILITIES 

Lack of financing is also a disconcerting bottleneck of some of the crafts. The 

interest charged by the private moneylender like khans, mahajans dealer is exorbitant; 

as such, the small artisans can ill-afford to go in for credit available from these sources. 

It is vital that adequate credit facilities are extended to these artisans to enable them to 

free themselves from the hands of trader financiers. Sometime the trader lends money 

to the artisans in the form of advances for purposes of purchasing raw material. When 

the finished products are delivered to the dealer, the advances are adjusted against the 

payment due to them. Although no outward strained relation between the manufacturer 

and the dealer are marked, the fact remains that the dealers due to formers weak 

financial position exploit the artisans (Agrawal, 2003 p394). 

6.25 CONCLUSION 

It is evident from earlier accounts that there is a good potentiality for growth of 

traditional handicraft industries in the study area but unless the deterrents and 

bottlenecks of handicraft development are tackled by appropriate action, speedy growth 

cannot be ensured. Th~ main obstacles for speedy growth from the point of view of 

handicrafts are tiny units, age-old method of production, fluctuating market demand, 

non-availability of quality raw material, presence of intermediary etc. Numerous 

problems have crop up in the handicraft sectors, besides low investment in fixed capital 

assets, in adequate credit facilities, inadequate extension and innovation services, lack 

of training add to the quantum of problems. To survive and thrive these handicraft 

sectors it is imperative to strengthen this sector with suitable policy measures. In order 

to find out the impact of factors regulating the process of production, income 

generation and output growth an attempt has been done in the following chapter to 

conceptualise them in model form. Direction and magnitude of the relevant policy 

variables have been determined by regression analysis using least square methods. 
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7.0 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter an attempt has been made to estimate the relevant structural 

equation and to interpret the co-efficient associated with different explanatory variables 

in the broad framework of income generation mechanism in the various sector of 

handicraft industry (Ali, 1981 ). The structural equation explaining several policy 

variables are obtained from regression analysis using least square method (Sao, 1992 

and Sao and Chattopadhyay, 1985). 

7.1.0 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THANKA PAINTING 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation for Thanka Painting are as follows: 

YTp1 Total production per unit (in Rs.). 

YTp2 Value added per unit (in Rs.). 

YTp3 Total Duration of daily operation of main workers per units. 

YTp4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs. ). 

YTps Value of working capital per unit (in Rs. ). 

YTp6 Net income per household in (in Rs.). 

XTp1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XTp2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation I hours 

the unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XTp3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked 18 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XTp4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers I total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

XTps Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

XTp6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

XTp7 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

XTps Percentage of finished products sold to Retailers. 

XTp9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XTp10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5-point scale) 

XTp11 Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XTp12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from Customers advance. 
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XTp13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for Thanka Painting are given below: 

7.1.1 Total Production per Units in Rs. in Thanka Painting (YTp1 ) 

Total production per units in Thanka Painting (YTp1) has been regressed on 

Working Capital (YTp5) and Standard Mandays (XTp3). YTp1 has also been regressed 

with other variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore 

these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YTp,= 4591.257* + 1.224*YTp5 + 150.372XTp3 

(10790.153) (0.523) (67.962) 

R2 = 0.897** 

As the reported R2 of this equation is very high, it indicates the efficiency of the 

right hand side variables i.e., YTp5 and XTp3 in explaining the variations in YTpr very high. 

The marginal contribution of Ytp5 and XTp3 on YTp1, keeping other variable 

fixed are 1.224 and 150.372 respectively. The explained variation by the above 

regression is 89.7 percent of the total variation of YTp1• Explanatory variables XTp3 

and YTps have a positive impact on the dependent variable. As higher value Of bOth the 

independent variables ensure either higher production or better production. 

7.7.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs in Thanka Painting (YTp2) 

Value Added per unit in Thanka painting (YTp2) has been regressed on standard 

maydays (XTp3) and percentage of finished goods sold to middleman (XTp7). Ytp2 

was also regressed on other variable but no significant influence of these variables was 

found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YTp2 =-7350.773*+264.508**XTp3 -784.057XTp7 

(7054.150) (22.100) (278.011) 

R2=0.895** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit. The marginal 

contribution of XTp3 and XTp7 on YTp1, keeping other variable fixed are 264.508** 
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and -784.057 respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 89.5% of the 

total variation on YTp1. The variable XTp3 have a positive influence on YTp1 with high 

magnitude because it ensure timely and better production. XTp7 has a negative 

influence on YTp1 middleman usually pay lowest rates per items 

7.1.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Worker per Unit in Thanka 

Painting (YTp3) 

Total duration of daily operation of main worker per unit (YTp3) in Thanka 

painting has been regression on value added per unit (Ytp2), percentage of skilled 

worker to total worker (XTp1) and percentage of finished goods sold to middleman 

(XTp7). Ytp3 was also regressed on other variable but no significant influences of these 

variables were found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression 

equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is 

YTp3= 4877.204**+0.01144*YTp2-39.816**XTpi+18.670*XT7 

(1160.694) (0.004) (10.433) (7.499) 

R2=0.911** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of YTp2, XTp1 and XTp7 on YTp1, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.01144*, -39.816** and 18.670* respectively. The explained 

variation by above regression is 91.1% of the total variation on Ytp3. The variable 

YTp2 and XTp7 have a positive influence on YTp1 with high magnitude which are in 

conformity with held hypothesis. XTp1 has a negative influence on YTp1 as skilled 

workers usually give better finish in less time. 

7.1.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Thanka Painting 

Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Thanka painting (Ytp4) has been regressed 

on total output per units (YTp1) and percentage of skilled worker to total workers 

(XTpJ). Ytp4 was also regressed on other variable but no significant influence of these 

variables was found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression 

equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted is 

YTP4=2725.472**+0.004131 **YTp~-8.610**XTp1 

(237.078) (0.001) (2.095) 

R2=0.953** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of 

output 

The marginal contribution of YTp1 and XTp1 on YTp~, keeping other variable 

fixed are 0.004131 ** and -8.610** respectively. The explained variation by above 

regression is 95.3% of the total variation on YTp4. The variable YTp3 have a positive 

influence on YTp1 with high magnitude. XTp1 has a negative influence on YTp4 as 

highly skilled worker can ensure production even with obsolete tools, which are usually 

of low cost. 

7.1.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs in Thanka Painting (YTp5) 

Value of Working Capital per Unit in Thanka painting (YTp5) has been 

regressed on total output per units (YTp1), and percentage of skilled worker to total 

workers (XTp1) and percentage of share of work done by part-time worker (XTp4). 

Ytps was also regressed on other variable but no significant influences of these 

variables were found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression 

equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YTps = 91695.724** + 0.101 *YTp1- 876.209**XTpi +306.379XTp4 

(12175.344) (0.038) (1 07.396) (1101.777) 

R2 =0.976** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit. 

The high positive impact of contribution of part-time workers in working capital is due 

to the fact that part-time worker do not use the gold dust and other raw materials 

effectively. Hence expenditure on raw materials escalates. Beside product made by 

part-time worker are not of higher quality which results in the lag of sale. This back log 

in sale requires extra expenditure on working capital as the units cannot remain idle. 
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The marginal contribution of YTp1, XTp1 and XTp4 on YTps keeping other 

variable fixed are + 0.101 *, - 876.209** and 306.379* respectively. The explained 

variation by above regression is 97.6% of the total variation on YTps. The variable 

YTp1 and XTp4 have a positive influence on YTp1 with high magnitude which is 

favourable feature as skilled worker use expensive raw materials like gold dust, natural 

colours efficiently and judiciously. XTp1 has a negative influence on YTps 

7.1.6 Net Income per Household per Unit in Thanka Painting (YTp6) 

Net Income per Household in Thanka painting (YTp6) has been regressed on 

percentage of skilled worker to total workers (XTp1), Standard Mandays (XTp3) and 

percentage of work done by part-time worker (XTp4). Ytp6 was also regressed on other 

variable but no significant influences of these variables were found. Therefore, these 

variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is 

YTp6=88633.721 *- 866.198**XTpi+33949*XTp3+280.356*XTp4 

(62411.1) (106.588)) (12.245) (113.43) 

R2 = 0.976** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of XTp1, XTp3 and XTp4 on YTps keeping other 

variable fixed are -866.198**, 33949* and 280.356* respectively. The explained 

variation by above regression is 97.6% of the total variation on YTps. The variable 

XTp3 and XTp4 have a positive influence on YTp1 with high magnitude which is in 

conformity with held hypothesis. XTp1 has a negative influence on YTP6· Which is 

rather perplexing it could be due to the fact that highly skilled worker usually do not 

take part in other subsidiary activities. The out put is usually of high quality and of 

higher price. Hence direct customer sale is low. Middleman or retailer usually stock 

such product and pay comparatively low price to the articles 

7 .1. 7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Thanka Painting (YTp) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YTp1 (Total production per unit), YTp2 

(Value Added per unit), YTp3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per unit), 
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YTp4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit), YTp5 (Value of Working Capital per unit) and 

YTp6 (Net Income per Household per unit) in Thanka Painting are as follows: 

1. YTpt = 4591.257* +1.224*YTps +150.372XTp3 

(10790.153) (0.523) (67.962) 

R2 = 0.897** 

2. YTp2 = -7350.773*+264.508**XTp3 -784.057XTp7 

(7054.150) (22.100) (278.011) 

R2=0.895** 

3. YTp3= 4877.204**+0.01144*YTp2-39.816**XTpt+ 18.670*XT7 

(1160.694) (0.004) (10.433) (7.499 

4. YTP4=2725.472**+0.004131 **YTp1-8.6lO**XTp1 

(237.078) (0.001) (2.095) 

R2 =0.953** 

5. YTps= 91695.724** + 0.101 *YTp1_ 876.209**XTp1 +306.379XTp4) 

(12175.344) (0.038) (1 07.396) (1101.777) 

R2 =0.976** 

6. YTp6=88633.721 * -866.198**XTp1+33949*XTp3+280.356*XTp4 

(62411.1) (106.588)) (12.245) (113.43) 

R2 = 0.976** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & **indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively for n-p 1 degree of freedom. 

7.1.8 Optimum Functional Model ofThanka Painting (YTp) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit in Rs.( YTp1), Value 

added per unit(YTp2), Duration of daily operation of main worker(YTp3), Value of 

fixed capital asset per unit(YTp4), Value of working capital per unit(YTp5) and Net 

income of the household (YTp6) for the Thanka Painting are as follow: 

1. YTpt= f (YTps, XTp3) 

2. YTp2 = f (XTp3, XTp7) 

3. YTp3= f (YTp2, XTp7, XTPtL) 
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4. YTp4= f(YTp1, XTp1) 

5. YTps=f(YTpi,XTpJ,XTp4) 

6. YTp6 = f(XTp1, XTp3, XTp4) 

7.1.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix ofThanka Painting (YTp) 

Tables 7 .l.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Thanka Paintings. 

Table 7.1 a 

YTp1 YTps XTp3 

YTp1 1 

YTps .931(**) 1 

XTp3 .929(**) .930(**) 1 

Table 7.l.b 

YTpz XTp3 XTp7 

YTpz 1 

XTp3 .919(**) 1 
XTp7 .083 .319 1 

Table 7.l.c 

YTp3 YTpz XTp1 XTp7 

YTp3 1 
YTpz 902(**) 1 
XTp1 -.905(**) -.862(**) 1 
XTp7 . 202 .083 .035 1 

Table 7.l.d 
YTp4 YTp1 XTp1 

YTp4 1 

YTp1 . 952(**) 1 

XTp1 -.930(**) -.862(**) 1 

Table 7.l.e 

YTps YTp1 XTp1 XTp4 

YTp5 1 

YTp1 931(**) 1 

XTp1 960(**) -.862(**) 1 

XTp4 . 095 .193 115 1 
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Table7.l.f 

YTp6 XTp1 XTp3 
YTp6 1 

XTp1 -.577(**) 1 
XTp3 . 614(**) -.853(**) 1 
XTp4 .098 . 115 .234 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XTp4 

1 

7.2 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF KALIMPONG ARTS 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YKa 1 Total production per unit (in Rs.). 

YKa2 Total Value added per unit (in Rs.). 

YKa3 Total Duration of daily operation of main worker per unit. 

YKa4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs.) 

YKas Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

YKa 6 Net income per household (in Rs.). 

XKa 1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XKa 2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of Operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XKa3 Standard mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XKa4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

XKa s Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

XKa 6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

XKa 1 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

XKa s Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

XKa 9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XKa 10 Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XKa 11 Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XKa 12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advances. 
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XKa 13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for Kalimpong Art are given below: 

7.2.1 Total production per Unit in Rs. in Kalimpong Art (YKa1) 

Total production per unit in Kalimpong Art (YKa1) has been regressed on value 

of working capital (Yka5) and percentage of finished goods sold to Government 

agencies (Xkll6). Yka1 was also regressed on other variable but no significant influences 

of these variables were found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKa1 =1908.722* + 2.006**YKa5 -1204.459**XKCi6 

(6676.192) (0.156) (316.887) 

R2 = 0.910** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of Yka5 and Xkll6 on YKa1, keeping other variable 

fixed are 2.006* and -1204.459** respectively. The explained variation by above 

regression is 91% of the total variation on Yka1. The variable Yka5 and Xkll6 have a 

positive influence on YKa1 which is in conformity with held hypothesis with moderate 

magnitude. Xkll6 has a high negative influence on YKa1, even though the rate is highest 

in case of government purchase but due to difficult mechanism in purchase system, 

craftsmen usually participate in sale in collaboration with middleman who pockets part 

of the profit. Besides cash payments are not made even with a lag of three months. 

However if the supplied items remain unsold then the artifacts are returned. These 

hurdles in the path of organize sale to government induces a negative impact. 

7.2.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs in Kalimpong Art (YKa2) 

Value added per unit in Kalimpong Art (YKa2).has been regressed on Value of 

working capital (Ykas) and Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving (Xka1,). 

Yka2 was also regressed on other variable but no significant influences of these 

variables were found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression 

equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKa2 =96585.648**+0.717**YKa5-877.241 **XKa11 

(27778.649) (0.126) (262.602) 

R2=0.809** 

The value ofR2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of Yka5 and Xkan on Yka2, keeping other variable 

fixed are 0. 717** and-877.241 ** respectively. The explained variation by above 

regression is 80.9% of the total variation on Yka2. The variable YKa5 have a positive 

influence on YTp1 with low magnitude. XKa11 has a negative influence on Yka2. The 

profit margin in Kalimpong arts is very low hence the value added is also low. In such 

a situation an artisan go for savings only if he cannot mobilizes any other sources and it 

is usually at the cost of other essential expenditure. The situation usually renders a 

significant set back in production and productivity. 

7.2.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Worker per Unit in Kalimpong 

Art (YKa3) 

Total duration of daily operation of main worker per unit (YKa3) has been 

regressed on percentage of finished goods sold to customers (Yka5). Yka3 was also 

regressed on other variable but no sigrtificant influences of these variables were found. 

Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKa3 =2321.461**-22.128**XKa5 

(111.707) (5.396) 

R2=0.470** 

The as reported R2 is only 47%, it is moderately successful in explaining the variation 

in Yka3, while 53% remain unexplained Xka5 has however negative effect on Yka3, and unit 

rate of decrease is Rs 22.12, which is not in conformity with the held hypothesis. 

7.2.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Kalimpong Art (Yka4) 

The value of fixed capital per unit (YkC4) has been regressed on a number of 

variable but no significant influence of the variables on YkC4 were found and there 

exist no relation 
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7.2.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs in Kalimpong Art (YKas) 

Value of Working Capital per Unit in Kalimpong (YKa5) has been regressed on 

total production per unit (Yka1), size of units in terms of employment (Xka9) and 

percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. (Xka11). Yka5 was also regressed on 

other variable but no significant influences of these variables were found. Therefore, 

these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKa5=65235.8**+0.506**YKa1+4608.247*XKa9+602.407**XKtl 

(21982.3) (0.058) (1611.348) (199.295) 

R2=0.912** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of YKa1, XKa9 and XKallon Ykas, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.506**, 4608.247* and 602.407**respectively. The explained 

variation by above regression is 91.2% of the total variation on Ykas. The variable 

YKa1, XK~ and XKa11 have a positive influence on YTp5 with high magnitude. 

7.2.6 Net Income per Household per Unit in Rs in Kalimpong Art (Yka6) 

Net Income per Household per Unit in Kalimpong Art (Yk3.6) has been 

regressed on education level of worker (XKa10) and percentage of finance mobilisation 

from saving (XKa11). Yk~ was regressed on other variables but no significant 

influences on Yk3.6 were found. 

For Net income per household the regression equation is: 

YK3.6=57201.727*+36388.201 **XKa10-1274.59*XKa1t 

(48971.2) (9291.818) (464.591) 

R2 =0.530** 

The value of R2 is only 53%, which indicate that Xka10 and XKAll, together 

explain only 53% of variation ofYk3{), 47% is unexplained The marginal contribution 

of XKa1o and xKall on Yk3{), keeping other variable fixed are 36388.201 ** and -

1274.59* respectively. The variable XKa10 have the positive impact on Yk~ as 

workers usually use the facilities and amenities in a better manner while XKa11 has 

negative influence on Yk~ due to reasons mentioned earlier. 
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7.2.7 The Summary of Stepwise Regression ofKalimpong Art (Yka) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YKa1 (Total production per unit), YKa2 

(Value Added per unit), YKa3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per unit), 

YKa 4 (Value ofFixed Capital per unit), YKa5 (Value of Working Capital per unit) and 

YK<l() (Net Income per Household per unit) in Kalimpong Arts are as follows: 

1. YKa1 =1908.722* + 2.006**YKa5 - 1204.459**XKC16 

(6676.192) (0.156) (316.887) 

2. YKa2 =96585.648**+0.717**YKa5-877.241 **XKall 

(27778.649) (0.126) (262.602) 

3. YKa3 =2321.461 **- 22.128**XKa5 

(111.707) (5.396) 

4. YK~ =No Relation 

R2 = 0.910** 

R2 = 0.809** 

~= 0.470** 

R2 =Nil 

5. YKas=65235.8**+0.506**YKa1+4608.247*XKa9+602.407**XKall 

(21982.3) (0.058) (1611.348) (199.295) 

R2 = 0.912** 

6. YK<16=5720 1. 727*+ 36388.201 * *XKa10-1274.59*XKau 

(48971.2) (9291.818) (464.591) 

R2=0.530** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & ** indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.2.8 Optimum Functional Model of Kalimpong Art (Yka) 

Optimum Functional Model of Total production per unit in Rs.( YKa1), Value 

added per unit(Yka2), Duration of daily operation of total worker(Yka3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit(Yk~), Value of working capital per unit(Yka5) and Net income of 

the household (Yk<l6) for the Kalimpong arts are as follows: 

1. YKa, = f (YKas, XK<16) 

2. YKa2 = f (YKas, XKa 11 ) 
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3. YKa3 = f (XKas) 

4. YKa4 = no Relation R 2 = nil 

5. YKa5= f (YKa1, XKa9, XKa11) 

6. YKat; = f(XKa10, XKau) 

7.2.9 Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of Kalimpong Art (Yka) 

Tables 7.2.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Kalimpong Art. 

Table 7.2.a 
YKa1 YKas XKat; 

YKa1 1 
YKas .153 1 
XKat; .282 .465* 1 

Table 7.2.b 

YKaz YKas XKa11 
YKaz 1 
YKas .831 ** 1 
XKau .683** .453* 1 

Table 7.2.c 

YKa3 XKa5 

YKa3 1 
XKas .685** 1 

Table 7.2.d 
I No Relation R2 =NIL 

Table 7.2.e 

YKas YKat XKa9 
YKas 1 
YKa1 .915** 1 
XK~ .715(**) .641(**) 1 
XKa11 .453* .645** -.528(**) 

Table 7.2.f 
YKat; XKa10 XKau 

YKat; 1 
XKa10 .577(**) 1 
XKa11 .359 .139 1 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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7.3 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF CARPET WEAVING 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YCw, Total production per unit (in Rs). 

YCw2 Value added per unit (in Rs ). 

YCw3: Total duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 

YCw4 Value of fixed capital per unit (in Rs). 

YCws Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

YCw6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

XCw, Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XCw2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation I hours 

the unit should have been operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XCw3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XCw4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by 

XCws 

XCw6 

XCw1 

XCws 

(Total hour worked by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and 

part-time workers) x 100. 

Percentage of finished products sold to customers 

Percentage of finished products sold to Government 

Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

Percentage of finished products sold to retailers 

XCw9 Size of unit in terms of employment, 

XCw10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale), 

XCw,, percentage of finance mobilisation from saving, 

XCw12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advance, 

XCw13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman, 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for woos crafts are given below: 

7.3.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Woolen Carpet Weaving (Ycwt) 

Total production per unit in woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw1) is regressed with 
1 

value of working capital per unit (YCw5). YCw1 has also been regressed with other 
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variable (YCw4, YCw3, YCw2 ... ) but no significant impact was found on YKb1. 

Therefore, variables have been excluded from regression. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCw1 = 26.78.642* + 1646**YCws 

(2061.092) (0.120) 

R2 =0.941** 

It is evident from the equation that R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded 

that the variable are capable of explaining the variation in Total production per unit in 

carpet weaving. The marginal contribution of YCw5 on YCw1, keeping all other 

variable fixed is 1646**. The explained variation by the above regression equation is 

94.1% of the total variation in YCw1• The explanatory variable YCw5 have the positive 

impact on the dependent variable YCw1 as higher working usually means better quality 

of material leading to higher sale price. 

7.3.2. Value Added per Unit in Rs in Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw2) 

Value Added per unit in Carpet weaving in Rs (YCw2) has been regressed with 

value of working capital per unit (YCw5), Standard Mandays of the total worker 

(XCw3) and percentage of finished goods sold to retailer (XCws). YCwz was also 

regressed with other variable but no significant influences of these variables were 

found on YCwz. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

Increasing impact of all the explanatory variables are in conformity with the held 

hypothesis significantly. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCwz=l98.021 *+0.384*YCws+31.155*XCw3 +340.331 **XCws 

(165.316) (0.133) (12.389) (99.729) 

R2=0.884* 

R2 value in the equation is high, and speaks of the efficiency of the right hand 

side variables together is explaining the variation in the carpet weaving. The marginal 

contribution of YCws, XCw3 and XCw8 on YCw2, keeping other variables fixed are 

0.384*, 31.155* and 340.331**respectively. The explained variation by the above 

equation is 88.4% of the total variation in YCw2• The explanatory variable has a 

positive influence. These influences are in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 
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7.3.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Workers per Unit in Woolen 

Carpet Weaving (YCw3) 

Total duration of daily operation of main workers per unit (YCw3) was 

regressed on total production per unit (YCw1) and percentage of finance mobilisation 

from customers advance (XCw12). YCw3 was also regressed with other variable but no 

significant influences of these variables were found on YCw3. Therefore, these 

variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCw3 =547.080*+0.04542**YCw1-10.979XCw12 

(255.450) (0.008) (5.852) 

R2 =0.738* 

As reported R2 of the equation is moderately high, thus the independent variable 

moderately explains YCw3. The explained variation by the above equation is 73.8% of 

the total variation of YCw3. The variable YCw1 has a positive impact whereas the 

variable XCw12 has negative impact on YCw3 As the part payment by the customer in 

the form of advance is already done, the artisans usually are less inclined to put more 

daily labour. 

7.3.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw4) 

Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs (YCw4) did not show any relation in the 

regression equation. 

7.3.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs. in Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCws) 

Value of Working Capital per Unit in Carpet Weaving in Rs is regressed on 

total production per unit (YCw1) and percentage of finance mobilisation from saving 

(XCWtt). YCws was also regressed with other variable but no significant influences of 

these variables were found on YCw5• Therefore, these variables were excluded from 

the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCws =-674.450**+0.584**YCw1-169.595*XCWtt 

(6989) (0.036) (71.791) 
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The value of R2 is sufficiently high, therefore it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variables are capable of explaining the variation in the value of working 

capital per unit in carpet weaving. 

The marginal contribution of YCw1 and XCw11 on YCw5, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.584** and -169.595* respectively. The explained variation by the 

above regression is 96% of the total variation on YCw5• The role of individual 

explanatory variable is conveyed by the co-efficient associated with it and though the 

increasing impact of production is in conformity with the held hypothesis. The decrease 

impact is contrary to the hypothesis as mentioned in earlier cases. 

7.3.6 Net Income of Household per Unit in Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw6) 

Net Income per Household in Carpet Weaving, (YCw6) has been regressed on 

percentage of finished goods sold to customers (XCw5). YCw6 was also regressed with 

other variable but no significant influences of these variables were found on YCw6. 

Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

For Net Income per Household the regression equation so estimated is: 

YCw6 =42503.176**-580.885**XCw5 

(2410.703) (182.83) 

R2=0.457** 

The reported R2 is only .457 which means that it is moderately successful in 

explaining the variation in YCw6 , though 54.3 percent remains unexplained. The 

marginal contribution of XCw5 on YCw6, keeping other variable fixed is equals -

580.885**. The explained variation by the above regression is 45.7% of the total 

variation in YCw6. It shows that percentage of goods sold to the customers have a 

negative impact on the net income of the household because many regular customer 

usually pay advances for their purchase and hence pay low rate for the product. 

7 .3. 7 The Summary of Stepwise Regression of Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw) 

The summary of stepwise regression ofYCw1 (Total production per unit), YCw 

2 (Value Added per unit of output), YCw3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker 

per unit), YCw4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YCw5 (Value of Working 
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Capital per unit in Rs.) and YCw6 (Net Income Per Household per unit in Rs.) in Carpet 

weaving are as follows: 

1. YCwt = 26.78.642* + 1646**YCw5 

(2061.092) (0.120) 

R2 = 0.941 ** 

2. YCw2=198.021 *+0.384*YCw5+31.155*XCw3 +340.331 **XCw8 

(165.316) (0.133) (12.389) (99.729) 

R2 = 0.884* 

3. YCw3 =54 7 .080*+0.04542 * * YCw 1-l 0. 979XCw12 

(255.450) (0.008) (5.852) 

4. YCw4 = no relation 

R2 = nil 

5. YCws =-674.450**+0.584**YCwi-169.595*XCwtl 

(6989) (0.036) (71.791) 

R2 =0.960** 

6. YCw6 =42503.176**-580.885**XCw5 

(2410.703) (182.83) 

R2 
= 0.457** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & **indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively. 

7.3.8 Optimum Functional Model of Woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit.( YCw1), Value added 

per unit(YCw2), Duration of daily operation of total worker(YCw3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit(YCw4), Value of working capital per unit(YCw5) and Net income 

of the household (YCw6) for the Carpet weaving are as follows: 

1. YCwt = f (YCws) 

2. YCw2 = f (YCws, XCw3XCw8,) 

3. YCw3 = f(YCw1) 

4. YCw4 =no relation 

5. YCws= f(YCw1, XCw11) 

6. YCw6 = f (XCws) 
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7.3.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix of woolen Carpet Weaving (YCw6) 

Tables 7.3.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Carpet weaving. 

Table 7.3.a 
YCw1 YCws 

YCw1 1 
YCws .970** 1 

Table 7.3. b 

YCwz YCws XCw3 

YCwz 1 

YCws .841 ** 1 

XCw3 .780** .775** 1 

XCws -.178 -.162 -.273 

Table 7.3. c 
YCw3 YCw1 

YCw3 1 

YCw1 .809** 1 

Table 7.3. d 

I YCw4= Nil I R2 =No relation 

Table 7.3. e 

YCws YCw1 XCw11 

YCws 1 

YCw1 .970** 1 
XCWjj .289 .202 1 

Table 7.3.f 

YCw6 XCws 
YCw6 1 
XCws .676** 1 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XCw8 

1 

7.4 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF YATHA WEAVING 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YYw1 Total production per unit (in Rs). 
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YYWl 

YYw3 

YYw 4 

YYws 

YYw6 

XYWJ 

XYw2 

Value added per unit (in Rs). 

Total duration of daily operation of main workers per units 

Value of fixed capital per unit (in Rs). 

Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

Net income per household (in Rs). 

Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

Percentage of share work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour 

worked by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time 

workers) x 1 00. 

XYws Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

XYw6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

XYw7 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

XYw8 Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

XYw9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XYw10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XYw11 Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XYw12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advance. 

X13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for woos crafts are given below: 

7.4.1. Total Production per Unit in Rs in Yatha Weaving (Yyw1) 

Total production per unit in Yatha weaving (YYw1) has been regressed on 

Value of working capital per unit (YYw5) and percentage of finance mobilisation from 

the middleman (XYw13). YYw1 was also regressed with other variable like YYw2, 

YYw3, XYw11, YYw12 ... etc. But, no significant influence has been found on YYwJ. 

Therefore, regressions with other variables were excluded from the regression 

equation. 
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For the Total production per unit the regression equation so fitted is: 

YYw, = -253.920* +1.673**YYw5 + 41.080**XYwi3 

(664.110) (0.021) (9.075) 

R2 = 0.999** 

It is evident from the equation that R2 being close to one depicts that the policy 

variables conclusively explain the dependent variable in conformity with the 

maintained hypothesis. The explained variation by the above regression equation is 

99.9% of the total variation in YYw1.The role of individual explanatory variable is 

conveyed by the co-efficient associated with them. The variable YYws and XYw13 have 

positive influence on YYw1 with high magnitude. 

7.4.2 Value Added per Unit in Yatha Weaving (YYw2) 

Value Added per unit in Yatha weaving (YYw2) has been regressed on value of 

working capital per unit (YYw5). The regression with other variable did not show 

significant impact on YYw2 therefore the variables have been excluded from the 

regression equation. For the value added per unit of output in Yatha weaving the 

regression equation so fitted is: 

YYwz =1972.805*+0.641 **YYw5 

(919.671) (0.040) 

R2=0.977** 

It is evident from the equation that R2 is sufficiently high i.e. .977 and this 

independent variable explains the dependent variable. The marginal contribution of 

value added per unit of output (YYw5) on YYw2, keeping other variable fixed is 

0.641 *. The explained variation by the regression equation is 97.7 % of the total 

variation in YYwz. YYw5 has a positive impact on YYw2 moreover the unit rate of 

increase is very low i.e. 0.641 

7.4.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Workers per Unit in Yatha 

Weaving (YYw3) 

Total Duration ofDaily operation of Main Workers per unit in Yatha weaving 

(YYw3) has been regressed on Value Added per unit (YYw2) and percentage of 

finished goods sold to middleman (Xyw7 ). 
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For the Duration of daily operation of worker the regression equation is: 

YYw3 =228.565*+0.0489**YYw2+4.155*XYw7 

(118.650) (0.007) (1.688) 

R2=0.899** 

R2 value in the equation is high, and speaks of the efficiency of the right hand 

side variables together is explaining the variation in the Y atha weaving. 

The marginal contribution of YYw2 and XYw7 on YYw3, keeping other 

variables fixed are 0.489** and 4.155* respectively. The explained variation by the 

above equation is 89.9% ofthe total variation in YYw3. Both the explanatory variable 

has a positive influence. These influences are in conformity with the maintained 

hypothesis. However the higher magnitude of the impact ofXYw7 is due to the fact that 

this assures payment only at the completion of the jobs. 

7.4.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Yatha Weaving (YYw4) 

YYw4= no relation 

7.4.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs in Yatha Weaving (YYw5) 

Value of working capital per unit in Yatha weaving (YYw5) has been regressed 

on total production per unit (in Rs) (YYw1) and percentage of finance mobilisation 

from middleman (YYw13). YYw5 was also regressed with other variable but no 

significant influences of these variables were found on YYw5• Therefore, these 

variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

For Value of Working Capital per Unit the regression equation so estimated is: 

YYws = 170.105**+0.597**YYw1-24.654**XYwl3 

(39.53) (0.007) (5.327) 

R2=0.999** 

The value of R2 is sufficiently high in this equation depicts that the variable 

have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variable. 

The marginal contribution of YYw1and XYw13on YYw5, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.597** and -24.654** respectively. The explained variable YYw5 

have positive impact on YYw5 whereas the variable XYw13 has a negative impact on 

YYws.This decreasing impact of XYw13 could be explained by the facts that middle 
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man mainly finance in the form of raw materials and they are usually of lower quality 

hence low investment on working capital 

7.4.6 Net Income per Household per Unit in Rs in Yatha Weaving (YYw6) 

Net income per household per unit in Yatha weaving (YYw6) has been 

regressed with education in level of the worker (XYw10). YYw6 was also regressed 

with other variable, but no significant impact was found. Therefore, this regression has 

been excluded from the regression equation. 

For the Net income of the household the regression equation so fitted is: 

YYw6 =1133.333*+22633.333*XYww 

(949.8) (12221.740) 

R2=0.364* 

The value of R2 is only .364 which indicates that the explanatory variable 

XYww explain only 36.6% of YYw6 and 63.6 significantly high percentage remains 

unexplained. 

The marginal contribution of XYw10 on YYw6, keeping other variable fixed is 

22633.333*. The explanatory variable influence positively and with high magnitude as 

educated worker are better informed and are in a better position to manipulate the 

facilities and amenities to better overall income. 

7.4.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression ofYatha Weaving (YYw) 

The Summary of Stepwise Regression of YYw1 (Total production per unit), 

YYw2 (Value Added per unit), YYw3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per 

unit), YYw4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YYw5 (Value of Working Capital 

per unit in Rs.) and YYw6 (Net Income per Household per unit in Rs.) in Yatha 

weaving are as follows: 

1. YYw1 = -253.920* +1.673**YYw5 + 41.080**XYwl3 

2. 

3. 

4. 

(664.110) (0.021) (9.075) 

YYw2 = 1972.805*+0.641 **YYw5 

(919.671) (0.040) 

YYw3 = 228.565*+0.0489**YYw2+4.155*XYw7 

(118.650) (0.007) (1.688) 

YYw4 =NO Relation 
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5. YYw5 = 170.105**+0.597**YYw1-24.654**XYwu 

(39.53) (0.007) (5.327) 

6. YYw6 =1133.333*+22633.333*XYw!O 

(949.8) (12221.740) 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & ** indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.4.8 Optimum Functional Model ofYatha Weaving (YYw) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit (YYw1), Value added 

per unit (YYw2), Duration of daily operation of total worker (YYw3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit (YYw4), Value of working capital per unit (YYws) and Net 

income of the household (YYw6) for the Yatha weaving are as follows: 

1. YYw1= f (YYw5, XYw13) 

2. YYwz= f(YYws) 

3. YYw3= f(YYwz, XYw7) 

4. YYw4 = No Relation 

5. YYws = f (YYw,, XYw13) 

6 YYw6= f(XYwl) 

7.4.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix ofYatha Weaving (YYw) 

Tables 7.4.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Y atha weaving. 

Table 7.4.a 

YYw1 YYw5 XYw13 
YYw1 1 
YYws .998** 1 
XYw13 .292 .343 1 

Table 7.4. b 

Yywz YYws 
YYwz 1 

YYws .989** 1 
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Table 7.4. c 
YYw3 YYwz XYw1 

YYw3 1 

YYwz .881 ** 1 

XYw1 .108 -.285 1 

Table 7.4. d 

1 No Relation 

Table 7.4. e 
YYws YYw1 XYw13 

YYws 1 

YYw1 .998** 1 
XYw13 .343 .292 1 

Table 7.4.f 

YYw6 XYw1 

YYw6 1 

XYw1 (a) 1 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

7.5 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF KALIMPONG BAGS 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows 

YK.b1 Total production per unit (in Rs). 

YKb2 Value added per unit (in Rs ). 

YKb3: Total duration of daily operation of main workers per units in hours. 

YKb4 Value of fixed capital per unit (in Rs). 

YKb5
: Value ofworking capital per unit (in Rs). 

YKb6: Net income per household (in Rs). 

XKb1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XKb2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation /hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XKb3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 
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XKb4 Percentage ofwork done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hour worked by full-time and part-time workers) x 

100. 

XKb5 Percentage of finished products sold to customers 

XKb6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government 

XKb7 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

XKbs Percentage of finished products sold to retailers 

XKb9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XKbw Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XKb11 Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XKb12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advance. 

XKb13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for Kalimpong bags_are given below: 

7.5.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs in Kalimpong Bags (YKbt) 

Total production per unit (YKb1) has been regressed on value of working capital 

per unit (Ykb5) and the standard Mandays of the worker (Xkb3). YKb1 has also been 

regressed with other variable (Ykb4, Ykb3, Ykb4 ..••• ) but no significant impact was 

found on YKb1. Therefore, variables have been excluded from regression. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YKb1 = 14388.209*+ 1.005**YKb5 +52.314*XKb3 

3164.063) (0.140) (923.227) 

R2 = 0.929** 

R2 value is sufficiently high in the equation, which depicts explanatory variable 

have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variables The marginal 

contribution of YKb5 and XKb3 on Ykb1, keeping other variable fixed are 1.005** and 

52.314* respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 92.9% of the 

total variation in Ykb1. Both the explanatory variables (YKb5 and XKb3) are in 

conformity with the held hypothesis and have a positive impact on YKb 1• 
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7.5.2 Value Added Per Unit of Output in Kalimpong Bags (YKb2) 

Value added per unit in Kalimpong bags (YKb2) has been regressed on value of 

working capital per unit (Ykb5) and standard Mandays of the total worker (Xkb3). 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YKB2 = 4066.898*+0.488**YKb5+38.445**XKb3 

(2934.948) (0.079) (13.201) 

R2=0.923** 

The reported R2is sufficiently high in explaining the variation. The explained 

variation by the above equation is 92.3% of the total variation of Ykbz. Both the 

explanatory variable in the equation have a positive impact on Ykb2• 

The marginal contribution of YKb5 and Xkb3 on Ykbz, keeping all other 

variable fixed are 0.488** and 38.445** respectively. It is found the influence of 

explanatory variable Xkb3 has the decisive influence than the variable YKb5• 

7 .5.3. Total Duration of Daily Operation by Main Workers per Unit in Rs in 

Kalimpong Bags (YKb3) 

Total duration of daily operation by main workers per unit in Kalimpong Bags 

(YKb3) has been regressed on value added per unit (YKb2) and percentage of work 

done by part-time worker to total worker per unit (XKb4). Ykb3 has also been regressed 

with other variable, but no significant influence of these variables has been found. 

Therefore, these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKb3=1520.961 **+0.0249**YKbz-15.110**XKb4 

(205.408) (0.005) (4.429) 

R2 =0.592** 

The reported R2 is only .592**. It is moderately successful in explaining the 

variation in Ykb3 as 40.8% remain unexplained. The explained variation by the 

regression is 59.2% of the total variation on Ykb3. 

The marginal contribution of YKb2 and XKb3, keeping other variable fixed are 

0.0249** and -15.110** respectively. The variable Ykb2 have the positive impact 

while the variable XKb4 has negative impact on Ykb3. 
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7 .5.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Kalimpong Bags (Ykb4) 

YKb4 =no relation R2 =Nil 

7.5.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Kalimpong Bags (YKbs) 

Value ofworking capital per unit in Kalimpong bags (YKb5) has been regressed 

on total production per unit (YKb1), percentage of contribution of part-time worker to 

total worker per unit (XKb4), size of unit in terms of employment(XK~)and the 

percentage of finance mobilisation from saving(XKb11). The regression with other 

variables did not show any significant influence on YKb5. Therefore, these variables 

have been excluded from the regression equation. 

For the value of working capital the regression equation so estimated is: 

YKb5=-26704**+0.557**YKb1-356.486**XKb4 +12150.941 **XKb9 

(5089.887) (0.05) (54.578) (2603.3) 

+ 119.97*XKbll 

(52.609) 

R2=0.975** 

R2 being sufficiently high in this equation upholds that the independent 

variables are capable of explaining the dependent variable in conformity with the 

maintained hypothesis. The explained variation by the above equation is 97.5% of the 

total variation in YKb5• The marginal contribution of YKb1, XKb4, XKb9 and XKbu 

on YKb5, keeping other variable fixed are 0.557**, -356.486**, 12150.941** and 

119.97* respectively. The variables YKb1. XKb9 and XKb11 have positive influence 

whereas the variable XKb4 have a negative influence on YKbs. The role of the 

individual explanatory variable is conveyed by the co-efficient associated with them. 

7.5.6 Net Income of the Household per Unit in Kalimpong Bags (YKb6) 

Net income of the household per unit in the Kalimpong bags (Ykb6) has been 

regressed on the percentage of finished goods sold to middleman (XKb7) and education 

level of the workers (XKb1o). YKb6 has also been regressed with other variables, but no 

significant impact was found on YKb6. Therefore, these variables have been excluded 

from the regression equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted is: 

YKb6 =29973.160*-348.922*XKb7+ 15121.178*XKbto 

(19673) (156.271) (5874.328) 

R2 =0.344* 

The value of R2 is only .344* which indicates that the explanatory variable 

XKb10 and XKb7, together explain only 34.4% ofYkb6, 65.6% remain unexplained. 

The marginal contribution of explanatory variable XKb7and XKb10 on YKb6, 

keeping other variable fixed are -348.922* and 15121.178* respectively. The role of 

the individual explanatory variable is conveyed by the co-efficient associated with 

them. It is seen that the XKb 10 has positive influence because the education facilitate 

the working process, explore and pronounce market situation bringing about a change 

in improve technique, skill and knowledge require in the manufacturing the crafts 

product. 

7.5.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression ofKalimpong Bags (YKb) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YKb1 (Total production per units), 

YKbz (Value Added per unit), YKb3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per 

unit), YKb4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YKb5 (Value of Working Capital 

per unit in Rs.) and YKb6 (Net Income per Household per unit in Rs.) in Kalimpong 

Bags are as follows: 

1. YKbt = 14388.209*+1.005**YKb5 +52.314*XKb3 

3164.063) (0.140) (923.227) 

2. YKBz = 4066.898*++0.488**YKb538.445**XKb3 

(2934.948) (0.079) (13.201) 

3. YKb3 = 1520.961 **+0.0249**YKb2-15.110**XKb4 

(205.408) (0.005) (4.429) 

4. YKb4 = no relation 
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5. YKb5 = 26704** +0.557**YKb1-356.486**XKb4+ 12150.941 **XKb9 

(5089.887 (0.05)) (54.578) (2603.3) 

+ 119 .97*XKbii 

(52.609) 

R2 = 0.975** 

6. YKb6 =29973.160*-348.922*XKb7+ 15121.178*XKblO 

(19673) (156.271) (5874.328) 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & ** indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.5.8 Optimum Functional Model ofKalimpong Bags (YKb) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit( YKb1), Value added 

per unit(YKbz), Duration of daily operation of main worker(YKb3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit(YKb4), Value of working capital per unit(YKbs) and Net income 

of the household (YKb6) for the Kalimpong Bags are as follows: 

1. YKb 1 = f (YKbs, XKb3) 

2. YKb2= f (YKbs, XKb3) 

3. YKb3= f (YKbz, XKb4) 

4. YKb4 = No relation 

5. YKbs = f(YKb1, XKb4, XKb9, XKb11) 

6. YKb6= f (XKb1, XKb10) 

7.5.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix ofKalimpong Bags (YKb) 

Tables 7.5.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Kalimpong bag. 

Tables 7.5.a 
YKb1 YKbs XKb3 

YKb1 1 

YKbs .956** 1 

XKb3 .873** .564** 1 
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Tables 7.5.b 

YKb2 YKbs XKb3 

YKb2 1 

YKbs .945** 1 

XKb3 .889** .842** 1 

Tables7.5.c 
YKb3 YKb2 XKb4 

YKb3 1 

YKb2 .813** 1. 

XKb4 .349 .177 1 

Tables 7.5. d 
j YKb4 =no relation R2 

Tables 7.5. e 

YKbs YKb1 XKb4 XKb<) 

YKbs 1 

YKb1 .956** 1 

XKb4 .078 .237 1 

XKb9 .815** .815** .511** 1 

XKb11 .074 -.009 .152 .119 

Tables 7.5. f 
YKb6 XKb1 XKbto 

YKb6 1 

XKb1 .383 1 

XKb10 .442* .005 1 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XKb11 

1 

7.6 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF BAMBOO CRAFTS (YBc) 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows 

YBc1 Total Production per unit (in Rs). 

YBc2 Value added per unit (in Rs ). 
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YBc3 Total duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 

YBc4 Value of fixed capital per unit (in Rs). 

YBcs Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

YBc6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

XBct Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XBc2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XBc3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XBc4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

XBcs 

XBc8 

XBc9 

XBcto 

XBCtt 

XBc12 

XBc13 

Percentage of finished products sold to Customers. 

Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

Percentage of finished products sold to Middleman. 

Percentage of finished products sold to Retailers. 

Size of unit in terms of Employment. 

Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

percentage of finance mobilisation from Saving. 

Percentage of finance mobilisation from Customers advance. 

Percentage of finance mobilisation from Middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for Bamboo craft_are given below: 

7.6.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs in Bamboo Craft (YBc1) 

Total production per unit in Bamboo craft (YBc1) has been regressed on the 

duration of the daily operation of the main workers per unit (YBc3), value of fixed 

capital per unit (YBc4) and value of working capital per unit (YBc5). The regression 

equation so estimated is: 

YBc, = -5197.879*+5.460**YBc3+27.048** YBc4 +2.216** YBcs 

(2730.596) (1.396) (9.623) (0.300) 

R2=0.817** 
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The R2 being high in the equation explains the variation by the equation is 87.1% 

ofthe total variation in YBc1• The marginal contribution of YBc3, YBc4 and YBcs on 

YBc1, keeping other variable fixed are 5.460**, 27.048** and 2.216** respectively. All 

the explanatory variables in the equation have positive impact on YBc2. 

7.6.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Bamboo Craft (YBc2) 

Value added per unit in Bamboo craft (YBc2) has been regressed with duration 

of daily operation of main workers per unit (YBc3), working capital per unit (YBcs) and 

the capacity utilisation of the all workers per unit (XBc2). YBc2 was also regressed with 

other variables, but no significant impact was found. Therefore, these variables have 

been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YBc2 =-2489.903*+5.898** YBc3+ 1.789* YBc5+ 105.734* XBc2 

(2787.144) (1.336) (0.313) (58.984) 

R2 =0.713** 

R2 value is moderately high in the equation indicating that dependent variables 

are in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution of YBc3, YBc5 and XBc2 on YBc2, keeping other 

variable are fixed are 5.898**, 1.789* and 105.734* respectively. The explained 

variation by the above equation is 71.3% of the total variation in YBc2. The entire 

explanatory variable in the equation have positive impact on YBc2. The rate of 

individual explanatory variable is conveyed by the co-efficient associated with them. 

The magnitude of XBc2 is very high compared to other variables as such it's influence 

is significantly high on YBc2. 

7.6.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of the Main Workers in Bamboo Craft 

(YBc3) 

Total duration of daily operation of the main worker in Bamboo craft (YBc3) 

has been regressed on value added per unit of output (YBc2)and percentage of finished 

goods sold to other agency (XBc8). The regression equation so fitted is: 

YBc3 =330.158**+0.05942** YBc2-10.388** XBcs 

(106.217) (0.007) (2.373) 
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The value of R2 is moderately depicting the explained variation in the above 

regression equation as only 61.8% of the total variation in YBc3 is explained here. 

The contribution of the regressed variable YBc2 and XBcsin the equation 

keeping other variable fixed are 0.05942** and -1 0.388** respectively. It is found that 

XBcs has negative impact on8 has negative impact on YBc3 while the explanatory 

variable YBc2 has a positive impact on YBc3 with low magnitude. 

7.6.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Bamboo Craft (YBc4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit in Bamboo craft (YBc4) was regressed on the 

total production per unit (YBc1), percentage of skilled workers to total worker per unit 

(XBc1) and percentage of goods sold to middleman (XBc7). 

The regression so estimated is: 

YBc4 =188.473**+0.006709**YBc1+0.729*XBc1+0.587*XBc7 

(31.633) (0.001) (0.218) (0.218) 

R2 =0.654** 

R2 in the equation is moderate with value .654**. Thus percentage explained in 

the above equation is 65.4% of the total variation in YBc4. 

The marginal contribution of the explanatory variables YBc 1, XBc 1 and XBc7 on 

YBc4, keeping other variable fixed are 0.006709**, 0.729* and 0.587* respectively. 

The rate of individual explanatory variable is conveyed by the co-efficient associated 

with them. It is found that the entire regressed variable in the equation has a positive 

impact on YBc4. 

7.6.5 The Value of Working Capital per Unit in Bamboo Craft (YBc5) 

The value of working capital in Bamboo craft (YBc5) has been regressed on 

total production per unit (YBc1) and percentage of goods sold to retailer (XBcs). The 

other variables have been excluded from the regression equation, as it did not show any 

significant influence on YBc5• 

The estimated regression equation for value of working capital per unit m 

Bamboo craft is: 

YBcs =226.429*+0.162** YBc1+22.500** XBcs 

(39.798) (0.021) (8.698) 

R2 =0.640** 
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The value of R2 is moderate depicting the variable have provided a moderately 

good fit for the relevant dependent variable The marginal contribution of YBc1 and 

XBcs, keeping other variable fixed are 0.162** and 22.500** respectively .Both the 

explanatory variable shows a positive influence on YBc5. The variable XBcs has the 

increasing impact than the variable YBc1 is in conformity with the maintained 

hypothesis 

7.6.6 Net Income of the Household in Bamboo Craft (YBc6) 

Net income of the household in the Bamboo craft (YBc6) has been regressed on 

standard man-days of total worker per unit (XBc3) and the percentage of goods sold to 

retailer (XBcs). 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YBc6 =916.558*+8.472**XBc3+41394**XBcs 

(712.4) (2.579) (10.975) 

R2 =0.358* 

The value of R2 is only .358* which depicts that XBc3 and XBcs together 

explain only 35.8% of the YBc6, 64.2% remain unexplained. The explanatory variables 

show a positive influence on YBc6. The rate of individual explanatory variable is 

conveyed by the co-efficient associated with them. 

7.6.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Bamboo Craft (YBc) 

The summary of stepwise regression ofYBc1 (Total production per units), YBc2 

(Value Added per unit), YBc3 (Total duration of Daily operation of Main Workers per 

unit), YBc4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YBc5 (Value of Working Capital 

per unit in Rs.) and YBc6 (Net Income Per Household per unit in Rs.) in Bamboo craft 

are as follows: 

1. YBc1 = -5197.879*+5.460**YBc3+27.048** YBc4 +2.216** YBcs 

(2730.596) (1.396) (9.623) (0.300) 

R2= 0.817** 

2. YBc2 =-2489.903*+5.898** YBc3+1.789* YBc5+105.734* XBc2 

(2787.144) (1.336) (0.313) (58.984) 

R2 = 0.713** 
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3. YBc3 =330.158**+0.05942** YBc2-10.388** XBc8 

(106.217) (0.007) (2.373) 

4. YBc4=188.473**+0.006709**YBc1+0.729*XBc1+0.587*XBc7 

(31.633) (0.001) (0.218) (0.218) 

R2 = 0.654** 

5. YBcs =226.429*+0.162** YBc1+22.500** XBcs 

(39.798) (0.021) (8.698) 

R2 =0.640** 

6. YBc6 =916.558*+8.472**XBc3+41394**XBcs 

(712.4) (2.579) (10.975) 

R2 = 0.358* 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & **indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.6.8 Optimum Functional Model of Bamboo Craft (YBc) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit.(YBc 1), Value added 

per unit(YBc2), Total duration of daily operation of main worker(YBc3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit (YBc4), Value of working capital per unit(YBc5) and Net income 

of the household per unit (YBc6) for the Bamboo crafts are as follows: 

1. YBc1 = f (YBc3, YBc4, YBcs) 

2. YBc2 = f (YBc3, YBcs, XBc2) 

3. YBc3 = f (YBc2,XBcs) 

4. YBc4 = f(YBc~, XBc~, XBc7) 

5. YBcs = f (YBc1, XBcs) 

6. YBc6 = f (XBc3, XBcs) 

7.6.9 Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of Bamboo Craft (YBc) 

Tables 7.6.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Bamboo craft. 
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Tables 7 .6.a 

YBc1 YBc3 YBc4 YBcs 

YBc1 1 

YBc3 .705** 1 

YBc4 .731** .512** 1 

YBcs .769** .386** .485** 1 

Tables 7 .6.b 

YBc2 YBc3 YBcs XBc2 

YBc2 1 

YBc3 .686** 1 

YBcs .700** .419** 1 

XBc2 .554** .531 ** 353(**) 1 

Tables 7.6. c 

YBc3 YBc2 XBcs 

YBc3 1 

YBc2 .686** 1 

XBcs .082 .393** 1 

Tables 7.6. d 

YBc4 YBc1 XBc1 XBc1 

YBc4 1 

YBc1 .731 ** 1 

XBc1 .922** .180 1 

XBc7 .419** .187 .224 1 

Tables 7.6.e 

YBcs YBc1 XBcs 

YBcs 1 

YBc1 .769** 1 

XBcs .458** .341 * 1 
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Tables 7.6 .f 

YBc6 XBc3 XBcs 

YBc6 1 

XBc3 .248 1 

XBcs .387** .104 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.0 I level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

7.7.0 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF WOOD CRAFT 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows 

YWc1 Total Production per unit (in Rs). 

YWc2 Value added per unit (in Rs). 

YWc3 Total Duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 

YWc4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs). 

YWcs Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

YWc6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

XWc1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XW c2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XWc3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XWc4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

XW cs Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

XWc6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

XWc7 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

XWcs Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

XWcg Size ofunit in terms of employment. 

XWc10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XW c 11 percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XWc12: Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advance. 

XWc13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 
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The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for woos crafts are given below: 

7.7.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Wood Craft (YWc1) 

Total production per unit in woodcraft (YWc6) has been regressed on value of 

working capital per unit (YWc5), percentage of skilled worker to total worker (XWc1) 

and standard Mandays per unit of worker (XWc3). YWc1 was also regressed with other 

variable, but no significant impact was found. Therefore, these variables have been 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is 

YWc1 = -51139.4*+1.819 *YWc5 +469.391 ** XWct+98.719** XWc3 

(19965.025) (0.276) (162.300) (17.663) 

R2 =0.893** 

As the reported R2 of this equation is high enough, it indicates the efficiency of 

the right hand side variable YWc5, XWc3 and XWc1 in explaining the variation in 

YWc1 high. 

The marginal contribution of YWc5, XWc1 and XWc3 on YWc1, keeping other 

variable fixed are 1.819 *, 469.391 ** and 98.719** respectively. The explained 

variation by the above regression is 89.3% of the total variation in YWc1. All the 

explanatory variable in the equation have positive impact on dependent variable with a 

high magnitude specially for percentage of skilled worker and Mandays worked. 

7.7.1 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Wood Craft (YWc2) 

Value added per unit in Woodcraft (YWc2) has been regressed with total 

duration of daily operation of all workers (YWc3) and percentage of finished goods 

sold to middleman (XWc7), other variables were excluded from the study because no 

significant impact was found on YWc2. 

The regression equation so fitted is: 

YWc2 = -11922.2*+25.268** YWc3-236.666* XWc7 

(5526.476) (2.434) (91.233) 

R2 = 0.800** 

The value of R2 is high. Therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit in woodcraft. 
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The marginal contribution ofYWc3 and XWc7 on YWc2, keeping other variable 

fixed are 25.268** and -236.666 respectively. The variable YWc3 has a positive impact 

whereas the variable XWc7 has negative impact on YWc2, as the middleman pay lowest 

rate for output 

7.7.2 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Workers in Wood Craft (YWc2) 

Total duration of daily operation of main workers in Woodcraft (YWc3) has 

been regressed on the total production per unit (YWc1) and percentage of finished 

goods sold to middleman (XW c7 ). YW c3 was also regressed with other variable, but no 

significant impact was found on YWc3. Therefore, these variables have been excluded 

from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YWc3 =608.530**+0.02566* YWc1 +9.692** XWc7 

(151.308) (0.002) (2.901) 

R2 =0.839** 

R2 is high in the equation upholds that the variables conclusively explain the 

dependent variable in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. The marginal 

contribution of on YWc3, keeping other variable fixed are 0.02566* and 9.692** 

respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 83.9% of the total 

variation in YWc3. Both the explanatory variable shows a positive impact on YWc3. 

High increasing impact ofXWc7 on YWc1 is due to the fact middleman pay only after 

completion and delivery of the products which restricts sluggishness among artisans. 

7.7.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs. in Wood Craft (YWc4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit in Woodcraft (YWc4) has been regressed with 

percentage of goods sold to the customer (XWc5). YWc4 was also regressed on other 

variables (like XWc2, XWc3, XWc6, XWc7, XWc8) But no significant influence was 

found. Therefore, variables are excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YWc4 =7950.831 **-31.329** XWc5 

(615.814) (8.169) 

R2 =0.344** 
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The value of R2 is only .344**, which indicates that the explanatory variable 

XWc5 explains only 34.4% ofYWc4, rest 65.6% remains unexplained. The explanatory 

variable XWc5 have negative impact on XWc5. Customers usually pay higher rate for 

products hence causing higher profit and this favourable impact should be exhibited in 

all the aspect of craft economy, however the negative impact observed here is not in 

conformity with the hypothesis as prevailing competitive market sometime force the 

artisans to sale at very low price. 

7.7.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Wood Craft (YWc5) 

Value of working Capital per unit in Woodcraft (YWc5) has been regressed 

with total production per unit (YWc1), percentage of skilled worker to total worker 

(XWc,) and Contribution of part-time workers XWc4). YWc5 has also been regressed 

on other variable, but no significant influence of these was found on YWc5• Therefore, 

these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. The regression 

equation so fitted is: 

YWcs=19590.227**+0.256**YWc1-164.2*XWc1-266.645**XWc4 

(5165.084) (0.031) (43.265) (56.915) 

R2=0.889** 

It is evident from the equation that the R2 is high i.e .. 889 which depicts that the 

variables have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variables 

The marginal contribution of YWc1 XWc1, XWc4 and on YWcs, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.256**, -164.2*and -266.645** respectively. The explained 

variation by the above regression is 88.9% of the total variation on YWc5• The variable 

XWc,and XWc4 has negative impact whereas the variable YWc1 have the positive 

impact on YWc5. 

7.7.6 Net Income per Household in Rs in Wood Craft (YWc6) 

Net income of the household in the wood craft (YWc6) has been regressed on 

Capacity utilisation ofthe all worker (XWc2), Percentage contribution of work by part

time workers (XW c4) and percentage of finance mobilisation from customer advance 

(XWc12). YWc2 was also regressed with other variable, but no significant impacts have 

been found on YWc6. Therefore, the variables have been excluded from the regression 

equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted for the net income of the households is: 

YWc6=266.70*+636.58**XWc2+437.782*XWc4+305.081 *XWc12 

(134.3) (123.358) (160.797) (142.325) 

R2 =0.639** 

The R2 value of this equation is moderately high i.e. 0.639., which depicts that the 

variables have provided a moderately good fit for the relevant dependent variable The 

marginal contribution of the explanatory variable XWc2, XWc4 XWc12 on YWc6, 

keeping the other variable fixed are 636.58**, 437.782* and 305.081 *respectively. The 

explained variation by the above regression is 63.9% of the total variation in YWc6. The 

entire explanatory variable in the regression equation have a positive impact on YW C6 

with high magnitude, which is in conformity with the maintained hypothesis 

7.7.7 Summary Of Stepwise Regression of Wood Craft (YWc) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YWc1 (Total production per units), 

YWc2 (Value Added per unit), YWc3 (Total duration of daily operation of Main 

Worker per unit), YWc4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YWcs (Value of 

Working Capital per unit in Rs.) and YWc6 (Net Income per Household per unit in Rs.) 

in Wood craft are as follows. 

1. YWc1 = -51139.4*+1.819 *YWc5 +469.391** XWc1+98.719** XWc3 

(19965.025) (0.276) (162.300) (17.663) 

R2=0.893** 

2. YWc2 = -11922.2*+25.268** YWc3-236.666* XWc7 

(5526.476) (2.434) (91.233) 

R2 = 0.800** 

3. YWc3 = 608.530**+0.02566* YWc1 +9.692** XWc7 

(151.308) (0.002) (2.901) 

R2 = 0.839** 

4. YWc4 = 7950.831**-31.329** XWc5 

(615.814) (8.169) 

R2 =0.344** 

5. YWcs = 19590.227**+0.256**YWc1-164.2*XWc1-266.645**XWc4 

(5165.084) (0.031) (43.265) (56.915) 

R2 =0.889** 
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6. YWc6 = 266.70*+636.58**XWc2+437.782*XWc4+305.081 *XWc 12 

(134.3) (123.358) (160.797) (142.325) 

R2 =0.639** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and * & * * indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively. 

7.7.8 Optimum Functional Model of Wood Craft (YWc) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit (YWc1), Value added 

per unit (YWc2), Total duration of daily operation of main workers (YWC3), Value of 

fixed capital asset per unit(YWc4), Value of working capital per unit(YWcs) and Net 

income of the household per unit (YWc6) for the Wood crafts are as follows 

1. YWc1 = f(YWcs, XWc1, XWc3) 

2. YWc2 = f(YWc3, XWc7) 

3. YWc3 = f(YWc1, XWc7) 

4. YWc4 = f(XWcs) 

5. YWc5= f(YWc 1,XWc1, XWc4) 

6. YWc6= f(XWc2, XWc4) 

7. 7.9 Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of Wood Craft (YWc) 

Tables 7.7.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Wood craft. 

Table 7.7. a 

YWc1 YWcs XWcr XWc3 

YWc1 1 

YWcs .872** 1 

XWcr .567** .703** 1 

XWc3 .843** .390* .838** 1 
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Table 7.7.b 
YWcz Ywc3 XWc1 

YWcz 1 

YWc3 .866** 1 

XWc1 .042 .295 1 

Table 7.7. c 
YWc3 YWc1 XWc7 

YWc3 I 

YWc1 .879** I 

XWc1 .295 .042 I 

Table 7.7. d 
YWc4 XWcs 

YWc4 I 

XWcs .587** 1 

Table 7.7. e 
YWcs YWc1 XWc1 

YWcs 1 

YWc1 .872** 1 

XWc1 .703** .667** 1 

XWc4 .043 .316 .435* 

Table 7.7. f 
YWc6 XWcz XWc4 

. YWc6 1 

XWcz .683** 1 

XWc4 .398* .103 1 

XWc12 .350 .131 .044 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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7.8.0 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF COPPER-BRASS CRAFT 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YCB1 Total Production per unit (in Rs.). 

YCB 2 Value added per unit (in Rs.). 

YCB 3 Total duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 

YCB 4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs. ). 

YCB s Value of working capital per unit (in Rs.). 

YCB 6 Net income of household per unit (Rs.). 

XCB1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XCB2 Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XCB3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as 

standard shift hour). 

XCB4 Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

X CBs Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

XCB9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XCB10 Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XCB11 Percentage offinance mobilisation from saving. 

XCB12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advance 

XCB13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for copper & brass crafts are given below: 

7.8.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs in Copper-Brass Craft (YCBt) 

Total Production per unit in copper and Brass craft (YCB1) has been regressed 

on Standard mandays of the workers (YCB3) and percentage of finance mobilisation 

from saving (XCB1t). YCB1 has also been regressed with other variables, however no 
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significant int1uences of those variables were found on YCB 1• Therefore, these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

For the total production in Copper-Brass craft the regressiOn equation so 

estimated is: 

YCBt = -28639.2* + 321.761 ** YCB3+310.877* XCB11 

(11326.148) (21.831) (130.369) 

R2 = 0.945** 

R2 being very high in the equation depicts that the variables conclusively 

express the dependent variable in conformity with maintained hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution of YCB3 and XCB11 on YCB1, keeping other 

variable fixed are 321.761 ** and 310.877* respectively. In conformity with the 

maintained hypothesis the explanatory variables have positive impact on YCB1. The 

explained variation by the above regression equation is 94.5% of the total variation in 

YCB1. The variable YCB3 is seen to have slightly greater int1uence on YCB1 than the 

variable XCBtt· 

7.8.2 Value Added Per Unit in Rs in Copper- Brass Craft (YCB2) 

Value added per unit in Copper-Brass craft (YCB2) has been regressed on 

standard mandays of the workers (XCB3) and percentage of finance mobilisation from 

saving (XCB11). Other variables were excluded from regression equation as those 

variables were not significant. 

The regression equation so estimated for YCB2 is: 

YCB2 =-51535.8**+261.220** XCB3+544.508** XCBll 

(9958.715) (19.195) (121.663) 

R2=0.934** 

R2 being high in this equation depicts that the variables conclusively explain the 

dependent variable in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution ofXCB3 and XCB 11 on YCB2, keeping other variable 

fixed are 261.220** and 544.508** respectively. The explained variable in the above 

equation is 93.4% of the total variation in YCB2. The explanatory variables in the 

equation have positive influence on YCB2 with high magnitude. 
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7.8.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of the Main Workers per Unit in 

Copper-Brass Craft (YCB3) 

Total Duration of daily operation of the main workers per unit in Copper-Brass 

craft (YCB3) has been regressed on value added per unit (YCB2), the percentage of 

work done by part-time workers (XCB4) and percentage of finance mobilisation from 

saving (XCB11). The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCB3=1838.878**+0.02488**YCB2-28.884**XCB4-15.211 ** XCBII 

(268.743) (0.002) (7.453) (3.648) 

R2 =0.929** 

As the reported R2 in this equation is very high, It indicates the efficiency of the 

right hand side variables i.e. YCB2, XCB4 and XCB 11 in explaining the variation in 

YCB3. The explained variation by the above regression is 92.9% of the total variation 

ofYCB3. 

The marginal contribution of YCB2, XCB4 and XCB11 on YCB3, keeping other 

variables fixed are 0.02488**,- 28.884**and -15.211 **respectively. The explanatory 

variable YCB2 have a positive impact on dependent variable but the relative impact is 

of very low magnitude whereas the variable XCB4 and XCB11 have negative impact on 

the dependent variable. 

7.8.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Copper-Brass Craft (YCB4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit in the Copper-Brass craft (YCB4) has been 

regressed on capacity utilisation of the main worker (XCB2) and the percentage of 

finance mobilisation from saving (XCB 11). 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCB4=6197.979**+19.393* XCB2-16.993* XCBII 

(697.524) (7.361) (96.873) 

R2 =0.511 * 

The value of R2 is only .511, which indicates that XCB2 and XCB11 together 

explained 51.1% variation on YCB4, and 49.9% remain unexplained. 

The marginal contribution of XCB2 and XCB 11 on YCB4, keeping other 

variable fixed are 19.393* and -16.993* respectively. XCB2 have positive influence 

whereas XCB11has negative impact on YCB4 
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7.8.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs in Copper-Brass Craft (YCB5) 

Value of working capital per unit in Copper-Brass Craft (YCB5) has been 

regressed on total production per unit (YCB,), capacity utilisation of the main worker 

(XCB2) and percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman (XCB13). 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YCBs=l2945.5* +0.213** YCB 1+318.920**XCB2+347.297**XCB 13 

(6065.913) (0.034) (79.741) (74.947) 

R2 =0.902** 

The value of R2 is very high in this equation, which depicts that explanatory variable 

have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variable. 

The marginal contribution of YCB 1, XCB2and XCB 13on YCB5 keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.213**, 318.920** and 347.297** respectively. The explained 

variation by the regression is 90.2% of the total variation of YCB5. All three 

explanatory variables in the equation have the positive impact on the dependent 

variable (YCBs) which is in conformity with the hypothesis. 

7.8.6 Net Income per Household in Rs in Copper-Brass Craft (YCB6) 

Net income of the household in the Copper-Brass craft (YCB6) has been 

regressed with capacity utilisation of the main worker (XCB2), standard mandays of the 

workers (XCB3) and Percentage of finance mobilisation from the middleman (XCB13). 

YCB6 has also been regressed with other variables, but no significant influence on 

YCB6 was found. Therefore, those variables were excluded from regression equation. 

For the net income of the household in the Copper-Brass craft the regression 

equation so fitted is: 

YCB6 =13563.4**+312.112** XCB2 +66.287** XCB3 +245.25*XCBI3 

(4396.4) (80.75) (10.614) (77.097) 

R2 =0.901 ** 

The value of R2 is very high. Therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variable are capable of explaining the variation in the net income of the household in 

Copper-Brass craft. The marginal contribution of XCB2, XCB3 and XCB13 on YCB6, 

keeping other variable fixed are 312.112**, 66.287** and 245.25* respectively. The 
1 

explained variation by the above regression is 90.1% of the total variation in YCB6. 

The entire explanatory variable in the equation is in conformity with hypothesis and 
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have positive impact on YCB6. However, the rate of increase is higher in the case of 

XCB2 than XCB13 and XCB3. 

7.8.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of_ Copper-Brass Craft 

The summary of stepwise regression of YCB1 (Total production per units), 

YCB2 (Value Added per unit), YCB3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per 

unit), YCB4(Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs), YCB5 (Value of Working Capital 

per Unit in Rs.) and YCB6 (Net Income Per Household per Unit in Rs.) in Copper

Brass craft are as follows. 

1. YCB1 = -28639.2* + 321.761 ** YCB3+310.877* XCB11 

(11326.148) (21.831) (130.369) 

R2 =0.945** 

2. YCB2 =-51535.8**+261.220** XCB3+544.508** XCB11 

(9958.715) (19.195) (121.663) 

R2=0.934** 

3. YCB3=1838.878**+0.02488**YCB2-28.884**XCB4-15.211 ** XCB11 

(268.743) (0.002) (7.453) (3.648) 

R2 =0.929** 

4. YCB4= 6197.979**+19.393* XCB2-16.993* XCB11 

(697.524) (7.361) (96.873) 

R2 =0.511 * 
5. YCBs=12945.5*+0.213* *YCB1+ 318.920**XCB2+347.297**XCB13 

(6065.913) (0.034) (79.741) (74.947) 

R2 =0.902** 

6. YCB6=13563.4**+312.112** XCB2+66.287** XCB3+245.25*XCB13 

(4396.4) (80.75) (10.614) (77.097) 

R2 =0.901 ** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & **indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.8.8 Optimum Functional Model of Copper-Brass Craft 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit (YCB1), Value added 

per unit(YCB2), Total duration of daily operation of main worker(YCB3), Value of 
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fixed capital asset per unit(YCB4), Value of working capital per unit(YCBs) and Net 

income of household per unit (YCB6) for the Copper-Brass craft are as follows: 

1. YCBt = (YCB3, XCBtt) 

2. YCB2 = (XCB3, XCBtt) 

3. YCB3 = ( YCB2, XCB4, XCBtt) 

4. YCB4 = (XCB2, XCBtt) 

5. YCBs = ( YCBt, XCB2, XCB13) 

6. YCB6 = (XCB2, XCB3, XCB13) 

7.8.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix of Copper-Brass Craft 

Tables 7.8.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of copper & brass craft. 

Table 7.8.a 

YCBt XCB2 XCBll 

YCBt 1 

XCB3 .961 ** 1 

XCB11 .152 .038 1 

Table 7.8. b 

YCB2 XCB3 XCB 11 

YCB2 1 

XCB3 .913** 1 

XCB11 .025 .304 1 

Table 7.8. c 

YCB3 YCBt XCB4 XCBll 
YCB3 1 

YCB, .917** 1 

XCB4 .150 .111 1 

XCBll .207 .152 .350 1 
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Table 7.8. d 

YCB4 XCBz XCBII 

YCB4 1 

XCBz .530* 1 

XCBn .500* .038 1 

Table 7.8. e 
YCBs YCBt XCBz 

YCBs 1 

YCBt .826** 1 

XCBz .637** .555* 1 

XCB13 .083 .252 .454 

Table 7.8.f 

YCB6 XCBz XCB3 

YCB6 1 

XCB2 .489 1 

XCB3 .814** .491 1 

XCB13 .430 .454 .058 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XCB13 

1 

XCB13 

1 

7.9.0 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF BLACKSMITH CRAFT 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YBs1 Total Production per unit (in Rs). 

YBs 2 Value added per unit (in Rs). 

YBs 3: Duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 

YBs 4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs). 

YBs 5 Value of working capital per unit (in Rs ). 

YBs 6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

XBs1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 
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XBss 

XBs6 

XBs7 

XBss 

XBs9 

XBs10 

XBS]] 

XBs12 

XBs13 

Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

Size of unit in terms of employment. 

Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale) 

Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

Percentage of finance mobilisation from customers advances. 

Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for Blacksmithy are given below: 

7.9.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs in Blacksmith craft (YBst) 

Total Production per unit for Blacksmith craft (YBst) has been regressed on 

value of working capital per unit (Ybs5). YBs1 was also regressed with other variables, 

but no significant influence was found. Therefore, those variables have been excluded 

from the regression equation. 

For Blacksmith craft the regression equation so estimated is: 

YBst =23945.958** + 1.337**YBS5 

(3841.767) (0.085) 

R2 = 0.988** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variable is capable of explaining the variation in the total production per unit in the 

Blacksmith craft. The marginal contribution of YBS5 is 1.337**. The explained 

variation in the above regression is 98.8% ofthe total variation ofYBs1• The impact of 

the variable YBs5 is positive and is of very high magnitude. 
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7.9.2 Value Added per Unit in Blacksmith Craft (YBs2) 

Value added per unit in Blacksmith craft (YBs2) has been regressed on duration 

of daily operation of the main worker per unit (YBs3), Value of working capital per unit 

(YBss) and the capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (XBs2). However, the other 

variable has been excluded because the results of those variables were not significant. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YBs2=24099.01 0*+ 19.402*YBs3+0. 760* *YBss-727 .395*XBs2 

(10493.982) (7.218) (0.091) (331.557) 

R2 =0.846** 

The reported R2 is high. The explained variation by the above regression is 

84.6% of the total variation in YBs2. The marginal contribution of YBs3, YBss and 

XBs2 on YBs2, keeping other variable fixed are 19.402*, 0.760** and-727.395* 

respectively. The variable YBs5 and YBs3 in conformity with the hypothesis have 

positive impact on YBs2 whereas the variable XBs2 has the negative impact showing 

the efficient worker usually take longer time duration and consequently fetch low 

profit. 

7.9.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of the Main Worker per Unit in 

Blacksmith Craft (YBs3) 

Total duration of daily operation of the main worker in Blacksmith craft (YBs3) 

has been regressed on value added per unit (YBs2), Capacity utilisation of all workers 

(XBs2) and percentage of finance mobilisation from saving (XBs1l).YBs3 has also been 

regressed on other variables, but no significant influence is found. Therefore these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YBs3=1676.439**+0.006**YBs2+43.783**XBs2+7.644**XBsll 

(189.268) (0.002) (1.543) (1.670) 

R2=0.977** 

It is evident from the equation that R2 is sufficiently high. Which indicates that 

the variable have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variable 

The marginal contribution of YBs2, XBs2 and XBs11 on YBs3, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.006**, 43.783** and 7.644** respectively. The explained variation 

by the above regression is 97.7% of the total variation on YBs3. The entire explanatory 
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variable in the regression equation has the positive impact on YBs3 however the impact 

of value added is negligible. 

7.9.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Blacksmith Craft (YBs4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit (YBs4) has been regressed on total production per 

unit (YBs1) and percentage of skilled worker to total worker per unit (XBsJ). YBs4 has 

also been regressed on other variables, but no significant influence on YBs4 is found 

and thus these variables have been excluded from regression equation. 

For the value of fixed capital per unit in Blacksmith craft (YBs4) the regression 

so fitted is: 

YBs4 =2367.440*+0.02684** YBs1+38.213* XBs1 

(933.293) (0.005) (15.452) 

R2 =0.494** 

The value of R2 is only .494, which indicates that YBs1 and XBs1 together 

explain only 49% of YBs4, while about half of the variations remain unexplained. The 

variable YBs1 and XBs1 have positive impact on YBs4 which are inconformity with the 

hypothesis. 

7.9.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Blacksmith Craft (YBss) 

Value of working capital per unit in Blacksmith craft (YBs5) has been regressed 

to total production per unit (YBs1), percentage of contribution of the part-time 

workers.(XBs4) and size of the units (XBs9). YBs5 was also regressed on other 

variables, but no significant influence of those variables was found. Therefore, these 

variables have been excluded from the regression. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YBss = -23267.9**+0.543**YBs1-251.379* XBs4+11132.016**XBs9 

(6903.529) (0.048) (93.349) (3512.396) 

R2 =0.929** 

R2 being very high depicts that the variable conclusively explains the dependent 

variables in conformity with maintain hypothesis. The marginal contribution of YBs1, 

XBs4 and XBs9 on YBss, keeping other variable fixed are 0.543**, -251.379* and 

11132.016** respectively. The variable YBs1 and XBs9 have the positive impact on 

YBss whereas variable XBs4 is negatively related as presence of part time workers 
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helps to take up various linked processes of production in sequence and instantly 

leading to efficient use of working capital this explains its negative impact. The 

explained variation by the above regression is 92.9% of the total variation in YBss 

7.9.6 Net Income per Household in Blacksmith Craft (YBs6) 

Net income per household in Blacksmith craft (YBs6) has been regressed on 

Standard Mandays of the unit (XBs3), percentage of work done by part-time workers 

(XBs4) and education level of the workers (XBs10). YBs6 was also regressed with other 

variables but no significant influence was found. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

YBs6=11388.6*+68.969**XBs3 -503.27** XBs4+ 10192.215**XBsiO 

(9841.7) (19.14) (174.52) (2527.043) 

R2 =0.717** 

The value of R2 is moderately high in the equation. Thus the independent 

variable moderately explains YBs6. 71.7 % of the total variation in YBs6 is being 

explained by the explanatory variable and rest 28.3 % remains unexplained. The 

variable XBs3 and XBs10 have a positive impact on YBs6, while variable XBs4 has a 

negative impact on the dependent variable because even if the hired part time worker 

are only partly skilled their wage rate is high. 

7.9.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Blacksmith Craft (YBs) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YBs1 (Total productivity per units in), 

YBs2 (Value Added per unit of output), YBs3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main 

Worker per unit), YBs4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YBs5 (Value of 

Working Capital per unit in Rs.) and YBs6 (Net Income Per Household per unit in Rs.) 

in Blacksmith craft are as follows: 

1. YBs1 =23945.958** + 1.337**YBS5 

(3841. 767) (0.085) 

R2 = 0.988** 

2. YBs2=24099.010* + 19.402*YBs3+0.760**YBs5 -727.395*XBs2 

(10493.982) (7.218) (0.091) (331.557) 

R2 = 0.846** 
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3. YBs3 =1676.439**+0.006** YBs2+43.783** XBs2+7.644** XBsll 

(189.268) (0.002) (1.543) (1.670) 

R2=0.977** 

4. YBs4 =2367.440*+0.02684** YBst+38.213* XBst 

(933.293) (0.005) (15.452) 

R2 =0.494** 

5. YBs5=-23267.9**+0.543**YBs1-251.379* XBs4+ 11132.016**XBs9 

(6903.529) (0.048) (93.349) (3512.396) 

R2 =0.929** 

6. YBs6=11388.6*+68.969**XBs3 -503.27** XBs4+10192.215**XBslO 

(9841.7) (19.14) (174.52) (2527.043) 

R2 =0.717** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & **indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.9.8 Optimum Functional Model of Blacksmith Craft (YBs) 

Optimum functional model of Total productivity in Rs. (YBst), Value added per 

unit (YBs2), Duration of daily operation of total worker (YBs3), Value of fixed capital 

asset per unit (YBs4), Value of working capital per unit (YBs5) and Net income of the 

household (YBs6) for the Blacksmith craft are as follows: 

1. YBs1 = f (YBSs) 

2. YBs2 = f (YBss, YBs3 , XBs2) 

3. YBs3 = f (YBs2, XBs2, XBStt) 

4. YBs4 = f (YBs~, XBst) 

5. YBss = f (YBst. XBs4,XBs9) 

6. YBs6 = f (XBs3, XBs4,XBs10) 

7.9.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix of Blacksmith Craft (YBs) 

Tables 7.9.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Blacksmith craft. 
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Table 7.9.a 
YBs1 YBss 

YBs1 1 

YBss .944** 1 

Table 7.9.b 

YBs2 YBs3 YBss XBs2 

YBs2 1 

YBs3 .488** 1 

YBss .889** .447* 1 

XBs2 .429* .966** .355* 1 

Table 7.9. c 
YBs3 YBs2 XBs2 XBsll 

YBs3 1 

YBs2 .548** 1 

XBs2 .968** .429* 1 

XBsu .163 .189 .003 1 

Table 7.9.d 

YBs4 YBs1 XBs1 

YBs4 1 

YBs1 .618** 1 

XBs1 .214 -.176 1 

Table 7.9.e 

YBss YBs1 XBs4 XBs9 

YBss 1 

YBs1 .944** 1 

XBs4 -.540** -.471 ** 1 

XBs9 .615** .529** -.109 1 
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Table 7.9. f 

YBs6 XBs3 XBs4 

YBs6 1 

XBs3 .349 1 

XBs4 -.214 -.366* 1 

XBSJO .533** .338 -.154 

** CorrelatiOn ts stgmficant at the 0.01 level (2-tatled). 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XBs10 

1 

7.10.0 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF SILVER CRAFT 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows: 

YSc1 Total Production per unit (in Rs). 

YScz Value added per unit (in Rs). 

YSc3 Duration of daily operation of main worker per units 

YSc4 Value of fix capital per unit (in Rs). 

YScs Value of working capital per unit (in Rs). 

YSc6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

XSc1 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

XScz Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

XSc3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

XSc4 Percentage of share work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour 

worked by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time 

workers) x 100. 

XScs Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

XSc6 Percentage of finished products sold to Government 

XSc7 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

XScs Percentage of finished products sold to retailers. 

XSc9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

XSc10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

XSc11 Percentage of finance mobilisation from saving. 

XSc12 Percentage of finance mobilisation from customer advance. 
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XSc13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for silver crafts are given below: 

7.10.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs in Silver Crafts (YSct) 

Total Production per unit in Rs for silver crafts (YScl) has been regressed on 

value of working capital per units of output (YSc5) and percentage of finance 

mobilisation from saving (XSc1 1). Regression with other variable was found to be 

insignificant and the variables have been excluded from the regression. 

For the total productivity per unit of output in silver craft the regressiOn 

equation so estimated is: 

YSc1 = 35915.515** +1.139** YScs +522.437** XScll 

(3123.942) (0.025) (163.038) 

R2 = 0.988** 

R2 being very high in the equation depicts that the variable have provided a 

good fit for the relevant dependent variable. 

The marginal contribution of variable YSc5 and XScllon YSc1, keeping other 

variable fixed are 1.139** and 522.437** respectively which is in conformity with the 

hypothesis, in fact the high positive impact of self financed investment is due to the fact 

that artisans can successfully charge higher rate for the products. The explained 

variation by above regression is 98.8% of the total variation on YSc1. The variables 

XSc11 and YSc5 have positive impact on the total productivity per unit of output in 

Silver craft YSc1. 

7.10.2 Value Added Per Unit in Silver Craft (YSc2) 

Value added per unit in Rs for silver crafts (YSc2) has been regressed value of 

fixed capital per unit of output (YSc4)and on the value of working capital per unit of 

output (YSc5). Regression with other variables does not show any significant influence. 

Therefore, the variables have been omitted. 

The regression equation so estimated for the value added per unit of output in 

Silver craft is: 

YSc2 = 28540.752**+2.033** YSc4+0.314** YSc5 

(4104.991) (0.344) (0.046) 

R2 =0.908** 
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R2 being sufficiently high in this equation indicates that the variables 

conclusively explains the dependent variable in conformity with the maintain 

hypothesis. The marginal contribution of YSc4and YSc5 on YSc2, keeping other 

variables fixed are 2.033** and 0.314** respectively. The explained variation by above 

regression equation is 90.8% of the total variation on YSc2• the impact of the 

explanatory variables are positive moreover the value of YSc4 is more than YScs as 

with higher working capital artisans can go for bulk purchase of good quality raw 

material which have high impact on the production of good quality of output 

7.10.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Worker per Units in Silver 

Craft (YSc3) 

Total duration of daily operation of main worker per units for silver crafts 

(YSc3) has been regressed on total production per unit (YSc1), percentage of share of 

part-time worker to total worker (XSc4) and percentage of finance mobilisation by 

saving (XSc11). For duration of daily operation of main worker the regression equation 

so estimated is: 

YSc3 =2532.260**+0.00955* *YSc1-58.687 XSc4-22.140XScll 

(188.601) (0.006) (26.258) (8.661) 

R2 =0.725** 

The R2 value of this equation is moderately high i.e .. 725 which depicts that the 

variable have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variable. _The marginal 

contribution of YSc1, XSc4 and XScu on YSc3, keeping other variable fixed are 

0.00955**,-58.687 and -22.140 respectively. The explained variation by the above 

regression is 72.5% of the total variation in YSc3.The variable YScr has very low 

positive impact on YSc3 and variable XSc11 and XSc4 has negative influence on YSc3. 

7.10.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs in Silver Craft (YSc3) 

Value of fix capital per unit in Rs. for silver crafts (YSc4) was regressed on the 

value added per unit (YScz). YSc4 was also regressed on other variables but no 

significant impact was found and thus other variable have been excluded from the 

regression equation. For YSc4 the regression equation so estimated is 

YSc4 =-5557.039**+0.204** YSc2 

(1198.472) (0.020) 
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The R2 value is moderately high. The explained variation by the above 

regression is 76.8% of the total variation in YSc4. the variable YSc2 has a positive 

influence on YSc4 and it is in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 

7.10.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs in Silver Craft (YSc5) 

Value of working capital per unit in Rs in silver craft (YSc5) has been regressed 

on total production per unit (YSc1), Value of working capital per unit (YScs), Capacity 

utilisation of main worker (XSc2) and percentage of finance mobilisation by 

middleman.(XSc13). YSc1 was also regressed on other variables (XSc1h XSc12· ....... )but 

no significant impact is found on YSc5.Therefore, these variable have been excluded 

from the regression equation. 

For YScs the regression equation so estimated as follows: 

YScs=-68037.3**+0. 747**YSc1+348.05**XSc2+ 132.684* XSc13 

(9535.009) (0.030) (124.404) (62.273) 

R2 =0.990** 

R2 value in the equation is very which depicts and explain the dependent 

variable in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution of explanatory variablesYSc1, XSc2 and XSc13 on 

YScs, keeping all other variable fixed are 0.747**, 348.05** and 132.684* 

respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 99% of the total 

variation of YSc5. The variable YSc1, XSc2 and XSc13 have positive influence on YScs 

and it is in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. 

7.10.6 Net Income per Household in Rs. in Silver Crafts (YSc6) 

Net income per household in Rs. (YSc6) has been regressed with Capacity 

utilisation of the main workers (XSc2), standard Mandays of the workers (XSc3) and 

the percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman (XSc13). Regression with other 

explanatory variables is not found significant. It is therefore these variables have been 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The estimated regression equation so estimated for YSc6 is: 

YSc6 =-110269*+1408.083** XSc2+185.384** XSc3 -548.885* XSc 13 

(8341.3) (418) (37.586) (198.76) 

R2 =0.870** 
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R2 being high in the equation indicates that the explanatory variable 

conclusively explains the dependent variable in conformity with the maintained 

hypothesis. The marginal contribution of explanatory variables XSc2, XSc3 and XSc 13 

on YSc6, keeping all other variable fixed are 1408.083**, 185.384** and -548.885* 

respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 87% of the total 

variation of YSc6 .. In conformity with maintain hypothesis the variable XSc3 and XSc2 

have positive influence on YSc6 while the impact of variable XSc13 is negative on 

YSc6. 

7.10.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Silver Crafts (YSc) 

The summary of stepwise regression of YSc 1 (Total production per units), YSc2 

(Value Added per unit), YSc3 (Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per unit), 

YSc4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), YSc5 (Value of Working Capital per unit 

in Rs.) and YSc 6 (Net Income Per Household per unit in Rs.) in Silver craft are as 

follows: 

1. YSc1 = 35915.515** +1.139** YSc5 +522.437** XScn 

(3123.942) (0.025) (163.038) 

R2 =0.988** 

2. YSc2 = 28540.752**+2.033** YSc4+0.314** YSc5 

(104.991) (0.344) (0.046) 

R2 =0.908** 

3. YSc3 = 2532.260**+0.00955**YSc1-58.687 XSc4-22.140XScll 

(188.601) (0.006) (26.258) (8.661) 

R2=0.725** 

4. YSc4 =- 5557.039**+0.204** YSc2 

(1198.472) (0.020) 

R2 =0.768** 

5. YScs= -68037.3**+0.747**YSct+348.05**XSc2+ 132.684* XSc13 

6. 

(9535.009) (0.030) (124.404) (62.273) 

R2 =0.990** 

YSc6 =-110269*+ 1408.083**XSc2+185.384** XSc3 -548.885* XSc13 

(8341.3) (418) (37.586) (198.76) 

R2 =0.870** 
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Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and* & ** indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7.10.8 Optimum Functional Model of Silver Crafts (YSc) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit(YSc1), Value added per 

unit (YSc2), Total duration of daily operation of total worker(YSc3), Value of fixed 

capital asset per unit(YSc4), Value of working capital per unit(YScs) and Net income of 

the household per unit (YSc6) for the Silver craft are as follows: 

1. YSct= f(YScs, XSCJt) 

2. YScz= f (YSc4, YScs) 

3. YSc3= f (YSc1, XSc4) 

4. YSc4= f(YScz) 

5. YScs f (YSct, XScz, XSc13) 

6. YSc6 f (XScz, XSc3, XSc13) 

7.10.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix of Silver Crafts (YSc) 

Table 7.10.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of Silver craft. 

Table 7.10.a 
YSct YScs XSCt! 

YSc1 1 

YScs .992** 1 

XScu .420* .365* 1 

Table7.10. b 
YScz Ysc4 Yscs 

YScz 1 

Ysc4 .876** 1 

Yscs .897** .733** 1 
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Table 7.10. c 
YSc3 YSc1 XSc4 

YSc3 1 

YSct .786** 1 

XSc4 .273 .070 1 

XScn .104 .420* .014 

Table 7.1 0. d 

YSc4 YSc2 

YSc4 1 

YSc2 .876** 1 

Table 7.10.e 

YScs YSc1 XSc2 

YScs 1 

YSc1 .992** 1 

XSc2 .846** .814** 1 

XSc13 .402* .456** .218 

Table 7.10.f 

YSc6 XSc2 XSc3 

YSc6 1 

YSc2 .877** 1 

XSc3 .575** .800** 1 

**Correlation is significant at the O.Ollevel (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

XSC!J 

1 

XScu 

1 

7.11 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE TRADITIONAL HANDICRAFTS -IN 

AGGREGATE 

The structural equation has been prepared on annual basis. The nomenclatures 

used in the equation are as follows 

Yt: Total Production per unit (in Rs.). 

Y 2 Value added per unit (in Rs ). 

Y3 Total duration of daily operation of main worker per units. 
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Y4 Value of fixed capital per unit (in Rs). 

Y s Value of working capital per unit (in Rs ) .. 

Y6 Net income per household (in Rs). 

X, Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit. 

Xz Capacity utilization of all workers as defined by (hours of operation/hours the 

unit should have operated in optimal condition) x 100. 

X3 Standard Mandays as defined by total man-hour worked/8 (taking as standard 

shift hour). 

Percentage of work done by part-time workers as define by (total hour worked 

by part-time workers/ total hours worked by full-time and part-time workers) 

X 100. 

Xs Percentage of finished products sold to customers. 

~ Percentage of finished products sold to Government. 

X1 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman. 

Xs Percentage of finished products sold to Retailers. 

X9 Size of unit in terms of employment. 

X10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale). 

X11 Percentage offinance mobilisation from saving. 

X12: Percentage of finance mobilisation from Customers advance. 

X13 Percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman. 

The structural equation explaining several policy variables are obtained from 

least square analysis for all handicraft are given below: 

7.11.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Traditional Handicrafts (Y1) 

Total Production per unit in all handicraft (Y1) has been regressed with total 

duration of daily operation of main workers (Y 3), value of working capital (Y s), 

percentage work done by part-time workers, (~)education level of the workers (Xw) 

and percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman (X13),. Y1 was regressed with 

other variable (Yz, Y4, X7, X8 X13, etc.) but no significant influence on Y1 was found. 

Therefore, variables are excluded from the regression equation. 

For total production per unit the regression equation so fitted is: 

Y,=-95553.955*+ 12.137**Y3+ 1.084**Y5+ 174.870**~+5525.073**X10-99.669*XI3 

(4008.183) (1.198) (0.034) (65.331) (1217.313) (41.081) 

R2=0.927** 
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The R2 value in the equation is very high upholds that the variables conclusively 

explains that the dependent variables in conformity with maintained hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution of Y3, Y5, ~, X10 and X13 on Y1, keeping other 

variable fixed are 12.137**, 1.084**, 174.870** , 5525.073** and - 99.669* 

respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 92.7% of the total 

variation of Y I· The variables Y 3, Y 5, ~and X10 have positive influence on Y 1 whereas 

X13 has a negative influence on Y1• The rate of the individual explanatory variable is 

conveyed by co-efficient associated with them. It can be seen that X10 has greater impact 

on Y 1 because productivity can be seen achieved more with higher level of education as 

learning facilitates acquiring more technique and management of the units. 

7.11.2 Value Added per Units in Rs. in Traditional Handicrafts (Yz) 

Value added per units (Y 2) in all handicrafts has been regressed on the duration 

of daily operation of main worker to total worker (Y3), value of working capital per 

unit of total output (Y 5), Education level of the worker (X10) and percentage of finance 

mobilisation from middleman (X13). Y2 was regressed with other variable, but no 

significant influence on Y2 was found. Therefore, variables are excluded from the 

regression equation. 

For Value added per the regression equation so fitted is: 

Y2=-11171 **+ 12.816**Y3+0.408**Y5 +5231.163**Xl0176.215**Xl3 

(3928.503) (1.231) (0.035) (1254.058) (41.615) 

R2= 0.771 ** 

The reported ~ is moderately high therefore it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variable are moderately capable of explaining the variations in value added 

per unit of output in all crafts. The explained variation by the above regression is 77.1% 

of the total variation of Y2. The variable Y3, Y5, X10 has a positive impact on Y2, 

whereas xl3 has a negative influence on y 2· the negative impact of xl3 signify that the 

finance from the middleman as it squeezes the profitability of the units 

7.11.3 Total Duration of Daily Operation of Main Worker per Unit in Traditional 

Handicrafts (Y 3) 

Total duration of daily operation of main worker per unit in all handicrafts (Y3) 

has been regressed on the value added per unit (Y2), percentage of skill worker to total 

worker (Xt), percentage work done by part-time worker (X4), education level of the I 
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worker (XIO) and percentage of finance mobilisation from middleman (X13). Y 2 was 

regressed with other variable, but no significant influences on Y 3 were found. 

Therefore, variables are excluded from the regression equation. 

For duration of daily operation of main worker per unit m all crafts the 

regression equation so fitted is: 

y3 = 2745.604** + 0.02181 ** Y2- 14.395** XI 

(237.188) (0.001) (2.135) 

-15.524** :X.-104.213* xl0+6.884** xl3 

(3.012) (51.093) (1.619) 

R?=0.688** 

R2 value of this equation is moderately high i.e. 0.688, which indicates that the 

variables have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variables. 

The marginal contribution of Y2, X1, )4 ,X10 and X13 on Y3, keeping other 

variable fixed are 0.02181 **, -14.395**, -15.524**, -104.213*and 6.884**, 

respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 68.8% of the total 

variation on Y3. The variable Y2 and X13 has positive influence on Y3 and the variables 

X1, )4 and X10 have a negative influence on Y3. 

7.11.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Traditional Handicrafts (Y4) 

Value of fix capital per unit in all handicraft (Y4)was regressed on value of 

working capital per unit (Y5).While all other explanatory variable result shows no 

significant impact on Y 4· Therefore, these variables have been excluded from the 

regression equation. 

For the value of fixed capital per unit of output in all crafts the regression 

equation so estimated is: 

Y4 =2043.385** + 0.09335** Y5 

(328.979) (0.006) 

R2= 0.508** 

It is evident from the equation that R? is moderate i.e. 50.8 and independent 

variable explains the dependent variable. 50.8% of the total variation in Y4. is being 

explained by the explanatory variable and rest 49.8% remain unexplained? Ys has a 

positive impact on Y 4 and the magnitude is of low intensity 
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T.ll.S Value of Working Capital per Unit in Traditional Handicrafts (Y5) 

Value of working capital per unit in all handicrafts (Y5) has been regressed on 

total production per unit (Y1) and percentage of finished goods sold to middleman 

(X13). Y 5 was also regressed with other variable, but no significant influence is found 

on Y 5· Thus, the regression with other variable has been excluded from the regression. 

For the value of working capital in all craft Y 5 the regression equation so 

estimated is: 

Ys = -13613.6** + 0.661 ** Y1 +118.737** X13 

(1399.931) (0.015) (33.495) 

R2= 0.896** 

As reported R2 of this equation is very high. It indicates the efficiency of the 

right hand side variable i.e. Y1 and X13 in explaining the variable in Y5 is very high. 

The marginal contribution ofY1 and X13 on Y5, keeping other variable fixed are 

0.661 **and 118.737** respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 

87.6% of the total variation in Y5• Explanatory variable Y1 and X13 have a positive 

impact on dependent variable () and variable Y 1 have low magnitude than X13. 

7.11.6 Net Income of the Household in Traditional Handicrafts (Y6) 

Net income of the household in all handicrafts (Y 6) has been regressed on 

standard maydays per worker (X3), the percentage of goods sold to middleman (X7) and 

educational level of the worker (X10). Y 6 has also been regressed with other variable 

but no significant influences of these variables were found. Only three of the variable 

x3, XIO and x7 showed the significant result. 

The regression equation so estimated is: 

Y6=18262.707**+37.156**X3-148.654** X7+9885.272**XIO 

(4586.08) (6.921) (36.819) (1570.037) 

R2=0.283** 

The reported R2 is not sufficiently high, so the variables cannot explain the 

dependent variable in conformity with maintained hypothesis. The marginal 

contribution of X3, X7 and X10 keeping other variable fixed are 37.156**, -148.654** 

and 9885.272** respectively. The explained variation by above regression is only 

28.3% of the total variation and 71.7% is unexplained. The variables X3 and X10 have 

positive impact on Y 6 while the variable X 7 has negative impact on Y 6· The goods sold 
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to the .majans or middlemen has a negative impact on the net income of the household 

as the presence of middleman squeezes all the profit as such the artisan are left with 

only marginal wage. 

7.11.7 Summary of Stepwise Regression of All Traditional Handicrafts (Y) 

The Summary of stepwise regression of Y1 (Total production per units ), Y2 

(Value Added per unit), Y3 (Total Duration of Daily operation of Main Worker per 

unit), Y4 (Value of Fixed Capital per unit in Rs), Ys (Value of Working Capital per 

unit.) and Y6 (Net Income Per Household per unit.) in all-handicrafts are as follows. 

1. Yr = -95553.955*+ 12.137**Y3 +1..084** Y5+ 174.870** )4 

(4008.183) (1.198) (0.034) (65.331) 

+ 5525.073**Xro- 99.669* Xr3 

(1217.313) (41.081) 

R2=0.927** 

2. Y2=-11111 **+ 12.816**Y3+0.408**Y5+ 5231.163**Xw-176.215**X13 

(3928.503) (1.231) (0.035) (1254.058) (41.615) 

R2= 0.771 ** 

3. Y3 = 2745.604** + 0.02181 ** Y2 -14.395** X 1 -15.524** )4 

(237.188) (0.001) . (2.135) (3.012) 

· - 104.213* Xro +6.884** Xn 

(51.093) (1.619) 

R2=0.688** 

4. Y4 =2043.385** + 0.09335"'* Ys 

(328.979) (0.006) 

5. Ys = -13613.6** + 0.661 ** Yr + 118.737** X13 

(1399.931) (0.015) (33.495) 

R2= 0.896** 

6. Y6=18262.707**+37.156**X3-148.654** X7+9885.272**Xro 

(4586.08) (6.921) (36.819) (1570.037) 

R2=0.283** 
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Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and * & ** indicate 

that the parameter are statistically significant at 5%. & 1% level of significance 

respectively 

7 .11.8 Optimum Functional Model of Traditional Handicrafts (Y 6) 

Optimum functional model of Total production per unit (Y1), Value added per 

unit (Y2), Total duration of daily operation of total worker (Y3), Value of fixed capital 

asset per unit (Y4), Value of working capital per unit (Ys) and Net income of the 

household (Y 6) for the all handicrafts are as follows 

1. Y1 = (Y3, Ys, X,., Xw ,X13) 

2. Y2 = ( Y3, Ys, Xw, X13) 

3. Y3= (Y2, X1, ")4, Xw, X13) 

4. Y4 = (Ys) 

5. Ys = (Y~, X13) 

6. y6 = (X3, X7,X10) 

7.11.9 Correlation Co-Efficient Matrix of Traditional Handicrafts 

Table 7.1l.a, b, c, d, e & f depict Correlation Co-efficient Matrix of each 

dependent and its related explanatory variables of all traditional handicrafts. 

Table 7 .1l.a 
yl y3 Ys X. x10 xl3 

yl 1 

y3 .760** 1 

Ys .944** .680** 1 

~ .059 .152* .094 1 

Xw .367** .188** .315** .082 1 

xl3 .216** .249** .275** .217** .009 1 
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Table 7 .ll.b 

y2 y3 Ys x!O xl3 
y2 1 

y3 .766** 1 

Ys .802** .680** 1 

XIO .375** .188** .315** 1 

xl3 .110 .249** .275** .217** 1 

Table 7 .I I.e 

y3 y2 XI )4 x10 xl3 
y3 1 

y2 .766** 1 

XI .455** .400** 1 

)4 .125* .062 .425** 1 

x10 .188** .375** .031 .082 1 

x!3 .249** .110 .081 .217** .009 1 

Table 7.11.d 

y4 Ys 

y4 1 

Ys .713** 1 

Table 7 .ll.e 
Ys Yt xl3 

Ys 1 

Yt .944** 1 

xl3 .275** .216** 1 
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Table 7 .11.f 

y6 x3, x1 XJO 

y6 1 

x3 .346** 1 

x1 .151 * .192** 1 

X to .416** .247** .033 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

7.12.0 COBB DOUGLAS PRODUCTION FUNCTION AS PRODUCTIVITY 

INDICATOR AND MEASURE 

Another important analysis under taken here is the study of the nature of 

production function for the traditional Handicraft in aggregate form. There are many 

alternative functional forms which can be used to represent production. Cobb Douglas 

type production function analysis shows the relative contribution of capital and labour 

factors in the production system (Jamil, & Chattopadhyay 1979). 

The Cobb Douglas production used over here is among the most commonly 

used models. It is defined as follows: 

taking log, 

Q=A. L a"Kp 

Log Q = Log A + a Log L + f3 Log K 

Or Q' = A +a. L' + f3. K' 

Where Q = Output 

L = Labour input 

K = Capital input 

A, f3 and a = parameters 

The parameters a and f3 measure the elasticity of output with respect to labour 

and capital respectively and are known as labour and capital co-efficient, while A is 

efficiency parameter of the industry. It is a homogenous production function of degree 

one, because a percentage of input change will induce same percentage of output 

change if a + f3 =1. The value (a+ f3) > 1 indicates increasing return to scale where 

as (a+ f3) < 1 points out the existence of decreasing returns. 
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The Cobb-Douglas production function may be used to analyses both cross

sectional and time series data. Analysis of time series data, exhibits quite effectively the 

impact of technological progress or otherwise. The temporal trends cannot be shown 

over here owing to the failure to collect data over sufficiently long time span. The host 

artisan units operate at family level and usually do not maintain any written account 

book. The cross-sectional studies may also be of three types depending upon the nature 

of data (1 ). they may be based upon the observation of individual firm giving inter

firm production function (2) the observation may be related to aggregates of a group or 

all industries giving an inter industry production function (3), it may be for aggregates 

of industries in different region showing inter regional estimates of the parameters of 

production relations. It is the second type of production function, which has been used 

here to give the production function for different types of traditional handicrafts and for 

traditional handicrafts in aggregate. The value of a and ~ have been computed without 

the restriction of (a + ~ = 1 ). 

7.12.1 Observation of The Cross-Sectional Studies 

Table 7.12 gives the computed values of parameters of Cobb-Douglas 

Production function for cross-section estimate for different handicrafts. The function 

has provide a good fit to the data in most cases as is evident from the high value of Co

efficient of multiple determination R2
. The R2 value shows that 85% to 97 % of the 

variation in the output has been explained by the two factors of production i.e. labour 

and capital. Carpet weaving, Y atha weaving, Kalimpong bag, Wood craft and Copper

Brass craft exhibits increasing returns to scale while rest of the crafts show decreasing 

returns to scale. It is surprising to find that in terms of return to scale Silver craft 

occupies the lowest position. Elasticity of labour coefficient is highest in case of 

Copper-Brass craft followed by Carpet weaving whereas elasticity of capital input is 

highest in cases of Kalimpong Arts closely followed by Yatha Weaving and Wood 

Craft. In fact traditional handicraft in aggregate term shows decreasing returns to scale 

however the value (a + ~) is close to 1. 
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Table 7. 12 Total Output Vs Standard Mandays (Labour input) and Capital Input 

in Different Traditional Handicraft 

Sl. Traditional Rl Labour input Capital input 
A 

No. Handicrafts a p 

1. Thanka Painting 0.904** 0.582** 0.414** 42.56** 

(0.189) (0.138) 

2. Kalimpong Arts 0.908** -0.0493 0.947** 4.36 

(0.071) (0.073) 

3. Carpet Weaving 0.893** 0.601 0.532 6.23 

(0.355) (0.415) 

4. Y atha Weaving 0.943** 0.208 0.861 ** 2.15 

(0.108) (0.104) 

5. Kalimpong Bags 0.895** 0.414** 0.681 ** 4.05 

(0.139) (0.112) 

6. Bamboo Craft 0.854** 0.398** 0.454** 59.68** 

(0.060) (0.048) 

7. Wood Craft 0.874** 0.409** 0.713** 3.84 

(0.098) (0.108) 

8. Copper& 0.933** 0.933** 0.172 62.12** 

Brass Craft (0.163) (0.174) 

9. Black smithy 0.889** 0.163 0.767** 7.45** 

(0.149) (0.093) 

10. Silver Craft 0.970** 0.151 0.499** 199.94** 

(0.106) (0.034) 

Total Traditional 0.461 ** 0.440** 
0.900** 45.83 

Handicraft (0.040) (0.02) 

7.13. CONCLUSION 

The structural relationship among different variables as discussed in this chapter 

has significant implication in generating income in different craft sectors. The 

structural equations of different craft describe a subsystem in which regressed variables 
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are structurally dependent on or determined by a set of policy variables. These 

structural equations have been interpreted in terms of relevant economic meanings. 

These (impact and policy) variables are of great importance with regard to the planning 

of the sector. They could be used for estimating the response of dependent variables to 

changes in relevant independent variables. Besides, the Cobb-Douglas production 

function has also been used to analyses the cross-sectional data. Conclusions derived 

leads to the formulation of relevant policy framework for the development of 

traditional handicraft industries which has been taken up in the following chapter. 
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8.0 INTRODUCTION 

Most of the problems identified earlier in the chapter entitled "Problems of 

Development of the Handicrafts" are attributable to the weakness of the business 

environment where craft producers operate. Successful promotion of artisan crafts need 

coherent and appropriate government policies, effective support institutions, and 

collective efficiency that would enable them to take advantage of the business 

opportunities. 

The traditional values inherited in handicrafts artisan is neither properly 

appreciated by policy makers in the social and economic development process nor by 

the support agencies in developing countries. Although it poses a great development 

potential, the true value has not been fully exploited. Instead, it has been lost in the 

current promotional effort mingling all categories of handicrafts together. Isolation of 

handicraft persons from the country's main economic activities has caused a number of 

social and economic problems. A problem of extinction of traditional skills and culture 

is one of them. This problem is attributable not only to isolation, but to the diminishing 

markets, available traditional raw materials, and successors. The inherited skills are 

traditional and could easily disappear unless the problem of isolation is solved and their 

stable production is secured with the increased demand. This fallout requires a special 

attention on this category of handicraft producers in study areas due to the sensitive 

political and socio-economic conditions caused by their isolation. If a solution can be 

found, it could easily be applied for other artisan craft producing areas and regions, 

which link more closely with the country's major economic activities. 

Differences in the attributes of traditional crafts are significant enough to be 

taken into account throughout the entire policy recommendation and the overall 

development process. Thus an elaboration of a policy framework is crucial in the first 

step, while recognizing the causes and effects of neglect of traditional values and the 

unique nature of each category of artisan crafts. Then, formulation of specific measures 

with strategic support activities follows. Public institutions play an integral role as the 

implementing organ of these measures. A key for successful artisan craft promotion for 

developing countries is to assemble various development methodologies and 

instruments in the process of strategy formulation and to implement them with the most 

effective approaches. The entire process of strategy formulation requires thorough 
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factual and analytical data and information. Besides, integrating authenticity m its 

promotion is one of the key strategies. 

In this context, attempts have been made with suitable policy measure based on 

the finding of regression and production analysis for the development of traditional 

handicraft in Darjeeling hill areas. Beside, due substance is put down to associate the 

views of the artisans to formulate the relevant policies. The concerned recommendation 

is expected to provide a conceptual base for initiating planning and development of 

different Traditional handicraft in the Darjeeling hill area. 

8.1 POLICY RECOMMENDATION FOR DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPLY 

OFRAWMATERIALS 

Whatever is the covering organisations assigned with the functions of buying 

and holding the stocks for dispersal, it is necessary to make suitable institutional 

arrangements for finding the needed funds on a priority basis at favourable rates of 

interest. The policy and operational framework for provision of raw materials to the 

whole lot of artisans, dispersed over wide areas, is not in tune with the requirements. 

As at present, hardly any regulation exists whereby the raw materials trade is obliged to 

make available to the artisan, even the locally available raw materials, at reasonable 

prices. Price to the artisan is most important and it has to be viable. There is greater 

need to stress this aspect of the problem. The wide dispersal of artisans and their weak 

financial position necessitates that their small requirements of raw materials need to be 

made available at the needed time and at their doorsteps. 

At the grass root level, it is desirable for a start to provide raw materials to the 

artisan through the proposed Group Centre Approach. The Group Centre would help 

the proposed IDPA (Integrated Development Project Authority) in assessing the 

detailed requirements of various raw materials and in also subsequently checking on 

the proper use of the raw materials. The Group Centre would be the effective delivery 

point for the supply of raw materials to the individual artisans. The supply of raw 

materials to the Group Centers would be from the district level agencies. 

At the district level, it the recommended the formation of a DSMS (District 

Supply and Marketing Society) which would be given the responsibility for the 

procurement of the raw materials DSMS is to be run on a commercially viable basis. 

The credit requirements of DSMS can be met through commercial and cooperative 
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banks. State Governments can help by providing appropriate margin money and treat 

the same as development expenditure. DSMS should keep a proper rapport with DIC 

for optimal use of facilities. It is recommended the utilisation of the services of 

LAMPS by DSMS. The activities of DSMS would be hampered without a suitable link 

up agency at the state level. It is recommended that the state level 'agency called 

W.B.H.D.C.Ltd (West Bengal Handicrafts Development Corporation Ltd.) should be 

responsible for handling all the raw materials problems of the handicraft industries. 

Handicraft Industries also suffer from the shortage of raw materials supply at 

reasonable prices. As such it is recommended that a common organisation should 

handle the raw materials problems at the district and state levels. 

It is recommended that the requirements of these industries get the priority 

treatment and should become the first, in that no compromise be made in the amounts 

needed by these industries. The district and state level organisations would take 

sometime to develop a suitable mechanism to this effect. Meanwhile in some industries 

like Khadi, Handloom etc., some system of raw material supply already exists in plains 

areas of south Bengal. It is recommended that these systems should be continued, 

streamlined and extended to this region for the effectively operation of handicraft units 

in Darjeeling hill areas. 

It is recommended that in case of forest based raw materials, the forest 

department should be responsible for delivering the materials at royalties plus transport 

to the DSMS from the nearest departmental depot, at the needed points. 

It is suggested that the continuous monitoring of the process of availability of 

raw materials at the field level and its proper utilisation in production be made wisely. 

It is suggested that the cooperative societies should be more strengthened in 

order to reduce significantly the exploitation of artisan by the dealer, as the cost of raw 

material in some crafts viz. Silver artifact, Brass and Copper artifact, and Thanka 

painting are high. For the development of these craft, it is necessary that enough 

working capital dependence of craftsmen made available to the craftsmen. The 

industries department should come forward and take step to advance credit to the 

craftsmen against stock of raw material and finished goods. This will greatly reduce the 

dependence of craftsmen on dealers for the supply of raw materials and work, and it 

will ensure fair returns to the artisans (Sao and Chhetri, 2008). 
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8.2 POLICY RECOMMENDATION FOR DEVELOPMENT SKILL AND 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

1. Skill Formation and Training 

In order to meet the demand for enhance skill, which will be essential for 

modernisation of production technology, the basic recommendation has been the 

improvement of skill through training and education of the artisans in related field. 

However, the exposure to formal education is imperative as transfer of learning can be 

better facilitated to make acceptance of innovative technique. Realizing the 

shortcoming of the various programme and scheme it is found that the mere training in 

the skill formation do not fulfill the aspiration of the artisans. Any training in the sector 

must not be thrown to the new comer without assessing the ground realities. It is the 

practical of the trained artisans that they have been left lifeless after training when the 

artisans do not find the opening for their produce (Sao & Chhetri, 1985). The trained 

Yatha and Carpet weaver are non existence now. This aspect of training programme 

fulfilling the formalities of government schemes seems mere 'eyewash'. 

Further artisans' participantion in training reflects that workshop organized by 

handicraft board in the study area is discouraging as this workshop neglect the ethnic 

ethos of the region. It is suggested that the regional handicraft board must have 

resource to fulfill the deficiency to cater the aspiration and craft culture of the region. 

Thus it is pertinent that implementation of any scheme must be laid after market 

feasibility study and technical feasibility study. Unlike the artisan craftsmen of other 

region, it is a positive gesture that it here that majority of the artisans are literate. It is 

therefore the region require formal training centre well distributed over the space and 

impart both the beginners and advance course. In the beginning, course fresh candidate 

should be taken up while in advance courses fresh as well as artisans at work should be 

enrolled to achieve the target of Modernisation ofthe existing units. 

Mere up gradation of the skill of the artisans will not help the industry 

prospering. It may so happen that even after training the artisans will follow the old 

production processes and produce the same items because of non-availability of needed 

raw material, require tools and uncertainty of the market demand. These necessitate 

drawing suitable follow-up programme including supply of improved appliance, 

procurement of raw material, which is not available in local market, and marketing of 

the new items including popularisation of new items of production. Follow-up 
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programme should also include the annual inspection of the household units set up by 

the artisans after training. This is essential and will attempt to inspect their account, 

shall talk to their banker, check their stores, and to provide on the spot advice. This 

visit will provide valuable information that could be fed back into the training of the 

new batches (Boggert, 1980). 

2. Establishment of Community Workshop and Tool Centre 

To strengthen the technical set up for the artisans the work shop and work shed 

can be established in the industrial agglomeration and at least in different blocks for the 

benefit of the artisans so that the artisan reap the benefit of the appliance and the 

machine for their work. This community workshop should be strictly under community 

supervision and monitored by the groups working on the trade. There should not be 

hinge from outside to disappoint the working of the artisans. The artisans must be free 

to use the benefit of the community workshop and get the first hand experience of the 

modem appliance. The development agencies should also make the provision for the 

supply of require tools, implements and machineries at the subsidized rate with 

technical support. 

It is also important to make provision to provide the traditional artisans with the 

supply of the modem scientific tool kits and a workshop be setup for the immediate 

know how by the concern institution at village. Along side the district handicraft Mela I 

fair a common tool exhibition and sale counter would facilitates the artisans to adopt 

the new improvised tools and implements. 

3. Skill Dissemination by Master Artisans 

It is suggested that the state should take initiative by identifying master artisans 

at the regional level. Further these artisans would be entrusted with a responsibility of 

identifying artisans in the region and impart Training for Trainers (ToT) to them. These 

trained artisans will further disseminate their newly acquired skills to the local artisans 

which will enable them to get refinement in process of production and return for their 

handicraft. 

4. Setting up of Industrial Training Institute cum Arts and Craft Institute 

The survey in the study area reveals that the majority of artisans are literate. It is 1 

I 

also perceived that majority of the population in the sector comes from the categories
1 

of school dropout. The situation necessitates a total over hauling of the educational 

infrastructure in the are~ as there is just a single Industrial training school in th 
I 

I 
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Darjeeling hill. It is also true that vocational training is non-existence to absorb the 

teeming population on diverse trade. It is recommended that the situation call for 

opening of the vocational training at block level on multiple trade. At least one advance 

training centre at the higher level. So, that the growing population could be 

systematically directed to achieve the require goal. It is also equally important to 

organize the arts and craft institute to restore, preserve and explore the traditional craft 

ofthe area. 

5. Organising Workshop on Entrepreneur Development 

For nurturing of the entrepreneurs, it is necessary to stress the efforts of change 

artisan behavior (Papola, 1996). To accomplish this among the artisans, it is pertinent 

to stress on the following six facts: 

i.) Focus thinking on the modernisation and carry each individual through his own 

practical application of it among artisans in the sectors. 

ii) Deepen the perception of profit maximization and highlight the differences 

between sales maximization and profit maximization among the artisans in the 

sectors. 

iii) Emphasis the practical needs for optimistic ideas and related changes which 

follow it, vividly show some reasonable real life change possibilities through 

following optimistic ideas, and constantly reiterate the belief that any individual 

can cultivate the optimistic ideas among artisans in the sectors. 

iv.) Strengthening and broaden information sources and flow, and in particular, 

inculcate the concept of combining ideas and fact among artisans in the sectors. 

v.) Strengthening a pervasive achievement motivation that stresses long-term profit 

maximisation among artisans in the sectors. 

vi.) Sharpen the understanding of planning with special focus on short term 

planning among craftsmen in the sectors. 

These are all complex subject in their own right and one can readily envision 

separate training programme to develop various facts of each. However, one of the 

most pronounced insights in the whole study of the entrepreneurship building has been 

that the individual factors are clearly not as important as composites. So the adoption of 

this "composite" strategy for the initial pilot training effort should be the basic goal. 

Besides the basic factors other research finding should be interwoven to minimum 

degree possible into one training package of entrepreneurship building programme. 
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Beside above mention factors, the entrepreneurship building programme should 

also adapt proper measures so that capability to handle moderately high capital than 

traditionally used both with allocation on proper head and phasing at different time 

interval, are inculcated among hill artisans. 

High educational attainment, though directly does not contribute to the 

development of the craft activities in a significant way, will indirectly help the artisans 

in acquiring the ability and confidence to correspond effectively with various 

organizations. Training programme should also include measures for greater awareness 

on the various financial schemes, loans and grants opportunities provided by banks, 

other institution and government organization. They should also be made familiar with 

various accounting and book keeping methods. 

Several other considerations of the entrepreneurship building programme are as 

follows: 

• Persons chosen for the entrepreneurship building as trainee should be in the middle 

in terms of entrepreneurship potential. 

• Since most of the potential entrepreneur will be full-time worker, a short training 

programme should be imparted to them. The potential entrepreneur should be 

brought together as a group in residential environment with which artisans are 

familiar with. So that strong group support could be reinforced. 

• Programme should be given in the language with which they are most familiar. 

• The primary target of training should be to bring about change in the attitude of 

these artisans towards organizing their work and towards moving into new 

production function. An important secondary goal, though indirect, should be to 

promote by demonstration, the effects of the consumers and other member of the 

hill community. 

• Emphasis should be placed on the groups self image and self motivation by 

stressing that they are a specially chosen pilot group that would be the first to learn 

valuable new methods to improve industrial activities. Thus a set of cognitive and 

group support would be focused. 

• The programme should focus strongly on action outcomes. The end results thus 

would bring about heightens their practical ability to be an entrepreneur and a 

change agent in the traditional culture. 
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• Finally, a careful follow-up programme should be conducted over a sufficiently 

long period after the short-term programme. In the most of the places development 

programme usually have a grandiose beginning which seep away like water on sand 

due to lack of follow through. This flow should be carefully avoided by extended 

programme, which can be linked with the training. 

6. Organising Management Training to Artisans 

Managerial training should also be introduced for the management of the 

individual household units and cooperatives. In training of the artisans it is necessary to 

have the individual attention, as the artisans represent the different level of social, 

cultural and economic background. It is recommended that systematic planning is 

required for fuller utilisation of available resource for mass participation. It is also 

necessary to make provision for incentive to artisans for participating in training meet 

the expanse and for abstaining from doing job. Stipends to the artisan as well as fresher 

trainees should be suitably enhanced since the rates of the stipends paid at present are 

usually low and not attractive. As major part of stipend paid to training in the study 

area are incur on the traveling cost. Beside Entrepreneur Guidance cell should be 

introduced at block level and this will consist of officials of the industries department, 

bankers and technician including some successful entrepreneurs and some local 

experts. This cell may meet every three or four month and the artisans should be invited 

to these meetings to relate their difficulties. They can obtain on the spot advice from 

whole battery of experts free of cost. 

8.3 POLICY RECOMMENDATION FOR MODERNISATIONS OF 

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY 

1. Encouraging Handicraft to Innovate and To Improve the Quality of Their 

Products 

Many traditional industries have evolved out of tradition or for the cultivation 

of particular agricultural products, using techniques that have been handed down over 

the generations. The problem with this type of industry is that the potential for 

replication or imitation is very high. To be able to compete effectively against low

priced foreign products, local industries in the study area need to focus on improving 

the quality of their products. Given the relatively small size of local market, local 
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industries need to develop a vision that encompasses the development of national and 

global markets. The simplest, most immediately effective method of guidance is 

therefore to show local industries how to identify consumer needs and how to develop 

products that, while embodying traditional culture, also conform to the tastes of 

overseas consumers in terms of design and packaging (Nebasina, 1996). In this respect, 

artisans of Darjeeling hill areas would do well to study the example of Thailand 

(Rizwanul 1987), which recruited leading international designers to help local 

industries with product packaging and design to ensure that, besides their local 

character, these industries' products were also redolent with high quality and high 

aesthetic beauty. In this way, products can be made to appeal to overseas consumers, 

while also encouraging an improvement in the overall quality of design in local 

industries. 

2. Diversification of Handicraft Product 

Apart from traditional products, new non-traditional goods should be introduced 

after examining the consumers' preferences, market orientation and type of skill 

available. In fact, in basketry unit, artisans usually produce various traditional 

utilitarian items and the objects of artistic value are not commonly produce by them. 

Further, in silver units the production is mainly based on traditional ritualistic motif, in 

black smithy, the artisan caters to the demand of the agricultural tools which are less 

profitable. No doubt production of these items should be continued as there is demand 

for these articles, but at the same time diversification of product with inception of the 

new technology will help increasing value addition. 

A variety of artistic objects and various non-traditional consumer goods 

requiring slightly upgraded skills should be encouraged for production by the artisans 

and for this, short-term training to the artisans is imperative. However, desired 

diversification of the products should be first worked out keeping in view the potential 

demand and subsequently steps should be taken to product and popularize the new 

items. 

If the diversification of the sector is done the flooding market of the Chinese 

artifact- decorative article, utility items, fancy materials etc can be easily be made to 

halt. There is ample demand for this product in the market as a whole. To achieve this, 

proper training and skill generation among the artisans should precede product 

diversification in the cases. 
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It is perceptible from the study that the scope of product diversification in hill 

bags is very high. However due to lack of skill and training, artisans are unable to make 

out their product more vibrant to catch up the customers choice and aspiration. seare 

still engaged in production is the hinder. Non-traditional items such as furnishing 

fabrics, dress material, bed covers, fancy ladies bags, shopping bags, pillow cover etc 

can be introduced. Moreover, the traditional bag items may not be discourage as there 

are demands for this items. 

In weaving, there is scope for introduction of woven design and colour pattern. 

There should be design development centre that should try to introduce traditional 

motifs of the hill thus maintaining distinction and continuity as well. 

Woodcarving also offers opportunity for product diversification. Beside 

production of religious and decorative articles, utilitarian items such as furniture, toys, 

and other demand-based article should be introduced in this sector. 

Artisans of the black smithy sector in the present market set-up will find it 

difficult to compete with the organized sector. Thus, artisans of this sector should 

concentrate on servicing and production of the same and other items upgrading the 

modem technology. With the added technology, productions as well as fabrication of 

the article produce would create a new market. Likewise, in metal craft diversification 

of products can be done by production of decorative and utilitarian article. 

3. Modernisation of Production Technology 

To increase productivity and efficiency of the production system in the 

handicraft sector the modernisation of the production technology is one of the basic 

prerequisite (Singh and Shastri ed., 1981 ). Most of the craftsmen use traditional tools 

and appliance, and as a result they have a low turnover. Every endeavor should, 

therefore be made to induce the craftsmen to shift over to better tools and equipment 

which will help in eliminating long strenuous hours of work and low productivity. 

Arrangement should also be made even to supply these tools on hire purchase basis to 

them. Moreover, there is every possibility of mechanizing certain processes of crafts 

without sacrificing the artistic value. The central handicraft development centre of the 

all India handicraft board may explore the possibility of designing such machine 

locally. To facilities such efforts the state industries department should also step in, and 

set up common facility workshops where facilities in the use of improved tools and 

appliances are easily available to the craftsmen. 
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Many experts have prescribed semi-automation of the handicraft sector 

(Sivayya, 1983 ). Although the scope for such is limited in the case of basketry, 

woodcarving, Thanka painting, Modem technology can be applied in the following 

fashion: 

i.) In Basketry industry, Thanka pammg and hill arts, the scope for such an 

improvement is limited and it is through the use of better implements and skill 

formation among artisans production can be raised (Sao and Chhetri, 1995). 

ii.) Modernisation of workshop is also essential in silver craft units, Blacksmith 

units, woodcarving units, metal craft (copper, brass and white metal artifact) 

units. Emphasis should be given towards the introduction of the filing machine, 

cutting machine, potable wire machine, and sheet-making machine, buff 

machine and such other appliance this improve appliance be introduce with 

some technical training to the craftsmen. 

iii.) In wood craft units' similar modem appliance such as electric drill, Fred saw 

machine, improved chisels, power driven design machine could be beneficial. 

iv.) In hill bags improved and latest sewing machine could be help in countering the 

market in competition with internal and external market. 

If such an effort is made in this sector either at individual or at the community 

level through incentive or loans scheme to these poor craftsmen, quantative as well as 

qualitative improvement is bound to be realized in the handicraft of the hill but none 

should be careful that, while giving opportunities for higher production, it is also 

imperative that intermediate technology, if at all any, should not create an environment 

where artisan in household are not free to work informally in consonance with their 

way oflife (Schumacher, 1974). 

8.4 POLICY RELATED TO IMPROVEMENT OF MARKETING 

FACILITIES 

1. Expanding of the Marketing Channels Available To Traditional 

Handicraft 

Most of the firms involve in the traditional handicraft are small. This means that 

their marketing resource and capabilities are generally rather limited. Currently, the 

single most important marketing channel for traditional handicraft is religious and 
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cultural activities that attract large number of customer, providing an opportunity to 

promote the sale of these products. However, these modes of activities for selling 

directly to the customer are very limited. The key issues in guidance provision are how 

to get customer buy these products on regular basis, and how to market these products 

in other parts of the country and overseas. In the future, government agencies 

organizing large-scale events of this sort need to coordinate their activities with other 

agencies, arranging the participation of local industries that fall under the remit of other 

ministries and agencies, and working to create new marketing channels for these 

handicraft industries. 

In addition to arranging for the display of handicraft products at international 

trade shows in India, the government should also organize international local product 

exhibitions. These exhibitions would give household units in study area the opportunity 

to study the products of local industries in other countries, while at the same time 

providing a venue for international exchange, helping to strengthen the image of 

handicraft of Darjeeling hill. These would thus constitute an important channel for 

strengthening the development of craft of the region. 

With regard to the development of overseas markets, the government can 

undertake the selection of the most distinctive products and then commission private

sector organizations to organise overseas promotional activities or to attend 

international trade exhibitions in other parts of the world. Overseas distributors could 

be employed to market the products of Darjeeling hill in key markets, thereby 

increasing the level of exposure that these products enjoy. Indian overseas 

representative offices and trade promotion offices would have an important role to play 

here. 

2. Extension of Marketing Facilities for Traditional Handicraft 

The essential element of mass marketing is that items demanded by the 

consumer should be available where the consumer demand exists. This necessitates 

having a wide network of retail outlets. Such networks as are available through the 

outlets of Manjusha, handicrafts and handloom boards, super bazaars etc, are -very 

limited and are hardly in tune with the requirements. There are many reasons for poor 

efficiency in the existing marketing arrangements, more important being the 

inadaptability of the production to the needs in terms of attitudes, tastes and preferences 

of known markets; lack of quality control and non-standardisation of the product, 
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limited, size of local exploitable market; competition from the organised sector or 

substitute products; lack of market intelligence and lack of constructive advertising. 

The artisans are, by tradition and circumstances, production-oriented and not market 

oriented. 

The marketing of handicraft industry products has to reflect modem trends. The 

marketing system for Handcraft a sector of village and cottage industries must be as 

equally organised and sophisticated as that in the organised sector. These sectors must 

produce a product which in designs- quality and price can compete with organised 

sector output. The product must be available where and when the consumer normally 

purchases it. For each product a strong brand image should be built up and projected 

through advertising in mass media and other promotional measures. To give a boost to 

marketing, a link up between the supply of raw materials and marketing should be 

maintained. 

Broadly, it may be assumed that an assurance of lifting 50% of the product from 

the artisan would give him great relief. The balance of the 50% may be left to him to 

meet his own personal needs and for marketing to the demand of his clients in the local 

markets at hand. Identification of markets, other than the local, would obviously have 

to be entrusted to some agency. At the district level the function can be rightly 

undertaken by the DSMS. The agency at the State level viz. West Bengal Handicrafts 

Development Corporation Ltd. would be the right agency to undertake the functions at 

that level. 

As recommended for a separate raw material and marketing organisations to 

cover village and cottage industries. For technical support and training, other 

organisations of a hierarchical nature starting from the group unit have also been 

recommended. If these recommendations are accepted, the role of the rural marketing 

centre will be purely one of maintaining a suitable display and marketing centres at the 

urban level for all types ofhandicraft industries. It is recommended recommend that the 

Raw Material Committee (RMC) be formed and the operation of the RMC may be 

limited to this particularized service for the handicraft industry. 

This proposed Committee would recommend that all existing structures should 

become multidisciplinary centre and sell such other products which can be profitably 

handled. But for the products of other organisations and other group units covered by 

the marketing chain, the rural marketing centre should preferably act as agents for sale. 
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The responsibility for maintaining quality of goods, studying the consumer 

market and pulling in the right type of goods at the urban centre should be the 

responsibility of the DSMS where intensive development is contemplated. 

Where new rural marketing centre have to be developed, it is desirable that 

from the beginning they are developed as multi-commodity display and sales centre. 

They should be placed squarely under the DIC. 

The study observes and wants to make it clear that one sale centre in an urban 

market may not be enough for pushing the entire production of handicraft industries to 

market. Existing private retail shops should in any case be fully brought in the chain of 

distribution. The artisan at present not being able to hold back the goods and has to go 

to the middleman or trader who does the effective distribution for the festival and other 

seasons. The marketing organisation will have to take over this important role. 

Strategy of marketing coverage must have facilities for storage to keep goods in 

condition till the festival season and push the wares in the ready markets. A suitable 

linkage with Government purchases can yield an assured market for the produce of the 

handicraft industries. The artisans wares will be accepted by the marketing organisation 

only if it fulfils the basic standards laid down for the goods by the organisation. There 

should be no compromise in this matter. 

It is to suggest that a neutral body for resolving disputes about quality may be 

set up, by DSMS under DIC for each district, comprising of technical experts who will 

be relevant to the problem. The decisions of these technical groups will be binding on 

both parties (Sao and Chhetri, 2008). 

To push the goods and clear the goods quickly from stocks and enthuse the 

artisan to produce more, the strategy should be for a lower price during the off-season. 

There has to be some organisations, which studies the market patterns and changing 

tastes and then prepares the specifications for new types of goods that have to be 

produced. This responsibility can be spread between the Central Government and the 

State Governments. The district marketing organisation and the state marketing 

organisation can draw the standards for purchase of goods from the artisans on their 

assessment of the market. 

The whole focus to the development of Handicraft industries need to be market 

oriented and commercial and not sheer production-oriented, and should ensure fair 

wage to the artisan. It is recommended that in the initial stages marketing through 
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advertisement will have to be a service to be rendered by the State organisations for the 

development of Handicraft industries. A subsidised service for this purpose will be 

fully justified. This of course will have to be linked up with the capacity of the chain of 

organisations to produce the quality and quantity required in the market. If a proper 

marketing strategy is evolved, it should be possible to sell the products of handicraft 

industries in new and distant markets in the country. The States will have to take the 

initial lead in developing such industries most prevalent in the State. The Centre 

contribution will be provision of marketing intelligence, training institutions, design 

development and suitable guidance to the States in improving their marketing 

strategies. Many products of the handicraft industries are finding special markets in 

foreign countries and it is recommended to have full tapping of such potential markets. 

3 Establishment of Separate Market for Artisans 

In the present scenario, market where the artisan sale their produce in the 

behest is non-existence (SNS, 2003). In the old gone days artisans were allotted in the 

market place for the sale of their produce and could sale and product based on 

consumer's taste and preference, the system has dwindled. Therefore, market place 

must be allotted to the artisan craftsmen in order they could sale their produce directly 

to the consumer. Such a market for the craft brings an interaction that could certainly 

bring motivation on the part of craftsmen to bring about change in motif for the further 

development ofthe craft (Sen, 2003). 

4. Expanding the Marketing Channels Available to Handicraft 

The firms involved in traditional handicraft are tiny or micro-enterprises. This 

means that their marketing resources and capabilities are generally rather limited 

(Soundarapandian, 2002). Currently, the single most important marketing channel for 

traditional handicraft is religious, artistic, and cultural activities that attract large 

numbers of tourists, providing an opportunity to promote the sale of local products. 

However, these activities take place over a limited period of time. The key issues in 

guidance provision are how to get tourists to buy local products on a regular basis, and 

how to market these products in other parts of the country and overseas. In the future, 

government agencies organizing large-scale events of this sort need to coordinate their 

activities with other agencies, arranging the participation of handicraft that fall under 

the remit of other ministries and agencies, and working to create new marketing 

channels for local industries. 
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In addition to arranging for the display of handicraft products at international 

trade shows in India, the government should also organize international local product 

exhibitions. These exhibitions would give companies in India the opportunity to study 

the products of handicraft industries in other countries, while at the same time 

providing a venue for international exchange and helping to strengthen the image of 

these handicrafts. They would thus constitute an important channel for strengthening 

the development of handicraft in India. With regard to the development of overseas 

markets, the government can undertake the selection of the most distinctive products 

and then commission private-sector organizations to organize overseas promotional 

activities or to attend international trade exhibitions in other parts of the world (Sinha, 

1995). Overseas distributors could be employed to market the products of handicrafts in 

key markets, thereby increasing the level of exposure that these products enjoy. 

Overseas representative offices and trade promotion offices would have an important 

role to play here. 

5. Promoting Traditional Handicraft for Internationalization 

As the process of economic globalization continues, the potential exists for 

leveraging traditional handicraft to build up a distinctive image for Darjeeling hill craft 

product that can then be combined with aesthetic and artistic elements to facilitate 

international marketing, giving handicraft their own unique position within the global 

economy. However to be competitive in international term, handicrafts of Darjeeling 

hill area need to be able to offer innovative, high-quality products. Other important 

strategies for helping handicraft is to develop new business opportunities include the 

holding of and participation in international exchange activities, and the promotion of 

image building advertising in order to build up international awareness and attract the 

interest of consumer in other countries. An example of what can be achieved in this 

respect is the Thailand government's recruitment of Italian designer to help give local 

industries' products an international image (Naoto, 2005). President of India in his 

address during the presentation of National Award to the Master craft person and 

Weaver at Vigyan Bhawan on 12th Dec 2005 New Delhi, has also laid emphasis on the 

need for intense collaboration between crafts' person in the village, NIFT, Government 

agencies and other relevant institutions. There is an urgent need for sharing its 

knowledge base, its capability in creative product development, and understanding of 

craft technology, requisite training for skill, up gradation and product diversification. 
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8.5 POLICY RECOMMENDATION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

VALUE ADDITION FOR HANDICRAFTS 

In the changing world scenario, craft products exported to various countries 

form a part of lifestyle products in international market. The impact is due to the 

changing consumer taste and trends. In view of this it is high time that the Indian 

handicraft industry went into the details of changing designs, patterns, product 

development, requisite change in production facilities for a variety of materials, 

production techniques, and related expertise to achieve a leadership position in the fast 

growing competitiveness with other countries. The 70 million craft persons who are the 

backbones of Indian Handicraft Industry as provided with inherent skill, technique, 

traditional craftsmanship but that is quite sufficient for primary platform. However, in 

changing world market these craft persons need an institutional support, at their places 

i.e. craft pockets for value addition and for the edge with other competitors like China, 

Korea, Thailand etc. 

It is recommended to implement following model for improving the performance of 

Handicraft Industry and the greater Value addition can be achieved: 

8.6 POLICY RECOMMENDATION FOR COLLABORATING TOURISM 

WITH TRADITIONAL HANDICRAFT OF THE REGION 

Tourism is a creative industry with a vast potential for improvement and 

growth. It flourishes best where it provides variety and ethnicity (Reddy, 1998). 

Handicrafts have always been given the 'piggy' status, presumed to be riding on the 

back of tourism by producing goods for the souvenir industry. However, Dilli Haat, the 

Surajkund Crafts Mela and many other such experiences have shown that the reverse is 

the reality These experiences and mechanism be extended in collaboration different 

nodal agencies to Drujeeling hill areas also as this area has a rich cultural heritage. 

Beside, tourism is one of the main stay of the economy of study area. The region has 

both the composition of tourist viz., Domestic and international tourists. If planning is 

extended done incorporating tourism, handicraft and craftsmen would transform the 

greater perspective of the cultural aspect of the region and provide sizeable earning to 

masses as well. Tourism can be packaged around the artisan and his or her handmade, 

exotic, utilitarian or merely attractive crafts and handmade textiles, all of which create a 

cultural identity that is unique to that area or region- the very thing tourists look for 
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Table 8.1 Value Adding Chain in Handicrafts 

Identification Of Market Opportunities 

~ 
Prototype design and development I adaption and refinement 

Test marketing for new product 

Promotion Operational And Tool Facilities 

~ 
Hiring skilled manpower, provide training and awareness about 

latest technology and market trends and effective management 

~ 
Hiring skilled manpower, provide training and awareness about 

latest technology and market trends 

~ 
Improvement in Production, quality control and packaging 

~ 
Costing and pricing of Product 

~ 
Creating effective Physical distribution 

~ 
Development of market 

rather than synthetic or easily replicable products. Low cost handmade products made 

by local communities be made available as well which can draw large numbers of 

tourists who want to shop for the local rather than global brand names which they can 

always access with boring familiarity in modem shopping mall. It is therefore 

recommended that the traditional art and craft of the Darjeeling hill area be brought in 

the itinerary of the tourist in collaboration various tourism development agencies. , 

Beside tourism also bring about change in the perspective of the artisans through direct , 

interaction. Darjeeling hill is renowned for its world famous hill station and it is an ' 
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important tourist destination. So it recommended to include the crafts and master crafts 

in the Itinerary of the tourist destination as such the artisan's gets the first hand contact 

to find customers' taste and preference for some of the valued crafts of the Darjeeling 

like silver work, copper works, carpet weaving, bamboo paper (woven), Thanka 

painting etc is highly praised. It is also felt that immediate interaction of the tourist 

would be the panacea for changing the perception of artisans in bringing about further 

development of the crafts and the craftsmen of the region. 

8.7 STRATEGY FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF HANDICRAFT 

1. Need for Active Cultivation of the Human Talent Needed By Traditional 

Handicraft 

With the average educational level in the hill area of the Darjeeling continue to 

rise, many handicrafts find themselves faced with a shortage of young people interested 

in carrying on these traditional trades. Despite the government's efforts to revitalize 

traditional craft at national level and state level, traditional units could no reap the 

benefit of the planning and development programme (Debroy, 2004 ). Beside more 

work needs to be done at the level of basic education, for example, by encouraging 

secondary schools and higher secondary school to arrange visits to local handicraft 

workplace and to include material relating to local industries in their teaching materials. 

By doing so, they can plant the seeds of interest in young people who may in the future 

decide on a career in a traditional handicraft. 

In the area of manpower cultivation, the government needs to provide funding 

and training opportunities, making effective use of cultural and artistic talent to help the 

sectors give their products a unique flavor or develop their own brand. Thus by 

furthering the cultivation of cultural and artistic talent and enhancing the artistic value 

of local handicraft products. The cultivation of managerial and marketing talent 

provides an effective means of strengthening the management and efficiency of local 

handicraft products. 

2. Building a Consensus to Achieve at local level 

The Building of consensus at local level constitutes an important element in the · 

process of providing guidance to traditional and special local industries. The operation 

of local organisation and groups are often the key factor that determines whether or no1 

a local industry succeeds in transforming itself. These local organizations and group 
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can play an important role in furthering the development of industry after the 

completion of the formal guidance period. The main source of competitiveness for 

traditional and special local industries is the ability to maintain or develop a local 

character. How effectively this local character can be presented depends on whether a 

consensus can be formed among local inhabitants, and on how actively they participate 

in the process of fostering the industry's development. Local organizations and groups 

normally enjoy good relations with the local community, enabling them to undertake 

the communication needed to build up consensus with respect to the upgrading of 

culture, technology, innovation, and value added, and to encourage the development of 

environmental consciousness. Only then will it be possible for local industries to 

achieve sustainable development and enhance the quality of life for local inhabitants, 

while themselves can grow steadily and take control over their own destiny. One of the 

biggest challenges facing guidance providers is how to overcome opposition to the 

local industry development plans, by establishing a sound platform for calm, reasoned 

discussion so as to get everyone in the community working together for a common 

goal, and turning local political factions from an opposing force into a supporting one. 

Nevertheless, this is a challenge that must be overcome if the unnecessary waste of 

resources is to be avoided and a new vision established for the community as a whole 

(GoT, 2005). 

3. Cultivation of Local Guidance Team 

Handicraft industries are normally closely integrated into the fabric of local 

community. People who are from the same community find it easier to communicate 

with them and to build consensus than outsider would. If the guidance teams can be 

cultivated at the local level, then even after the formal period of guidance has been 

completed, the household units in the industry in the question will have someone they 

can address queries to, and the guidance team- which will now have built up significant 

experience- may be able to provide guidance to other industries in the same area. By 

cultivating local guidance team, work can be made to settle that facilitate its continuing 

implementation over the long term. Aside from large-scale guidance teams operating in 

several counties other cities, the government's guidance planning should also emphasis 

collaboration with local guidance Organisation, so that these small sized groups have 

opportunities to learn, to build up experience, and to cultivate local talent. 
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4. Development of National Innovation System 

A national innovation system (NIS) is sometimes defined as "the network of 

public and private institutions whose activities and interactions initiate, import, modify, 

and diffuse new and traditional technologies, adapted to the requirements of greater 

competitiveness in the economy and society" (Sujuki, 2005). A NIS is often much 

focused on issues related to improving the knowledge-base in a country with an 

emphasis on issues such as technical knowledge, technology management, science and 

technology, research and development, standards and quality, ICT, etc., although 

innovations can also refer to product or market innovations. 

In the Darjeeling Hill Area there is not yet a well developed NIS and hardly be 

said to cooperate and coordinate to constitute a coherent NIS. The Government is 

aware of the importance of developing a NIS however lack of concrete effort and 

aspiration on the part of planner, and implementing agencies and monitoring agency is 

a major bottleneck in the development programme. 

5. Policy Recommendation for Formulation of A Multi-Tier Development 

Strategy 

The results obtained in the survey of local industries can be broken down by 

product quality and by the maturity of the industry in question. It would be wise to 

follow the experience of Thailand which divides local industries into the following 

categories: those well suited for exportation, those with some export potential, and 

those whose product can be marketed only within the nation. Alternatively, guidance 

planning can base on cultural, industrial, R&D, services, Marketing, Image, or 

"hardware" infrastructure aspects, thereby helping those local industries that have yet 

to acquire their unique character to gradually develop their own distinctive features, 

working either from a cultural or from an industrial point of view. With respect to those 

local industries that have already succeeded in differentiating themselves, the 

government can provide assistance in the strengthening of R&D activity, in image 

building, and in market development (Raja,2005). As for those products that are 

already competitive in international terms, guidance work here needs to focus on 

packaging, product design, and international marketing. Handicrafts of the region at all 

levels need to be integrated effectively with the relevant hardware, skill and extended 

facilities. 
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6. Creation of Handicraft Cell and Extension of Consultancy Services 

To give the priority to solve the problems of crafts and craftsmen of the region, 

an exclusive handicraft cell should be created in the Directorate of Industries. It is 

suggested that the agency should organised consultancy I seminars from time to time 

in different craft for the benefit of the artisans I exporter and dissemination of market 

intelligence, up gradation of technology, standardisation of quality and packaging for 

higher value additional products. In the future the following strategies need to be 

adopted in the provision of guidance for the traditional and special local industries if a 

comprehensive, effective guidance mechanism is to be established. Such a mechanism 

could provide the foundation for an innovative life style model integrating knowledge, 

culture, innovation aesthetic, industry and quality of life. Not only would this provide 

new opportunities for the on going development of the traditional industry in 

Drujeeling hill areas, but it would also give the people of the region better life, in both 

material and spiritual term. 

7. Need for Recognition /Identification of the Craftsmen 

It is felt while interacting with the artisans that one of the major problem faced 

by the artisan is the problem of the crisis of his own 'Identity'. Recognition of 

handicraft artisans would not only facilitates artisans for marketing the product but also 

to mitigate other problems such as transporting raw material, availing concession on 

transportation, banking, education of their children, and other extended facility. Beside 

the artisans would easily move around across the length and breadth of the country for 

selling out their produce. It is recommended for the issuance of identity card to artisans 

to avoid harassment and confrontation by appropriate authority to ease and relief the 

artisans. 

8. Develop Recognition of and Build Loyalty to the Handicraft of Darjeeling 

Hill Areas 

The future of traditional handicraft of Drujeeling hill area is largely dependent 

in the popularisation of the craft product among the masses, both rural and urban. At 

present, our craft products mainly cater to the needs ofthe section of the community. In 

addition, it is true that some of the artifact cannot be effort by the masses. With the 

view to popularizing the craft product among the masses, more utility articles should be 

produce at cheaper rates. Moreover, wider publicity through journals, cinema, radio, 

television, hoarding, and also through the opening more show room and arranging 
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exhibition would go a long way in popularizing our craft products among masses. 

Unless masses form the bulk of purchasers, crafts cannot thrive. Beside there is also 

call for to draw the attention of the young generation by organising trip to site of 

production, handicraft fair, and by incorporating craft culture in schooling. This would 

in time create a sense ofbelonging and affinity for the craft of the region. 

The popularity of some of the craft is also assessed from the sale of artifact 

from local emporium and some of the articles are traded to western countries. This 

demand for wider publicity of craft goods through special documentary films, 

illustrated brochures, exhibition and fair, which is necessary for promotion of export as 

our craft has good reception in the foreign markets, there are great possibilities of 

increasing the volume of the trade. 

9. Formation of a Unified National Policy for the Promotion of Guidance to 

Traditional and Such Other Industries 

Various ministries and the government agencies are currently vigorously 

promoting local industries guidance to work in line with their objective and area of 

responsibility. The lack of sufficient inter-ministerial coordination tends to lead to the 

duplication of effort and a failure to collaborate fully at local level. It is recommended 

to build up consensus to achieve a healthy and meaningful result. 

8.8 POLICY RECOMMENDATION FOR RESEARCH AND 

DEVELOPMENT 

1. Implementation ofNational Survey of Traditional Handicraft 

Survey is prerequisite in the provision of guidance to traditional handicraft. An 

in-depth survey of these crafts is needed to ensure and validate the assistance require 

and provided as regard the depth and breath of the artisans and the handicraft, provided 

where it is required. The implementation of systematic surveys of the local industry by 

local professionals and government authorities should make it possible to gain an 

overall understanding of the current state of development of those industries that 

display particular potential or that is of particular importance. This information can 

then provide a sound basis for further guidance and promotion work by various 

agencies involved in the growth and development of the craft and the craftsmen in the 

pursuit of revamping the economy cultural manifestation and diffusion of the region. 
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2. Overhauling of Census and Survey Mechanism to Facilitates the Planner 

and Academician 

It seems that the hill craft has not been focused of its' elaborate art and craft. 

Which need an attention of planner, academicians, businessperson etc. as there is no 

such any literature on it so far. When looking back on the craft one usually gets the 

reference from the census report. Thus, effort may be laid to get the fact and figure of 

the study area in detail by the concern department. This would be necessary for the 

planner to frame policy and implement the same to foster the sector. 

3. Development of Design 

With the view to procuring the extensive market for crafts, design should be 

improved according to the tastes and preference of the consumers. In some of the 

crafts, there is an ample scope for introducing new design, which may widen the 

foreign as well as the domestic market. The regional design development centre that 

may be helpful in this regard. Further, the designs that are often over elaborate may 

also be simplified so as to economise the cost of production. These require minute 

study, and perhaps experimentation in this regard may be carried out at the design 

centre. As an intermediate measure, some of the artisans practicing different crafts may 

be deputed to design centre for undergoing refreshers training course to this direction. 

This design must represent traditional ethos and art of the region while designing a new 

artifact. Beside these designs may be circulated by the development agencies network 

after market analysis of its demand. 

8.9 POLICY RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDY 

1. Need for Master Plan Study for Policy Formulation 

The overall development policy formulation needs a comprehensive study 

covering a wide range of research activities and analysis including data collection on its 

production and marketing aspects. The study also includes implementation of various 

pilot projects to verify applicability of the proposed development methodologies and 

approaches and how much the proposed strategies could contribute to the achievement 

of the specific development goals. Without such a master plan study, formulation of a 

clear future vision and policy would be a difficult task. Many governments lack 

interests in its preparation for this sector, mainly due to its marginal position and lack 

of clear cut ministerial responsibility for its development. 
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2. Establishment of Benchmark for the Appraisal of Traditional Handicrafts 

There is much different kind of handicraft units, each with their own unique 

characteristics. When undertaking surveys of traditional handicraft and other local 

industries, it is important to established appropriate appraisal benchmark or indicators 

for each type of industry (Pye, 1988). The question that should be included the 

following: Is the industry unique? Does the industry enjoy a leading position or a high 

level of recognition within its own particular sector? Does the industry possess any 

special cultural or landscape related features? Would the provision of guidance 

significantly increase the marketability of the industry's products? Once the guidance 

has been implemented, the agencies concerned need to follow-up on an ongoing basis 

to determine whether additional guidance is needed. Another important task is the 

development of flagship industries that serve as a model for other industries in the same 

sector, enabling other to benefit from the experience. 

3. In-depth Research of Crafts and Craftsmen, and Establishment of Research 

and Development Unit At Regional Level 

The need for the in-depth studies to know the difficulties in different parts of 

over vast country with regard to artisans cannot be disputed. What the present author 

has observed in this connection with various studies on different sector handicraft 

industry in the study area is that the problem of artisans vary from place to place, 

individual to individual to individual, time to time and craft to crafts. As such unless 

various studies are under taken on the wholly or partly, it is extremely difficult to form 

a rational and meaningful idea of what is require to be done for their development. So 

far, no studies have been made on their problem and how to tackle them, particularly at 

the regional levels. So, one of the pressing needs of the hours appears to be of 

understanding through studies on the previously mentioned issue either as a whole or as 

a part on the wider topic. Establishment of Research and Development unit at Regional 

and District level is advisable to give thrust and for the revamping of the craft and the 

artisans reaching out to the masses at village level. 

8.10 POLICY RECOMMENDATION FOR FINANCE MOBILISATION 

The basic requirement to realign this sector as an economically viable network 

of craft industries would be to provide start-up grants which are geared towards setting 

up the craftsman's workplace as business, apart from providing the already existing 
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subsidies for skill demonstration, temporary sales and design workshops. Despite all 

the existing skills and drive of craftsmen, there is today hardly a bank that will 

welcome them in and give them a start-up loan to get a business going in a commercial 

manner. Also there must be considerable state suppoet for increasing awareness and 

promotion of handmade crafts amongst the general public because it is in the area of 

advertising that artisans or non profit organisations working for their development face 

unmatchable competition from the multinational corporate sector (Sao & Chhetri 

2008).Since lack of finance is the major problem, it is recommended to have following 

policy measures: 

a. Along with the state government, nationalized commercial banks, central 

Cooperative bank, Gramin Bank and other financial organization should come 

forward to finance the artisans with short, medium and long-term loans. 

b. Commercial bank and Gramin bank should provide short-term loan for the purchase 

of raw material, servicing of tools. 

c. Modernisation of tools and equipment in the future would be taken up as a centrally 

sponsored scheme on 50:50 bases. 

d. Machinery require by different artisan must be subsidized by the government. 

e. Proper step should be taken to popularize the loan schemes. 

f. Supervision of credit distribution and realization by the extension staff is sincerely 

needed to maintain a financial discipline. 

g. State and central government should pay more attention in the financing of research 

development as well as training schemes taken up for improving the hill crafts and 

generation of skill. 

h. In the case, artisans need any margin money that should be provided as a grant to 

artisan in general, where criterion for identification of target group should be based 

solely on economic condition of the artisans and not necessarily on the ethnic 

background. 

8.11 RECOMMENDATION FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CO

OPERATIVE 

It is observed that in the traditional handicraft sector of the Darjeeling hill area, 

cooperative societies are non-in-existence. There is immediate need for cooperative 

societies organized on the sound footing so that they give a lead in the manufacture of , 
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the quality and standard products and make the craftsmen of the study area cooperative 

minded (Bhattacharya, 1980). These cooperative societies should take up the supply of 

raw material, purchase of finished goods from artisans, marketing and provision of 

credits. For this purpose, the cooperative societies should be given adequate financial 

assistance by the State Government. This will result in ensuring better deal to the 

craftsmen and lessening the domination of the dealers-financier over them. 

Thus the absence of the cooperative societies resulted in the suffering of 

artisans for the want of adequate quantity of raw materials, finance, marketing 

facilities, etc. When once the cooperative societies is formed, further developmental 

measure such as usual faculties of loan, grants, subsidies, marketing, design assistance, 

mechanization and equitable distribution of products can be effectively channeled. 

It has been observed that the craftsmen are highly dependent on dealers for the 

supply of finance and for marketing their products it result in exploitation of the 

craftsmen by the dealers. It is suggested that the cooperative societies should be given 

adequate assistance in respect of share. 

8.12 RECOMMENDATION FOR EXTENSION OF EMPLOYMENT 

OPPORTUNITIES DURING SLACK SEASON 

There are some craft, which require more skilled artisans for their development. 

Young men with a flair for these crafts from outside the community should be trained 

by the master craftsmen, so that the production can easily be more without any 

marketing bottleneck. It has been observed that many craftsmen suffer from shortage of 

skilled labour during the busy season when they receive bulk orders from the dealer, 

whereas during the slack season, the craftsmen are without continuous employment. It 

is suggested that state government emporium and the cooperative marketing agencies 

should get standard articles of most popular items produced for their stocks during the 

slack season so as to provide regular employment to the craftsmen. 

8.13 POLICY RECOMMENDATION PROTECTION FROM ORGANIZED 

SECTORS 

Some of the craft sectors cannot develop to the fullest extent unless protected 

from the organized sector:. It necessitates the following recommendation: 
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i) Government must enact a reservation of some of the items exclusively for the crafts 

sectors, for example. in weaving, metal and silver artifacts is urgently. 

ii) Government should impose a cess or levy on identified industries so that similar 

products from craft sector are protected from competition. A statutory tax making 

system must be the first essential for a levy or cess on identified industries. 

8.14 POLICY RECOMMENDATION FOR SOCIAL SECURITY OF 

ARTISANS 

1. Providing Socio-Economic Security to Artisans 

The District Industries centre conducts District Award competition every year 

to encourage Artisans to develop new design in handicrafts. Out of the entries received, 

five pieces are being selected by eminent judges and the creators of the pieces are being 

given Rs.5000/- cash, and a certificate. Such award winner will become eligible for 

pension from Government of India on attaining the age of 65 years. It is for the time 

being not preferably followed, which discourage the artisans. 

Although Corporation is also helping the artisans to participate in National 

Award competition by organising preliminary selection and send the selected articles to 

New Delhi for participation in final competition. It is necessary to disseminate the 

information before the schedule programme to avail the extended facilities. 

Recognition for the artisans must move beyond the patronage of awards to the 

commissioning of artistic work in the public sphere. Public buildings, spaces, bus stops 

and offices should display an obvious bias towards the handmade or the hand 

decorated, not as an adherence to anti-diluvium and romantic ideas but as a 

commitment towards growth of the rural economy and sustenance of livelihoods of 

traditional artisans (SEEDS, 2006). Beside there are various craft which are more of 

utilitarian value and are not pronounce aesthetic nature, however there are crafts and 

crafts fulfilling the basic need of the masses and the activity provide a suitable 

livelihood option are not extended the such recognition through any agencies. It is 

recommended that suitable provision be made and extended to such deserving artisans 

for their pursuit in continuing with age old tradition. 

2. Implementation ofWelfare Schemes 

For health of craftsmen and relief from illness, provision be made through 

government by introduction of medical insurance in a very soft terms specially for the 
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critical illness. These systems could be helpful in liberating the artisans from the 

clutches of the money lender, merchant, and dealers of the craft. As much of the money 

in the medical expense are credited from these agencies. Thus the craftsmen are 

reducing to misery due to illness. 

The D.I.C needs to implement various welfare schemes with central assistance 

for the benefit of craftsmen judiciously. Under this, if is necessary to construct work 

sheds. For implementing health package scheme for artisans the Corporation must take 

up the matter to cover the different scheme for artisans life insurance cover for the 

family as a whole In addition it has been proposed to cover artisans under group 

insurance scheme with L.I.C, and other agencies to help artisans who die in harness. 

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) is must intervene in the matter to expedite 

the matter identifying the artisans' craftsmen. 

8.15 POLICY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND REVAMPING OF 

INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Within Government spheres there is a wide-spread culture of keeping 

information confidential and not sharing and disseminating information. This culture 

needs to be changed and be replaced by application of the concept "management by 

information" (AMEC, 2002). The core of that concept, applied by governments and 

enterprises alike, is that you can have people and enterprises make better, more well

informed and faster decisions, at more decentralized levels, if they are provided with 

adequate information. One of the institutional shortcomings experienced at central and 

provincial levels is related to the dissemination of legal, regulatory and administrative 

decisions to those who are affected by them, viz., the business community at large. As 

mentioned before, for central level decisions, a regularly published and widely 

disseminated Official Gazette is a necessity. The rules of the game can only be applied 

fairly and equally if all concerned are aware of them. Presently, one of the reasons why 

coordination and cooperation between Ministries is facing difficulties is due to the lack 

of access of professional staff to all relevant decisions issued by their own and other 

ministries. The situation with respect to provincial and lower level authorities is 

similar. The business community is at a definite disadvantage as it is further down the 

line. Initially, information dissemination can be made by traditional paper copies 

through the Government administration at central, provincial and district level as well 
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as through channels and its sub-sector groups. As Internet develops information can be 

made available even more efficiently on Government and ministries' websites, where 

entrepreneurs can even download registration forms and other information. Further to 

nurturing a culture of information sharing and dissemination, another priority of the 

Government should be to develop an information and communication technology (ICT) 

infrastructure. Internet is dramatically changing the world. Vast information of 

commercial and technical nature is available through Internet. Communications 

between businesses are increasingly made by e-mail. The ICT has an inherent risk, 

however, in creating a "digital divide" leaving the poor, the small enterprises and the 

least developed countries in the world with inadequate access to Internet behind and not 

being able to share in the benefits of ICT. By creating the appropriate legal, technical 

and commercial ICT infrastructure making cheap access to Internet widely available 

the negative aspects of the "digital divide" may be avoided. The Government should 

focus on the ICT infrastructure, while the private sector itself will deal with the final 

end of the ICT link (personal computers in enterprises, Internet cafes, etc.). It also lies 

within the Government's responsibility to enter education on ICT into the curricula in 

schools. 

8.16 CONCLUSION 

The set of policies outlined above is not an exhaustive one. In fact those policies 

are subject to change with changing time, environment and the activity. Many more 

policy may be necessary for bringing significant changes in all the handicraft industry. 

This however needs examining specific problems of individual units of any particular 

handicraft. It goes without saying that implementation of alternative plans and 

realisation of policies will need very efficient and committed functionaries. Since the 

artisans/ beneficiaries (if any) are in the hands of stereo type machinery for their 

motivation and inward looking official. It may necessary that the entire programme for 

the development of traditional handicraft may be marshaled through various 

governmental institution and selected participatory voluntary organisations. 
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9.0 CONCLUSION 

Handicrafts are facing the stiff challenge from machine-made goods and efforts 

should be made for the revival and survival of handicraft items. It has been observed 

that emphasis should be given on modification and development to improved tools and 

equipments, which are acceptable and comfortable to the artisans for the production of 

high quality products as well as are economically viable. These products will then be in 

a position to surpass the machine made items and will be the prized attraction and 

possession of the customers. The quality of the products should have to be of 

International standard. Market intelligence, taste, trends and preferences of the 

customers are also required to be identified and design diversification shall have to be 

undertaken accordingly. The price of the products should be competitive and 

economical too. 

It has been observed that there is a need of employment by development of 

handicrafts sector through locally available resources which may be utilized for the 

development of handicrafts sector. Employment opportunities can be categorized in 

three segments namely (1) Self-Employment (2) Regular Employment (3) Daily 

Waged. Employment efforts should be made to engage the un-employed hill youth for 

providing them Self-Employment through various development schemes on priority 

basis. 

Various financial institutions have identified financing promotion and 

development of Handicraft as one of its thrust area and have introduced several 

measures to enlarge and diversify the credit and developmental activities in the field of 

industrial Development. They have been providing refinance to banks against the loan 

for manufacturing, processing and service activities in small, tiny, cottage and village 

industries including handicrafts At the same time, a large number of NGOs have 

realised the importance of income generating activities for rural, poor and have 

diversified into enterprise promotion through training and saving and credit programme 

through groups. They have been able to develop a close and enduring relationship with 

the rural people. These NGOs articulate the local people's needs and aspirations, and 

translate them into effective action/plans and implements them with people's active 

participation. The synergic approach and planning between tourism industry and 
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handicrafts sector can create new milestones in the prosperity and economic growth of 

the country. 

Various schemes like Training Cum Production Centres, Rural Entrepreneurship 

Development Programme, Training for/by Master Craftsmen, Market Oriented 

Training, Artisan Guides, Mother Units and Common Service Centres of the 

government helps artisans for generation and enhancement of livelihood opportunities 

both in terms of income and employment in sustainable, demonstrative and cost 

effective manner. There is a growing need for awakening and planning for recognition 

of handicrafts as a potential sector of Indian economy for optimum utilization of natural 

resources through human force for creation of self employment and natural wealth. The 

strength of handicrafts lie in largely inherited creativity and skill of craft persons, 

traditional and cultural base, low capital investment and high value addition. The 

opportunities are focused on growing export market especially in developed countries 

having preferential taste for handicrafts, awareness and usage of handicrafts in dress 

and lifestyles, technological possibilities for reducing of drudgery and improving 

qualities 

The weaknesses of handicrafts industry rest upon being unorganized with 

dispersed production bases, lack ofworking capital at producer's end, diversity of input 

needs making co-operativisation difficult, market intelligence and perception and the 

attitude that craft is mainly decorative and non-essential. The challenges and threats to 

the craft and craftsmen are from growing competition in export market in view of 

WTO, continued low return weaning craftsman away from their traditional occupation, 

scarcity of raw material due to depletion and non-presentation of natural mediums and 

competition from machine made goods. 

Analysing the status position of craftsperson in the present scenario, a 

craftsperson represents the profile of a person with great skill, creativity and capability 

for self employment, but lacking in finance, and unsure of the market and constantly at 

the mercy of intermediaries who have access to both finance and market. Therefore, 

from the planning point of view, it shows that handicrafts sector is full of possibilities 

for employment and export, but highly disorganised and difficult to service. The 

approach to planning must be aimed at sustaining the strength and rising to 
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opportunities, and removing the weakness may be converting them to strength and 

coping with the threats 

It is somewhat amazing that Traditional handicrafts persist within our modem 

society. Mass production and the availability of new industrial materials and processes 

are among the most powerful forces adversely affecting the persistence of traditional 

arts and skills. For well over a century, the traditional hill weaver has been unable to 

compete with the textile mills. As soon as there were plastic producing bags and 

containers, the handmade basket declined in practicality. Now that with the induction of 

traditional design in carpet, ritualistic Brass and copper ware by industries the cheaper 

substitute are available, it is becoming special to wooden design temple, monasteries, 

furniture, clothes etc. Our industrial society, what's more, has depleted the environment 

of a number of resources once used by traditional craftspeople. Cane strips used by 

basket weaver earlier for binding the basket are rare to find in the hill. Chap plank of 

good quality for making house and its accessories that is becoming difficult to find 

have how is it, then, that these weavers, basket makers and other artisans still practice 

their skills in Drujeeling hill? Fortunately, there are a number of factors that encourage 

the retention and development of hill crafts. However, various central, state and local 

agencies have been successful in bringing attention and respect to some traditional 

heritage in different part of India. Moreover, for this in retrospect, we can credit 

governmental policy with the revival of certain nearly extinct handicrafts, Government 

agencies chose to encourage traditional crafts .. 

However the study area lacks the efforts of such agencies. Beside the lack of 

any concrete intervention undertaken by the Government in the past towards 

developing and initiating a comprehensive approach for scientifically exploitation of 

area specific advantages and opportunities, as are provided by the nature, so as to 

promote the expansion of such niche based manufacturing activities, the scarcity in the 

availability of local raw material and inadequately development of marketing network 

for selling of goods and articles produced by rural industrial have been recognized two 

most important factors behind the unsatisfactory growth in establishing various 

industrial activities in different geographical locations of the state. As unemployment 

rates remain high in Darjeeling hill , present economic trends are undoubtedly having a 

similar impact on the retention and development of handicraft industries. 
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Other than governmental policy, there are many factors that could stimulate the 

development oftraditional crafts. Recently, rise in the cultural activities have sustained 

a rise in popularity which some attribute to an ethnic revival. Such revivals have the 

potential to instill pride in cultural elements that set one ethnic group apart from 

another. The distinctive stylistic difference in design of cloth, artifacts becomes a 

source of ethnic pride that in turn encourages the growth of that handicraft . This 

phenomenon may be somewhat related to the general search for quality that is being 

experienced in market trends today. As consumers in an industrial society, we are 

constantly bombarded with cheap, poorly fabricated, mass-produced, self-destructing 

products. The words "handmade," "old-fashioned," and "Traditional handicraft" have in 

many cases come to represent quality. After all, the quality of a handmade woolen 

carpet, Yatha coat speaks for itself for decades if not centuries. On a cold night, 

Grandma's Nambu (Namda)-woolen blanket takes on value, especially if it is only a 

memory you have as you shiver under a rayon blanket. Undoubtedly, our nostalgic 

groping for the "good old days" has some relation to a perceived quality of life made 

possible by traditional ingenuity. Throughout the villages in the Darjeeling hill where 

farming, plantation and forestry are important, crafts suited to the agrarian life 

proliferate. There are traditional craftspeople who still carve the finest artifact. 

Handicraft industries are an alternative to help maintain steady economic 

development at local level, and they also create jobs, facilitate the accumulation of 

financial resources, and contribute to the accumulation and transmission of industrial 

technology. It plays an important role in intra-community relations, helping to build 

trust between individuals and providing a foundation for collaboration. These industries 

are one of the factors that give local communities their unique character. They are a 

prop for local people's livelihood, while also playing part in the maintenance of social 

stability and, in many cases, coming to symbolize the sprit of community. The 

prosperity or decline of local industries thus has a major impact on the economic 

foundations of the locality and on its economic and social development. However, in 

the past, there has been a tendency to neglect traditional industries. Some are located in 

remote areas and have transportation problems, while others have fallen into decline 

through lack of innovation. In those industries where efforts have been made to 

diversify, the industry's products have some time lost their special features that gave 
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the industry its unique character. In this context, attempts are to be made with suitable 

policy measure for the development of traditional craft in the hill areas of Darjeeling. 

The products of handicraft in Darjeeling hill consists of a diversified range viz, 

Hand-woven products, Embroidery, Thanka painting, Decorative wood crafts, 

Ornamental and religious wood carvings, Crafted wooden furniture, designed and other 

wooden articfacts, Basketry, Silver craft, Copper-Brass craft, traditional ritualistic and 

folk musical instruments, etc. Moreover, statistics on variety, output or employment in 

the handicraft sector are almost non-existent, but based on a variety of sources the 

present research study makes a qualified guess that the handicraft sector provides 

employment around twelve thousands artisans. While much of the artisans has taken 

handicraft as a complementary activity to a main occupation (mainly agriculture). This 

complementary activity provides precisely that of extra income needed to bring a 

household above the "poverty line". As such, the handicraft sector may be even more 

important from a poverty reduction point of view than the above-mentioned 

employment figures indicate. The total value of output is estimated at above Rs 50 

crores (US$ 10 million). Traditional Bamboo craft alone probably account for about 

30% of the handicraft sector in terms of employment and output. However, the product 

does not reach the classified market as it is consumed locally. Production is mainly for 

the domestic market. A more functional and cheaper imported product increasingly 

replaces traditional products. 

A conclusion is therefore drawn that Darjeeling hill has to export its handicraft 

products if it is to maintain, or increase, the present level of employment and generate 

income in the handicraft sector. Some enterprises have already started to market certain 

niche products on niche markets such as boutique type of silk dresses, table clothes and 

napkins, home decorative items (viz. cushion and bed covers), bags, souvenir wooden 

items, Silver craft etc. These items are, however, typically rather expensive as 

compared to corresponding functional products being mass-produced in several parts in 

the world. As such, these exports are unlikely to compensate for the declining domestic 

market and cannot generate the larger numbers of jobs needed. There is therefore a 

need to identify product categories that are bought in large quantities in the domestic 

and international market and could be produced in Darjeeling hill on a large scale, 

based on its low wages and traditional skills. One such product category may be 
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woolen carpets and Silver craft, maybe with traditional patterns. In Nepal 15 years ago, 

there was only an embryonic carpet industry, but they had much the same preconditions 

at that point in time as Darjeeling hill has today, viz. low wages, traditional weaving 

skills and interesting traditional patterns. Then Nepal started to import good quality 

wool from New Zealand and good chemical dyes from Switzerland and combined those 

raw materials with the traditional weaving skills and the traditional Nepalese patterns. 

Thus, Nepal was able to find a specific market position in the international carpet 

market and is today exporting around US$ 100 million annually from a domestic carpet 

industry providing employment for about 60,000 people. Another example of potential 

future large-scale handicraft based production may be the gem and jewelry industry. 

This industry in Thailand alone provides employment for 1.2 million people and 

generates export revenues amounting to US$ 2 billion annually. Thailand is trying to 

move up to the medium- and high-end markets of the gem and jewelry market as it is 

increasingly feeling the competition in the lower-end, labour intensive market segments 

from India, China and Vietnam. Darjeeling hill with its domestic resources may be in a 

position to compete in this huge global market too. It may be worthwhile to explore 

more in detail the global large "mass handicraft" markets into which Darjeeling hill 

may tap based on traditional skills, patterns and low wages 

In light of the importance of the handicraft sector, it would be advisable to 

prepare a master plan for development of the sector as well as including handicrafts as 

a "priority sector" under the Law on Domestic Investment to enable the sector to 

benefit from incentives under this law. Other types of support may include the 

introduction of an accreditation system for "living" preservation and promotion of 

handicrafts as well as the merger of current efforts to support and promote the 

handicrafts sector into one centre, a National Handicrafts Centre. Beside, handicrafts, 

activities are largely carried out by very small or micro-sized units and households, 

support regarding raw material supply, training, exports, etc. could preferably be 

provided by "clustering" of such units. In this context, the application of the Japanese 

"one village, one product" concept, the Vietnamese "occupational villages" concept or 

the Thai "One Thomboune, one product" concept may offer interesting opportunities in 

'Darjeeling hill Area'. 
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+ 
APPEND X-I 

A 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY AREA: DARJEELING HILL AREAS 

1.1 LOCATION AND BOUNDARY 

There are four subdivisions in the area of the Darjeeling district. Of which one 

of the subdivision falls under plain area (Siliguri have been excluded, from the study. 

The rest of the three subdivisions viz. Darjeeling, Kurseong and Kalimpong form the 

universe of the study. These three subdivisions comprises of following eight blocks 

namely Pulbazar-Darjeeling, Sukhia-Jorebunglow, and Rangli Rangliot in Darjeeling 

subdivision, Mirik and Kurseong in Kurseong Subdivision and Kalimpong-I, 

Kalimpong-II and Gorubathan in Kalimpong subdivision. 

Siliguri has been excluded because it has separate entity and that it falls out of 

Hill development Programmed. Beside with the formation of the Darjeeling Gorkha 

Hill Council in 1986 there has been much bifurcation of developmental programme. 

The hill area of the Darjeeling covers an area of 2417.25 Sq.Km. It accounts 

for 2.72% ofthe total area ofthe state of West Bengal. The Hill area lies between 26° 

3 t' and 27°13' north latitude and between 87°59' and 88° 33 '. East longitude .. It is 

bounded by Sikkim in the North, Bhutan on the East, Nepal on the West, Dist of 

Jalpaiguri and Siliguri subdivision in the South 

1.2 BRIEF HISTORY OF THE DARJEELING 

The history of Darjeeling hill areas begins with the acquisition of the hilly 

tract, measuring 138 sq. miles comprising areas from Pankhabari to Badamtam, for 

setting up health resorts by British for its employees from the Raja ofSikkim in 1835. 

The District acquired the present dimension in 1866 as a result of wars with Sikkim 

and Bhutan between the period 1850 and 1866 

Origin of Name: The name Darjeeling is a corruption of Dorji, the precious stone 

or ecclesiastical sceptre, which is emblematic ofthe thunderbolt ofSekhra (Indra) and 

a 'ling' to denote Place. It means therefore the place of the Dorji, the mystic 
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thunderbolt of the Lamaist region, this being the name by which the Buddhist 

monastery which once stood on observatory hill was formerly known. 

1.3 NATURAL RESOURCE BASE 

1.3.1 Physical Features: 

The physiographic division of the Darjeeling is well marked with the 

tremendous variation in the range of altitude (Fig.1 ). The Himalayan range has been 

divided in to three zones the greater of snow-capped mountain, the lower or outer 

Himalayas and the comparatively low hills forming a sub-Himalayan zone. In 

Darjeeling, it consists of a portion of the outlying hills of the lower Himalayas and a 

stretch ofthe territory lying along the base of the hills known as the Terai. The Terai 

is 300ft above sea level but there are parts of hills that are 12,000 feet high. The 

greater part of the Terai region being alternate beds of the sands, gravel and boulders 

brought down from the mountain. North of the Terai, the Himalayas stand out in a 

succession of bold spurs. The hill portion is a confused labyrinth of ridges and narrow 

valleys densely covered with vegetal cover. 

The Singalila ridge is the most interesting one in this part of the Himalayas. It 

commands Nepal on one sides and Sikkim and Darjeeling on the other and it is the 

water shed of the two great river system, for the stream on its western flank run into 

the Kosi, an effluent of the Ganges while those on its east runs into the Tista, an 

effluent of the Brahmaputra. It is the ridge ranging from 10000 to 12000 feet high. 

The highest peaks of which are Sandakphu (11929 ft.) and Phalut (11811 ft) in the 

boundary where Nepal Darjeeling and Sikkim meets. A number of spurs descend 

eastward from the main ridge into the Darjeeling territory. These spurs are of great 

extent, one being 6 miles to 12 miles long and many 2 to 4 miles in length. 

South east of the Singalila range four hill ranges radiate from a central point at 

Ghoom, a saddle 7,372 ft. in elevation situated to the north west of Senchal, once the 

Ghoom range climbs due west to Simana-Basti where it meets the Singalila range. To 

the south, the Senchal-Mahaldiram range trends generally southwards towards 

Kurseong, reaching an elevation of 8,000 to 8,600 ft. in the northern half and about 

7.000 ft. towards the south, the highest points being east Senchal (8,600 ft.), Tiger hill 
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(8,515 ft), and west Senchal (8, 163 ft). The third range, Takdah or Tanglu range 

branches off from the main Senchal ridge below tiger hill at a saddle 3 miles east of 

Ghoom and then takes a northeasterly direction, sinking gradually from the height of 

7,000 ft to 680ft at the junction of the Great Rangit and Tista rivers. The fourth range 

the Darjeeling-Jalapahar ranges on which are situated the cantonments of Katak-pahar 

and Jalapahar. 

1.3.2 River System 

Innumerable Jhoras, rivers and a few artificial lakes constitute the water 

resources ofthe Darjeeling hill area. The Balasan and Mahandi River drain the valley 

on the southern side of the Singalila ridge. On the West along the India and Nepal 

Border is drained by Mechi River. The Tista and its tributaries drain the major part of 

the hill territory excepting the far eastern flank of the hill where the effluent is 

Jaldhaka, Neora and other that flows south. 

i. Tista River: Dominating all the rivers in the hill is the Tista river system. Tista 

river like many other great rivers of Northern India rises from the glaciers of North 

Sikkim at an altitude of 21 ,000 ft. above sea level. After draining Sikkim from 

Rangpo, it marks the boundary between the Darjeeling hills for some distance until it 

receives the water of Great Rangit along right bank. It then runs south entirely on the 

territory of the Darjeeling. Further south it is join by Relli river along left bank and, 

Reang and Sevoke river along left bank until it leaves Mongpong forest resort and 

denounces further south into Jalpaiguri Plain. Ultimately flows into Brahmaputra 

(Megna) in Bangladesh. 

ii. Great Rangit River: The great Rangit the chief effluent of the Tista enters 

Darjeeling hills from the west and forms the part of the northern boundary flowing 

from west to east till it joins the Tista. Great Rangit rises in the mountain of the west 

from the Rotang Glaciers. 

iii. Raman River: The Raman river, one of the tributary of the Great Rangit takes its 

rise under the Phalut peak in the Singalila ranges, which forms the western boundary 

of the Darjeeling district until it falls into the Great r Rangit. 
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iv. Little Rangit River: The little Rangit takes its rise under Tanglu in the Singalila 

range on Nepal boarder and flows finally in the north easterly direction till it falls into 

the Great Rangit. 

v. Relli River: The Relli is a tributary of the Tista is most important stream in the 

tract situated to the east of Tista. It rises in the hills of Kalimpong in the north east of 

the Darjeeling hills and flows in a wide south westerly course till it joins Tista from 

left bank. 

vi. Rungdung River: The Rungdung rises from the north western flank of Senchal, 

flows northward past the eastern valley of Darjeeling Sadar and empties itself into the 

right bank of Great Rangit. 

vii Mahandi River: The Mahandi has it source near Mahaldiram to the east of 

Kurseong. It flows in the south towards Siliguri. The name Mahandi or as it is called 

Mahananda is a Bengali corruption of Mahaldi, the Lepcha connotation for river. 

viii. Balasan River: The Balasan River takes its rise at Lepcha Jagat a few miles to 

the south west of the Darjeeling town. It flows a southerly course until it enters the 

Terai and drains into the plain of Siliguri. 

ix. Mechi River: The Mechi rises under the Rangbang Spur in the Singalila range 

on the indo-Nepal frontier. After it enters the Terai, it divide into two branches, near 

lower Mechi forest and eventually joins the Mahananda river in the Purnea district of 

Bihar 

x. Jaldhaka River: The Jaldhaka River marks the eastern boundary of the District 

Darjeeling with Bhutan and western Daurs. It flows south into Jalpaiguri plains. The 

other rivers are Jhulung, Neora, Lish, Chel, and Ghish etc. These rivers rise in the 

hills ofKalimpong, run south, and denounces in the plains of Jalpaiguri. 

1.3.3 Geology and Mineralogy 

Geologically, Darjeeling hill lies in the less explored region within the eastern 

Himalaya. However, larger part of Darjeeling Himalaya is composed of granite -

gneissic rock. The rock of the Darjeeling hill areas were subdivided into five groups 

viz. Genesis, the Daling series, the Buxa series, the Gondwana and Tertiary system. 

The outcrop of these form a series of bands running more or less parallel to the 
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general trend of the Himalayas and dipping one beneath the other into the hills. The 

most curious feature of these sub-division is that the younger formation always 

appear to underlie the older thus Tertiary beds disappear under the Gondwana, the 

Gondwana under the Buxa and Daling series and the latter under the Gneiss, the 

original order of superposition having been completely reversed by folding and 

faulting (Fig.2). The Gneiss varies from a foliated granite rock composed of quartz, 

feldspar and biotite to more or less pure mica schist, includes partly intrusive granite, 

and partly metamorphosed beds of sedimentary origin. The Daling series covers a 

large area in the northern and eastern part of the district. It consists of phyllite, slate 

and quartzite with some hornblende-schist and subordinate bands of dolomite and 

crystalline limestone. Copper ore is frequently found disseminated through the slates 

and schist. The Buxa series, which is largely developed in the western Daurs, occurs 

only at the extreme eastern flank. It consists of slates, quartzite and dolomites; the 

Gondwana beds crop out near the base of the hills and constitute a narrow band 

between the Daling and the tertiary running from Pankhabari to Dalingkot. They 

consist chiefly of sand stone, shale and coal, and these has been intensely crushed and 

faulted and dip at high angles to the north. The tertiary beds fringe the older rocks 

continuously from close to the Mechi eastward as far as Dalingkot. They are chiefly 

composed of soft massive "Pepper and salt" sandstone, containing mica, feldspar and 

a few subordinate layers of limestone. The sand stone frequently contains lignite, 

which however has not been found in sufficient quantity to be of economic value. 

Coal occurs in the band of Gondwana rocks that run from near Pankhabari to 

Dalingkot. The beds usually dip at high angles to the north-north west, but are much 

contorted and faulted and the coal is frequently badly crushed. Copper ore occurs 

disseminated through the rocks of the Daling series at very large number of places in 

the hills. There are three possible source of lime in Darjeeling hill viz. the dolomite of 

the Buxa series, the limestone bands in the tertiary rocks and calcareous turf. 

1.3.4 Climate 

Because of the complicated relief feature, microclimates are of considerable 

importance. Climate differs from valley to valley according to the direction of the 
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ridge, degree of slope, exposure to the mountain face and intensity of the forest. 

Beside there is a sharp variation of the altitude between the valley and the ridges; this 

results in the variation in the climate from place to place. Moreover the tropical 

location of the area has much salutation to the south west monsoon regime, this 

dominate the climate of the hill area of the Darjeeling. 

In the hill the winter starts around 15th of November and last till February. 

Winter are cold, some time muggy, and some time snow falls in the higher ridges 

while down in the valley is milder during day but experience katabatic wind during 

night. During occasional cold wave the temperature may go down below 1 degree 

centigrade in the high hill valley is less affected. A rapid increase in the temperature 

takes place during March and April owing to the warmer air, which penetrate the 

valley from plains in the south. This increase in the temperature is characterized by 

the spring season with cool and bracing season. Around middle of the month of May, 

the interplay of the clouds may be seen on the sky. This shows the sign for the 

coming of the monsoon. It is interesting that the pre-monsoon starts with the roaring 

clouds before the monsoon kicks the Indian coast. This roaring of the cloud is trail by 

the long season of rain, it some time stretches to September and October. By October, 

autumn marks with the falling of leaves and the chilly weather. 

In general, the Darjeeling receives about 3000mm of rainfall with Temp. 35 to 

52 degree F, Kalimpong receives/ gets 2000mm with temperature 46 to 80 degree F. 

and Kurseong gets about 4000 mm with temperature of 36 to 70 degree F. Ground 

fogs are often found over 5000 ft of elevation. Weather in the Darjeeling even when 

apparently most settled cannot be relied on , and cloud and fog may at any time rise 

from the deep humid valley and hang for the days over the region. Moreover in the 

valley summer are much hot and humid. 

1.3.5 Soil 

There is wide differentiation in soils according to different geological 

condition. In the hills, the greater portion of the underlying rocks consists of the 

gneiss. The constituents of the gneiss occur in varying proportion and the soil varies 

in the same relation. The most commonly met with is a rather stiff reddish coloured ' 
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loam but its composition varies from almost pure sand to stiff red clay. Part of the 

area however is composed of rocks of the Daling series consisting of Schist, Slates 

and Quartzite. Thus, the varieties ranging from Red Clay, Sandy-loams to Grey

brown forest soil are found. The forest soil ofthe hill is rich in organic matter, which 

is essentially suitable for cultivation and plantation of various crops in the hill. 

In the hill cultivator, recognize only three kind of soil: White, Red and Black. 

Ofthese black is the best type, while red can be culture by manuring and the white is 

the poorest. Beside, the fertility of the soils also depends much on the ecological 

condition of the area. Moreover, Soil throughout the hill is deficient in lime. 

1.3.6 Biotic Resource 

(i) Flora: Rich Biotic resources of the hill region deserve a special mention. 

Varied altitude, climate, slope and aspect all are determinant of the different species 

of the rich flora and fauna. Vegetation from tropical forest, which thrives well in the 

damp, humid valley bottoms at lower elevation to stunted junipers and rhododendron 

and high alpine pastures at higher altitude, can be noticed within a span of a few 

miles because of vertical nature of the country. Different types of trees, orchids, 

medicinal herbs, birds, insects and butterfly all add to the hues of the jungle which 

abound in multi-colour flowers. 

The hill are of the Darjeeling have approx. 118,000 hectares of the forest area 

which include approximately 115.000 hectares ofthe reserved forest (1022 Sq.Km). 

This contains valuable species of the soft wood timber, rare orchid, medicinal, 

aromatic plants and above all rare species of fauna and insects. 

Broadly speaking the vegetation of the district shows two well marked 

tropical zones from the plain upto about 1000 m, a temperate zone from about I OOOm 

to 3000ft. and temperate coniferous above 2000ft and alpine meadow. 

The tropical zone comprises the slopes leading to the base of the outer hills 

and lower valleys of the Tista, Mahananda, Balasan, Jaldhaka, Torsa River, and is 

characterised by the forest of Shora robusta (sal) with a mixture of other trees such as 

Dillenia Pentagyna, Butea Frondosa and species of Terminalia and Eugenia. The 

forest in this part has perfect savanna characteristics and the other species in common 
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are Schima, Wallichili, and many species of figs. Beside various species of bamboo 

are quite common and shrubby elements; climbers and ferns are common. 

The temperate zone is characterized by forest of gigantic trees consisting of 

Oaks, Chestnut, Walnut, Magnolia, Laurels, Maple, and Birches, and on the higher 

part of the lava and the Singalila ridges- conifer, rhododendron, Pine, Silver fir and 

dwarf bamboos abound. In temperate zone vegetation can be further be classified into 

two groups viz. temperate deciduous and coniferous vegetation. The temperate 

deciduous are found in the lower hill while coniferous are concentrated in the higher 

altitude Besides, there are large track ofland under alpine meadow. 

This richness and variety of the vegetation of the Darjeeling hill area are 

results of a number of physiographic, climatic, edaphic and biotic factors. Thus, like 

agriculture there is a distinct vertical gradation of the vegetation as mention below 

Between 300- 1 OOOm: Deciduous forest (Sal, Chap, Simul, Panisaaj, 

Sesame, Palas, Bamboo, etc) 

Between 1000-2000m: Temperate forest (Alder, Walnut, poplar, utis, 

Pine (Cryptomeriajaponica), katus etc) 

Between 2000m-9000m: Conifer forest (Rhododendron, Dwarf 

bamboo, Pine, Silver fir etc) 

Between 9000 & above: exist the alpine meadow 

However, absence of efficient scientific forest management, lack of the sense 

of the belonging, administrative bottleneck, and ruthless exploitation by forest dev. 

Corporation are some of the major factor for the deplorable state of the forest today. 

(ii) Fauna 

Although the Darjeeling hill area is a small in size in term of area, it contains 

a rich variety of fauna owing to the great variation in the climatic condition of the 

northern and southern parts, the former part extending to a height of more than 12000 

ft in the himalaya and the latter part stretches to the plains. Among the larger 

carnivorous the Leopard are found in the northern tract and the clouded leopard and 

lynx are only stray visitors from higher altitude. Beside it is the homeland to endanger 

species like Red panda. Goral, Himalayan Bear, Himalayan pangolin, Deer, Rabbit, 

Jackal, Fox, Snakes and some reptile need to mention. 
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In the foot of hill in the south are found large Elephant along the forest tracts 

unto 3000 ft. Wild boar are found throughout the Darjeeling unto 8000 ft. Other 

animals are Monkey, squirrel, Moles; several species of Porcupines, Marteus, civets 

etc are common. In the northern portion of the hill, the Moonal pheasant, Blood 

Pheasant, Kalij Pheasant, Wood partridge, Wood Dock, Red Jungle Fowl are 

common. Beside there are varieties of other small birds present in the higher hills. In 

the southern part, red jungle fowl, Red spur fowl, Black partridge, Maina, parrot, 

peacock are found. Several varieties of Quail, snipe duck and wades found. 

Some 120 species of fish have so far been recorded from this area. These 

richness in the variety of flora fauna need a special attention. 

1.4 DEMOGRAPHIC RESOURCE BASE 

1.4.1 Distribution of Population 

The total population of Hill area of Darjeeling district according to 2001 

census is 790591 persons of which 401520 are male and 389071 females' population 

over an area of2600.15 sq km2
• This accounted for 50.78% male and 49.22% female. 

Block wise figure of population of the Darjeeling hill shows that it is highest in 

Pulbazar-Darjeeling with 223034 persons and the population is lowest in number with 

513 78 persons. The percentage distribution of male population to total population of 

block varies from 49.45% in Jorebunglow Sukhia block to 51.95% in Kalimpong 

block, while percentage of distribution for female range from 48.05% in 50.55% 

population (Table I & Fig. 2) 

1.4.2 Rural and urban Population 

The rural and urban components of the population accounted for 72.85 per 

cent and 27.15 per cent respectively. It is depicted from the Table 2 and shown in Fig 

2 and 3. The people of Darjeeling hill area appears to have more prediction for town 

life, as almost every fourth person of the district is a town dweller, it is seen that 

urban population has increased rapidly and it's still taking place. The urban increased 

has surpassed the growth rate of the general population of the Darjeeling hill areas. 

The urban population dwells in the four towns, of which Oarjeeling town has the 
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Table 1 
Block-wise Distribution of Male and Female population in No, and Percentage(%) 

Blocks Total %of Total Total %of male Total %of 
Pop. Pop. male Pop. toT. Pop Female female to 

Pop. T. Pop 
Darjeeling-
Pulbazar 223034 28.21 114370 51.27 108664 48.73 
Jorebunglow 
Sukhia 100724 12.76 49816 49.45 50908 50.55 

Rangli- Rangloit 64349 8.14 32304 50.20 32045 49.80 
Mirik 51378 6.49 25731 50.09 25647 49.91 

Kurseong 125886 15.92 63740 50.63 62146 49.37 

Kalimpong - I 110678 13.99 56678 51.21 54000 48.79 

Kalimpong - II 60263 7.63 31309 51.95 28954 48.05 

Gorubathan 54279 6.86 27572 50.80 26707 49.20 

Hill Area Total 790591 100.00 401520 50.78 389071 49.22 
Source: Dtstnct census handbook for DarJeehng-2001, West Bengal 

largest with 108830 persons, which contribute 50.70% of the urban population of the 

hill. Kurseong rank second with 53882 persons that contribute to 25.02 percent of the 

urban population of the hill. The next position is of Kalimpong town and constitutes 

(42998 persons) 20.03 percent of total urban population and Mirik has just (9141 

persons) 4.25 percent. Table 4 shows block wise distribution of urban and rural 

population in number and percentage. 
Table 2 

Distribution of Rural and Urban Population in Darjeeling Hll Area(Year =2001) 

Total % of Total % of Total 
Blocks 

Population Rural .Population Urban .Population 
Darjeeling Pulbazar 223034 114204 51.20 108830 

Jorebunglow Sukhia 100724 100724 100 0 Nil 

Rangli- Rangloit 64349 64349 100 0 Nil 
Mirik 51378 42237 21.70 9141 

Kurseon_g_ 125886 72204 53682 
Kalimpong - I 110678 67680 42998 
Kalimpong - II 60263 60263 100 0 Nil 

Gorubathan 54279 54279 100 0 Nil 
Hill Area Total 790591 575940 72.85 214651 27.15 

Source: District census handbook for Darjeeling, West Bengal 
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The four of the blocks viz., Rangli Rangliot, Jorebunglow-Sukhiapokhri, 

Kalimpong-II and Gorubathan have 100 percent of population. These blocks depend 

much on above mention towns for marketing and other facilities. Graph in Fig. 3 

shows distribution of population is asymmetrical in the study area due to 

physiographic and other factors. 

1.4.3 Density of population 

Density of population on the Hill area of Darjeeling is strikingly uneven. The 

average density of population .in hill area is 304.05 persons per Sq. Km. While within 

the different development blocks the density varies from 100 persons per Sq.Km. in 

Kalimpong-II to 963 persons per Sq Km. in Pulbazar Darjeeling development block. 

Compared to the state average of 904 persons per km2 and all India average of 324 

persons per Sq Km the population figures are alarming as it is only hilly and 

mountainous terrain in the world with the highest density of population. 

The density of the study area could be still high if we delimit the habitable 

area, exclude the forestland and follow land and high slopes Table 3 indicate block 

wise density of population and the same is represented in Fig. 5. The density of the 

population in the study area is classified into four ranges. Darjeeling Pulbazar-fall in 

the higher range of 533.60 - 963.88. The density of population population in 

Darjee1ing is 963.88 Persons Per Sq km. and has the the highest density. Business 

centre, Centre of Tourism, Tea industry, Large number of School, better 

transportation, Cultural centre, improved method of cultivation, fertile land and better 

urban amenities are the factors responsible for higher density of population. It is 

interesting to note that the world famous tourism Darjeeling of town is situated in this 

block. 

Kalimpong-I, Mirik and Kurseong block fall under the range of 261.01 -

533.- 533.60 persons per Sq. Km. The density of population of Kalimpong-I is 

533.59 persons per Sq.Km. The reason for higher density is obvious that the second 

largest Kalimpong town of Darjeeling hill areas. Kurseong block has 390 persons per 

Sq. Km and Mirik 627 persons per Sq. Km. Kurseong has comparatively lower 

density than Mirik this is due to the presence of large area under the forest land. 

Lower density of population is under the range of 121.50 - 261.00. The two rural 
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blocks Jorebunglow-Sukhia and Rangli Rangloit falls under this range. Kalimpong-

11, and Gorubathan falls under range 100.29 - 121.49. The block wise density of 

population of Darjeeling hill is shown in Table 3 and Fig. 5 shows the block wise 

distribution of density of population of the study area accordingly. The density of 

population of each block has been depicted by choropleth technique 

Table 3 
Block wise Distribution of Density of Population in Darjeeling hill Area (Year 

=2001) 

Blocks Area in Sq.Km Total Population Persons Per Sq km 

Darjeeling Pulbazar 231.39 223034 963.88 
Jorebunglow Sukhia 385.91 100724 261.00 
Rangli- Rangloit 307.69 64349 209.13 
Kurseong 322.71 125886 390.09 
Mirik 97.38 51378 527.60 

Kalimpong - I 207.42 110678 533.59 
Kalimpong - II 600.88 60263 100.29 
Gorubathan 446.77 54279 121.49 
Total Hill Area 2600.15 790591 304.05 
Source: Dtstnct census handbook for DarJeelmg -2001, West Bengal 

1.4.4 Sex Ratio in Hill Area ofDarjeeling 

Out of 790591 persons in Darjeeling, hill area in 2001. Male and female 

constitute 401520 persons and 389071 persons respectively. The sex ratio ofthe study 

area is 960 female per thousand male. The four blocks of Jorebunglow Sukhia, Mirik, 

Rangli-Rangloit and Kurseong_have the average ratio higher than the average of the 

hill. It is in Jorebunglow-Sukhia block the number of female exceeds the male and the 

sex ration is 1021.92 female per 1000 male. Kalimpong II has the lowest sex ratio of 

924.7 female per 1000 of male. Table 4 shows the Total male and female population 

as well as sex ratio for different blocks according to census report of 2001. 

Accordingly, sex ratio for the blocks is work out and grouped into four ranges Fig. 6 

portrait the block-wise distribution of sex ratio in Darjeeling Hill according to the 

2001 census. 
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Table 4 

Block-wise Sex Ratio ofDarjeeling Hill Area (Year 2001) 

Blocks 
Total Total Male Total Female No. of Female Per 
Population. Population. Population. 1000 males 

Darjeeling Pulbazar 223034 114370 108664 951.11 

Jorebunglow Sukhia 100724 49816 50908 1021.92 

Rangli- Rangloit 64349 32304 32045 991.90 

Mirik 51378 25731 25647 996.70 

Kurseong 125886 63740 62146 974.91 

Kalimpong - I 110678 56678 54000 952.70 

Kalimpong- II 60263 31309 28954 924.70 

Gorubathan 54279 27572 26707 968.60 
Hill Area Total 790591 401520 389071 968.90 
Source: Dtstnct census handbook for Darjeeling-2001, West Bengal 

1.4.5 Schedule Caste Population 

According to 200 I census there are 49089 Schedule castes constituting 6.2 

percent of the total population. The percentage of schedule caste to the total 

population for each block is calculated. Table 5 gives the proportion of schedule caste 

population in Darjeeling hill. Accordingly, the population is grouped into four ranges, 

Viz., the highest percentage of Schedule caste (8.95 percent) is noticed in Kalimpong

I block Mirik and Kurseong block also high percentage of schedule caste population. 

Under range of 3.90-5.94 percent are three blocks of Darjeeling Pulbazar, 

Jorebunglow-Sukhiapokhri and Gorubathan. While Rangli Rangloit and Kalimpong

II block falls under range of 2.9-3.89 percent and has the lowest percentage of 

schedule caste population. Fig. 7 highlight the percentage of Schedule caste to total 

population of the Darjeeling hill at block level according to the 2001 census The 

blocks have been shaded by choropleth conforming various range. 
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Table 5 Block wise Distribution of Schedule Caste Population in 
Darjeeling Hill Area (Y ear=200 1) 
Total Total %of total % of total Blocks 

Po_pulation S.C. PoQ. population S.C. Pop 
Darj_eeling Pulbazar 223034 11979 5.37 24.40 
Jorebunglow Sukhia 100724 5991 5.94 12.22 
Rangli- Rangloit 64349 2508 3.89 5.12 
Mirik 51378 3715 7.23 7.56 

Kurseong 125886 10103 8.02 20.58 
Kalimpong - I 110678 9906 8.95 20.17 
Kalimpong - II 60263 1805 2.99 3.68 
Gorubathan 54279 3082 5.67 6.27 
Hill Area Total 790591 49089 6.2 100 
Source: Dtstnct census handbook for Dat]eehng, West Bengal 

1.4.6 Schedule Tribe Population 

According to 2001census, there are 85047 Schedule Tribe constituting 10.75 

percent of the total population. The percentage of schedule Tribe to the total 

population for each block is calculated. Table 6 gives the proportion of schedule 

Tribe population in Darjeeling hill. Accordingly, percentage of the population is 

grouped into four ranges, Viz., the highest percentage of Schedule tribe (24.61 

percent) is noticed in Kalimpong-II block under range of 15.64 24.61 percent. Nearly 

17.44 percent of the populations are under this range. Accordingly blocks are 

categorised under various. Fig.- 8 highlight the percentage of schedule Tribe to 

total population of Darjeeling by blocks according to 2001 census. The blocks have 

been shaded by choropleth conforming various range. 

Table 6 Block wise Distribution of Schedule Tribe population in 

Darjeeling hill Areas (Year- 2001) 

Blocks Total Total % of total 
Population S.TPop. population 

Darjeeling Pulbazar 223034 21720 9.73 
Jorebunglow Sukhia 100724 6945 6.89 
Rangli- Rangloit 64349 5028 7.81 
Mirik 51378 3439 8.69 

Kurseon_g 125886 9901 7.94 
Kalimpong - I 110678 17299 15.63 
Kalimpong - II 60263 14835 24.61 
Gorubathan 54279 5880 10.83 
Hill Area Total 790591 85047 10.75 
Source: Dtstnct census handbook for DarJeehng, West Bengal 
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1.4. 7 Literacy of Population 

Human resource constitutes the ultimate basis for the wealth of the any state. 

The principal institutional mechanism for developing human skill and knowledge in 

the formal education system. Education is a key factor for the rapid development of 

the country. Education is not only the fruit of contemplation but an instrument of 

change also. As a matter of convenience, literacy is defined as the ability to read and 

write one's name in one's own mother tongue. A literate person is one who is able to 

both read and write. A person who can neither read nor write is called illiterate. A 

person who is able to read but not to write is called semi-literate. In India all those 

person both read and write a simple message with understanding in any language are 

called literate. This definition is proposed by the united nation population commission 

Table 7 shows the distribution of the literate population of Darjeeling hill in 

blocks The census had recorded the total population of the Darjeeling (excluding the 

age group 0-6) at 708546 persons out of which 708546 are literate, accounting to an 

average literacy for 77.02 percent of total population of the Darjeeling hill. Over the 

different blocks, the percentage of literacy varies from lowest of 66.92 percent in 

Gorubathan block and highest of 81.22 in Pulbazar-Darjeeling block. Accordingly, 

the percentage of literacy in the different blocks is classified under the four ranges. 

Fig. 9 shows the distribution of literate population of Darjeeling hill in blocks based 

on the choropleth technique 

Table.8 shows block wise distribution of Male and Female literacy to total of 

male and female population of Darjeeling hill Areas (excluding 0-6 age group) 

according to census report of year 2001 Male and female literate are 305955 persons 

and 176545 persons respectively (excluding male age group of 0- 6 age) while the 

percentage of male literacy to total male population is 85.02 percent and percentage of 

female literacy is 68.77 percent. The percentage of male literate is highest in 

Pulbazar-Darjeeling (87.95 percent) block and lowest in percent in Gorubathan block. 

(76.21 percent). The percentage of female is highest in Darjeeling block with74.13 

percent and lowest with 57.22 percent in Gorubathan block. Fig. 10 shows Block

wise Distribution of Male and Female Literacy to Total of Male and female 

population of Darjeeling Hill Areas (excluding 0-6 age group)-year 2001. The 
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distribution of literate population of Darjeeling hill in blocks based on the choropleth 

technique 

Table 7 
Block-wise Distribution of Literate population and percentage · 
(Excluding 0-6 age group) in Darjeeling Hill Area year- 2001 

Total 
Population in Total % of Literate 

Blocks 
Population 

Age group Literate to Total 
0-6 yrs Population. Population 

D~eeling Pulbazar 223034 20001 164914 81.22 

Jorebunglow Sukhia 100724 9959 69600 76.68 
Rangli- Rangloit 64349 6679 41958 72.75 
Mirik 51378 5832 33514 73.58 

Kurseong 125886 12929 89690 79.4 
Kalimpong- I 110678 12352 77611 78.93 
Kalimpong - II 60263 7069 37012 69.57 
Gorubathan 54279 7227 31491 66.92 
Hill Area Total 790591 82048 545790 77.02 

Source: Dtstnct census handbook for DarJeelmg, West Bengal 

Table 8 

Block-wise Distribution of Male and Female Literacy to Total of Male and 

Female Population ofDarjeeling Hill Areas (excluding 0-6 age group)-year 2001 

Blocks Total male Total literate Total literate Total literate 
Po_Q. Male Pop_ female PoQ. Female Po_Q. 

DarjeelinE Pulbazar 104184 91632 98849 73282 
Jorebunglow Sukhia 44817 38929 45948 30671 
Rangli- Rangloit 28823 23658 28847 18300 
Mirik 22748 19034 22798 14480 
Kurseong 57164 49878 55793 39812 
Kalimpong - I 50334 43071 47992 34540 
Kalimpong - II 27717 21432 25477 15580 
Gorubathan 24038 18321 23014 13170 
Hill Area Total 359825 305955 348718 176545 

Source: Dtstnct census handbook for Darjeehng, West Bengal 

1.5 LAND USE PATTE 

Of the total reported area of2600.15 Sq.Km, 59.24 percent of the total area 

lies under forest, 18 percent fall under net sown area, 21 percent is under tea 

cultivation and rest of area comprises of waste lands. Due to increase in population, 
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acute scarcity of cultivable land is making a strong case for intensive cultivation. As 

of now increase in population has invaded even part of land for residential purpose. 

There by reeling on the available land even in the inhospitable terrain 

1.6 CROPPING PATTERN 

An analysis of cropping pattern reveals that in the hill region, net area 

available for cultivation is 86856 acre where as gross cropped area is 145049 acre and 

the cropped intensity is 167 percent. The prominent crops are Maize (44.06 percent), 

Paddy (14.06 percent), vegetable(8.80 percent), they together account for 66.92 

percent of the total cropped area. The remaining area is covered with ginger, 

cardamoms, orange, millet, wheat and other. Of these crop paddy is mainly 

concentrated in the lower valley where the climate is hot and moist and irrigation is 

possible. In the higher altitude the potato maize are grown commonly. 

1. 7 LAND HOLDING AND AREA UNDER IRRIGATION 

Most of the holdings are very small. 48 percent of operational holding figure 

in the size of less than one hectare and cover about 22.06 percent of net sown area of 

the hill. 25.67 percent of holding fall in size of 1 to 2 hectares groups and occupy 

about 25 percent of the area. 20 percent of the holding falls under the range size of 2 

to 4 hectares and covers more than 31 percent of the net sown area. While 6 percent 

of the holding fall under the range size of above, 4 hectare group and comprises of 

about 21 percent of the area. Thus in the higher size range although the percentage of 

holding are small in number yet it covers higher percentage of the net sown area. The 

block wise distribution pattern of operational holding do not vary much 

Total irrigated area in hill region is 25898-acre nearly 30 percent of the net 

sown area. Irrigation is mainly done by Jhoras tapping, Polythene pipe, Bamboo cut 

and other measures. 
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1.8 ECONOMIC BASE ACTIVITIES 

1.8.1 Agricultural 

The physical geography of the Darjeeling hill areas makes the condition for 

the agriculture extremely diverse. The Terai is in the south and contains many level 

stretches ofthe alluvial soil admirably suitable for rice cultivation. However, there are 

considerable areas of poor ground and the river beds are wide and generally infertile 

or unsuitable for cultivation. of any kind, but on the gentler slopes the soil is often of 

wonderful fertility .. Altitude and aspect have important effect on agriculture. No 

crops are grown above 9500 feet above sea level owing to the cold. Landslide and 

river erosion do harm locally to cultivated areas. 

It is heartening know that the region is believe to have the highest density of 

population in the mountainous slope of Himalayan region. As registered an average 

density of population of 304 persons per square Km. in hill area of Darjeeling district 

of which it accounts for 963 persons per Sq. Km in Pulbazar-Darjeeling Block. The 

tremendous pressure of population has led to extension of agriculture even on 

extremely deep slope which is otherwise unsuitable for the purpose. Agriculture as 

practiced in the hill can be classified as - High, Medium and low altitude area of 

cultivation. 

In the high altitude areas (I 250m and above) agriculture is subject to various 

physical and other constraints due to which productivity per unit area is very low. 

Potatoes, maize and finger millets are the three main crops grown on the terrace, 

beside vegetables are also cultivated in the villages which have good transport 

network or are located in vicinity to towns. The greatest limitation that comes in the 

way is excessive moisture during monsoon causing great loses in nutrients and other 

bases resulting in very acidic nature of soil which in tum fixes heavy amount of 

phosphatic fertilizers. Further low temperature and moisture stress during post 

monsoon period limit the possibility of growing successful crops of rabi season. 

However, permanent cultivation system under upland terrace condition in high 

altitude region has not received adequate attention. 

In the middle and low altitude region rice, maize, millet, wheat and oats are 

most important cereal. Tuber crops such as potatoes, tapiocas and sweet potatoes are 
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also grown in plenty, other important cash crop of this region includes ginger and 

large cardamom. Beside, oil seeds primarily mustard, pulses such as pea, soybean, 

French beans,kelai dal are well grown in this region, and a varieties of winter and 

summer vegetables are grown. Depending upon the fertility status and irrigation 

productivity of crops per unit area and time can be increased by adopting relay, mixed 

double of multiple cropping by ameliorating the soil acidity 

1.8.2 Animal Husbandry 

Work in this respect is to be viewed as on integrated whole rather than in a 

piecemeal way. Animal husbandry has a greater potential for generating supplemental 

income and employment since a large number of people are engaged in poultry, 

piggery, cows and goatery. Beside it assumes greater importance in the light of 

supply of organic manure and in addition, it help in promoting bio gas plant to meet 

the energy requirement. There is a constant thrust by the community in improving 

the stocks. More over for past two decade and more institutional set back in the sector 

is appealing. It is felt that an urgent emphasis on animal husbandry programme is 

looking forward in realizing the scientific improvement with the objective of 

qualitative improvement. 

1.8.3 Sericulture 

The importance of sericulture in the hilly area of Darjeeling is because 

climate of hill is congenial for the plantation of mulberry beside introduction of 

sericulture has added advantage over the employment generation .. The programme of 

development of sericulture was taken up during SFDA regime. The largest group 

farmers were encouraged in the mulberry cultivation and raising of cocoons. It offers 

an additional income for the village folk during the silkworm-rearing season. The 

production of the cocoon is presently flourishing with the assistance of Sericulture 

Dept. of Govt. of West Bengal. The promising start of the sericulture industry is 

possible if initiation is laid for the increased production of qualitative silkworm in the 

hill areas of the Darjeeling District. 
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1.8.4 Horticulture 

Land not used for the agriculture or the land at the higher altitude not suitable 

for the agriculture and land put to less remunerative crops can be used for the 

horticulture development. The richness of the physical environment of the Darjeeling 

hill areas of Darjeeling is so vivid and rich that varieties of fruits are grown. 

Nonetheless, the credit of preservation and flourishing till date lies specially to people 

for their constant effort. It is here varieties of tropical and temperate fruits are grown 

like orange, olive, peach, plum, guava, papaya etc are grown in plenty. Moreover, 

Darjeeling mandarin is famous for its taste and favour, if efforts are made to improve 

in the technology in packing and transport there is every possibility of great future for 

large-scale expansion of orange cultivation, such an holistic approach can give new 

height in generating the economy of the region 

1.9 INDUSTRY BASE RESOURCE 

1.9.1 The Tea Industry 

The establishment of the Tea industry in Darjeeling Dist. is due to the 

enterprise of Dr. Campbell who was appointed superintendent of Darjeeling at a time 

when Attention: was being attractive to the possibility of starting and developing the 

cultivation and manufacture of tea in the territories under the East India Company. 

The first commercial tea was planted at Tukvar and Alubari in 1852 with the 

seedling raised in the Government nurseries. By the year 1856, the industry began to 

be developed on an extensive scale, especially on the lower slopes as it was believed 

that elevation of Darjeeling was too high for the plant to be needed productive. Some 

fourteen year after the first commercial planting in the Darjeeling District increased 

many fold. 

Some 103 Tea garden sprang up subsequently producing what is acknowledge 

as "Darjeeling Tea" and the area on which this is produced is probably 16,500 

hectares. The total production to about 12 million Kgs. It emerges as the biggest 

industry in the region and generating the largest employment in the area and boosted 

a turnover of nearly rupees seventy crores. Apart from the direct employment 

opportunities, the population also earns their livelihood from peripheral sector of the 
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industry consisting of transport, supplies, repair, establishment etc ... However, it is 

disheartening to note that in the wake of development in post independent era this 

sector has seriously effected with diminishing return. It is perceptible that today 

hardly 70 tea garden are functioning crippling with scores of ridden problems. This 

setback is recognised through failure of management, lack of enterprising attitude and 

policy of the stake holder; and vision of the government 

The tea cultivation in the district ranges from 300 feet above sea level in the 

Terai to above 6000 feet in the hills areas of Darjeeling. The important factors 

influencing the growth of tea are related to altitude, soil, aspect and slope of land and 

climate is favourable. As regard the edaphic factors it is important that any good soil 

is suitable for tea cultivation. The soil of the Darjeeling varies from red clay to sandy 

loam it is found all the type of soil are suitable for the plantation of tea. Beside 

rainfall and temperature are also found in tune to its growth. Due to peculiarities in 

geographical factors much of the plantation in the study area have been planted with 

the "chine" variety and subsequently other variety known as "Assam Indigenous" has 

been in favour. Together with the geographical, economic and social factors, 

Darjeeling hill has been capable of producing the vary finest tea of the world known 

by its name and brand "Darjeeling tea." And has international recognition. 

1.9.2 Cinchona Plantation Industry 

The rhetoric of the bountiness of the nature endow can also be assessed 

from the cultivation and nurturing of medicinal plants as found in varieties in the 

study area. Darjeeling hill is home to many medicinal plants viz., Cinchona, Ipecac, 

Diascoria, and many other indigenous medicinal plants. Cinchona plantation in 

Darjeeling started in 1861 but it took a long time to chose the plantation. After 

prolonged trial and error, a cinchona plantation was finally established in Darjeeling 

Himalaya, which was in Mungpoo after the name of the village. Cinchona plantation 

was confined to this area till 1900, when a second plantation was opened at Munsong 

situated towards north east part of hill in Kalimpong. A third plantation was opened 

uo in Rango in year 1938 near Bhutan boarder. The fourth cinchona was started at 
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Latpanchar in 1944. All the four-plantation units are in the hill area of Darjeeling 

District. The gross area of the cinchona plantation is about 22,000 acres. 

All the cinchona plantation produce in the plantation is sent to quinine factory 

at Mungpoo for manufacture of quinine and other allied product. About 800 to 900 

tonnes of dry cinchona bark is every year producing approximately 30,000 Kgs 

quinine Sulphate and 10,000 Kgs of cinchona. The establishment of plantation goes 

back to British Raj presently it is going through a strenuous phase. Further with the 

extensive competition from the development and scientific uses of synthetic drugs as 

substitute the demand in the international market has slacken, beside management 

and policy of the Government is under a big question as it is govern under the 

directorate of cinchona plantation under Govt of West Bengal. However, it provides 

livelihood to thousands of workforce and it worth mentioningwwe 

1.9.3 Tourism 

Tourism the smokeless industry is however a latecomer on the Eastern 

Himalaya. It traces back as post independence phenomenon in the Darjeeling hill 

areas. Since Darjeeling is positioned in the international tourist map, a stream of 

visitors from home and abroad come to get a hold of scenic grandeur over-seeing and 

enjoying the calm and serene atmosphere, colourful people etc. Further with the 

declaration of UNESCO world heritage site for recognizing Himalayan railway with 

flavor of Darjeeling tea, cinchona, cardamom, orchids, fruits, botanical and 

zoological paradise: its people culture and their craft Beside Darjeeling have been the 

land of cultural amalgamation and the taste such a blending have made people in 

itself matters of interest needs to accent and explore. This unique social set-up 

cultivates a fragrance to those tourists of interest and it is doubtless Darjeeling is a. 

pristine destination for the tourist. Recognizing the fact tourism play a significant role 

in the regional economic growth and development in the study area and surrounding. 

It would not be an ambiguity to spell that much of the development of the region 

owes its debt to tourism, which need little emphasis for promotion. The economic 

impact of tourism for the regional development are not for the seek. It earns a 

valuable foreign exchange, revenue from domestic tourist alone (Annual average of 
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Rs 60 Crores-) act as a catalyst of development activities through the creation of 

infrastructural facilities like roads, water supply, sanitation, sewage disposal, 

electricity, medical facilities, educational and recreational facilities, which would 

provide added employment avenue 

Nature has very favourably bestowed Darjeeling hill with her bounties to 

acclaim for the status of "Queens of Hill'. The glory pacify with its crown of stately 

pine wood, Rhodedendron forest, lush green Tea plantation, down slopes terrace 

farming, spurs on its back ground with breath taking view of Kanchanjunga, the cool 

bracing climate in sharp contrast to the sweltering heat of the plains lying in the 

immediate south 

However, the scope of tourism has not just remained confined to hill areas of 

Darjeeling alone. The improvement in transport and communication with the growing 

interest in trekking and exploration enlarge the scope greatly in the recent years, and 

have certainly facilitates the visitors going deep in the mountain. Thus, tourism 

provides for healthy living to a large contingent of working population in the different 

sectors. 

1.10 RESOURCE PERCEPTION AND PERSPECTIVE IN DARJEELING 

HILL AREAS - AN APPRAISAL 

In an assessment of the resource it is essential first of all to perceive the nature 

of resources in the geography background and also to develop a correct perspective 

not only with respect to the associated problems but also with regard to the role these 

can play in the economic development of the region and future planning. In fact, the 

very moment we conceive a resource - it implies prospecting, exploitation and 

utilization. Resource it is said, do not exist but are made and the very concept of 

resource implies the desire and the need of the man to make a specific resource 

useful. Obviously, a miner allying deep underground, the swift flowing water in deep 

valley, the thick forest or high and majestic snow covered mountain peaks cannot in 

nay sense be treated as a resource unless someone is there to perceive its utility. The 

world famous 'Kanchenjunga mountain" or near home - picturesque valley with 

cascade and water falls or natural garden - would have remain in dark, like many 
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more scenic spots of the world, unless one could discover, publicize and make use of 

the same. There are number of 'aesthetic valley' in the remote and inaccessible part if 

the hill area of Darjeeling, but unless appreciated by man are as good as tons of 

precious and valuable minerals buried deep underground, volume of unharnessed 

river water or simply a barren rocky slope. 

So, once it is desired that the resource be utilised, it become necessary to 

explore the possibilities for the same and also to examine infrastructural need on 

which only can any large scale exploitation be based. Then political and 

administrative factors have their own say and decision. What is desirable is that 

resource utilization should, on one side, keep pace with the technical skill, cultural 

milieu and consequent demand of the society and also maintain an ecological balance 

on the other. The extreme view, from whatever quarter they are, can lead to nowhere. 

The above, however, does not in any sense imply that the exploitation and the 

use of resources in Darjeeling hill area have no problems as such. It is indisputable 

that centuries of human impact have deprived the hill slopes of their most valuable 

resource- which not only serve the economic needs but it is important for maintaining 

the ecological balance. Similarly much of the area is still awaits prospecting for 

minerals. The terrace slope through generation of tilling and vagaries of erosion are 

getting more and more unproductive. Similarly unrestricted development of roads is 

giving rise to progressively new problems such as landslide, erosion, silt in river etc. 

But analyzing above facts in isolation may not lead to any logical conclusion unless 

there are views in perspective of the entire ecosystem. For example, construction of 

roads undoubtedly might have set in many disastrous processes; no one can deny the 

fact that all economic progress that we see today is the direct result of roads. While is 

is important to built road as because of strategic point of view, it is equally important 

for economic and cultural growth, for the road serve as media of spatial interaction 

and cultural contact. It is incomprehensible as such that this can ever act as a deterrent 

but surprisingly enough it does - specially when roads are not designed according to 

the pattern of spatial interaction and economic need of the an area but rather cater the 

ever changing need of politicians. Such decision should rather base on the ecological 

perception and development should be in perfect harmony with the ecological factors. 
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In fact, one has to perceive all possible facets of the issue before emanating from 

utilisation of resource without first appreciating all possible aspects sometimes prove 

to be the real crux of the problem. 

Coming specifically to the resource of the region, it should be made clear at 

the outset that in order to arrive at a rational prove into the current problems, each and 

every resource should be viewed in relevant perspective because these considerably 

differ with respect to potential, prospect of utilization and development strategy. The 

hill area (The Himalaya) or the veritable storehouse of natural resources is presently 

facing acute problems of soil and water conservation, expansion of cultivable land, 

extinction of forest, irrigation and above all - the lack of economic opportunities for 

growing population that ultimately results in large scale emigration of the working 

age group. While on the one hand, the very existence of the man is threatened with 

vanishing supply of water, on the other the backbone of the agrarian society, i.e., the 

young mass is progressively rendering these areas devoid of human resources. 

The forest one time valuable assets are fast depleting and, of late, have 

become a controversial resource especially in the context of reckless exploitation in 

the pas t for serving the needs of industries located outside the region, and its 

resultant adverse effects which have initiated the mass dissent. Thus most of the 

virgin forest, as a potential resource, has to be viewed in the changed perspective in 

certain cases, forests are and will remain to continue the basis of many small scale 

industries without effecting a reduction in forest cover. We can not at the same time 

overlook the never ending fuel problem in hill areas and avenues and alternatives for 

the same have to be worked out if forests are to be saved. We may, however, stop the 

commercial exploitation of this resource but unless the fuel in the hill areas is solved 

appropriately, forests are not liable to escape the impact of man. So long man 

remains around, certain amount of evil impact on this resource cannot be ruled out. 

For this social awaking among the masses is essential. The biotic impact on natural 

vegetation somehow has always been underestimated. It is, therefore, within the 

framework that the problems of this resource have to be viewed and analysed. 

Agriculture, due to a variety if constrains imposed by mountain environment, 

cannot be a dependable economic pursuits over a larger proportion of the land. Thus 
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there is hardly any scope of increasing the present percentage of arable land 

substantially. The intrinsically subsistence type of agrarian economy thus render a 

large manpower surplus and it is by far one of the most serious issues faced by 

agrarian economy- besides such universal problems as soil erosion, infertility, dry 

cultivation, poor return, conventional methods etc. In fact, under the present state of 

resource in the country, we cannot anticipate each and every part to be served or 

provided with modem technology or advancements and more so in high hill areas 

where every altitude presents a unique set of advantages and disadvantages for 

cultivation. The only alternative in hill areas of Darjeeling thus appears to be the use 

of land according to its capability. It is true to its capability that long back British 

reap the profit with the introduction of tea and cinchona plantation in the Darjeeling 

hill areas. Such, venture in the other variety of crops need attention to benefit the 

masses. 

Water, the prime resource, has its own problems, since it has a different kind 

of potential at different altitudinal areas. It is therefore analysed and planned 

accordingly. The proper utilization ofthe water resource in this area therefore is a still 

bigger problem. While on one side there is a question relating to assessment of 

potential, adequate technology for irrigation or human use , generation of power etc. 

and the infrastructure for making use of the above- there are more vital issues 

specifically pertaining to the conservation aspect of these resource specifically in the 

wake of a growing number of defunct springs, diminishing discharge in streams and 

springs and related aspects of controlling soil erosion or flood in down stream areas; 

and if at all it is desired to act as a resource serving mankind, it should first be 

ensured that: 

(i) Huge and artificial reservoirs of multipurpose projects do not create 

any environmental problems as huge dam is geologically unstable in 

these parts of fragile hill. 

(ii) Likewise, it has also to be ensured that the huge investment in such 

project proves its worth and the life and functioning of these is not 

threatened by grave consequences of siltation of river, earthquake etc. 
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Next to water are minerals and the region, with the current status of 

knowledge a bounds a variety of this resource. Proper utilization however cannot be 

conceived because of fragile topography, beside the region has low level of economy 

as huge investment is require for exploration, exploitation and utilization and also to 

develop the infrastructural facilities. Presently lack of such factors is note worthy to 

its development. In fact, the potential or the development of mineral resource has 

little relevance to the problems of economic development of the hill areas, where, 

leaving apart the basic amenities of life, it is difficult for people to make two ends 

meet. The benefit of the mineral exploitation may accrue to the region as a whole but 

in true sense will confined to a section of the society only. 

Among all the resource analysed so far tourism can no doubt effectively bring 

about large scale economic change. This appears true firstly because of the popularity 

and large number of tourist the region and secondly due to region being endowed 

with a large geographical variety that present an unlimited scope for the development 

of tourism. The entire region is endowed with scenic variety with areas 

predominating with forest, alpine pasture, lush green tea garden, picturesque valley 

and mountain and many more, abounds in the areas of tourist interest and the region 

is of course a tourist paradise. The region is famed as "Queen of Hills" as the region 

has an unending scope for the development of tourism. This however, is not going to 

be so simple unless the 'trick of the trade' is not learnt and the tourist is not treated as 

a potential customer. In this context, t will equally be imperative to to plan all 

development on the basis of tourist preferences instead of tourist popularity measured 

in terms of the number of tourists visiting any place. Thus it will be worthwhile to get 

some surveys done to know the nature of tourist traffic and tourist preferences. Plan 

based on this cannot only serve the real interests oftourism in these areas but can also 

lay the correct foundations for its growth into a real industry. 

Finally it would not be inappropriate to analyse the whole situation with 

regard to the most basic of all, i.e., the human resource. Unlike the plain, the hill areas 

have a low population supporting potential. The agricultural expansion is limited by 

factors of topography and climate and thus it has not been able to keep pace with the 

growth of population- a condition which has initiated migration of working age 
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groups to urban areas or plains or to foreign land, the population being surplus in the 

subsistence type of economy. The gravity of the problems has little been realised and 

the present situation leaves space for speculating whether it is at all worthwhile to 

invest heavily on resource development- totally ignoring the fundamental of all- the 

human resource which ought to be channelised and tapped at source and which, in 

fact, is basic to the very idea of resource use. So if we cannot create an environment 

that appreciably and effectively check this process, it is a certainty that in time to 

come only the old, infirm and children will remain in the hill areas to reap the benefit 

of all development being contemplated now. This aspect too has not been appreciated 

at all and it is high time that planning be based on appropriate surveys carried out by 

social scientists. 

At this stage it may also be appropriate to make a mention of a serious 

anomaly- the problem and the planner acting as two ends that never meets. The role 

of planning authority is thus little different then prescribing treatment without first 

diagnosing the ailment. An ecologist or geographer can bridge the gap and lead the 

way to strike the balance. On the contrary, there appears to be a deplorable lack of 

serious thinking towards hitherto unexplored but environmentally suitable economic 

pursuit specially tiny and small scale industries including the development of 

Traditional handicrafts, development of appropriate means of communication- roads. 

Ropeways etc., development of feasible project like micro-hyde! plants etc. 

Likewise, least significance has been attributed to some of the vital problems such as 

large scale emigration of active population, fuels need, deterioration of water supply, 

rehabilitation of natural calamities affected population and amidst much hue and cry 

about lopsided development or depletion of resources, there have been little efforts to 

visualize the entire economic growth in the ecological perspective. Huge amounts are 

invested on agriculture development without first knowing what is the intensity of 

land use, pressure of population, the cropping pattern and the environmental 

constrains. It therefore, emerge diagnostic survey as essential. It is thus necessary that 

the intellectuals, politicians, administrators, planners and academicians- should think 

alike and develop a clear perception of the real malady so that they are able to strike 

on right issues. All the future utilization of resource should be based on the 

exploratory studies for a balance as well as the most efficient utilization of resources 

in the study areas. 
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APPENDIX- II 

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES 

(Survey Performa on the Economy of Traditional Handicraft): 

I. General Description 

1. Name of the unit 

2. Name of Artisans 

3. Address: 

4. Village/ town ' 

5. Name ofBlock --------------------

6. Manufacturing Main Craft 

7. Year ofEstd ----------------------
8. Type of organization- household/ Cooperative /Registered/un-registered 

/other 

9. Ethnic Background -------------------

10. Principle occupation-------------------

11. No of subsidiary Artisans -----------------

12. Same family I other paid worker 

13. Average cost of production per article in Rs 

14. Repairing cost 

15. Transport cost. ________ _ 

16. Background of craft: 

Taxes. ------

a. How prominent was the craft in the past. _________ _ 

b. Do you think the industries have good market why? ____ _ 

c. What is the present as compare with the earlier state? ___ _ 

17. Is it a seasonal occupation? Why? 

18. Any folklore dominating the craft.-------------

II Employment Structure 
1 Nature of Employment perennial I seasonal. Ref. Year 

a). if Perennial 
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i. Average no of shits per day _______________ _ 

ii Average: no. of worker employed per month _________ _ 

b). if Seasonal: 

i. Normal season -----------------------
II. Actual season month of operation _______________ _ 

iii A vg. no. of Worker per month ________________ _ 

2. Nature of work time: Full time/Part time -----------
3. Seasonal work load Normal Season/ Peak Season ---------
4. Average no of worker employed per month __________ _ 

5. Actual month of operation -----------------

6. Age structure of the worker in average 

7. Age structure of the worker in average: 

Table 1 Age structure of the worker in average: 
No. 

Age group of 
Worker 

Below- 5. 
15- 30 
30-60. 

Above 60 

8. Type of labour used: 

9. Labour used 

No. of Sex No. of 
Full-time 

M F 
Part-time 

M 
Worker worker 

Table 2: Type of labour used 

No. of Worker 
Distance Previous occupation 
of worker of worker 

Worker 
1991 2001 from site Pry. Sec. Tery 

a) Skilled 

b)Partly 
Skilled 

c) Unskilled 

d) Other 
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III Raw material 

Table 3: Raw material 

Source: 
unit 

How to 
Cost of 

Nature of Raw Place 
& 

acquire 
Transport per 

material & mode of 
distance 

Quty. 
Tran~ort 

a.)Semi processed 
b.) Processed 
c.).Any other 

IV Fuel Consumed Ref. Year 

Table 4: Fuel Consumed Ref. Year 

Total 
Peak 

Quantity Q) 

Item demand ;:::s 

Consumpt ~ 
(Rs.) > ion 

Coal 

Firewood 

Electricity 

Lubricant 

Water 

Other 

V. Nature of Total Product Manufactured 

a. Value of Product 

b. Nature of sale 

c. Output and Commodity Flow 

d. Annual Capacity:-

i. Disposal 

ii. Total sales Quantity 

iii. Total sale value 

iv. Place name and Quantity. 

v. Dist in Km. 

VI. Mode ofTransport 

Source of 
Supply 
Place & 
dist. Km 
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of 
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$ 
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vii. Total Cost of Transport/Week 

viii. Other disposal 

ix. Self-consumption 

x. Waste 

xi. Other 

VI Assessment of asset 

Table 5: Assessment of Fix Capital asset 

Fix Capital Quantity value Rent if hired 

a. Land 
b. Building 
c. Plant & Machine 
d. Other fix Cagital 
e. Repairing 

Table 6 Assessment of Working Capital asset 

Working Capital Quantity value Rent ifhired 

a. Material, stores fuel etc in stock 
b. Stock ofproduct & by-product 
c. Cash in Hand &in Bank (net 
amount receivable) 
d. Loan in advances 
e Out standing Credit 

VII. a. Source of finance 
i) Self finance in rupees, ii) Partner ,iii) Mahajan, iv) Customer advance, 

v. Bank loan, v. Middleman, vi. Other agencies, vii. Location , viii. Purpose 

amount, ix. Duration, x. Proportion, xi. Rate of interest( Fix /actual), xii Term & 

condition, xiii. any security. 

VIII. Factor which influences 

i. Less supply of raw material 

ii. Less capital 

iii Do you have extra capacity? 

iv. If so, how much extra you are capable to produce 

v. Have you produce beyond your capacity? 
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If so how much. 

If you are given capital, subsidy or other facilities how will you organize 

your industry 

vii. any technological improvement known to you for this type of unit? 

a. If yes why are you not adopting that? 

b. If not, are you interested to avail training and other facilities in this 

lines? 

c. What are the three most important problem you face : 

d. Can you give some suggestion that how these craft can be improve 

e. In case you feel that your enterprise is not doing good business, do you 

think that some cooperative effort can improve the situation ? Yes/ No 

f. If Yes, How What type of member you would like ? Same community/ 

educated/ financially sound/ Any other remarks 

Table 7 Factor which influence 

Factors present location other activity Reasons 
Ancestral influence 
Historical inertia 
Supply of raw material 
Demand of produce 
Proximity of market 
Labour supply skilled 
Labour supply unskilled 
Heap fuel/power/water 
Cheap labour 
Favorable climate 
Availability of capital 
Market mechanism 
Transport facilities 
Govt. initiation 
Other 
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SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES 

(Performa on Survey_of Artisan Household) 

I. Family Type: Single person/Nuclear /Joint/ Extended ______ _ 

II. Details of Family members --------------------

Table 1: Details of Family members: 
;.. 

~c: Vl 
><: c: e..-. 

0 
;;.-.;.. 0 0 ;;.-. Vl~ 

- ll) ll) 0 0 ;z; ·- ..0 
0 ·;:: -:5 "'0 :-::: ::l ·-01) r:/) ·- "0 ~~ § E ~·- ~ E «i c: r:/) --< - ~ 0 ~ 

~~ ~ :::c<,.;;; 
<:) 0 ci5;:E ::l A 

MIF "0 0 
~Q 

1 
2 
3 
4 

III Income Pattern: Land Holding 

S.No 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Table 2: Income Pattern: Land Holding 

Type 

::: 
0 ·-A gfo ·- ;.. oou 

0 c: 
:c·~ 
::l 0 0 ;.. 
QU 

IV. Cost of Cultivation 

Table3: Cost of Cultivation 
S.No Seed Fertilizer Taxes i Power Family 

l labour 1 use 
1 ' 

1 

2 I 
3 i 
4 ! 
5 ! 
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A ~ ·- I.) 0 0 E ::l ::E Vl _g~ I.) 
I.) ..0 ::: ;.. 
<:) ::l ~ ........ 0 

0 r:/) A 

Hire 
labour 



V. Agricultural Practice 

Table 4: Agricultural Practice: 
NameofCrop Month/ in acre Purpose 

Season 
Area 
Self utilization 
Exchange 

Sale amount 
I Physical 
I Value 

Amount value (In Rs) (In Qnty.) 
Traditional/ H.Y. V 
Total Production 

VI. Live Stock 

Table 5: Live Stock 

S.No Type of Number Milking 
Total Cost Self use 

Domestic owned animal 
1 
2 
3 

VII. Forest Collection 

Table 6: Forest Collection: 

Questionnaires Details 

Item 
Season. 
Self Utilization 
Sale 
To whom Sold 
Amount Value 

VIII. Other Casual work 

i. Horticulture, ii. Road building, iii. Agriculture labour, iv. Factory worker, 

v. Business Service, Any other. Monthly: Earning (in value) 

IX. Details about saving 

i. Amount, ii Purpose, iii. In kind I . in cash, iv. Where saved:- Post office, 

Bank, L.I.C any other, iv Indebtedness:- a. Source ... b. Amount... c. Cause 
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X. Expenditure Table 

Table 7: Expenditure Table 

Expenditure Pattern Monthly value Yearly value 

Food 
Cloth 
Dwelling 
Fuel & light 
Medicine 
Entertainment 
Drink 
Festival 
Traveling 
Rent 
Loan 
Purchase of news paper 
Otherpurchase Other 

XI. Housing Condition 

When Constructed 

11. House type Kucha pacca 

Ill. Wall material 

iv. No. ofroom 

v. Shed for animal YIN 

vi. Water supply 

vii. Sanitation 

viii. Electricity Available/ not available 

ix. Street light YIN 

X. School facilities 

XI. Medical facilities 

XII. Marketing/ Shopping: 

I Place of marketing 5. Major item purchase 

2. Distance in km 6. Frequency of visit 

3. Mode of travel 

4. Cost of travel 
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